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PREFACE 

This report describes involuntary civil commitment in the 
metropolitan area of Columbus, Ohio. The study upon which this report is 
based was part of a larger project undertaken by the Institute on Mental 
Disability and the Law, National Center for State Courts. The project 
began on January 1, 1981, and lasted for one year. Funding was provided 
by a coalition of private foundations. The major funding was provided by 
a grant from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation of 
Chicago. Additional grants were made by the Chicago Community Trust, the 
Columbus Foundation, the New York Community Trust, the Winston-Salem 
Foundation, and the Della Martin Foundation of Los Angeles. 

Two major types of products were to result from this work. The 
first was to be specific to each metropolitan area (i.e., Winston-Salem, 
Chicago, Columbus, New York City, and Los Angeles)). The second would 
build upon what had been learned in those cities, information in the 
literature, and a comparative analysis of state statutes. This second 
product would be, at least in part, a practical guide for judges who are 
involved with civil commitment hearings across the country. 

All the information generated from the project was to be 
pragmatic and utilitarian. Site reports, such as this document, were 
intended to focus primarily on the manner in which a local system of 
involuntary hospitalization functioned. Observations were made of how 
statutory provisions were implemented, where and why practice deviated 
from statute, and what practices were being followed that were beyond what 
had been anticipated by statute. Strengths and weaknesses were analyzed 
and recommendations were made for change and improvement. 

The judges' procedural guide was also to be pragmatically 
oriented, but with a national perspective. It was to be a comprehensive 
review of how various states approach the problems of civil commitment 
proceedings, with commentary about which ways seem to be the best. The 
end result was visualized roughly as a set of procedural standards with 
commentary. At this writing, the judges' guide document has not been 
completed and its final form and substance have not been finally 
determined. 

A second major phase of the research project was envisioned for 
1982 and 1983, depending upon the award of funds. During this second 
phase, the Institute on Mental Disability and the Law intends to put the 
practical tools developed in the first phase into the hands of those who 
can use them, demonstrate their utility, refine them as necessary, assist 
in the implementation of their widespread application, and finally, 
evaluate and refine their use. Six major tasks are proposed: (1) the 
review, revision, publication, and dissemination of the provisional 
guidelines and recommendations developed in the first phase for 
improvement of the commitment process; (2) the development of an 
information clearinghouse; (3) education and training of court and mental 
health personnel; (4) technical assistance; (5) demonstrations of model 
systems; and (6) the maintaining of liaison with user groups. 
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the interests of the readers who may first wish to review the 
conclusions and recommendations before studying the entire text of this 
report, this section provides an overview. However, the reader is 
strongly encouraged to refer to the specific chapters of the report in 
which the bases and rationale for recommendations are discussed in 
detail. Out of context, and without supporting commentary the 
recommendations may appear what they are not. 

The Columbus involuntary civil commitment process can be 
summarized in terms of nine discrete steps, corresponding roughly to a 
set of chronologically ordered events: (1) initiating the commitment 
procedures; (2) mental health screening, investigation, and review; (3) 
filing of an application (affidavit) formally declaring the intention to 
cause the involuntary hospitalization of a person; (4) custody and 
temporary hospitalization of the person (respondent) who is the subject 
of the affidavit; (5) examination of the respondent by two doctors before 
judicial hearings; (6) a judicial hearing of probable cause for 
involuntary civil commitment; (7) continued short-term involuntary 
hospitalization or release; (8) an adversarial court hearing, resulting 
in either involuntary civil commitment by the Probate Court, election of 
voluntary hospitalization by the respondent, or release; and, (9) 
periodic judicial review of the commitment. 

Prehearing Matters Before A Person Is Hospitalized 

The involuntary civil commitment process in Columbus that occurs 
before a respondent is hospitalized is exemplary and praiseworthy in 
terms of the legal rights and protections afforded the respondent, the 
opportunities for diversion from compulsory hospitalization, and the 
apparent economy and effectiveness of the procedures. Although there may 
be deficiencies, as will be discussed below, these are not major. 
Perhaps the strongest aspect of the pre-hospitalization procedures in 
Columbus are the pre-screening of respondents and the investigation and 
review of the affidavit. These procedures promote fair, prompt, and 
reliable decison-making. The community mental health center screening, 
especially, is a model for other jurisdictions to adopt. Another 
strength in the prehearing process is the persistent and repeated 
notification of rights. Yet another is the requirement that both 
emergency and judicial hospitalization be supported by written 
statements. Deficiencies include a lack of adequate training for peace 
officers and a lack of coordination of components of the prehearing 
process. Both the strengths and the weaknesses of the 
pre-hospitalization process are discussed below. 

An important strength of the Ohio law is that it provides only 
two basic mechanisms (emergency and judicial hospitalization) by which 
involuntary civil commitment and treatment can be initated and imposed. 
Because of the safeguards provided, it would seem difficult to set these 
mechanisms in motion in Franklin County frivolously or improperly. 
Emergency hospitalization, potentially abusive to the rights and 
interests of a respondent, if it could be carried out by any person, can 



only be carried c)ut by ·a psychiatrist, licensed clinical psychologist, 
licensed physician, health officer, parole officer, police officer, or 
sheriff. These individuals may bring a respondent to the hospital but 
must provide a written statement, on a prepared form, to the hospital to 
support emergency hospitalization. The written statement constitutes a 
formal applicatic>n for emergency admission to the hospital and must be 
completed and signed by the person transporting the respondent to the 
hospital. 

Three re!commendations for adjustments in the Franklin County 
procedures for initiating involuntary civil commitment are proposed. The 
first two recommemdations concern improvements in the access to, and 
information about., emergency hospitalization procedures provided to 
mental health and law enforcement personnel; the third proposes an 
augmentation of the function and status of the "mental illness desk" of 
the Probate Divis;ion of the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PREPRINTED FORM, "APPLICATION FOR 
EMERGENCY ADMISSION," WHICH SETS FORTH THE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE STATEMENTS SUPPORTING EMERGENCY 
HOSPITALIZATION, SHOULD BE MADE READILY AVAILABLE TO 
ALL MENI'AL HEALTH AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, ALONG WITH DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
ITS USE IN INITIATING EMERGENCY ADMISSION. 

A significant proportion (some estimates place it at one-half) 
of the involuntary civil commitments in Franklin County are initiated by 
the emergency hospitalization procedure. It, nonetheless, remains 
relatively mysterious to many of the people interviewed in Franklin 
County. 

RECOMMENDATION: TRAINING SHOULD BE PROVIDED TO LAW 
ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL WITHIN FRANKLIN COUNTY BY A 
CONSORTIUM OF INDIVIDUALS FROM THE PROBATE COURT, THE 
COMMUNITY MENTAL CENTERS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY, THE 
CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL, HARDING HOSPITAL, 
AND THE OHIO LEGAL RIGHTS SERVICE IN THE RATIONALE AND 
PROCEDURES FOR EMERGENCY HOSPITALIZATION. THE BASIS 
OF THIS TRAINING SHOULD BE A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROCEDURES (PERHAPS, A MANUAL) FOR EMERGENCY 
HOSPITALIZATION PREPARED BY THE PROBATE COURT. 

RECOMMENDATION: IN RECOGNITION OF ITS IMPORTANT SCREENING, 
COORDINATION, AND PUBLIC RELATION FUNCTIONS, 
ESPECIALLY IN THE EARLY STAGES OF INVOLUNTARY CIVIL 
COMMITME:NT, THE "MENTAL ILLNESS DESK" SHOULD BE 
UPGRADED AND BE REFERRED TO AS THE "MENTAL HEALTH 
REVIEW UNIT" OF THE PROBATE COURT. ONE OF THE THREE 
PROBATE COURT REFEREES NOT PRESIDING AT JUDICIAL 
HEARINGS SHOULD BE DESIGNATED AS A "MENTAL HEALTH 
REVIEW O~FICER, 11 AND THE DEPUTY CLER.T{ CURRENTLY 
MANNING THE "MENTAL ILLNESS DESK" SHOULD BE DESIGNATED 
AS THE '~!1ENTAL HEALTH REVIEW ASSISTANT. 11 TOGETHER 
THESE TWO INDIVIDUALS SHOULD PERFORM ALL REFERRAL AND 
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REVIEW FUNCTIONS FOR THE PROBATE COURT PURSUANT TO 
JUDICIAL HOSPITALIZATION AND PARTICIPATE IN TRAINING 
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT IN 
FRANKLIN COUNTY 

Once having passed the procedural safeguards, and opportunities 
for diversion from compulsory hospitalization provided for the respondent 
in the initiation of involuntary civil commitment (i.e., making the 
inital contact with the probate court, having the respondent submit to a 
mental health examination, and obtaining a certificate supporting the 
affidavit), the affiant is assisted by the Deputy Clerk of the Probate 
Court in filing and completing the affidavit and other required 
documents. This is a significant strength in the Columbus procedures 
occurring before judicial hearings. Nonetheless, several minor 
improvements in the process of filing an affidavit may be suggested. 

Although the language in the Ohio statute relating to what must 
be contained in an acceptable affidavit may contribute to some of the 
vagueness of information provided in affidavits, modifications of 
practices, without legislative reform, seem possible to meet the charge 
of some attorneys that statements of facts in the affidavits are 
insufficient. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE DEPUTY CLERK, IN ASSISTING THE AFFIANT 
IN FILING THE AFFIDAVIT AND COMPLETING OTHER REQUIRED 
FORMS, AND THE REFEREE, IN MAKING HIS OR HER INITIAL 
EX PARTE DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE CAUSE, SHOULD BE 
ENCOURAGED TO BE PARTICULARLY DILIGENT IN ENSURING 
THAT THE AFFIANT'S WRITTEN STATEMENTS ARE 
SUBSTANTIATED, WHEREVER POSSIBLE, BY REFERENCES TO THE 
RESPONDENT'S RECENT ALLEGED BEHAVIOR. 

RECOMMENDATION: PSYCHIATRISTS, LICENSED PSYCHOLOGISTS, AND 
THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER "PRE-SCREENERS" 
SHOULD PROVIDE, AT A MINIMUM, THE RESULTS OF A FULL 
STANDARD MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION REPORT AS PART OF 
THEIR CERTIFICATION IN SUPPORT OF AN AFFIDAVIT. 

The Columbus procedures for screening, investigating, and 
reviewing of mental health cases before the respondent is taken into 
custody are exemplary. There is obviously less curtailment of liberty 
for those individuals successfully diverted from judicial hospitalization 
as a result of the initial contact with the Probate Court, the community 
mental health centers pre-screening, and finally, the~ parte review of 
the allegations in the affidavit by a referee. The screening procedures, 
when successful in diverting mentally ill individuals from judicial 
hospitalization, also embody the best intents of law and mental health 
practice by providing the opportunity for treatment in a least 
restrictive environment that is less disruptive of family, social, and 
economic ties and activities of the respondent. 

Although contemplated in most progressive involuntary civil 
commitment statutes throughout the country, the Ohio law not excepted, it 
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is a rare occurr1mce, indeed, when a respondent remains at liberty 
pending a judicial hearing but after an affidavit has been filed. 
Society simply d()es not seem willing to bear whatever burden may be 
involved in maintaining contact with a respondent outside of a hospital 
during the prehearing period, except in very rare domestic cases. The 
three screening mechanisms employed in Columbus provide prompt, reliable, 
and effective dec:ision-making about whether respondents should be taken 
into custody in the first place. In many jurisdictions throughout the 
country, it is iDiplied that a respondent may, ideally, remain at liberty 
between the time an affidavit is filed and the judicial hearing (see 
Section 5122.17 c1£ the Revised Code noted earlier); however, it is 
tacitly accepted that a respondent must be taken into custody once an 
affidavit is acce!pted by the court. 

The scre~ening mechanisms also appear extremely advantageous for 
the people of Columbus because they seem cost-effective. In the absence 
of such screening mechanisms (assuming even very conservative estimates 
of the number of people diverted from judicial hospitalization) it is not 
inconceivable thc:i't judicial costs would soar. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO 
INCREASE, ITS COORDINATION WITH THE THREE COMMUNITY 
MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS IN COLUMBUS IN SCREENING AND 
DIVERTING INITIAL REQUESTS FOR JUDICIAL 
HOSPITALIZATION APPLICATIONS. 

RECOMMENDATION: SUFFICIENT FUNDING SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR 
MAINTAINING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
PRE-SCREENING OF POTENTIAL RESPONDENTS. 

RECOMMENDATION: A PRE-SCREENING PROCEDURE, MODELED AFTER 
THAT OF THE SOUTHWEST COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, 
SHOULD BE ADOPTED FOR USE THROUGHOUT FRANKLIN COUNTY, 
IF NOT ALREADY DONE SO. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR THE COMMUNITY 
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER PRE-SCREENING SHOULD BE CLARIFIED 
BY COURT RULE. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE EX PARTE REVIEW OF THE AFFIDAVIT AND 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS AND THE DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE BY THE REFEREE BEFORE THE ISSUANCE OF A 
TEMPORARY ORDER OF DETENTION SHOULD BE CONDUCTED MORE 
RIGOROUSLY. 

RECOMMENDATION: RESPONDENTS' ATTORNEYS SHOULD HAVE READY 
ACCESS TO PRE-SCREENING REPORTS. 

RECOMMENDATION: T'HE COURT SHOULD EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITY 
OF HAVING THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
PRE-SCREENER ASSUME THE ROLE OF THE COURT'S EXAMINER. 
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The practices in Columbus relating to the transportation of 
respondents in civil connnitment proceedings are generally in keeping with 
the statutory requirement that every reasonable and appropriate effort 
should be made to take persons into custody in the least conspicuous 
manner possible (5122.10). With minor exceptions, the procedures 
employed by the team of sheriff's deputies on special assignment to the 
Probate Court serve the interests of economy and efficiency. The manner 
in which police take respondents into custody without prior judicial 
approval was neither criticized nor praised by those we interviewed in 
Columbus. 

In our opinion, there are a number of minor deficiencies and 
weaknesses in the custody and detention procedures in Columbus that are 
worthy of note. We begin with the clothes that the sheriff's deputies 
wear and the cars that they drive, when they arrive on the scene to take 
custody of the respondent. To their credit the deputies interviewed 
noted both the advantages and the disadvantages of the procedures of 
using uniformed peace officers and marked police cruisers. 

RECOMMENDATION: IN NON-EMERGENCY CASES, RESPONDENTS SHOULD 
BE TAKEN INTO CUSTODY BY PEACE OFFICERS WEARING PLAIN 
CLOTHES AND DRIVING UNMARKED VEHICLES, UNLESS THE 
PEACE OFFICERS HAVE REASON TO BELIEVE THAT THE 
AUTHORITY OF POLICE IDENTIFICATION IS NECESSARY TO 
RESTRAIN A RESPONDENT. THE NECESSITY OF UNIFORMED 
POLICE OFFICERS SHOULD BE CONVEYED BY THE DEPUTY CLERK 
UPON ISSUANCE OF THE TEMPORARY ORDER OF DETENTION. 

RECOMMENDATION: COLUMBUS POLICE OFFICERS SHOULD BE 
ENCOURAGED TO TAKE OR REFER AS MANY ALLEGED MENTAL 
HEALTH CASES AS POSSIBLE TO COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH 
CENTERS INSTEAD OF CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL. 

RECOMMENDATION: ADEQUATE TRAINING SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE 
FOR PEACE OFFICERS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY ON: THE NATURE 
AND MANIFESTATIONS OF MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS, HOW TO 
COMMUNICATE WITH AND HANDLE MENTALLY DISORDERED 
INDIVIDUALS AND, IMPORTANTLY, COMMUNITY RESOURCES TO 
WHICH MENTALLY ILL INDIVIDUALS MAY BE TAKEN OR 
REFERRED. 

Court officials, peace officers, mental health personnel, 
attorneys, and referees in Columbus are extremely conscientious in 
informing respondents of their rights. Respondents are notified of their 
rights repeatedly from the time that they are taken into custody until 
the Probable Cause Hearing. In general, the Columbus procedures for 
notification of respondent's rights are exemplary and praiseworthy. In 
this section, we mention only a few matters for general consideration and 
make several specific recommendations for making what appears to be a 
very good system even better. 
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RECOMMENDATION: IN ACCORDANCE WITH OHIO LAW AND COURT 
RULES, SHERIFF'S DEPUTIES UPON TAKING A RESPONDENT 
INTO CUSTODY SHOULD ORALLY INFORM THE RESPONDENT OF 
HIS OR HER LEGAL RIGHTS, AS WELL AS PROVIDE A WRITTEN 
STATEMENT OF THOSE RIGHTS. 

RECOMMENDATION: WRITTEN STATEMENTS REGARDING LEGAL RIGHTS 
AND PROTECTIONS SHOULD BE PROVIDED IN SIMPLE LANGUAGE. 

RECOMMENDATION: PROCEDURES FOR THE NOTIFYING THE 
RESPONDENT'S FAMILY SHOULD BE CLARIFIED AND 
COORDINATED. 

RECOMMENDATION: ATTORNEYS SHOULD NOTIFY RESPONDENTS OF THE 
AVAILABII.ITY OF APPEAL, WRITS OF HABEAS CORPUS, AND 
OTHER REMEDIES IN ADDITION TO VOLUNTARY ADMISSION. 

Prehearing Matter.s After A Person Is Hospitalized 

The strengths clearly outweigh the weaknesses of procedures in 
the Columbus involuntary civil commitment process, in the period after a 
respondent is tak1:m into custody and while he or she is in the hospital 
awaiting a court hearing. Legal safeguards and protections afforded the 
respondent are balanced with treatment considerations and interests of 
economy and efficiency. 

The treat:ment of respondents who are involuntarily hospitalized 
before a judicial hearing is an issue that raises little controversy in 
Columbus. In practice, most respondents are medicated and provided other 
types of therapies shortly after they are admitted to the hospital. 
Except for their legal status, and some of the hospital staff's 
trepidations about: that status and related liability threats, respondents 
hospitalized on c<>urt order are treated essentially the same as any other 
patients. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE POLICIES OF CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC 
HOSPITAL AND PRIVATE MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES 
REGARDING APPROPRIATE TREATMENT OF RESPONDENTS 
ADMITTED INTO EMERGENCY OR JUDICIAL HOSPITALIZATION 
SHOULD BE: CLARIFIED. THESE POLICIES SHOULD BE 
INFORMED BOTH BY LEGAL OPINION REGARDING THE LIABILITY 
OF TREATMENT PROVIDERS IMPLEMENTING THESE POLICIES, 
AND BY MENTAL HEALTH PERSONNEL'S OPINION ABOUT THE 
APPROPRIATENESS OF CRISIS TREATMENT. IT IS FURTHER 
RECOMMENDED THAT THE OHIO DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
DRAFT AND THE OHIO LEGAL RIGHTS SERVICE REVIEW THESE 
POLICIES. 

RECOMMENDATION: UPON FIRST MEETING WITH THEIR CLIENTS, 
RESPONDENTS' ATTORNEYS SHOULD FAMILIARIZE THEMSELVES 
WITH THE TYPE OF PREHEARING TREATMENT GIVEN TO THE 
RESPONDENT, ESPECIALLY WHEN THE TREATMENT CONSISTS OF 
MEDICATION THAT IS LIKELY TO AFFECT THE RESPONDENT'S 
DEMEANOR DURING THE PROBABLE CAUSE HEARING. 
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Taken as a whole, the mental health examinations provided to 
respondents before judicial hearings--prescreening, hospital examination 
at the time of admission, examinatio'n by a court expert, and examination 
by an independent expert--constitute a significant strength in the 
Columbus system. The protection that these examinations provide against 
improper involuntary hospitalization is substantial. The prescreening 
examination is performed at the very early stages of the involuntary 
civil commitment process and provides adequate opportunities for 
diversion from compulsory hospitalization. Prompt and reliable 
decision-making appears to be the rule rather than the exception. The 
legislative intent in Ohio law for the provision of an independent 
examination is adequately complied with in practice. Such independent 
examination is provided for in the laws of many states but rarely occurs 
in practice as it does in Columbus. Given the enormous influence that 
examiners have in commitment cases, this automatic provision of an 
independent examination is commendable both from the point of view of a 
check on the validity of decisions regarding compulsory hospitalizations 
and an increase in the confidence in diagnosis and appropriate treatment. 

On the negative side, the examinations may be redundant and 
their results underutilized. The prehearing examination process probably 
could be better coordinated and be economized without lowering safeguards 
against improper hospitalization. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT SHOULD MAKE MUCH GREATER 
USE OF THE INFORMATION THAT IS ACQUIRED IN THE 
PRESCREENING EXAMINATION BY THE COMMUNITY MENTAL 
HEALTH CENTER, THE EXAMINATION UPON HOSPITAL 
ADMISSION, AND THE EXAMINATIONS BY THE COURT AND 
INDEPENDENT EXPERT. 

RECOMMENDATION: ONCE THE INTEREST OF CHECKING THE VALIDITY 
AND RELIABILITY OF COMMITMENT DECISIONS IS SATISFIED, 
THE COURT SHOULD COORDINATE AND COMPILE THE RESULTS OF 
THE VARIOUS PREHEARING EXAMINATIONS, IN THE BEST 
INTERESTS OF THE RESPONDENT'S TREATMENT, BY MAKING 
THESE RESULTS AVAILABLE TO THE HOSPITAL TREATMENT TE.AM. 

RECOMMENDATION: IN THE INTERESTS OF ECONOMY AND 
EFFICIENCY, THE COURT SHOULD GIVE STRONG CONSIDERATION 
TO COMBINING THE PRESCREENING EXAMINATION AND THE 
EXAMINATION CONDUCTED BY THE COURT EXPERT, THEREBY 
ELIMINATING THE REQUIREMENT OF ONE OF THESE 
EXAMINATIONS. 

RECOMMENDATION: EXAMINERS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 
THEIR EXAMINATION SUFFICIENTLY IN ADVANCE OF JUDICIAL 
HEARINGS TO ALLOW COUNSEL ADEQUATE TIME TO CONSIDER 
THE RESULTS OF THE EXAMINATION IN PREPARING THE CASE 
FOR JUDICIAL HEARING. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE COURTS SHOULD URGE EXAMINERS TO TAKE 
TIME AND CARE TO EXPLAIN TO EVERY RESPONDENT THE 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE EXAMINATION, ITS PLACE IN 
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THE COMMITMENT PROCESS, AND THE LIKELY CONSEQUENCES OF 
THE EXAMINATION. 

RECOMMENDATION: EXAMINERS WHO PREPARE WRITTEN CERTIFICATES 
OR REPORTS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO INCLUDE IN THOSE 
REPORTS STATEMENTS INDICATING WHAT PSYCHIATRIC RECORDS 
AND OTHE:R EXAMINERS' OPINIONS THEY CONSULTED BEFORE 
EXAMINING THE RESPONDENT AND PREPARING THEIR 
CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. THEY SHOULD INDICATE, IF 
POSSIBLE:, WHICH OF THEIR CONCLUSIONS DEPENDS 
SUBSTANTIALLY ON THEIR OWN OBSERVATIONS AND THOSE 
WHICH PRIMARILY ECHO OR REINFORCE PRIOR CONCLUSIONS 
MADE BY OTHERS. 

Notwithstanding the difficult issues of chronically ill persons 
who are in and out of the "revolving door" of the hospital and the 
related difficulty of deciding whether a respondent possesses the mental 
capacity to decide to become a voluntary patient, the procedure of 
allowing respondents to request voluntary status in the hospital is a 
definite strength in the Columbus system. It makes it possible for 
respondents to avoid the stigma of involuntary commitment and prevent the 
record of a commitment hearing from becoming part of the public record. 
Further, it seems in the interest of economy to have the majority of 
respondents enter the mental health system on a voluntary basis, thereby 
eliminating the need for judicial resources and attorneys. 

Two reconnnendations are made below which may alleviate, but not 
eliminate,· the "r•evolving door" problem caused by the repeated three-day 
letter requests f1)r voluntary admissions, and the problem of ascertaining 
the willingness a~nd competency of respondents to elect voluntary 
admissions. 

RECOMMENDATION: ATTORNEYS FOR RESPONDENTS SHOULD BE 
ENCOURAGED TO ASCERTAIN AND DETERMINE TO THEIR 
SATISFACTION THAT RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE APPLIED FOR 
VOLUNTARY ADMISSION TO THE HOSPITAL HAVE DONE SO 
WILLINGLY AND WITH SOME UNDERSTANDING. 

RECOMMENDATION: ONLY ONE THREE-DAY LETTER REQUESTING 
RELEASE, FOLLOWING A CONVERSION FROM INVOLUNTARY 
HOSPITALIZATION TO VOLUNTARY HOSPITALIZATION MAY BE 
FILED BEl~ORE A JUDICIAL HEARING, AND ONE EACH BETWEEN 
ADJUDICATION OF INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT AT A FULL 
HEARING AND SUBSEQUENT REHEARINGS. 

The broad powers to release a respondent, in effect at any time, 
is clearly a streugth in the Columbus involuntary civil commitment system 
from the standpoint of safeguarding against improper hospitalization. On 
the other hand, one could argue that if prehearing procedures were 
conducted properly--i.e., filing of an affidavit, screening, 
investigation, and ex parte judicial review--the ixmnediate release of a 
person once he has: been taken into custody and transported to the 
hospital seems senseless, at least from the standpoint of economy and 
efficiency. As the legal and mental health communities become less 
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concerned with improper compulsory hospitalization and more concerned 
with the premature release of persons from the hospital who may have no 
treatment alternatives, discharge and release policies may have to be 
reviewed. Bed space, resource allocation, and other fiscal concerns may 
become paramount, if they are not already so. 

RECOMMENDATION: HOSPITAL FACILITIES SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED 
BY THE COURT TO COMMUNICATE CLEARLY TO THE COURT THEIR 
PREHEARING DISCHARGE POLICIES. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE COURT SHOULD PREPARE ITSELF FOR A 
CHANGE IN PUBLIC SENTIMENT AND CHANGES IN THE LEGAL 
AND MENTAL HEALTH CULTURE DEMANDING A SHIFT IN 
ADVOCACY FROM THE RESPONDENT TO THE AFFIANT. 

Counsel 

The provision and prompt availability of legal representation 
for persons involuntarily hospitalized in Columbus is a strength in the 
commitment process, protecting the respondent from wrongful 
hospitalization for more than a few days. As a group, court appointed 
attorneys in Columbus advocate conscientiously, at least initially, for 
responents' expressed wishes. Given the extensive pre-screening and 
diversion of persons for whom compulsory hospitalization is deemed 
inappropriate, attorneys in Columbus have assumed roles and attitudes in 
their representation of respondents that appears effective, though not 
without room for improvement. 

The short period of time available for preparation of a case 
before a probable cause hearing balances the respondent's right to a 
quick judicial review and his or her counsel's needs in the preparation 
of a competent defense. On short notice, access to information relevant 
to the case is often unavailable to attorneys. Yet, no charges of gross 
inadequacies of legal counsel provided to respondents were encountered in 
our study. With minor adjustments and improvements, legal assistance 
provided to respondents in commitment in Columbus seems deserving of 
praise, in our opinion. 

Although the vast majority of courts throughout the country 
recognize a constitutional right to counsel in involuntary civil 
commitment proceedings, the Ohio law is laudable by guaranteeing this 
right to its citizens. As a group, attorneys for respondents in Columbus 
seem to have found a comfortable middle ground in their roles somewhere 
between the extremes of guardian ad litem and zealous advocate. The 
system works smoothly; we encounte;e~indications that the role 
assumed by the attorneys engendered even isolated cases of improper 
compulsory hospitalization. We found the attorneys' doubt about and 
questioning of their own roles in the commitment process to be a healthy 
attitude. 

Without exception, attorneys in Columbus seem to assume the role 
of advocate for release of the respondent in the initial stages of the 
proceedings. That is, in the absence of contrary information they assume 
that immediate release of the respondent is the desired goal toward which 
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their representation is aimed. With increased information about a case, 
however, they may relax their advocacy, as in a case, for example, in 
which the independent examiner is of the opinion that the respondent is 
in definite need of immediate compulsory hospitalization. Given that the 
Columbus system includes an active screening and diversion of respondents 
before a judicial hearing and a strong adversarial process thereafter, 
this seemingly prevailing role of strong-advocate-first, then 
guardian-advisor-·later may be the best possible role for attorneys in 
Columbus. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE COURT IS ENCOURAGED TO COMMUNICATE, 
WITH THE ADVICE OF THE LEGAL AND MENTAL HEALTH 
COMMUNITIES, THE PREFERRED ROLE FOR RESPONDENT'S 
COUNSEL, ESPECIALLY TO NEWLY APPOINTED ATTORNEYS. 

The methods of appointment and retention of counsel to represent 
respondents in involuntary civil connnitment proceedings in Columbus are 
effective. The court-appointed attorneys generally are a conscientious 
and informed group who provide competent legal representation to 
respondents. The promptness of appointment of counsel, allowing for a 
timely (although admittedly short) preparation for a defense, is a 
significant strength in the Columbus civil commitment process. Finally, 
fee schedules for attorneys appear reasonable and fair given the (1) 
rotating basis of appointment, (2) the fact that the great majority of 
respondents are located in one place (Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital) 
allowing attorneys expedient access to their clients, (3) the fact that 
hearings are scheduled reliably on specific predetermined dates, and (4) 
that several cases are heard at once. 

Although the method of appointing attorneys to represent 
respondents has proved effective in Columbus, the success of the method 
depends largely upon the individual entrusted with the responsibility of 
selecting attorneys for court appointment, namely the Franklin County 
Probate Judge. The following two recommendations concern review of the 
appointment methods and their results. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT IS ENCOURAGED TO 
ASSEMBLE A COMMITTEE OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE LOCAL 
BAR AND MENTAL HEALTH COMMUNITY TO REVIEW AND PROVIDE 
ADVICE ABOUT THE APPOINTMENT OF ATTORNEYS TO REPRESENT 
RESPONDENTS IN INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT 
PROCEEDINGS. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE REVIEW COMMITTEE SHOULD PERIODICALLY 
MONITOR THE LIST OF COURT APPOINTED ATTORNEYS AND 
ASSIST THE PROBATE COURT IN EVALUATING COMPLAINTS OF 
INCOMPETlrnCE AGAINST ATTORNEYS ON THE LIST AND IN 
DEVELOPING GUIDELINES FOR THE REMOVAL OF ATTORNEYS 
FROM THE LIST. 

Compared to the legal representation provided to respondents in 
other jurisdictions, and in consideration of the small amount of time 
available for preparation of cases before judicial hearing, legal counsel 
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of respondents in Columbus, in our opinion, ranges from satisfactory to 
very good. Based upon our observations of attorneys during hearings and 
interviews, it appears that the court-appointed attorneys go about their 
duties and responsibilities conscientiously. A strength in the 
representation of respondents in Columbus is the practice of interviewing 
respondents before the Probable Cause Hearing, whenever possible. Due in 
part to the short period of time available to attorneys to prepare their 
cases, however, a weakness in the system is the inability and failure of 
attorneys to avail themselves of valuable information from pre-screeners, 
court and independent experts, hospital staff, and other potential 
witnesses. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE RESULTS OF THE PRE-SCREENING 
INVESTIGATION AND MENTAL HEALTH EXAMINATIONS SHOULD BE 
PROVIDED TO RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL ALONG WITH A COPY OF 
THE AFFIDAVIT, AND OTHERWISE BE MADE READILY 
ACCESSIBLE TO COUNSEL IF NOT PRESENTED TO HIM OR HER 
IN WRITING. 

RECOMMENDATION: WRITTEN STATEMENTS DESCRIBING THE RESULTS 
OF THE MENTAL HEALTH EXAMINATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE 
COURT AND INDEPENDENT EXPERTS SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE 
ROUTINELY TO THE RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL AND THE STATE'S 
ATTORNEY. ALTERNATIVELY, THE PROBATE COURT SHOULD 
REQUIRE THAT INDEPENDENT AND COURT EXAMINERS 
COMMUNICATE THE RESULTS OF EXAMINATIONS BY TELEPHONE 
AT LEAST 24 HOURS BEFORE HEARINGS. 

RECOMMENDATION: CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL AND THE 
PRIVATE HOSIPTALS IN COLUMBUS SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED BY 
THE PROBATE COURT TO MAKE CONSISTENT THEIR POLICIES 
REGARDING RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL'S ACCESS TO RELEVANT 
HOSPITAL RECORDS. 

RECOMMENDATION: GIVEN THE INFREQUENT INVOLVEMENT OF 
COURT-APPOINTED ATTORNEYS IN APPEALS OF INVOLUNTARY 
CIVIL COMMITMENTS, AND THE OTHERWISE FEW OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR ATTORNEYS IN COLUMBUS TO REVIEW THE LEGAL AND 
SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THEIR REPRESENTATION IN 
COLUMBUS, A CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR 
COURT-APPOINTED ATTORNEYS SHOULD BE INSTITUTED AND 
IMPLE."1ENTED • 

Hearings 

Ohio law provides the individual sought to be involuntarily 
committed with opportunities to test the allegation in the affidavit and 
the validity of protracted compulsory hospitalization in three separate 
Probate Court hearings: probable cause, full, and continued commitment 
hearings. Probable cause hearings are held only upon request of the 
respondent or his or her counsel (5122.141); however, they are held 
automatically three days after the filing of an affidavit as a matter of 
practice in Columbus. Probable cause hearings tend to be less formal 
than full hearings, and Ohio's Rules of Civil Procedure are not strictly 
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adhered to in probable cause hearings as a matter of law (5122.141, 
5122.06). Also, the burden of proof in these initial judicial hearings 
is "probable caus:e, 11 instead of the "clear and convincing" evidence 
required at the full hearings. Representation of the State's case during 
probable cause he:arings need not be by an attorney according to Ohio law 
(5122.06), and, in Columbus, is usually a hospital social worker. 
Otherwise, as one attorney put it, the probable cause hearings in 
Columbus are "carbon copies" of the full hearings. 

Full hearings are conducted in a manner consistent with due 
process of law and the Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure (5122.15). Full 
hearings must be held sometime between the thirtieth and forty-fifth day 
after the initial detention of the respondent unless a probable cause 
hearing was held in this period of time, in which case full hearings must 
be held within ten days from the probable cause hearing (5122.141). The 
rule of practice in Columbus is for full hearings to be held within ten 
days of the probable cause hearing, which always is held within three 
days of the filing of an affidavit. Continuances are infrequent. 

If there has been no disposition of the case after ninety days 
of involuntary civil commitment of the respondent, either by discharge or 
a conversion to voluntary hospitalization, a judicial review hearing of 
continued commitment is held as a matter of law and practice in Columbus 
(5122.15). If the outcome of the review hearing is continued commitment, 
review hearings are mandatory every two years thereafter or they may be 
requested by a respondent every 180 days (5122.15). Only the probable 
cause hearing and the full hearing will be considered in this chapter. 
The continued commitment review hearing will be discussed in Chapter 
VII. 

The provision of court hearings conducted in accordance with due 
process of law and the Rules of Civil Procedure is a very significant 
feature of the Columbus civil commitment system. The actors in the 
system appear to function fairly, effectively, and efficiently within 
that system. In our opinion, the Probate Court deserves praise for 
erecting in practice the procedural and substantive safeguards in Ohio 
law to protect respondents during hearings. If the system has 
significant deficiencies, they are due to emphasis of safeguards for the 
respondent to the detriment of economy and efficiency. Most of our 
recommendations f1:>r improvements are aimed at balancing the interest of 
the respondent in adequate judicial review and the interest of efficiency 
and economy. 

The vast majority of those we interviewed in Columbus felt that 
the practice in Franklin County of providing automatic probable cause 
hearings to all riaspondents in involuntary civil commitment proceedings 
did not sufficiently serve the liberty interests of respondents to 
outweigh the inte:rests of efficiency and economy. With a change in the 
timing of the full hearing, a strengthening of the prescreening 
procedures, a meaningful investigation and review of the affidavit, and 
an allowance for 1::he expungement of records upon dismissal of the case at 
full hearing, the automatic conduct of a probable cause hearing in everJ 
commitment case i:~ unwarranted. 
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RECOMMENDATION: THE PRACTICE OF PROVIDING AUTOMATIC 
PROBABLE CAUSE HEARINGS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY SHOULD BE 
ELIMINATED. 

RECOMMENDATION: FULL HEARINGS IN INVOLUNTARY CIVIL 
COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY SHOULD BE 
HELD WITHIN FIVE DAYS OF THE FILING OF AN AFFIDAVIT. 

RECOMMENDATION: PROCEDURES FOR PRESCREENING AND DIVERSION 
BY THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS, INVESTIGATION 
OF THE AFFIDAVIT, REVIEW BY, AND THE EX PARTE 
DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE CAUSE BY THE REFEREE SHOULD 
BE ENHANCED AND STRENGTHENED. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE EXPUNGEMENT OF ALL RECORDS OF 
INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS SHOULD BE 
MADE POSSIBLE, UPON ORDER OF THE COURT, WHEN A 
RESPONDENT IS DISCHARGED AT A FULL HEARING. 

The timeliness, adversarial nature, and strict adherence to due 
process of law and the Rules of Civil Procedure are very strong features 
of the law and practice of the involuntary civil commitment in Columbus. 
The use of rules of evidence in civil procedure ensure that the hearings 
will be held in an orderly fashion and that the rights of respondents 
will be carefully protected. The considerations for improvements of the 
nature and conduct of full hearings in Columbus suggested below should 
not detract from our judgment that the manner in which hearings are 
conducted in Columbus is exemplary. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT SHOULD SEEK FUNDS TO 
RENOVATE THE COURTROOM IN CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC 
HOSPITAL. 

RECOMMENDATION: REFEREES ARE ENCOURAGED TO BE CONTINUALLY 
VIGILANT ABOUT MAINTAINING COURTROOM DECORUM • • 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT SHOULD ENCOURAGE A CLOSE 
TRACKING OF STATUTORY CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS DURING 
THE HEARINGS. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT, IN COLLABORATION WITH 
THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM IN COLUMBUS, SHOULD 
DEVELOP AND KEEP CURRENT INFORMATION ABOUT PROGRAMS IN 
THE COMMUNITY THAT MIGHT BE APPROPRIATE AND AVAILABLE 
AS LESS RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVES TO INVOLUNTARY 
COMMITMENT. IT SHOULD BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 
RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL AND THE PROBATE COURT TO BE 
FAMILIAR WITH THIS INFORMATION AND USE IT TO IDENTIFY 
THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE TREATMENT OPTION THAT IS 
APPROPRIATE AND AVAILABLE FOR RESPONDENTS. 

RECOMMMENDATION: MORE ATTENTION TO AND CONSIDERATION OF 
TREATMENT PLANS AND LESS RESTRICTIVE TREATMENT 
ALTERNATIVES TO FORCED HOSPITALIZATION SHOULD BE GIVEN 
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DURING INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT HEARINGS IN 
COLUMBUS. 

A significant strength of the involuntary civil commitment 
system in Columbus is the conduct of adversarial hearings. The roles of 
the referee, state's attorney, examiners and other witnesses in the 
proceedings are generally well executed within this adversarial 
framework. Also, from the point of view of legal protections, the 
respondent's presence at hearings in Columbus is a strong feature. 
Respondents have the opportunity to hear all allegations made about them 
and are able to assist in their defense to the maximum extent possible. 
Additionally, the referee always is able to observe the respondent and 
need not rely solely an the testimony of witnesses and the statements 
from counsel about the mental condition of the respondent. On the other 
hand, it can be argued that respondents may suffer emotional and mental 
damage by the experience of listening to relatives, friends, and doctors 
testifying about them. Families fear that respondents' relationship with 
them will suffer as a result of the courtroom experience. Also, as noted 
earlier, treating physicians believe that their testimony in the presence 
of the respondent can significantly interfere with their ability to 
establish a therapeutic relationship with him or her. On balance, 
however, it is our judgment that the presence of the respondent at 
hearings, given his or her counsel's goad advice, tends to be a mark in 
favor of the Colu:1I1bus system. 

The assignment of several referees to civil commitment cases on 
a rotating basis is also a praiseworthy feature of the citys' commitment 
system. Our interviews with several of the referees and our observations 
of them during hearings revealed a remarkably competent, conscientious, 
and fair-minded g·t"oup of attorneys. They all appear to approach their 
part-time job presiding at involuntary civil commitment proceedings with 
thoughtfulness, intelligence, and enthusiasm. 

The fol ljlwing recommendation regarding the State Attorney's 
function in hearings is made to coincide with earlier recommendations for 
the abolition of the Probable Cause hearings. 

RECOMMENDATION: AN ATTORNEY, DESIGNATED BY THE STATE' S 
ATTORNEY, SHOULD REPRESENT THE STATE IN ALL CIVIL 
COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS. 

In our opinion, given the adversarial nature of the civil 
commitment proceedings in Columbus, a social worker representing the case 
for hospitalizati1m at a probable cause hearing is an anomaly that 
detracts from the strength of the Columbus system--namely, the 
adversarial natur1~ of the proceedings. Insofar as the social worker 
serves the role o;E an ersatz attorney, both the appearance and conduct of 
the hearing are l4~ss than adversarial. In our opinion, the aims of 
economy or informality, if those were the aims of inserting a social 
worker into the proceedings, are better achieved in other ways. 

Judicial Considerations After the Rearing 

The courts' concern for individuals involuntarily confined to 
mental health facilities does not end with judicial commitment hearings. 
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Except for requests for the expungment of all records of the proceedings, 
for those respondents whose cases are dismissed at the completion of the 
judicial hearing, the courts' involvement ceases. For those respondents 
who are involuntarily committed, however, the court continues to be 
involved in reviewing contested commitments in mandatory periodic 
hearings, appeal from a commitment order, petitions for writs of habeas 
corpus, and review of institutional practices, especially questions 
concerning patients' rights. 

Mandatory review hearings conducted in accordance with due 
process of law are a positive feature of the Columbus involuntary civil 
commitment system. However, given the rarity of appeals from a 
commitment order, petitions for writs of habeas corpus, and other legal 
remedies, the lack of judicial review and oversight is, arguably, a 
weakness in the system. 

From the standpoint of economy and efficiency, the discharge of 
respondents' attorneys from responsibilities in continued representation 
of cases following the judicial hearing may have considerable merit. 
From the standpoint of protection of the respondents' rights, however, 
this procedure can be critized for, at the least, causing a discontinuity 
in a respondent's legal representation in civil commitment proceedings, 
and, at the worst, placing the respondent at a distinct disadvantage in 
seeking legal remedies for protracted commitment. One solution to the 
problem, of course, is to require that respondents' attorneys remain 
responsible for a respondent's legal representation during the commitment 
period. However, this requirement may prove cumbersome from an 
administrative point of view. Further, in other jurisdictions (e.g., 
parts of North Carolina) where such continued representation is a matter 
of law, compliance is minimal, i.e., counsel never maintain contact with 
their clients after commitment. However, the practice whereby an 
attorney is discharged from his or her responsibility to a respondent 
upon completion of the hearing and the respondent literally leaves the 
courtroom not to see that attorney again is, in our opinion, an anomaly 
in an otherwise strong system. 

RECOMMENDATION: UPON THE COMPLETION OF A JUDICIAL HEARING 
AND A FINAL ORDER OF COMMITMENT, COUNSEL FOR THE 
RESPONDENT SHOULD NOT BE DISCHARGED FROM 
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR RESPONDENT'S REPRESENTATION UNTIL 
ALL AVAILABLE R&"'IBDIES AND OPTIONS FOR RELEASE OR LESS 
RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVES ARE CLEARLY AND CAREFULLY 
EXPLAINED TO THE RESPONDENT. FURTHER, COUNSEL FOR THE 
RESPONDENT SHOULD NOT BE RELEASED FROM HIS OR HER 
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE RESPONDENT'S REPRESENTATION 
UNTIL HE OR SHE HAS PERSONALLY COMMUNICATED THE 
PARTICULARS OF THE CASE TO THE OHIO LEGAL RIGHTS 
SERVICE AND THE HOSPITAL ADVOCATE. 

RECOMMENDATION: A DETAILED WRITTEN REPORT, AS REQUIRED IN 
SECTION 5122.lS(H) OF THE REVISED CODE, SHOULD BE 
FILED BY THE HOSPITAL AND MADE AVAILABLE TO THE 
RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL AT LEAST THREE DAYS BEFORE A 
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REVIEW HEARING. FURTHER, RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL SHOULD 
BE ENCOURAGED TO SUBPOENA MEMBERS OF THE TREATMENT 
TEAM TO TESTIFY AT REVIEW HEARINGS. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT IS ENCOURAGED TO DEVELOP 
ONE OR MORE TRAINING SESSIONS FOR REFEREES AND 
ATTORNEYS ON THE RIGHT TO AND PROCEDURES FOR APPEAL OF 
COMMITMENT ORDERS. THE PROBATE COURT IS FURTHER 
ENCOURAGED TO SEEK THE ASSISTANCE OF THE OHIO LEGAL 
RIGHTS SERVICE IN DEVELOPING AND COORDINATING THESE 
TRAINING SESSIONS. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. OVERVIEW OF REPORT 

This report is based on a study of the process of involuntary 
civil connnitment in Columbus, Ohio. It is introduced in this chapter by 
an explanation of how the study was done, what its limitations are, and 
how certain terms are used in this report. That explanation is followed 
by a summary of the procedures in the commitment system as they existed 
in Columbus at this writing. 

The Nature of the Study 

This descriptive analysis of the practice and law for treating 
the mentally ill in Columbus focuses primarily on involuntary 
hospitalization and treatment. The bases for the analysis are the Ohio 
statute and relevant case law, professional literature in law and mental 
health, and, especially, interviews with people who work in this system 
and observations of the system at work. 

Many references are made to Ohio's involuntary connnitment 
statute, Ohio Rev. Code Ann. Section 5122 (see Appendix B). But this 
report is not intended as a law review. It is aimed primarily at an 
audience of practitioners--judges, referees, attorneys, court employees, 
mental health personnel and others involved in the involuntary civil 
connnitment process in Ohio. Conclusions and reconnnendatins contained in 
the report are directed at court action, not legal tactics for defense 
attorneys or legal reform. Reference is made to statute to help explain 
why and how the system works as it does in Chicago. Interpretations of 
statute presented in this report should not be taken as authoritative, 
whether presented as the interpretations of these researchers or of 
people in the field. 

Neither is this report to be taken as a scholarly analysis of 
issues in mental health and the law. It contains no citations to 
professional literature, although an enormous literature exists that is 
relevant to this work. Scholarly works abound on mental health law and 
civil commitments, including some produced by the staff of this project. 
To cite professional literature as it relates to the manifold aspects of 
this report would have been an enormous task and would have increased the 
bulk of this report significantly. We thus chose not to cite these 
works, leaving scholarly analyses to other reports. Our obvious debt to 
the scholarly work of others in this field is readily acknowledged, 
however, and will be easy to identify in the pages that follow. We make 
no pretense that the philosophical and technical ideas raised in this 
volume are original, and we apologize in advance to the numerous authors 
to whom we fail to give direct credit. 

Then what is this report? This report describes how informed 
people, who work with civil commitment in the City of-Columbus, perceive 
the system to work and how we perceived it during our field work. It is 
a report of what those involved in the system do, what they feel about 
it, and what they have suggested about other ways it might be done. 
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While we do not c:laim to present authoritative knowledge either about the 
law or scholarly thought in this area, we do claim to be presenting an 
accurate and representative report of the opinions and practices of the 
people who are cemtral to the Columbus system for civil connnitment. 

All that: we know about the system is what we have been told by 
the people in Columbus, supplemented by the professional literature and a 
limited number of personal observations of practice in Columbus. When it 
is reported that certain events occur in Columbus, it should be 
understood that this means we were told that those events occur, or that 
we observed them occur. If specific sources of information are not 
cited, it can be assumed that this information was reported to these 
researchers by virtually all those who were interviewed and observed. If 
information came only from certain sources, or if it differed from 
information from other sources, then the specific source of the 
information is reported. All sources are reported as generic categories 
of people, such as referees, attorneys, mental health professionals, and 
so on. Specific names are not used. We have attempted to maintain 
confidentiality of the information that was provided to us. Names were 
removed from all data so that particular individuals could not be 
associated unambiguously with particular bits of information provided to 
us. 

Appendix C is a copy of the data-collection guides used to 
collect information in Columbus. Also included in those materials is a 
statement of research ethics and confidentiality, which directed this 
work. A complete set of field notes, with names of people removed, can 
be obtained from the National Center for State Courts. 

This report is organized roughly chronologically, proceeding 
from prehearing matters, through the hearing, to posthearing matters. A 
separate section concerns the respondent's counsel, who usually comes 
into the picture after a person has been taken into custody but before a 
hearing. This or,~anization also is followed, more or less, in the 
statutory analysis contained in Appendix B. While another means of 
organizing these materials might arguably have been more effective, this 
general organization scheme is used in order to provide maximum 
comparability between this report and companion volumes describing 
involuntary civil cotmnitment in other cities. 

The repo:rt and its recotmnendations have been reviewed by many 
people in Columbu.s. Nevertheless, the final responsibility for its 
contents rests with the staff of this project. The Acknowledgments (pp. 
vii-x) identify individuals who served this project in the capacity of 
advisors and data sources. Either through interviews or our observations 
of their activities, they are the source of all our practical knowledge 
about the Columbus system. They also were given the opportunity to 
review the report before its final release, to detect and correct errors, 
and to suggest reiTisions in the rec0tmnendations. No topic of this 
complexity can ge11erate a perfect unanimity of opinion, however. 
Differences in pe)rceptions are acknowledged as much as possible. When 
conclusions or rec:ommendations had to be fixed in one direction or 
another, though, t:he final decisions were made by project staff and it is 
they who must be accountable for whatever degree of wisdom or folly was 
thereby created. 
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Limitations and Focus of this Report 

Every research effort has its limitations. Those reflected in 
this report are acknowledged in order that the conclusions in the report 
are not generalized to situations to which they do not apply. 

This report applies only to the process of civil commitment in 
Franklin County, Ohio and primarily the City of Columbus. It is not 
meant to apply to any other parts of the State of Ohio. Some parts of 
the information certainly will generalize beyond the City; but 
generalizations to other areas must be made by the reader as fortuitous 
and serendipitous offshoots of this work, not as the intention of these 
researchers. Other products coming from this research project will 
establish some general guidelines that might be applied nationwide. 

The data for this report were gathered primarily during October 
1981. The final report was released in "review draft" form in February, 
1982. The report is accurate as of that time. In performing policy 
analysis and making recommendations for change, one implicitly hopes that 
the report soon will be out of date. It seems that the longer a 
situation remains unchanged, the longer the report remains accurate and 
the greater the evidence that it had no impact. 

The report relates only to allegedly or actually mentally ill 
adults of Columbus who are in the civil system of law. It is not meant 
to be accurate with reference to prisoners, minors, mentally retarded or 
developmentally disabled persons, or "sexual offenders" who are alleged 
to be mentally ill. Some of this report has obvious relevance to these 
special populations of people. Those populations also are subject to 
special considerations, however, that seriously qualify this report's 
applicability to them. 

Perspective 

It is impossible to consider the system for the involuntary 
treatment of the mentally ill without getting caught up in differences of 
opinion and conflicting attitudes about mental illness and society's 
proper response and responsibility. A mental health system will be 
appreciated to the extent that it can accomplish two fundamental 
objectives. Some people value a system that can provide easily for the 
treatment of mentally ill individuals because of the obvious need and 
society's responsibility to respond to the need, even if treatment must 
be coerced. Other people, though, value a mental health system to the 
extent that it can protect individuals from hospitalization or treatment 
being thrust upon them involuntarily. For ease of reference, we will 
refer to the first of these perspectives as the "helping attitude" and 
the second of these as the "liberty attitude." 

This report will attempt to represent the helping attitude and 
the liberty attitude in equal strength. It is safe to say, however, that 
most people tend to favor one or the other more strongly. Equally true, 
the attitude that prevails is influenced strongly by the circumstances 
inherent in any particular mental health case. 
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Some pe()ple hold these attitudes in the extreme. Those who are 
strongly biased t:oward the helping attitude may contend that mental 
illness is, ~ !~• sufficient reason to treat an individual against his 
or her will because that person's capacity for voluntary and intelligent 
decisiorunaking is necessarily impaired. This is not to say that people 
who subscribe firmly to the helping attitude propound the elimination of 
all individual rights, however. They may maintain a strong orientation 
toward respecting patients, minimizing unnecessary restrictions, 
providing humane and adequate care, and so on. On the other extreme, 
those who hold the liberty attitude may contend that mental illness 
really does not E!Xist. They view people as having wide ranges of 
behavior to which society must accommodate without interference. Such 
people, however, agree that behavior harmful to others is obviously cause 
for concern; but they argue it should be handled through the criminal, 
rather than the civil, justice system. 

Try as one may to balance the helping attitude and the liberty 
attitude, many situations arise in civil commitment procedures that bring 
these two attitudes into sharp conflict. While the objectives of helping 
people and protecting freedom are not necessarily contradictory, decision 
points arise where the two attitudes may compel contradictory ways to 
proceed. Differences in opinion about what decisions may be "good" or 
"bad," "right" or "wrong," stem from a fundamental disagreement about 
system objectives as seen in the context of the two contrasting points of 
view. Disagreements about the value of a civil commitment system 
frequently can be understood by reference to these differing attitudinal 
perspectives. The best system will find ways to accommodate both 
interests; but conflicts between them are admittedly impossible to avoid 
and occasionally will force a choice between one or the other. 

Consistent with the National Center for State Court's 
functioning as an extension of the state court systems, i.e., working on 
their behalf and responsive to their priorities, the Institute has taken 
on amicus curiae, library resource, and technical assistance roles 
vis-a-vis the courts and their allied agencies (e.g., court clinics, 
public defender offices, mental health centers, law enforcement agencies, 
diversion programs, probation and parole departments, community 
corrections programs, etc.). Our perspective is probably close to that 
of the courts that are faced with difficult practical problems. We do 
not argue that this perspective is necessarily neutral, but do feel very 
strongly that the emphasis is squarely on the improvement of everyday 
practices in the 1mtire involuntary civil commitment system, practices 
which are often i:ncongruent with state statutes and mental health-law 
theocy, and practices that must, in our view, reflect the best intents of 
existing law. 

The commitment of an individual to an institution against his or 
her will is an evtmt that brings into conflict some of our most strongly 
held values. Our aim in conducting studies of involuntary civil 
commitment procedures throughout the country is to look objectively at 
the specific proc1:?dures of involuntary civil commitment and help the 
courts and allied agencies strike an all-important and very difficult 
balance.· This balancing act is nothing new to courts, but it involves 
weighing (1) the private, individual interests (e.g., liberty) that are 
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affected by a particular procedure or official action; (2) the 
community's interest in the treatment of allegedly helpless and mentally 
disturbed individuals; (3) the community's interest in protecting itself 
from those persons thought to be dangerous; and, (4) increasingly in 
these days of an austere economy and strained state resources, the 
interests of the court in not imposing undue fiscal and administrative 
burdens on the mental health-justice system. The judge, in the courtroom 
as the trier of fact, and outside of the courtroom as the administrator 
of a unit within a complex interorganizational network comprising the 
mental health-justice system, must make decisions within the context of 
(1) an ever-shifting array of legal requirements, (2) resource 
allocations which come from different sources than the justice system, 
and, (3) a clientele that comes from a part of this interorganizational 
network governed by regulations, policies, and resources which overlap 
with and differ from those of the court. Although we clearly look at 
other "actors" in the involuntary civil commitment system, our emphasis 
is clearly on the judge and on ccurt action as it affects the entire 
involuntary civil commitment process. 

In the final analysis, the decision between liberty and state 
intervention in the lives of allegedly mentally disturbed persons may be 
based more on values and morals than on facts and logic, and entail 
judgments that probably need to be made by the public and legislators. 
Unfortunately, those people in the mental health-justice system charged 
with the responsibility of deciding between forced hospitalization and 
freedom in individual cases do not have the luxury of waiting for such 
ultimate judgments to be made. Decisions are being made today and will 
continue to be made even in the absence of final judgments about the 
state's justification for coercive hospitalization, right to treatment, 
right to refuse treatment, prompt judicial review of initial detainment, 
etc. Our aim is to help those individuals who must make these difficult 
decisions everyday. In brief, ours is a perspective that tends to shy 
from ultimate questions, preferring instead to focus on everyday 
practice; it emphasizes court action that necessarily needs to strike a 
balance between competing interests; and, finally, it is one that 
probably reflects a little bit of impatience with ultimate questions. As 
one philosopher has quipped, philosophic problems are raised, and 
philosophic speculation seems to be abundant at times which do not 
possess the logical and practical means to solve those problems. 

Terminology 

Some terms that deserve special comment are used throughout this 
report. These comments are noted here and will not be repeated as the 
terms are used. 

The most important term is the word "commitment" and its various 
forms and derivatives. The current vogue is not to use this word because 
of its strong negative connotations. In its place, most people are using 
the term ''hospitalization." We have chosen, though, to use "commitment" 
in this report for two reasons. First, it is a term that is commonly 
used in speech, readily recognized, and well understood. Second, in Ohio 
and several other states, commitment and hospitalization are not 
synonymous. Hospitalization is merely one form that an order of 
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commitment may take. Commitment is more nearly synonymous with 
"court-ordered treatment," but this is not accurate either in a system 
such as Ohio's in which a patient, though committed, still retains the 
right to refuse treatment. While the term "court-ordered" might be a 
good substitute term for "committed" in Ohio, statutes in other states 
make it possible for people to be committed without the involvement of a 
court. Thus, the: search for a synonym is frustrated and the choice is 
made to use the word "commitment" despite the stigma that has been 
associated with it. Perhaps the ultimate solution to this problem will 
be reform of civil commitment law and mental health practices, and 
subsequent re-education of the public, so that the stigma, not the word, 
eventually disappears. 

Two other words used in this report are "respondent" and 
"patient." These words are essentially synonymous for purposes of this 
report. Technically, a patient is a person who has been admitted for 
mental health treatment, with or without a court commitment, either as an 
inpatient or outpatient. (Outpatients are more frequently referred to as 
"clients" by mental health professionals, but they will be called 
"patients" in this report.) A respondent is a person who is the subject 
of an involuntary commitment proceeding. Generally, the report refers to 
the person as "respondent" with regard to legal concerns and before a 
commitment has be·en ordered. The person is ref erred to as a "patient" 
with regard to treatment concerns and following a commitment or voluntary 
admission to treatment. 

The impersonal pronoun "we" is used not to keep the reader at a 
distance but to r·efer accurately to the research team, staff members of 
the Institute on Mental Disability and the Law, National Center for State 
Courts who participated in this project. They are listed by name in the 
Acknowledgments. The project benefited immensely from many hours of 
sharing knowledge, observations, notes, ideas, and opinions. A result of 
the sharing process, however, is the impossibility of fixing 
responsibility for the genesis of any of the accumulated project wisdom 
to any single individual. The task of primary author for this report 
fell to Ingo Keilitz, however, and it is he who bears responsibility for 
its accuracy. 

B • SUMMARY OF TliE FRANKLIN COUNTY (COLUMBUS) , OHIO SYSTEM FOR 
INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT 

The Columbus involuntary civil commitment process can be 
summarized in terms of nine discrete steps, corresponding roughly to a 
set of chronologit:ally ordered events: ( 1) initiating the commitment 
procedures; (2) m1!ntal health screening, investigation, and review; (3) 
filing of an application (affidavit) formally declaring the intention to 
cause the involunt:ary hospitalization of a person; (4) custody and 
temporary hospitalization of the person (respondent) who is the subject 
of the affidavit; (5) examination of the respondent by two doctors before 
judicial hearings; (6) a judicial hearing of probable cause for 
involuntary civil commitment; (7) continued short-term involuntary 
hospitalization o:C' release; (8) an adversarial court hearing, resulting 
in either involunt:ary civil commitment by the Probate Court, election of 
voluntary hospitalization by the respondent, or release; and, (9) 
periodic judicial review of the commitment. 
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Initiating Involuntary Civil Commitment 

A person exhibits what appear to be mental health problems. 
This event may cause the person to enter the mental health system in 
Columbus. Of course, many people have mental aberrations to a greater or 
lesser degree and never seek professional help. The person and those 
people around him or her may simply choose to cope with the apparent 
problems. Or, the afflicted person may seek the help of private mental 
health practitioners, voluntarily admit himself or herself to a private 
or public psychiatric hospital, or seek help voluntarily from community 
mental health services in Franklin County. When none of these 
alternatives is realized, and when those in contact with the person 
(respondent) feel strongly enough to seek his or her forced 
hospitalization, the involuntary civil commitment process may be 
initiated. It necessarily will involve law enforcement and court 
officials. Ohio law defines mental illness as "a substantial disorder of 
thought, mood, perception, orientation, or memory that grossly impairs 
judgment, behavior, capacity to recognize reality, or ability to meet the 
ordinary demands of life" (5122.01). Further, according to Ohio law 
(Section 5122.01 of the Ohio Revised Code), a respondent is subject to 
forced hospitalization if he or she is determined to be mentally ill, and: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

represents a substantial risk of physical harm to 
himself as manifested by evidence of threats of, or 
attempts at, suicide or serious self-inflicted bodily 
harm; 

represents a substantial risk of physical harm to others 
as manifested by evidence of recent homicidal or other 
violent behavior or evidence of recent threats that 
place another in reasonable fear of violent behavior and 
serious physical harm or other evidence of present 
dangerousness; 

represents a substantial and immediate risk of physical 
impairment or injury to himself as manifested by 
evidence that he is unable to provide for and is not 
providing for his basic physical needs because of his 
mental illness and that appropriate provision for such 
needs cannot be made immediately available in the 
community; .2!.• 

would benefit from treatment in a hospital for his 
mental illness and is in need of such treatment as 
manifested by evidence of behavior that creates a grave 
and imminent risk to substantial rights of others or 
himself. 

In Columbus, involuntary civil commitment is initiated by means 
of either an emergency procedure or a judicially ordered (non-emergency) 
procedure. In emergency situations, law enforcement or mental health 
personnel may take a person to a hospital if it is believed that only 
swift action and immediate hospitalization will prevent physical harm to 
the respondent or others. At the hospital, the respondent is examined 
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within 24 hours c1f arrival. Depending upon whether the hospital staff 
believe the respondent to be mentally ill and subject to involuntary 
civil commitment, the respondent is released, elects to become a 
voluntary patient, or is detained at the hospital for no more than three 
court days (i.e., weekdays excluding holidays), during which the hospital 
must file an affidavit for judicial hospitalization. 

In non-emergency situations, any person may, (but usually it is 
a family member of the respondent), contact the Franklin County Probate 
Court to initiate involuntary civil commitment. An official of the 
Court, in turn, typically refers the person (affiant) seeking the 
respondent's hospitalization to a local community mental health center to 
have the respondent examined. Once the affiant has accomplished this, or 
fails to persuade the respondent to submit to the examination, he or she 
goes in person to the "mental illness desk" of the Probate Court to make 
a written declaration (Affidavit of Mental Illness, see Appendix A) and 
complete other supporting forms and documents. 

Mental Health Screening, Investigation, and Review 

The great majority of persons for whom forced hospitalization is 
sought are screened and diverted to less restrictive alternatives by 
various means. In emergency situations, upon examination of the 
allegedly mentally ill person, the hospital may choose to release the 
person, make a referral to community services, or persuade the person to 
become a volunta~r patient, rather than proceed with court-ordered 
hospitalization. 

In non-e:mergency cases, the Franklin County Probate Court 
typically provides a number of checks and balances before it will permit 
an official affidavit to be filed and set the involuntary civil 
commitment process in motion. First, the Court usually refers the 
affiant to a psychiatrist, psychologist, or most commonly to a 
"pre-screener" (a social worker) at one of the community mental health 
centers in Columbus. These mental health personnel investigate the 
allegations of the affiant by interviewing both the aff iant and the 
respondent (if possible) and reviewing available records. This procedure 
screens and diverts the majority of cases to less restrictive treatment 
or protective services, cases that may otherwise be considered for 
involuntary civil commitment. Second, the Court requires that the 
affiant provide a letter in support of the affidavit, from a 
psychiatrist, psy1:hologist, or a pre-screener certifying that the 
respondent should be hospitalized against his or her will. With such 
certification in hand, the aff iant proceeds to the Court for filing of 
the affadavit. Obviously frivolous or unsubstantiated complaints rarely 
proceed beyond this early stage of the involuntary civil commitment 
process. Finally, once in the Court for the formal filing of an 
"Affidavit of Mental Illness" (see Appendix A), the affiant is questioned 
further by a Depul:y Clerk of the Court and is asked to complete several 
forms in addition to the affidavit. One of three court referees 
(attorneys at law appointed by the court) reviews all relevant documents 
and allegations. 
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Filing of an Affidavit 

The jurisdiction of the Franklin County Probate Court is 
formally invoked when an Affidavit of Mental Illness (see Appendix A) is 
filed with the court. Although a person may be involuntarily 
hospitalized for several days before an affidavit is filed with the Court 
by means of the emergency procedure described above, the involuntary 
civil conunitment process in Franklin County does not proceed without the 
filing of an affidavit. In emergency cases, the hospital where the 
respondent is detained either files the affidavit (i.e., the hospital 
becomes the affiant) or persuades a family member to do so. As mentioned 
above, the affidavit must be filed within three days of emergency 
admission or the person must be released from the hospital. 

In non-emergency situations, the affiant appears in person at 
the Court, submits a mental health practitioner's statement certifying to 
the respondent's need for court-ordered hospitalization, and, with the 
assistance of a deputy court clerk, completes the affidavit and several 
supporting documents. The aff iant then swears to the truthfulness of the 
information given. One of the three court referees examines the 
documents and, once satisfied that probable cause exists to proceed with 
court-ordered hospitalization, issues a Temporary Order of Detention 
(Appendix A), which formally begins the involuntary hospitalization 
process. 

Custody and Temporary Detention 

The Deputy Clerk of the Court conveys the court order of 
detention to the County Sheriff, who typically dispatches two deputies to 
locate the respondent and transport him or her to a designated mental 
health facility (usually Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital). Upon word 
from the Sheriff that the respondent has been transported to a hospital, 
the Deputy Clerk notifies the respondent's family and others who may need 
to know of the respondent's hospitalization. 

Examination by Two Doctors Before Judicial Hearing 

In addition to examinations by hospital physicians or mental 
health personnel pursuant to the admission policies of the hospital, the 
respondent is examined by two psychiatrists, appointed by the court to 
report on the mental condition of the respondent and his or her need for 
involuntary hospitalization. One psychiatrist (or a licensed clinical 
psychologist) may be of the respondent's (or counsel's) own choosing. 
Typically, during testimony at the judicial hearings, one psychiatrist 
(known as the "court doctor") makes the case for involuntary 
hospitalization, while the other (called the "independent expert") makes 
the case for release. Frequently, however, they agree in their 
diagnoses, and treatment and placement recommendations. Examinations 
typically are performed shortly before the probable cause hearing, which 
is held within three days after the filing of the affidavit. 
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Probable Cause Hearing 

A preliminary hearing is almost always held three days after the 
filing of the affidavit in a room especially designated for that purpose 
in the basement c1f Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital. In this first 
hearing the state has the burden of showing probable cause that the 
respondent is subject to involuntary civil commitment. The respondent i.s 
represented by an. attorney, who usually has reviewed the case and 
conferred with the respondent before the hearing. The interests of the 
State are represented at the probable cause hearing by a hospital social 
worker designated by the hospital. A Court referee presides over the 
hearing. The Court doctor, independent expert, affiant, and other 
witnesses may be called upon to offer testimony relevant to the case and 
may be subject to cross-examination by the respondent's counsel or the 
social worker. 

Reportedly, in fewer than one in 25 cases, the referee finds no 
probable cause to proceed with involuntary civil commitment, whereupon 
the respondent is discharged and all records of the proceedings are 
expunged. In most cases, the referee finds that there is probable cause 
that the respondent is mentally ill and subject to involuntary civil 
commitment, schedules a full judicial hearing of the case within ten 
days, and orders the continued hospitalization of the respondent until 
such time. 

Continued Commitment Between Hearings 

Judicial hearings are held promptly in Franklin County: the 
probable cause he.a.ring is held within three days of the filing of an 
affidavit, and full hearings are held within ten days of the probable 
cause hearings. In the time between scheduled hearings, a respondent or 
his or her counsel may seek and obtain release from the hospital if the 
treatment team determines that the respondent no longer meets the 
involuntary commit:ment criteria. The respondent also may be encouraged 
to become a voluntary patient. The Court doctor, the independent expert, 
and the respondent:'s counsel typically confer with the respondent at some 
time before the full hearing. Judicial appeals, writs of habeas cornus, 
and escape from the hospital during this time are rare. 

The Full Hear~ 

An adversarial hearing is conducted within ten days of the 
filing of an affidavit. According to Ohio law, the hearings are to be 
conducted in accordance with due process of law and the Ohio Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Although legislative intention reportedly was 
otherwise, little distinguishes this full hearing and the probable cause 
hearing preceding it, except: an attorney, instead of a hospital social 
worker, represents the State's interests; the State bears a heavier 
burden of proof tc> sustain the respondent's continued hospitalization; 
and all witnesses' testimony must be sworn. 

After hearing all testimony, if the referee finds that the State 
has failed to prove by clear and convincing evidence that the respondent 
is mentally ill atLd subject to involuntary hospitalization, he (at this 
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writing, all the referees are male) discharges the respondent. 
Alternatively, if the criteria for involuntary hospitalization have been 
met by clear and convincing evidence, the referee orders involuntary 
hospitalization, usually at Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital, for up to 
ninety days. 

Continued Involuntary Hospitalization and Periodic Judicial Review 

If in the opinion of hospital staff a patient's condition does 
not sufficiently improve, he or she will remain hospitalized. However, 
according to Ohio law, a person who is involuntarily hospitalized 
pursuant to a full judicial hearing is entitled to a judicial review of 
the need for continued hospitalization 90 days after the original 
commitment decision; thereafter, review hearings must be held at least 
every two years. In Franklin County, nine out of ten respondents 
hospitalized by court order are discharged from the hospital or elect to 
become voluntary patients before a review hearing takes place. For the 
minority, at least ten days before the initial 90 day commitment, the 
hospital or some other affiant must file an application for continued 
commitment with the Probate Court. 

When they occur, the judicial review hearings are almost 
identical to the full judicial hearing described above. Again, appeals, 
writs of habeas corpus, and other forms of relief are available, but 
rarely used. "Unauthorized absences" or escapes by involuntarily 
hospitalized patients are also relatively infrequent and, if they do 
occur, they are not vigorously pursued by hospital authorities or the 
courts unless the escaped patients appear once again as the subject of an 
affidavit at the beginning of the involuntary civil commitment process. 
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CHAPTER II 

STUDY METHODS 

This chapter considers the methods used in the first phase of 
the national project undertaken by this research staff, as well as in the 
research specific to Columbus. 

Literature Review 

Beginning in January, 1981, the project staff reviewed 
professional literature on the topic of mental health law, especially 
that particularly germane to the involuntary civil commitment of 
allegedly mentally ill adults. The initial period of review lasted for 
approximately two months, although literature was reviewed continually 
throughout the initial one-year project period. Source materials were 
collected from books and journals in the disciplines of law, psychiatry, 
psychology, social work, sociology, and public policy administration. 
Professors and mental health practitioners were informed about the 
project and asked to provide copies of unpublished papers or other 
hard-to-find articles that would be of value to our work. Members of the 
project's national advisory board were particularly helpful in locating 
valuable literature. 

Just prior to the meeting of the national advisory board in 
April, staff prepared an "Issues Paper" summarizing the relevant 
literature and defining important contemporary issues of civil commitment 
with which this project was to be concerned. The substantive portion of 
the "Issues Paper" has been altered slightly and published as 
"Involuntary Civil Commitment: The Discerning Eye of the Law" (State 
Court Journal, 1981, 5(4), 5 ff.; available from the National Ce~for 
State Courts Publication Department). At their meeting, members of the 
board helped staff decide what research questions should be explored 
during site visits and gave advice on field research methods. 

Statutory·Review 

A scheme was devised for analyzing statutes governing civil 
commitment. 'Ihe scheme was constructed by identifying all the important 
questions that might be addressed in a commitment statute and then 
ordering them roughly as they might become relevant in a typical case. 
The statutory analysis outline and the full analysis of the Ohio statute 
are appended to this report as Appendix B. 

A complete statutory analysis was performed for approximately 20 
states, as well as for the model statute prepared by the Mental Health 
Law Project (published in the July-August 1977 issue of the Mental 
Disability Law Reporter). 'Ihe 20 states were those in which the National 
Center's project had received funding, or states that had been brought to 
the staff's attention as having statutes that were particularly 
interesting, innovative, or modern. 

After an individual review of all the statutes, a comparative 
analysis was made. Using the analytical scheme that had been developed, 
staff compiled all the variations of statutory provisions relating to 
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each of the analytical categories. This compilation of statutory 
variations is available from the National Center and formed a basis of 
the major producl: of the first phase of the project, Provisional 
Procedural and Substantive Guidelines for the Involuntary Civil 
Commitment of Mentally Il 1 Persons, to be published in May 1982. Based 
upon this analysis, staff determined where and how state statutes and 
procedures differed with regard to civil commitment. These points of 
difference becamE! the focus for field data collection. 

In addition to reviewing statutes, staff reviewed important case 
law. The Mental Disability Law Reporter, law review articles, and 
statute annotations available for the various states were the major 
sources for identifying important cases. Where the case law 
significantly added to or changed the range of variation that had been 
identified through the statutory analysis, this information was 
incorporated in the comparative analysis. Particularly thorough analyses 
of case law were conducted for the five funded project states: Illinois, 
Ohio, North Carolina, New York, and California. 

Project staff also contacted court administrators across the 
country to obtain any types of administrative regulations that might be 
of help. Several copies of regulations were received. For all states 
whose statutes were analyzed, published court rules also were examined. 
Information gleaned from administrative regulations and court rules was 
sparse, but it also was included in the statutory analysis as appropriate. 

Preliminary Site Visit 

A preliminary visit was made to four of the funded project 
sites. Three staff members visited Columbus in June 1981, meeting with 
judges, referees, court personnel, and mental health professionals. 

The preliminary visit served several purposes. First, the 
participants in the Columbus civil commitment system told staff their 
perceptions of how the Columbus system worked. They noted problems with 
the system and peculiarities that set it aside from most others and 
answered questions about the Ohio statute. 

During the preliminary visit, cooperation was pledged for the 
research project. The people in Columbus (and in the other sites as 
well) were extremely helpful and cordial. Staff of the courts and the 
mental health age-ncies invited the research team to include them in the 
data collection effort and generously offered their help. 

The individuals with whom we met during the preliminar1 site 
visit identified the agencies and institutions in Columbus that were 
involved with the mentally ill and civil commitment. Key people within 
these organizations were named. Others who were unrelated to major 
institutions but 1iiho were deemed important or knowledgeable in a 
particular area were also identified. 
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Site Visits 

Intensive data-collection trips to each of the five funded sites 
followed the completion of the comparative statutory analysis. Four 
staff members worked in Columbus for one week in October 1981. 

During the two weeks prior to the site visit, intensive 
preparations were made. Important people at the site, who had been 
identified during the preliminary site visit, were contacted by telephone 
and appointments were made for visits the next week. Staff thoroughly 
reviewed the Ohio statute and case law and identified questions of 
particular theoretical or practical concern for the Columbus system. 
Interview guides were mailed to people who were to be interviewed so that 
they could review the areas of concern in advance and prepare for the 
interviews if they wished. 

Three major activities were undertaken during site visits: 
interviews, observations, and staff discussions. Most participants were 
interviewed individually, although some were interviewed in groups. With 
very few exceptions, all interviews were conducted by two or three staff 
members. Before each interview, one staff person was assigned the role 
of "scribe." While the other person attended carefully to substance and 
led the interview, the scribe's duty was to record all answers. In this 
manner, one person could attend carefully to what was being said and be 
sure to investigate thoroughly all important questions; and the other 
person could be sure that everything that was said was carefully 
recorded. The people who were interviewed in Columbus are named in the 
Acknowledgments section at the beginning of this volume. The site visit 
began with interviews with judges and observations of hearings. The next 
interviews tended to be with attorneys: referees, state's attorneys, and 
private attorneys. Middle and later interviews tended to focus more on 
the mental health community: hospital administrators, mental health 
professionals, and patient advocates. 

Court hearings conducted during the time of the visit were 
observed. For each site, an observation guide was prepared and studied 
in advance of the hearings. (The observation guide for Columbus is 
included in Appendix C.) The project team took notes during the 
hearings. Notes taken during interviews and court hearings were in rough 
and "scribbled" form. Each staff person rewrote the notes during the 
week following the site visit. 

The third major activity--discussion and analysis--took place at 
the end of each day, when staff met to compare notes and impressions 
about the system. Key concerns were (1) what answers from various 
sources agreed with each other; (2) what answers from various sources 
disagreed; and (3) what answers still were missing. On the basis of 
these discussions, interview assignments for the next day were planned. 
When staff members were confident of the answers they had received, no 
further questions were asked on certain topics. When they were 
uncertain, additional attention was given to these questions in the next 
interviews. 
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The people with whom interviews were conducted were not a 
statistically representative sample in any sense. They were purposively 
chosen because th1~y were identified as the most well-informed and 
influential peopl1~ in Columbus with regard to civil conunitment from the 
perspective of court action (see "Perspective," Chapter I). This was 
consistent with the project goals; i.e., not to establish what is average 
or typical, or what the typical person thinks about the process, but to 
gain insight into how the system works and how it might be made better by 
the actions of thE! court and its allied agencies, from the perspectives 
of people with extraordinary and authoritative abilities to understand 
and comment on it. 

Of course!, the purposive sampling of interviewees within a 
perspective favoring court action (as opposed to the perspective of a 
public defender, c:ivil libertarian, or involuntary commitment 
"abolitionist," fc,r example) may have left some perspectives 
under-represented. Although we did interview ex-patients and patient 
advocates, we did not, for one example, speak with patients involuntarily 
hospitalized at the time of our study. We ackowledge that the 
perspective of the involuntarily hospitalized persons may be one quite 
different than that of the ex-patients and advocates to whom we spoke in 
the various sites, and one potentially valuable for improvement of the 
system (even from our perspective of court action). The close tracking 
and observation of several cases through the various stages of the 
commitment process, enriched by the accounts of the patients themselves 
in a particularly attractive inquiry which we were, unfortunately, unable 
to reach. Such omissions do not make the present work less valid, but 
only incomplete--an unfortunate flaw of.most social research. 

The Form of the Data 

The ultimate goal for this research project was to generate 
information through which the civil connnitment process could be made to 
function as well a:s possible. The purpose of the data collection was to 
obtain practitioners' opinions, advice, and suggestions about the civil 
commitment process, particularly as it operates in their own localities. 
Accordingly, it wa:; appropriate that the research be qualitative, not 
quantitative. Our main purpose was not to ask how manv. The purpose was 
rather to ask why, how well, and how else. We sought information about 
what works best and why. 

The questions in the data collection guide were open-ended. 
Multiple-choice types of question were avoided so that interviewees would 
be free to formulat:e their own opinions rather than have their thoughts 
slotted into predetermined categories by the researchers. 

The data c:ollection guide (in Appendix C) is a complete set of 
all the questions t:hat were investigated. The interview guide covers 
many topics. The c:omplete data collection flows in a more-or-less 
chronological order, as events occur during a typical commitment 
process. The questions unavoidably overlap to some degree, but 
repetition was minimized as much as possible. It should be easy to see 
that the interview questionnaire was organized in the same basic scheme 
that was used for t:he statutory analysis. 
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Because of the length of the data collection guide, every 
question was not asked of every interviewee. A subset of questions was 
presented in each interview to optimize the match of peoples' areas of 
knowledge with the questions asked. All interviewees were invited, 
however, to discuss any aspect of the commitment process with which they 
were familiar or about which they had particular opinions or 
suggestions. Interviewers were able to (and frequently did) stray from 
the planned path of questions if it seemed useful and appropriate. 

The questionnaire was considered only a data collection guide, 
not a dictum. Precise language in the questions was not important, and 
neither was the order in which questions were covered. The guide was 
simply a reminder of important issues and ideas that needed to be 
discussed. More concern was given to understanding the answers than to 
writing them down thoroughly or verbatim. 

A complete set of field notes, with all names and personal 
identifiers removed, is available from the Institute on Mental Disability 
and the Law. It will be provided upon request for the cost of 
duplication and mailing. 

Analysis, Report, and Review 

A qualitative content analysis was performed on the data. 
Interview and observation notes first were reviewed and 
cross-referenced. Note was made of topics of significance, points of 
consistent agreement, and points of disagreement. 

The statutory analysis scheme was used as a general guide for 
the analysis of the particular site's civil commitment system. For each 
topic of concern, the analysis covered the statutory provisions, the 
actual practice at the site, and commentary about statute and practice. 

Three major criteria, consistent with the project's perspective 
(see "Perspective," Chapter I) were used to evaluate the civil commitment 
system described in this report: legal protections, provision for 
treatment, and social benefits. The judgments of how to apply these 
criteria to elements of law and practice fell to the project team, based 
upon their knowledge of the literature, observations, discussions with 
practitioners, and (as our sociologist colleagues are quick to point out) 
their sociohistorical biographies. The reader is free, of course, to 
disagree with this analysis and may choose to view the system's strengths 
and weaknesses differently. As will be discussed, a system 
characteristic may be simultaneously a strength and a weakness, when 
viewed from different perspectives. 

First among the criteria, concern was given to the extent to 
which legal protections are provided to everyone in the system. The 
primary consideration was, of course, with the respondent. But statutes 
and procedures also can provide important legal protections to other 
people who become involved, such as doctors, attorneys, and members of 
respondent's family. Generally, this is an important criterion for those 
who are most concerned about respondent's liberty; but legal protections 
encompass more than simply protecting respondent from unnecessary 
hospitalization (e.g., protecting the right to treatment). One Columbus 
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court psychiatrist whom we interviewed argued eloquently about the 
"imbalance between the emphasis on the legal aspects of the judicial 
placement compared to the issue of quality of care." 

The analysis also considered how well a system makes provisions 
for treatment. Admittedly, we are assuming that a valid need for 
treatment does exist for some people some of the time, an assumption 
consistent with the public values reflected in current commitment laws 
throughout the country. Provisions for treatment should be understood to 
encompass more than involuntary hospitalization, however; a system might 
get high marks in this regard by its creative consideration of less 
restrictive treatment alternatives and the opportunities for voluntary 
treatment that it provides. 

Finally, social benefits, including fiscal factors, were 
considered. Socie!ty in general has a legitimate concern with keeping 
each of its members safe from harm and contributing productively to the 
community. Society also is served by minimizing the costs inherent in a 
civil commitment system, eliminating any unnecessary delays in legal and 
medical decisiomna.king, and avoiding undue burdens on already strained 
state resources. 

These factors are considered equally important in this report, 
and it is recognized that some system characteristics that score high in 
one area necessarily will score low in another. It should be noted, too, 
that we make no claim that this evaluative scheme is either unique or 
original. Professional literature reveals that these criteria are used 
commonly in considering commitment systems, as well as by judges in 
deciding individual commitment cases. The courts are accustomed to the 
approach of balancing (sometimes conflicting) interests as an approach to 
analyzing legal problems. (cf. "Perspective," Chapter I). 

To complete the analysis, possible ways to change and improve 
the system were considered. These were written into recommendations at 
the end of each chapter and summarized in the beginning of this report. 
The recommendations should not be taken as research conclusions or 
empirically proven statements of fact. Rather, they are our suggestions, 
based upon our studies and points of view. The recommendations derive 
from a variety of sources: suggestions made by people in Columbus; 
suggestions made by people in other cities; conclusions from the 
professional literature; and ideas generated by these researchers during 
the project work. It is impossible to sort out the influence of these 
various sources in any recommendation, or to report accurately how 
extensive any person's or group's agreement would be with any single 
recommendation. 

The purpo:;e of presenting recommendations is to highlight 
certain problems ai1d alert people in Columbus to possible solutions. 
Although it is easy for us to identify a problem, we do not pretend to 
hold "The Answer." A more realistic expectation is to present "an 
answer," however mc)dest and tentative, as a stimulus and starting point 
for thoughtful coni:dderation by those who know Columbus' system better 
and are in a position to make appropriate changes. 
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Site reports were reviewed first by project staff and then sent 
out as "review drafts." The Columbus report was sent for review by all 
individuals who had participated in the data collection effort. Everyone 
receiving a review draft was invited to make suggestions for change and 
was urged to correct any statements that were factually incorrect. A 
meeting was held in Columbus in late February, 1982, to review this draft 
as a group. 

These reviews were taken into account in preparing the final 
report. Several portions of the text were corrected and modified and a 
number of the recommendations were altered. It should not be inferred, 
however, that this report or its recommendations have been adopted 
officially by any individual, group, or organization in Columbus, or that 
the reviewers and participants had a unanimous concurrence of opinion on 
all the issues raised in this volume. Thus, although the review comments 
were incorporated into this report, the text should not be taken as a 
consensual statement or endorsement from that group. 
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CHAPTER III 

PREHEARING MATTERS BEFORE RESPONDENT IS HOSPITALIZED 

This chapter describes procedures and events in the Columbus 
involuntary civil commitment process occurring before a judicial hearing 
is held and before compulsory hospitalization of the respondent. For 
many respondents, these initial procedures and events constitute the 
entire extent of their involvement in the involuntary civil commitment 
process. That is, many will be screened and diverted from compulsory 
hospitalization, many will elect to enter a hospital voluntarily once an 
affidavit for involuntary hospitalization has been filed with the court, 
and some will be almost immediately discharged from the hospital upon 
arrival. 

A. INITATING INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT 

According to Ohio law, the involuntary civil commitment of an 
individual may be applied for under one of two procedures: emergency 
hospitalization (5122.10) or judicial hospitalization (5122.11). The 
emergency hospitalization procedure permits any psychiatrist, licensed 
clinical psychologist, physician, health or law enforcement officials to 
take a person to a hospital against his or her will if there is reason to 
believe that the person meets the legal criteria for compulsory 
hospitalization (5122.01) and represents a substantial risk to himself, 
herself or others if allowed to be free. It is important to note that 
the law only recognizes certain individuals who may initiate involuntary 
hospitalization and that they must exercise judgment as to whether the 
person constitutes a risk that warrants emergency actions. 

The person transporting the allegedly mentally ill person to the 
hospital is required to present a written statement to the hospital, 
indicating the circumstances and reasons for the emergency action. In 
Columbus, a pre-printed form ("Application for Emergency Admission," or 
"pink slip") is u.sed for this purpose (see Appendix A). This form is 
similar to a formal affidavit filed with the Probate Court insofar as it 
requires that the transporting person to indicate (by checking the 
appropriate box) the appropriate compulsory hospitalization criteria and 
make a written statement supporting his or her belief that emergency 
hospitalization is necessary. Reportedly, these "pink slips" are 
available to police only after their arrival at the hospital. As a rule, 
police do not get involved in emergency hospitalization proceedings 
unless they receive a specific request from another person to intervene 
or they observe and apprehend a person acting in a bizarre, mentally 
aberrant, or potentially criminal manner. 

Although all public and private hospitals, accora1ng to Ohio 
law, may and do receive emergency cases, the great majority of emergency 
cases are taken to Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital (COPH). The 
hospital must admit emergency cases for "observation, diagnosis, care, 
and treatment" (5122.05), but after an examination of .the person, the 
head of the hospital must release the person if he or she believes that 
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emergency hospitalization is not warranted. Such release does not 
necessarily constitute a disagreement between the family member 
initiating the co:mmitment process, or the transporting person, and the 
hospital staff, but may simply indicate a change in the person's mental 
status following a series of extraordinary intrusions into his or her 
life. 

Followi~~ examination of the person, if the hospital staff 
believe that the person is a "mentally ill person subject to 
hospitalization by court order," they may detain the person in the 
hospital for up t1l three court-days (i.e., weekdays excluding holidays). 
At the end of thr1:!e days, if an affidavit has not been filed to begin 
judicial hospitalization proceedings (5122.11) or the person has not 
elected voluntary hospitalization, the person must be released. 
Typically, if inv<>luntary hospitalization after the three-day emergency 
detention is sought by a hospital, a hospital social worker either 
pursuades a family member to file an affidavit or does so independently 
on behalf of the hospital. At this stage, the procedures for continued 
compulsory hospitalization following emergency admission follow the 
judicial hospitalization procedures. 

The jurisdiction of the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas, 
Probate Division, is formally invoked by the filing of an affidavit for 
judicial hospitalization (5122.11). Any person or persons may file an 
affidavit, although the court may not accept the affidavit unless the 
facts alleged are sufficient to indicate "probable cause to believe that 
the person is a mentally ill person subject to hospitalization by court 
order. 11 

Persons wishing to file an affidavit typically are referred to 
the Deputy Clerk who occupies the "mental illness desk" in the Probate 
Court. Most of the referrals are initiated by a telephone call from a 
family member or f:riend of the respondent. Physicians, mental health 
workers, and polic:e officers also may make the initial referral, but, as 
a practical matter, do so less frequently. Those who know the location 
of the Probate Court may begin the process in person, of ten accompanied 
by the respondent. Cases initiated in person are referred to as 
"walk-ins." 

In many c.ases, the initial contact with the Probate Court was 
preceeded by contact and communication with community mental health 
center staff, hospital officials, or police officers who, in turn, 
referred the person to the Probate Court if emergency hospitalization did 
not seem to be warranted. Of course, many of these individuals are 
diverted from compulsory hospitalization and may never contact the 
Probate Court. ' 

When contacted by someone seeking the commitment of another, the 
Deputy Clerk notes the person's description of the circumstances of the 
case, explains the: judicial hospitalization procedures to the person, 
and, typically, refers the person to the nearest community mental health 
center for what is. referred to as "pre-screening." The pre-screening may 
result in a "doctor's letter" certifying that the respondent has been 
examined and is, indeed, subject to judicial hospitalization. The court 
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may take an affidavit without a supporting "doctor's letter" if the 
affiant claims that the respondent "has refused to submit to an 
examination by a psychiatrist, or by a licensed clinical psychologist and 
licensed physician" (5122.11) but seldom does so in practice. 
Occasionally, the "doctor's letter" is written by a physician, 
psychiatrist, or psychologist not affiliated with one of the three 
community mental health centers in Franklin County. 

Following the pre-screening and with a doctor's letter in hand, 
the affiant next proceeds in person to the "mental illness desk" at the 
Probate Court to file the affidavit. As discussed further below, the 
majority of the persons referred to the community mental health centers 
for. 11pre-screening11 are diverted from compulsory hospitalization and do 
not become the subject of formal affidavits. 

B. AFFIDAVITS AND CERTIFICATES 

In order to cause the Probate Court to involuntarily hospitalize 
a person who is allegedly mentally ill, a person (affiant) must file an 
affidavit with the Probate Court. The affidavit must be accompanied by a 
"doctor's letter" (a written statement by a psychiatrist, psychologist, 
or physician, or a "pre-screener" from a community mental health center) 
certifying that he or she has examined the person and believes him or her 
to be mentally ill and subject to judicial hospitalization. According to 
Ohio law (5122.11), any person or persons having "reliable information or 
actual knowledge" may file an affidavit with the court. 

The affidavit serves, in effect, as a fonnal allegation by one 
person (the affiant) that another person (the respondent) requires 
compulsory hospitalization. From a strict legal point of view, the 
affidavit constitutes an allegation to establish "probable cause" to 
believe that the respondent is subject to compulsory hospitalization. 
Certificates are statements, signed by a psychiatrist, licensed 
psychologist, or one of the community mental health center 
"pre-screeners, 11 accompanying and supporting the affidavit. 

The Affidavit of Mental Illness, formally invoking the 
jurisdiction of the Probate Court, specifically lists the four criteria 
for involuntary civil commitment in Ohio, at least one of which must be 
met to find that a person is a "mentally ill person subject to 
hospitalization by a court order" (5122.0l(b)). In addition to 
specifying the criterion or criteria upon which the jurisdiction of the 
Court is invoked, the affidavit must set forth sufficient facts to allow 
the Court to find probable cause to proceed with compulsory 
hospitalization. 

While there was general agreement among those interviewed in 
Franklin County that the affidavits contained all the information 
required in them by Ohio law, significant dissatisfaction was voiced 
about the vagueness, broadness, and conclusory nature of statements made 
about respondents in the affidavit. Facts in the affidavit may have been 
based solely on previous psychiatric history of the respondent gleaned 
from written records. This was particularly troublesome to respondents' 
attorneys. 
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If the .allegations in the affidavit are broad and vague, argued 
one respondent's attorney, it becomes impossible to effectively rebut 
them at probable cause hearings since the aff iant is not required to be 
present and witm!sses are not subpoenaed. This attorney stated that he 
would like to have more specific information required to be presented in 
affidavits. An attorney from the Ohio Legal Rights Service complained 
that affidavits frequently are based on belief, not actual knowledge, of 
facts supporting involuntary hospitalization. Yet another respondent's 
attorney attribul:ed the general vagueness of the allegations in 
affidavits to thE! vagueness in statutory requirements. Similar charges 
of vagueness wer1! levelled at the "doctor's letters" supporting the 
affidavits, although there was less agreement among those interviewed 
about the 11docto1~ 1 s letters" than about the affidavits. One Probate 
Court official considered the "doctor's letters," especially those 
written by community mental health center "pre-screeners," to be 
extremely thorough and informative, often exceeding two single-spaced 
type-written pagE!S of text. 

In addition to the affidavit, every affiant is required to 
complete, with the assistance of the Deputy Clerk of the Probate Court, a 
four-page form (see Appendix A) providing personal information about the 
respondent, family history, and history of mental illness. Finally, the 
affiant is asked to complete a financial statement for liability for 
support (see Appe:ndix A) which is conveyed by the Court to the hospital 
for the purposes of recovery of hospitalization costs. 

The proc.edures for filing an affidavit, and thereby formerly 
invoking the jurisdiction of the Probate Court, are as follows: (l) the 
affiant appears in person before the Deputy Clerk, after initating the 
collDDitment process by a telephone call and obtaining a certificate or 
"doctor's letter," as described in the previous section; (2) the Deputy 
Clerk assists the affiant in completing the affidavit, a form for 
providing information about the social, medical, psychiatric history and 
personal information about the respondent, and a form entitled "Liability 
of Support" for reporting the financial condition of the respondent and 
that of relatives who might be liable for support (5121.02, 5121.06); (3) 
the affiant swear·s to the truthfulness of the information provided; and 
(4) one of the three referrees briefly reviews the affidavit and other 
completed forms and, once satisfied that the statutory requirements have 
been met, issues a temporary order of detention (see Appendix A) ordering 
the sheriff to take the respondent into custody and transport him or her 
to a hospital (unless a "bed letter" authorizing transportation of the 
respondent to a private facility has been filed with the affidavit, the 
sheriff is ordered to transport the respondent to the Central Ohio 
Psychiatric Hospital). 

C. PREHEARING SCREENING, INVESTIGATION, AND REVIEW 

Although not required by law, screening of mental health.cases 
before a responde.nt is taken into custody and hospitalized against his or 
her will is accomplished in Columbus by means of three procedures. 
First, as mention.ed in the first part of this chapter, the initial 
contact of a potential affiant with the Probate Court _or a cotmnunity 
mental health cen.ter serves to screen and divert many cases. Second, by 
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the authority of the Probate Court, cormnunity mental health centers 
perform extensive mental health screening before an affidavit is filed 
with the Probate Court. Finally, prior to issuing a temporary order of 
detention, a referee reviewing the affidavit must make an ~ parte 
determination as to whether probable cause exists to believe that the 
person is subject to court-ordered hospitalization. In combination, 
these three screening procedures seem to meet the legislative intent of 
requiring a finding of probable cause before an individual is deprived of 
his or her liberty. Only the latter two more formalized procedures will 
be discussed in this section since the screening function accomplished by 
means of informal contact with the Probate Court has been discussed 
previously. 

The investigation, review, and examination of mental health 
cases conducted by "pre-screeners, 11 one in each of the three community 
mental health centers in Columbus, seem to have evolved from two separate 
provisions in the Ohio statute. Since this screening seems to be a 
particularly innovative and important aspect of the involuntary civil 
conunitment process in Columbus, these statutory provisions seem worthy of 
note. 

The affidavit may be accompanied, or the court may require 
that such affidavit be accompanied, by a certificate of a 
psychiatrist, or a certificate signed by a licensed 
clinical psychologist, and a certificate signed by a 
licensed physician stating that he has examined the person 
and is of the opinion that he is a mentally ill person 
subject to hospitalization by court order, or shall be 
accompanied by a written statement by the applicant, under 
oath, that the person has refused to submit to an 
examination by a psychiatrist or by a licensed clinical 
psychologist and licensed physician. (5122.11) 

Upon the receipt of the affidavit ••• the court may order an 
investigation. 

At the direction of the court, such investigation may be 
made by a social worker or other investigator appointed by 
the court. Such investigation shall cover the allegations 
of the affidavit and other information relating to whether 
or not the person named in the affidavit or statement is a 
mentally ill person subject to hospitalization by court 
order, and the availability of appropriate treatment 
alternatives. (5122.13) 

The prehearing investigation performed by the conununity mental 
health centers in Columbus appears to be an adaptation of these two 
provisions in statute insofar as the screenirig report serves as the 
certificate supporting the affidavit before the affidavit (5122.11) is 
actually filed, instead of being limited to the investigation of the 
allegations of a completed affidavit authorized by Section 5122.13. As 
we will discuss in the concluding section of this chapter, we consider 
the Columbus screening procedure to be particularly innovative and 
praiseworthy, though not without some questions as to statutory authority. 
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In practice, the screening of mental health cases in the 
community mental health centers is accomplished in close coordination 
with the Deputy Clerk of the Probate Court, hospital officials, and law 
enforcement perscinnel. A person seeking judicial hospitalization of 
another contacts either the Probate Court or one of the hospitals and, in 
turn, is referred. to the pre-screener in the nearest community mental 
health center. As noted in the previous section of this chapter, the 
certificate or "doctor's letter" may be completed by a private 
psychiatrist or psychologist. When such is the case, no pre-screening is 
performed by the community mental health centers. The pre-screener may 
speak to the Deputy Clerk or the potential affiant in an attempt to 
determine whether· his or her allegations warrant direct intervention by 
the community men.tal health center. The pre-screener always attempts to 
persuade the potential aff iant to bring the respondent to the community 
mental health cen.ter for evaluation, but, according to one pre-screener 
we interviewed, in only one of 20 cases is this accomplished. In most 
cases, the pre-screener travels to the residence of the respondent and 
attempts to there interview both the respondent and the affiant. 
According to one pre-screener, on only two occasions over a period of 
four years has she been unsuccessful in her attempts to interview the 
respondent. Two forms, entitled ''Mental Status Examination" and "Probate 
Pre-Screening Form" (see Appendix A) are used by the pre-screener to 
record information acquired during the interviews with the potential 
affiant and the respondent. The completed forms are the bases upon which 
the pre-screener prepares the certificate that the affiant submits in 
support of the affidavit. The forms themselves are not submitted to the 
Court. 

If, after interviewing the respondent and the affiant, the 
pre-screener considers the respondent to be a mentally ill person subject 
to judicial hospitalization, he or she will write a letter of 
recommendation (a "doctor's letter11

) to the Probate Court in support of 
the affidavit. Typically, the pre-screener gives the letter to the 
affiant in a sealed envelope for delivery to the court. If, on the other 
hand, the pre-screener determines that judicial hospitalization is not 
warranted, he or she diverts the potential respondent from compulsory 
hospitalization. According to one pre-screener, approximately 
three-quarters of the respondents screened are diverted from involvement 
with the Probate Court. She estimates that 100-200 persons are screened 
monthly by the community mental health centers in Franklin County alone. 
If these estimates are accurate, the screening function performed has 
both practical and legal benefits of considerable significance. 
Respondents may be diverted in a number of ways. The pre-screener may 
suggest that the allegedly mentally ill person move from the environment 
in which the problems are occurring; he or she may suggest that the 
respondent voluntarily submit to hospitalization or enter an outpatient 
treatment program; he or she may suggest that members of the person's 
family become inv.olved in treatment, or, he or she may suggest that 
criminal charges be filed against the respondent. 

In all cases in which the pre-screener travels to the home of 
the affiant or the respondent, he or she requests that the affiant be 
present upon his or her arrival. At the time of the initial telephone 
contact with the potential affiant, the pre-screener typically asks 
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whether the respondent is armed or seems to be otherwise unusually 
dangerous. If so, he or she will typically request that law enforcement 
personnel be present at the time and place of the interview with the 
respondent. 

Once the affiant has appeared in the Probate Court, completed 
the affidavit and other supporting forms, and submitted the supporting 
certificate, the final review of the affiant's allegations is made. The 
Deputy Clerk, a referee, and sometimes a law student intern review and 
check the affidavit and the supporting documents for completeness. The 
referee then makes an ~ parte determination of whether there is probable 
cause to believe that the "person in the affidavit is a mentally ill 
person subject to hospitalization by court order" (5122.11). Upon such 
determination, the referee issues a temporary order of detention which 
empowers the sheriff to take the individual into custody and transport 
him or her to a hospital. 

D. CUSTODY AND PREHEARING DETENTION 

In accordance with the constitutional "least drastic means" 
requirements, and in recognition that respondents facing involuntary 
civil commitment are alleged to be mentally ill rather than charged with 
the commission of criminal acts, Ohio law has provided that "[e]very 
reasonable and appropriate effort shall be made to take persons into 
custody in the least conspicuous manner" (5122.10). Further, the statute 
provides that the peace officer or officers taking the respondent into 
custody must make every attempt to safeguard the respondent's personal 
property at his or her residence (5122.29). Both of these provisions 
appear as part of the instructions on applications for emergency 
admission (see Appendix A). 

In Ohio, peace officers or mental health personnel are 
authorized by statute to take a person into custody and bring the person 
to a hospital without prior authorization by a court if it is believed 
that only swift action and immediate hospitalization will prevent 
physical harm to the person or those around him or her (5122.10). In 
making the determination that a person is a fit subject for emergency 
hospitalization, peace officers need not have directly observed the 
person and may rely on the statements of another person who has observed 
the actions of the person to be admitted (OAG No. 79-021, 1979). It is, 
of course, possible for any person to present another person to a peace 
officer or a mental health worker and ask him or her to take the person 
into custody. But this procedure can only be used if the peace officer 
or mental health personnel has reason to believe that the person is 
mentally ill and "represents a substantial risk of physical harm to 
himself or others if allowed to remain at liberty pending examination." 
Put more simply, the procedure applies only if an emergency exists. 
Otherwise, a person can be taken into custody only by official order of 
the Probate Court. The intent of the Ohio law and the practice in 
Columbus with regard to custody and detention is quite clear: in order 
to permit swift action to avoid physical harm to the person and other 
citizens in emergency situations, there are few restrictions on who may 
initiate and carry out the custody-taking; in non-emergency situations, a 
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panoply of procedural safeguards are provided (as discussed in the 
previous two sections of this chapter) before a person may be taken into 
custody and taken to a hospital against his or her will. 

Custody and detention in non-emergency cases follow the judicial 
hospitalization procedure and are initiated by the Franklin County 
Sheriff's Department. The Franklin County Sheriff's Department will not 
respond to a tele:phone request from a citizen in mental health cases. 
They will only take a person into custody upon the formal order of the 
Court. Immediate:ly upon the completion of an affidavit and its 
acceptance by the Court, a referee will issue a Temporary Order of 
Detention (see Appendix A). Typically, the Deputy Clerk personally 
conveys the detention order, a copy of the affidavit, a completed case 
history form (including a brief description of the respondent and the 
respondent's last known address or location), and a form setting forth 
the rights of an involuntarily detained person (see Appendix A) to the 
the sheriff's office. Two sheriff's deputies work cooperatively with the 
Probate Court in providing custody and transportation services upon 
formal orders of the court. These two peace officers, especially, have 
an effective working relationship with the Deputy Clerk of the Probate 
Court. They are held in, generally, high regard among mental health and 
judicial system personnel alike in Columbus. 

Upon receipt of a detention order, the deputies typically 
proceed, in uniform and in a marked "cruiser," to take the respondent 
into custody and transport him or her to the hospital specified by the 
Deputy Clerk. In the great majority of cases, the deputies will take the 
respondent to the Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital. Only when the 
affidavit is accompanied by a "bed letter" certifying to the willingness 
of a private hospital to admit the respondent will the Sheriff be ordered 
to transport the respondent to a private facility. 

As explained by two deputies who were interviewed, once the 
Probate Court has issued a detention order, the respondent is considered 
to be the responsibility of the Sheriff's Department and the deputies 
will not permit family or friends of the respondent to transport him or 
her to the hospital, even when this is otherwise feasible and desired by 
the respondent. Not infrequently, according to the Sheriff's deputies, a 
previously reluctant or even belligerent respondent becomes very docile 
and willing to be taken to the hospital once the deputies arrive on the 
scene, and they are then asked by the respondent's friends or relatives 
if he or she can be taken to the hospital in a private car. They will 
allow a member of the family or a friend of the respondent to accompany 
them to the hospital in the cruiser, if it appears that this would be 
helpful for the respondent. They will not transport relatives or friends 
of the respondent back to their homes in such cases, however. 

Once on the scene, the deputies explain to the respondent, 
friends, or relatives that they have a court order to take the respondent 
into custody and to a specified hospital. Although the form setting 
forth the rights of the respondent provided to the sheriff by the Court 
requires that the rights be read to and served on the respondent, the 
deputies generally only provide respondents with written statements of 
rights (for a discussion of this point, see the following section of this 
Chapter). 
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The deputies estimated that three out of ten respondents offer 
little or no resistance when they are taken into custody. The remainder 
offer some resistance varying from mild verbal abuse to threats with 
dangerous weapons. Before proceeding to take a respondent into custody, 
the deputies typically review the affidavit and other information 
provided by the Deputy Clerk, and assess the potential risks. On rare 
occasions, the Columbus police have assisted the Sheriff's Department in 
taking a respondent into custody. 

Most of the time, the deputies are able to, and prefer to, 
transport respondents without handcuffs or other restraints. They felt 
that handcuffs are inappropriate insofar as they carry the connotation of 
a criminal arrest. They did note, however, that it is police policy to 
restrain anyone with handcuffs who is being transported in a police 
vehicle. For respondents posing a threat, handcuffs always are used. 

One private hospital psychiatrist observed that handcuffs often 
were used when they were not necessary. This observation seems to 
conflict with what we were told by the Sheriff's deputies. The conflict 
may be attributable to the fact that the two peace officers interviewed 
are assigned exclusively to the Probate Court and may have developed a 
policy in regard to restraining respondents that does not correspond to 
that of the police or other regular officers in the Sheriff's 
Department. In fact, according to the two sheriff's deputies who were 
interviewed, during evening hours, the regular officers of the Sheriff's 
Department automatically handcuff all respondents. 

After arriving at the specified hospital, the sheriff's deputies 
convey to the hospital a copy of the Temporary Order of Detention, the 
completed case history form, a completed Liability of Support Form, and 
the form setting forth the rights of the respondent (see Appendix A). 
The hospital always accepts and admits respondents transported to the 
hospital by the Sheriff's deputies, but may release them following a 
mental health examination. A hospital psychiatrist or social worker 
interviews the respondent upon admission and determines whether to hold 
the respondent for two or three days, provide medication, or provide an 
alternative to hospitalization. 

The deputies, typically, remain with the respondent until the 
respondent has been taken into the examination room and it is apparent 
that the respondent is under control. They do not remain in the hospital 
to hear the results of the mental health examination. If the respondent 
is discharged following the examination, the Sheriff's Department does 
not take the responsibility for returning the respondent to the place 
from which he or she was transported. 

While this study was being conducted in Columbus, a new policy 
was instituted whereby the Sheriff's Department would no longer transport 
respondents directly to Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital for admission 
and judicial hospitalization, but would, instead, transport respondents 
to the nearest conununity mental health center where they would be 
examined and prepared for admission to Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital 
if inpatient care were in fact warranted. This policy, according to one 
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community mental health worker, was instituted with little input from the 
Sheriff's Department and apparently has not been embraced and implemented 
by the sheriff's deputies. 

At the time of our interviews with them, the two Sheriff's 
deputies indicated that they had not complied with this new policy but 
rather have continued to take respondents directly to Central Ohio 
Psychiatric Hospital. They stated that difficulties would arise if they 
were required to await the results of an examination by the community 
mental health cen:ter staff before transporting the respondent to an 
inpatient hospital. The Sheriff's deputies consider this an unwarranted 
extra step. They stated that in many cases they must struggle to control 
the respondent while getting him or her in and out of the police car and 
that having to repeat this struggle, once at the community mental health 
center and then again at the hospital, would unduly complicate their 
job. At this writing the deputies are increasingly taking respondents to 
community mental health centers, reportedly due to training efforts by 
the Southwest Community Mental Health Center. 

Police (not the Sheriff's Department) in Columbus and 
surrounding local:i.ties may become involved in the involuntary civil 
commitment process in several ways. The police may refer a caller to the 
Probate Court or 1:0 one of the community mental health centers. (Once 
this contact has been made with the Probate Court or the community mental 
health center, a referral may be handled as previously described.) The 
police may take s1:>meone into custody and transport him or her to the 
nearest community mental health center pursuant to the emergency 
hospitalization procedures. However, the police reportedly are reluctant 
to take this emergency route because the community mental health centers 
are ill-equipped t:o handle extremely belligerent or violent respondents. 
More likely, in emergencies, police transport respondents directly to the 
Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital. Harding Hospital has agreed to admit 
emergency patient:; from the north Columbus area. 

In summa:cy, Columbus peace officers effectively provide both 
emergency and non··emergency custody and transportation services for 
involuntary mental health cases. With the notable exception of cases 
handled by the tw<> Sheriff's deputies assigned to the Probate Court, the 
circumstances and manner of transportation vary greatly depending upon 
individual officers, the time of the day, the particular place within the 
county, and other factors. 

As a postscript, raising an issue to which we will return to 
later, we note an interesting provision in the statute that, to our 
knowledge, has yet: to be realized in practice: 

[A] person taken into custody • • • may be detained for not 
more than forty-eight hours in his home, a licensed rest or 
nursing home, a licensed or unlicensed hospital, a mental 
health facility, or a county home (5122.17). 
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E. NOTIFYING RESPONDENT OF RIGHTS 

Ohio law provides a variety of procedural and substantive rights 
that must be provided to a respondent upon custody and involuntary 
detention. These include the right to be taken into custody in the least 
conspicuous manner (5122.10); the right to a lawyer (5122.05); the right 
to an independent mental health examination (5122.05); the right to make 
a "reasonable number of telephone calls" (5122.05); the right to 
assistance in making these calls if requested (5122.05); the right to a 
mental health examination within twenty-four hours of arrival at a 
hospital or other mental health facility (5122.10); the right to a 
judicial hearing within three days, upon request, to determine whether or 
not there is probable cause to believe that involuntary hospitalization 
is warranted (5122.05); and, the right to apply for voluntary admission 
to a hospital at any time (5122.15 (g)). 

The Supreme Court of Ohio determined in re Fisher (313 N.E. 2d 
851 (1974)) that the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment 
requires that respondents be advised of their right to a lawyer 
(appointed at public expense if necessary), and that this right be 
afforded at the earliest opportunity. This right to a lawyer at 
involuntary commitment proceedings does not extend to the presence of a 
lawyer during psychiatric interviews. The same court also ruled in 
McDuffie v. Berzzarins (330 N.E. 2d 667 (1975)) that a respondent may 
waive the right to counsel only upon a comprehensive examination made to 
determine that the respondent has sufficient knowledge of the particular 
facts and circumstances of the case against him or her, i.e., that the 
respondent is sufficiently competent to make the waiver decision. 

Respondents in Columbus have the opportunity to hear or read, if 
not understand, their rights at the earliest stages of the commitment 
proceedings. Under the best of circumstances, the respondent is informed 
of his or her rights by six different sources before the probable cause 
hearing: the Deputy Clerk of the Probate Court, the deputy sheriff 
taking the respondent into custody, the pre-screener at the community 
mental health center, a social worker at the hospital to which the 
respondent is taken, the respondent's lawyer at their first meeting a day 
or so before the probable cause hearing, and the referee at the 
initiation of the probable cause hearing. Occasionally, in cases where 
the respondent accompanies the affiant to the probate court at the time 
of the filing of the affidavit, the deputy clerk presents the respondent 
with the form, Rights of an Involuntarily Detained Person (see Appendix 
A), immediately upon filing of the affidavit. In the typical case, 
however, where the respondent is not present in the Probate Court at the 
time of the filing, the Deputy Clerk conveys the statements of rights to 
the Sheriff's Department for presentation to the respondent. In 
accordance with statutory provisions (5122.18), the Deputy Clerk then 
sends notice of the respondent's custody and detention to: the head of 
the hospital to which the respondent is to be transported; the 
respondent's lawyer and the Attorney General, both of whom also receive a 
copy of the Temporary Order of Detention and the affidavit; the 
respondent's spouse or next of kin residing in Franklin County; any other 
persons designated by the respondent; and, the respondent's lawyer. If 
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the respondent is to be represented by a private attorney, the respondent 
must sign a release allowing the private attorney access to the 
respondent's records. 

At the time that the respondent is taken into custody, the 
sheriff's deputies explain to the respondent that they have a court order 
and that the respondent must accompany them to the specified hospital. 
The law provides that immediately upon being taken into custody, the 
respondent be both orally informed and provided with a written statement 
of rights. Furth•ermore, the prepared form, Rights of an Involuntarily 
Detained Person, provided to the deputy sheriff for presentation to the 
respondent specifies that the rights be both read to and served on the 
respondent (see Appendix A). However, a~practic~l matter, sheriff's 
deputies only provide the respondent with the written statements setting 
forth the rights. In the past, according to the sheriff's deputies, the 
rights were read to the respondent as well as presented in writing. The 
deputies believe that the reading of the rights is unnecessary since the 
same rights are explained to the respondent several times upon arrival at 
the hospital. Th0ey also claim that the reading of the rights sometimes 
hinders taking the person into custody. For example, if a respondent 
decides to exercise immediately the right to make a reasonable number of 
telephone calls, the process of taking the respondent into custody may be 
inordinately delayed. The deputies related one particular incident in 
which the respondent proceeded to make a large number of telephone calls 
upon being informed of this right; the respondent eventually had to be 
interrupted from making these telephone calls in order to proceed with 
taking her into C'ustody. After taking the respondent into custody and 
transporting him tJr her to the designated hospital, the officers provide 
a copy of the written statement of rights to the Probate Court, 
certifying with their signature that the rights were presented to the 
respondent. 

Upon the respondent's arrival at the hospital, a social worker 
informs the respondent of his or her rights, explains the mechanics of 
the involuntary civil commitment proceedings, and answers any questions 
that the respondent may have. The hospital makes an attempt to contact 
relatives of the :C'espondent and inform them about the forthcoming 
hearing; however, because probable cause hearings are held within three 
days of the receipt of an affidavit, family members may not get 
sufficient notice of the hearing. At Harding Hospital, the rights are 
briefly explained to the respondent at the time of admission and again, 
at length, by a senior nurse who is designated to perform this function. 

Typically, a day before the probable cause hearing, the 
respondent's coun:;el again informs the respondent of his or her rights 
and describes the mechanics of the commitment process. There are no 
indications that attorneys notify the respondents of their right to 
appeal or of the .availability of other remedies or alternatives to 
compulsory hospitalization except the election of voluntary admission. 

At the start of the probable cause hearing, the referee informs 
the respondent, i:E present, of the right to a probable cause hearing 
within three days of the filing of an affidavit, the right to a full 
hearing within ten days of a finding of probable cause, the right to a 
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lawyer and an independent examiner, and the right to apply for voluntary 
admission to the hospital at any time. In at least one probable cause 
hearing we observed, the referee also informed the respondent that if he 
or she chose to become a voluntary patient before the full judicial 
hearing all records would be expunged. When respondents are absent from 
the hearing, the referees inquire as to whether the respondents' 
attorneys have personally met with them and informed them of their rights. 

F. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The involuntary civil commitment process in Columbus that occurs 
before a respondent is hospitalized is exemplary and praiseworthy in 
terms of the legal rights and protections afforded the respondent, the 
opportunities for diversion from compulsory hospitalization, and the 
apparent economy and effectiveness of the procedures. Although there may 
be deficiencies, as will be discussed below, these are not major. 
Perhaps the strongest aspect of the pre-hospitalization procedures in 
Columbus are the pre-screening of respondents and the investigation and 
review of the affidavit. These procedures promote fair, prompt, and 
reliable decison-making. The community mental health center screening, 
especially, is a model for other jurisdictions to adopt. Another 
strength in the prehearing process is the persistent and repeated 
notification of rights. Yet another is the requirement that both 
emergency and judicial hospitalization be supported by written 
statements. Deficiencies include a lack of adequate training for peace 
officers and a lack of coordination of components of the prehearing 
process. Both the strengths and the weaknesses of the 
pre-hospitalization process are discussed below. 

Initiating Involuntary Commitment 

An important strength of the Ohio law is that it provides only 
two basic mechanisms (emergency and judicial hospitalization) by which 
involuntary civil commitment and treatment can be initated and imposed. 
Because of the safeguards provided, it would seem difficult to set these 
mechanisms in motion in Franklin County frivolously or improperly. 
Emergency hospitalization, potentially abusive to the rights and 
interests of a respondent, if it could be carried out by any person, can 
only be carried out by a psychiatrist, licensed clinical psychologist, 
licensed physician, health officer, parole officer, police officer, or 
sheriff. These individuals may bring a respondent to the hospital but 
must provide a written statement, on a prepared form, to the hospital to 
support emergency hospitalization. The written statement constitutes a 
formal application for emergency admission to the hospital and must be 
completed and signed by the person transporting the respondent to the 
hospital. 

While the restrictions on who may initiate the emergency 
hospitalization procedure and the requirement of a written statement to 
the receiving hospital do not necessarily prevent abuse, they make such 
abuse more difficult. In brief, not anyone may initiate emergency 
hospitalization. On the other hand, these restrictions and procedural 
safeguards do not preclude prompt access to emergency hospitalization. 
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Any person may bi:-ing another person directly to a hospital for emergency 
care and the hospital will provide such care, if warranted, pursuant to 
emergency or judicial hospitalization. 

Similarly, the procedures in Columbus for setting in motion 
non-emergency judicial hospitalization balance safeguards for the 
respondent with the interests of the aff iant and the county in causing 
the hospitalization of persons who may be subject to involuntary civil 
commitment. Affidavits are available only in the Probate Court and only 
after certificatfon by a physician or mental health worker that an 
affidavit for hoE:pitalization is warranted by the mental condition of the 
respondent. Affiants typically must speak with the Deputy Clerk of the 
Probate Court and with a private physician, psychiatrist, psychologist or 
connnunity mental health center staff, and have the respondent submit to a 
mental health examination before the court will accept an affidavit. 
Again, frivolous and improper actions toward judicial hospitalization are 
discouraged by the requirements. 

Three re~commendations for adjustments in the Franklin County 
procedures for initiating involuntary civil commitment are proposed. 
Here and elsewhere in this report, recommendations are discussed in the 
text preceding .!!!-d following the recommendations. The first two 
recommendations c.oncern improvements in the access to, and information 
about, emergency hospitalization procedures provided to mental health and 
law enforcement personnel; the third proposes an augmentation of the 
function and status of the "mental illness desk" of the Probate Division 
of the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PREPRINTED FORM, "APPLICATION FOR 
EMERGENCY ADMISSION," WHICH SETS FORTH THE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE STATE.>.fENTS SUPPORTING EMERGENCY 
HOSPITAl.IZATION, SHOULD BE MADE READILY AVAILABLE TO 
ALL MENTAL HEALTH AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, ALONG WITH DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
ITS USE IN INITIATING EMERGENCY ADMISSION. 

While there may be some justification for keeping the initiation 
of the judicial hospitalization procedure a relatively formidable 
undertaking for t.he general public, no such justification seems to exist 
for initiation of the emergency hospitalization procedure. Police 
officers who were: interviewed were unaware of the existence of preprinted 
forms to facilitate the submission of written statements supporting 
emergency admission, and they were uninformed about what might be 
expected of them in emergency hospitalizations. This lack of information 
may be particula1·ly acute in localities outside of Columbus but within 
Franklin County. Pursuant to the new policy whereby peace officers 
transport responci.ents first to the community mental health center 
"portals," the need for readily available emergency hospitalization 
applications may be reduced. That is, the procedure of taking a 
respondent to a n.earby community mental health center instead of to 
Central Ohio Psyc.hiatric Hospital may prove to be less of a burden for 
peace officers an.d, at the same time, discourage inappropriate 
involuntary hospitalizations. 
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A significant proportion (some estimates place it at one-half) 
of the involuntary civil connnitments in Franklin County are initiated by 
the emergency hospitalization procedure. It, nonetheless, remains 
relatively mysterious to many of the people interviewed in Franklin 
County. 

RECOMMENDATION: TRAINING SHOULD BE PROVIDED TO LAW 
ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL WITHIN FRANKLIN COUNTY BY A 
CONSORTIUM OF INDIVIDUALS FROM THE PROBATE COURT, THE 
COMMUNITY MENTAL CENTERS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY, THE 
CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL, HARDING HOSPITAL, 
AND THE OHIO LEGAL RIGHTS SERVICE IN THE RATIONALE AND 
PROCEDURES FOR EMERGENCY HOSPITALIZATION. THE BASIS 
OF THIS TRAINING SHOULD BE A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROCEDURES (PERHAPS, A MANUAL) FOR EMERGENCY 
HOSPITALIZATION PREPARED BY THE PROBATE COURT. 

RECOMMENDATION: IN RECOGNITION OF ITS IMPORTANT SCREENING, 
COORDINATION, AND PUBLIC RELATION FUNCTIONS, 
ESPECIALLY IN THE EARLY STAGES OF INVOLUNTARY CIVIL 
COMMITMENT, THE "MENTAL ILLNESS DESK" SHOULD BE 
UPGRADED AND BE REFERRED TO AS THE "MENTAL HEALTH 
REVIEW UNIT" OF THE PROBATE COURT. ONE OF THE THREE 
PROBATE COURT REFEREES NOT PRESIDING AT JUDICIAL 
HEARINGS SHOULD BE DESIGNATED AS A "MENTAL HEALTH 
REVIEW OFFICER," AND THE DEPUTY CLERK CURRENTLY 
MANNING THE "MENTAL ILLNESS DESK11 SHOULD BE DESIGNATED 
AS THE "MENTAL HEALTH REVIEW ASSISTANT." TOGETHER 
THESE TWO INDIVIDUALS SHOULD PERFORM ALL REFERRAL AND 
REVIEW FUNCTIONS FOR THE PROBATE COURT PURSUANT TO 
JUDICIAL HOSPITALIZATION AND PARTICIPATE IN TRAINING 
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT IN 
FRANKLIN COUNTY 

\ 

The Deputy Clerk of the Probate Court performs an extremely 
important function in the initial stages of judicial hospitalization. 
She responds to the initial requests of persons seeking compulsory 
hospitalization of relatives, friends, or neighbors. Often the persons 
are confused and in desperate need of reliable information and prompt 
decision-making. She further causes a screening investigation to be 
completed by a cormnunity mental health center. As unimportant as this 
ini~ial contact with the public may seem at first blush, it causes the 
diversion of many cases to appropriate alternatives to compulsory 
hospitalization and serves an important public relations function for the 
Probate Court. As will be discussed further in this report, the "mental 
illness desk," as it is currently referred to, performs other important 
functions as well, including coordination of the Probate Court with the 
community mental health centers and the Sheriff's Department, and 
administration of court appointed attorneys and referees. The pivotal 
role and value of the "mental illness desk" to the smooth functioning of 
the initial stages of the involuntary civil commitment process in 
Columbus was acknowledged by everyone we interviewed in Columbus. Its 
value should be formally recognized and its role should be augmented. 
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Affidavits and Certificates 

Once having passed the procedural safeguards, and opportunities 
for diversion from compulsory hospitalization provided for the respondent 
in the initiation of involuntary civil commitment (i.e., making the 
inital contact with the probate court, having the respondent submit to a 
mental health examination, and obtaining a certificate supporting the 
affidavit), the affiant is assisted by the Deputy Clerk of the Probate 
Court in filing and completing the affidavit and other required 
documents. This is a significant strength in the Columbus procedures 
occurring before judicial hearings. Nonetheless, several minor 
improvements in the process of filing an affidavit may be suggested. 

Although the language in the Ohio statute relating to what must 
be contained in a:n acceptable affidavit may contribute to some of the 
vagueness of information provided in affidavits, modifications of 
practices, without legislative reform, seem possible to meet the charge 
of some attorneys that statements of facts in the affidavits are 
insufficient. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE DEPUTY CLERK, IN ASSISTING THE AFFIANT 
IN FILING THE AFFIDAVIT AND COMPLETING OTHER REQUIRED 
FORMS, Ai'ID THE REFEREE, IN MAKING HIS OR HER INITIAL 
EX PARTE DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE CAUSE, SHOULD BE 
ENCOURAGED TO BE PARTICULARLY DILIGENT IN ENSURING 
THAT THE AFFIANT'S WRITTEN STATEMENTS ARE 
SUBSTANTIATED, WHEREVER POSSIBLE, BY REFERENCES TO THE 
RESPONDENT'S RECENT ALLEGED BEHAVIOR. 

It should be emphasized that this recommendation does not suggest a great 
modification of current procedures. It merely suggests a matter for 
greater emphasis and, perhaps, a greater coordination between the Deputy 
Clerk and the "in·-house" referees, as referees are called who do not 
preside at the judicial hearing. 

RECOMMENDATION: PSYCHIATRISTS, LICENSED PSYCHOLOGISTS, AND 
THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER "PRE-SCREENERS" 
SHOULD PROVIDE, AT A MINilfUM, THE RESULTS OF A FULL 
STANDARD MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION REPORT AS PART OF 
THEIR CERTIFICATION IN SUPPORT OF AN AFFIDAVIT. 

This information will provide evidence that a careful mental examination 
has been conducted and will provide the factual basis for diagnoses and 
opinions. This recommendation may be somewhat difficult to implement 
with private psychiatrists and psychologists since their contact with the 
court is minimal. However, the certificates provided by the community 
mental health center "pre-screeners" reportedly already do provide 
sufficient information suppor~ing the affidavit and, therefore, may be 
adapted by the pr1)bate court as a model for such certificates and adopted 
by private psychologists and psychiatrists who may provide certificates 
and support of af:Eidavits. 

The question_ of what constitutes a "standard mental status 
examination" undoubtedly will generate differences of opinion among 
psychiatrists, psychologists, and other mental health workers. This 
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should not detract, however, from the importance of this recommendation, 
though it might make it harder to implement. 

Prehearing Screening, Investigation, and Review 

The Columbus procedures for screening, investigating, and 
reviewing of mental health cases before the respondent is taken into 
custody are exemplary. There is obviously less curtailment of liberty 
for those individuals successfully diverted from judicial hospitalization 
as a result of the initial contact with the Probate Court, the community 
mental health centers pre-screening, and finally, the~ parte review of 
the allegations in the affidavit by a referee. The screening procedures, 
when successful in diverting mentally ill individuals from judicial 
hospitalization, also embody the best intents of law and mental health 
practice by providing the opportunity for treatment in a least 
restrictive environment that is less disruptive of family, social, and 
economic ties and activities of the respondent. 

Although contemplated in most progressive involuntary civil 
commitment statutes throughout the country, the Ohio law not excepted, it 
is a rare occurrence, indeed, when a respondent remains at liberty 
pending a judicial hearing but after an affidavit has been filed. 
Society simply does not seem willing to bear whatever burden may be 
involved in maintaining contact with a respondent outside of a hospital 
during the prehearing period, except in very rare domestic cases. The 
three screening mechanisms employed in Columbus provide prompt, reliable, 
and effective decision~king about whether respondents should be taken 
into custody in the first place. In many jurisdictions throughout the 
country, it is implied that a respondent may, ideally, remain at liberty 
between the time an affidavit is filed and the judicial hearing (see 
Section 5122.17 of the Revised Code noted earlier); however, it is 
tacitly accepted that a respondent must be taken into custody once an 
affidavit is accepted by the court. 

The screening mechanisms also appear extremely advantageous for 
the people of Columbus because they seem cost-effective. In the absence 
of such screening mechanisms (assuming even very conservative estimates 
of the number of people diverted from judicial hospitalization) it is not 
inconceivable that judicial costs would soar. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO 
INCREASE ITS COORDINATION WITH THE THREE COMMUNITY 
MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS IN COLUMBUS IN SCREENING AND 
DIVERTING INITIAL REQUESTS FOR JUDICIAL 
HOSPITALIZATION APPLICATIONS. 

RECOMMENDATION: SUFFICIENT FUNDING SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR 
MAINTAINING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
PRE-SCREENING OF POTENTIAL RESPONDENTS. 

Effective community mental health-judiciary interactions are far 
from commonplace throughout the country. The manner in which the Deputy 
Clerk of the Probate Court in Columbus coordinates the processing 
requests for judicial hospitalization with pre-screeners in the community 
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mental health centers in Columbus is a positive aspect of the prehearing 
process. Many jurisdictions virtually ignore the point of entry for 
individuals subjec:t to involuntary civil commitment. A good interraction 
between the community mental health centers and the probate court in 
prompt, reliable decision-making seems in the best interests of the 
person making the initial contact (the potential affiant), the allegedly 
mentally ill perscin, and the people of Columbus. 

The first reconnnendation above appears relatively simple to 
implement, since it is implemented to a large extent already. In fact, at 
this writing Southwest Community Mental Health Center, as a matter of 
policy, reportedly maintains control of all prescreening in Columbus, is 
the "portal" for all involuntary admissions to Central Ohio Psychiatric 
Hospital (COPH), and retains "control" of such admissions for 21 days for 
the purposes of discharge planning. Both recommendations merely 
underscore what we perceive to be the procedure's value and serves to 
support its continued application. 

RECOMMENDATION: A PRE-SCREENING PROCEDURE, MODELED AFTER 
THAT OF THE SOUTHWEST COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, 
SHOULD BE ADOPTED FOR USE THROUGHOUT FRANKLIN COUNTY, 
IF NOT ALREADY DONE SO. 

Those familiar with the community mental health center screening 
all seem to feel that pre-screeners do an effective and conscientious job 
of screening and diverting cases from the judicial system. Those 
respondents who are not diverted are "really sick," according to one 
attorney. One support for t~is contention is the fact that release and 
discharge at the Probable Cause Hearing is infrequent, though it may be 
arguable that this is attributable to the effectiveness of the community 
pre-screening. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR THE COMMUNITY 
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER PRE-SCREENING SHOULD BE CLARIFIED 
BY COURT RULE. 

Although the pre-s<:reening mechanism is a positive aspect of the Columbus 
system, the authority by which it exists may need to be clarified by the 
Court. The statutE! requires an investigation such as that provided by 
the pre-screening procedure in Columbus, but only after receipt of the 
affidavit. (5122.13). Further, the s~atute provides that a mental 
health certificate may be required with an affidavit, though there does 
not seem to be the intent to provide the certification under authority of 
the court (5122.11). It does not seem difficult, however, to reconcile 
the pre-screening practices in effect in Columbus with these two 
provisions of the law. 

Another potential legal problem with the pre-screening 
procedures, a problem that was raised by a local psychiatrist, may stem 
largely from an irrational fear of liability, especially in view of the 
fact that no mention of the problem was made by the pre-screeners. Yet, 
the problem is worth airing. In the absence of an affidavit invoking the 
jurisdiction of thE! court, proceeding to an individual's home and 
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conducting a mental health examination constitutes an intrusion on that 
individual's rights to privacy, cautioned this psychiatrist. In the 
absence of an affidavit or a court order authorizing the pre-screening 
process, the process carries a high risk of liability. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE EX PARTE REVIEW OF THE AFFIDAVIT AND 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS AND THE DETE&~INATION OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE BY THE REFEREE BEFORE THE ISSUANCE OF A 
TEMPORARY ORDER OF DETENTION SHOULD BE CONDUCTED MORE 
RIGOROUSLY. 

In our opinion, the final opportunity to test the allegations of 
the affidavit before the issuance of a temporary order of detention is 
under-emphasized in Columbus. Few jurisdictions provide the 
opportunities for review and diversion of mental health cases from 
involvement with the judicial systems that are provided in Columbus. But 
the opportunities may be more fully exploited. Given that the Probate 
Court already has the extant resources to commit to a rigorous ~ parte 
determination of probable cause by their "in-house" referees, an 
upgrading of this last "test" of the allegations of the affidavit seems a 
small step to take. 

RECOMMENDATION: RESPONDENTS' ATTORNEYS SHOULD HAVE READY 
ACCESS TO PRE-SCREENING REPORTS. 

The pre-screening reports contain valuable information about the 
respondent and his or her environment typically unavailable from other 
sources. Only the pre-screener has the opportunity to examine the 
respondent in the context of home and family. Subsequent examinations, 
as will be discussed in the next chapters, are conducted while the 
respondent is hospitalized in an environment most likely unfamiliar to 
him or her. Also, the pre-screener has the opportunity to observe and 
interview the respondent at the time, or close to the time, that the 
allegations pursuant to judicial hospitalization are made, when the 
respondent is uninfluenced by the process of institutionalization. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE COURT SHOULD EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITY 
OF HAVING THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
PRE-SCREENER ASSUME THE ROLE OF THE COURT'S EXA..~INER. 

Though it is not without problems pointed out by several reviewers in 
Columbus, this recommendation has implications for cost-savings and for 
providing the Court with more complete information concerning the mental 
status of the respondent at the time of the allegations in the 
affidavit. As suggested in the commentary following the previous 
recommendation, the pre-screening procedure as presently implemented at 
the Southwest Community Mental Health Center arguably provides perhaps 
the most complete information about mental health cases available to the 
Court. Also, since the court incurs the costs of pre-screening whether 
or not the case proceeds to a judicial hearing it seems reasonable to 
suggest that the Court extend the involvement of the pre-screener to 
providing testimony during hearings. It should be emphasized here that 
we are not critical of the performance of the court and independent 
examine-;;:- We suggest, instead, a merger of the functions of the 
pre-screener and the court examiner. 
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Several problems of this redt>mmendation may be, perhaps, 
insurmountable abs:ent a statutory amendment. Although the statutes 
authorize, upon receipt of an affidavit, an investigation by a social 
worker (5122.13) pre-hearing medical examinations are permitted only by a 
"psychiatrist, or a licensed clinical psychologist and a licensed 
physician" (5122.1.4). Complicating the above recommendation may be the 
fact that there is: no licensure requirements for social workers in Ohio 
and, therefore, the court would need to set up some type of 
qualifications for social workers in the legal arena in lieu of the type 
of qualifications set by licensing boards for psychiatrists and 
psychologists. 

Were the court to contemplate allowing the prescreener to 
function as the court examiner, it would need to interpret the statutory 
intent to allow social workers to examine the respondent on the court's 
behalf and testify during hearings, or employ psychiatrists and 
psychologists, at a much greater cost, to conduct the pre-screening and 
the examination of the respondent pursuant to testimony at hearings.~-It 
is doubtful that psychiatrists would be fond of visiting the respondent's 
home to conduct an examination, a procedure well within the tradition of 
a social worker's discipline. 

Psychiatrists and psychologists--the "pedigreed" forensic mental 
health professionals--may be reluctant to make room for social workers. 
One psychiatrist expressed his opposition to the above recommendation in 
a letter critiquing the "review draft" of this report. 

A social worker's training, orientation, and discipline is 
different and it does not lend [itself] to the expertise of 
clinical psychopathology ••• Under the fire of cross-examination 
where diagnoses, etiology, prognosis, medication, treatment 
methods, etc. are questions arising every time, without any 
training in psychophar::iocology, psychophysiology, biology, 
neurology, genetics, endocrinology, and so forth, and in many 
other areas which are not within the domain of a social worker's 
expertise, [he or she] would crumble and justice would not 
prevail and the patient or respondent would suffer ••• Social 
workers are well respected in the community, and their 
ascendancy lies not in assuming roles for which they are not 
trained and for which they do not aspire, but their ascendancy 
is in their immeasurable contribution in their liaison service 
between the hospital and the community. 

The "ascendancy" of the social worker's role in mental health law has 
been slow, although measurable, and it may be difficult to change laws to 
allow social workers in the role of the court's expert. Nonetheless, if 
only from the standpoint of cost-savings, the possibility is worth 
exploration, if not now, then in the future. 

Custody and Pre-Hearing Detention 

The practices in Columbus relating to the transportation of 
respondents in civil commitment proceedings are generally in ~eeping with 
the statutory requirement that every reasonable and appropriate effort 
should be made to take persons into custody in the least conspicuous 
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manner possible (5122.10). With minor exceptions, the procedures 
employed by the team of sheriff's deputies on special assignment to the 
Probate Court serve the interests of economy and efficiency. The manner 
in which police take respondents into custody without prior judicial 
approval was neither criticized nor praised by those we interviewed in 
Columbus. 

In our opinion, there are a number of minor deficiencies and 
weaknesses in the custody and detention procedures in Columbus that are 
worthy of note. We begin with the clothes that the sheriff's deputies 
wear and the cars that they drive, when they arrive on the scene to take 
custody of the respondent. To their credit the deputies interviewed 
noted both the advantages and the disadvantages of the procedures of 
using uniformed peace officers and marked police cruisers. 

The only clear advantage to uniforms and marked police cars seem 
to accrue to the peace officers taking the person into custody. If 
complete docility and compliance on the part of the respondent is the 
goal, the greatest show of authority may be reconnnended. Yet the "least 
conspicuous manner" intent of the statute (5122.10) notably does not 
speak as much to disruption of procedures of the sheriff's deputies, as 
it does to the physical and psychological disruption in the life of the 
respondent. Given that the sheriff's deputies upon request of the Deputy 
Clerk, reportedly change into plain clothes and use unmarked vehicles to 
transport a respondent, it seems a small price to pay to reverse the 
current procedure and have officers wear uniforms and drive police 
cruisers only when dictated by previous information of potential 
difficulties. 

RECOMMENDATION: IN NON-EMERGENCY CASES, RESPONDENTS SHOULD 
BE TAKEN INTO CUSTODY BY PEACE OFFICERS WEARING PLAIN 
CLOTHES AND DRIVING UNMARKED VEHICLES, UNLESS THE 
PEACE OFFICERS HAVE REASON TO BELIEVE THAT THE 
AUTHORITY OF POLICE IDENTIFICATION IS NECESSARY TO 
RESTRAIN A RESPONDENT. THE NECESSITY OF UNIFORMED 
POLICE OFFICERS SHOULD BE CONVEYED BY THE DEPUTY CLERK 
UPON ISSUANCE OF THE TEMPORARY ORDER OF DETENTION. 

The use of unmarked cars and plain clothes is in keeping with 
the respondent's right to be taken into custody in the least conspicuous 
manner, and, to the extent that being taken into custody by uniformed 
police officers is psychologically traumatic, it may protect subsequent 
treatment interests of the respondent as well. The implementation of 
this provision does not appear to present a significant cost to the City 
of Columbus. It should be noted that reviewers were not in accord in 
their reactions to this reconnnendation. 

RECOMMENDATION: COLUMBUS POLICE OFFICERS SHOULD BE 
ENCOURAGED TO TAKE OR REFER AS MANY ALLEGED MENTAL 
HEALTH CASES AS POSSIBLE TO COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH 
CENTERS INSTEAD OF CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL. 
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Assume that the Columbus police receive a call from a distraught 
person seeking help with a friend allegedly acting in a mentally aberrant 
and bizarre manner. Unless, in the judgment of the peace officer 
responding to the call, a true emergency exists, it is in the liberty 
interests of the :respondent as well as the interests of economy and 
efficiency to ref1~r the person to the connnunity mental health center for 
pre-screening pursuant to judicial hospitalization. In our opinion, this 
diversion of mental health cases from emergency hospitalizaton to 
judicial hospitalization best complies with Ohio law and, apparently, is 
in keeping with policies endorsed by Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital. 
As indicated earlier in this section, at this writing the above 
recommendation is a matter of policy. 

RECOMMENDATION: ADEQUATE TRAINING SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE 
FOR PEACE OFFICERS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY ON: THE NATURE 
AND MANIFESTATIONS OF MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS, HOW TO 
COMMUNICATE WITH AND HANDLE MENTALLY DISORDERED 
INDIVIDUALS AND, IMPORTANTLY, COMMUNITY RESOURCES TO 
WHICH MENTALLY ILL INDIVIDUALS MAY BE TAKEN OR 
REFERRED .. 

Due to a combination of lack of manpower, unfamiliarity with 
available resource!s, and a general lack of training in handling mentally 
aberrant (but not criminal) behavior, some peace officers reportedly have 
resorted to a disturbing manner of handling mentally aberrant persons in 
their jurisdiction. When confronted with a seemingly mentally ill person 
acting in a bizarre manner that may be disturbing to those around him or 
her, police transport the person to the edges of their geographic 
jurisdiction and instruct the person not to return. According to the 
peace officers, an unfamiliarity with alternative procedures for dealing 
with the problem in an efficient manner. These officers were willing and 
eager to avail themselves of opportunities for training. 

Training of peace officers could be initiated most expeditiously 
by means of a memorandum prepared by a committee of individuals from the 
Sheriff's Departme~nt, the connnunity mental health centers, and the 
Probate Court. For example, the Deputy Clerk could contribute valuable 
information regarding the initiation of the civil commitment process; a 
connn.unity mental health center pre-screener could provide valuable 
information regard.ing procedures for taking a respondent to the connnunity 
mental health center; and, finally, a member of the Sheriff's 
Department's "mental health team" could provide very practical 
information as to "dos" and 11don 1 ts11 of picking up respondents. More 
ambitious projects, such as training sessions, simulations, and 
workshops, also could be contemplated. 

Notifying Respondent of Rights 

Court off'icials, peace officers, mental health personnel, 
attorneys, and referees in Columbus are extremely conscientious in 
informing responde~nts of their rights. Respondents are notified of their 
rights repeatedly from the time that they are taken into custody until 
the Probable Cause~ Hearing. In general, the Columbus procedures for 
notification of re.spondent' s rights are exemplary and praiseworthy. In 
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this section, we mention only a few matters for general consideration and 
make several specific reconunendations for making what appears to be a 
very good system even better. 

An explanation of rights as required by statute is obviously 
related to, but not perfectly congruent with, a complete explanation of 
the nature and consequences of the proceedings, past, present, and 
future, in which the respondent may be involved. Many of the individuals 
to whom we spoke in Columbus expressed the opinion that respondents often 
are not adequately informed about the entire involuntary civil commitment 
process, notwithstanding the many attempts to inform them of their legal 
rights. Respondent's attorneys report that many of their clients do not 
truly understand what is happening to them, what is going to happen to 
them in the future, and how they can go about getting various types of 
assistance. By all indications, those individuals who come into contact 
with respondents, in concert, make a sincere and diligent attempt to 
provide such explanation. Some suggest that sufficient comprehension may 
be beyond the capacities of many respondents. 

While it is clear that most respondents in Columbus receive 
notification of their rights as required by law, several interviewees 
raised questions about the efficacy of persistent and repeated 
explanation of these rights •• Several hospital staff considered such 
explanations to be a waste of time, believing that respondents are mostly 
too ill, anxious, and generally too confused to comprehend that which is 
being explained to them. They suggest that overwhelming respondents with 
what may be perceived as nothing but confusing papers and verbal 
gibberish merely exacerbates an already strained situation. Of course, 
the impression developed by attorneys that respondents often act as if 
they are hearing information for the first time may be attributed to the 
possibility that respondents, in fact, were provided the information but 
were unable to understand or remember it. Indeed, it is possible that 
the information presented by the attorney makes no more lasting an 
impression than that provided previously by a sheriff's deputy, the 
community mental health center pre-screener, or the hospital staff. 
While attorneys and judges seem to be reassured merely by seeing that the 
information about rights is transmitted, they acknowledge that the 
language and concepts are complex and are likely to confuse even mentally 
healthy people. Others in Columbus, who are removed from the day-to-day 
contact with hospitalized individuals and have the luxury to reflect, are 
concerned that only the minority of respondents truly understand their 
legal rights. These individuals suggest that more thoughtful counseling 
with each respondent is necessary. The recommendations below address 
some of these concerns. We hasten to add, however, that the 
recouunendations should not be taken as a criticism of the Columbus 
procedures for notification of respondents' rights. It remains the most 
thorough and conscientiously applied set of procedures we have observed. 

RECOMMENDATION: IN ACCORDANCE WITH OHIO LAW AND COURT 
RULES, SHERIFF'S DEPUTIES UPON TAKING A RESPONDENT 
INTO CUSTODY SHOULD ORALLY INFOR..'1 THE RESPONDENT OF 
HIS OR HER LEGAL RIGHTS, AS WELL AS PROVIDE A WRITTEN 
STATEMENT OF THOSE RIGHTS. 
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The complaint by sheriff's deputies that respondents may in fact 
take immediate ad.vantage of rights (e.g., use of a telephone) that are 
orally explained to them seems contrary to the intent of the law. The 
deputies, in enfo,rcing the law, should encourage respondents to take full 
advantage of their rights. To present a person with a piece of paper 
setting forth his or her legal rights, when there is no doubt that the 
paper has no meaning to the person, is a pointless and ritualistic 
gesture. 

RECOMMENDATION: WRITTEN STATEMENTS REGARDING LEGAL RIGHTS 
AND PROTECTIONS SHOULD BE PROVIDED IN SIMPLE LANGUAGE. 

Statements of rights typically seem to be written and provided 
to respondents more to satisfy the letter of the law than to provide 
information to patients. To be effective, these statements of rights 
need to be presented in simple language. Additional information should 
be made available to respondents who request a more thorough 
understanding of their rights in the actual language of the law. 

RECOMMENDATION: PROCEDURES FOR THE NOTIFYING THE 
RESPONDENT'S FAMILY SHOULD BE CLARIFIED AND 
COORDINATED. 

Based on our observations, it is unclear who in the mental 
health-judicial system assumes the responsibility for informing the 
respondent's family about his or her involuntary hospitalization. We 
were informed that the Deputy Clerk of the Probate Court, the Bailiff of 
the court (located at Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital), and hospital 
social workers may assume this responsibility. Given the sensitive 
nature of the communication, it may be advisable for hospital social 
workers, instead of court personnel, to advise respondents' families. 
Although it may cause a delay in the notification, this procedure may 
have therapeutic advantages for the respondent. 

RECOMMENDATION: ATTORNEYS SHOULD NOTIFY RESPONDENTS OF THE 
AVAILABILITY OF APPEAL, WRITS OF HABEAS CORPUS, AND 
OTHER REMEDIES IN ADDITION TO VOLUNTARY ADMISSION. 

As we will discuss further in Chapter VII, for various reasons 
respondents are not adequately informed of mechanisms to review contested 
commitments. Fairness is the underlying concern in conveying to the 
respondent all avenues available as alternatives to compulsory 
hospitalization, 1aven if those avenues may not be well traveled. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PREREARING MATTERS AFTER TRE RESPONDENT IS HOSPITALIZED 

In the last chapter, we considered those matters pertaining to 
the process of involuntary civil commitment in Columbus before a 
respondent is involuntarily detained in a hospital. This chapter 
considers the events and procedures before judicial hearing, but after 
the respondent has been taken into custody and detained in a hosp~ 
against his or her will. Although the judicial hearing is considered by 
many to be the centerpiece of the involuntary civil commitment process, 
what occurs before the judicial hearing may have a greater bearing on the 
individual committed and, in the long term, the people of Columbus. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, prompt and reliable decision-making in 
screening and diverting mental health cases from compulsory 
hospitalization in the initial stages of the process protect both the 
individual's liberty interests and the taxpayer's pocketbook. 

A. PREHEARING TREATMENT 

A person who has been brought to the hospital by means of 
emergency hospitalization, i.e., without the authority of a temporary 
order of detention, must be examined by the hospital staff within 24 
hours of admission (5122.10). After examining the respondent, if the 
hospital staff believe the person to be sufficiently mentally ill to be 
subject to compulsory hospitalization, they may detain the person 
involuntarily for up to three days, during which the hospital must file 
an affidavit pursuant to judicial hospitalization (5122.11), convince the 
person to be hospitalized voluntarily, or release the person. A 
respondent taken into custody by order of the court following the filing 
of an affidavit may be observed, diagnosed, cared for and treated in a 
hospital (5122.05) until such time as a probable cause hearing is held. 
Although two provisions in the Ohio law permit in theory the hearing of 
probable cause before the respondent is actually taken into custody 
(5122.141 and 5122.17), this rarely occurs in practice. Thus, the 
delicate matter of the administration of mental health treatment before 
an adversarial hearing is relevant for all respondents who are not 
diverted from compulsory hospitalization and are admitted to the hospital. 

Strong conflicting interests are at stake in mental health 
treatment before full judicial review. On the one hand, it has not yet 
been determined by judicial review that the criteria for involuntary 
civil commitment have been met. The person may, in fact, have been 
wrongfully detained. On the other hand, the respondent's deteriorating 
mental condition and aberrant behavior may seriously threaten not only 
his or her own safety, but that of those around him or her. And, to make 
matters even more difficult, practical considerations of economy, 
efficiency, and convenience also must be considered, if not openly 
acknowledged, in attempting to balance conflicting forces and values. 

From discussions with hospital staff, we sensed no clear, 
consistent policy regarding prehearing treatment. In general, 
respondents are to be provided with "adequate medical treatment for 
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physicial disease or injury" and receive ''humane care and treatment in 
the least restrictive humane psychological and physical environment 
within the hospital facilities" (5122.27). Except for especially 
intrusive treatment (surgery, convulsive therapy, major aversive 
interventions, sterilization, any unusually hazardous treatment 
procedures, and psycho-surgery), Ohio law does not speak to the issue of 
prehearing treatment. As a general practice, some hospital psychiatrists 
and physicians are reluctant to treat respondents before the probable 
cause hearing due to a fear of liability. They may, however, prescribe 
some type of therapy other than medication before the probable cause 
hearing. One psychiatrist reported that some of the hospital's staff 
seem preoccupied with liability issues, which, to the detriment of their 
best clinical judgments, causes them to be overly cautious. 

B. MENTAL HEALTH EXAMINATION 

Before a respondent in Columbus appears at a probable cause 
hearing, he or she is likely to have received at least four mental health 
examinations. The first is performed by a social worker at a community 
mental health center for the purposes of pre-screening (5122.ll, 
5122.13). The second is performed by hospital staff within twenty-four 
hours after the respondent's arrival (5122.10). The third mental health 
examination is conducted by a psychiatrist appointed by the court to 
determine the ''mental condition of the respondent, and his need for 
custody, care, or treatment in a mental hospital" (5122.14). Last, the 
respondent is examined by an independent expert. Although statute 
provides the respondent the right to select a psychiatrist, 
licensed-clinical psychologist, or physician of his or her own choosing 
to evaluate his or her mental condition, most Franklin County respondents 
are indigent and expert evaluation is provided at public expense 
(5122.05). In Franklin County, independent experts are appointed by the 
Court as are court experts. 

As discussed in the last chapter, the pre-screening examination 
is not required by law and is not performed in Columbus when (1) the 
affidavit was supported by the certification of a private psychiatrist or 
psychologist retained by the affiant, thus, not requiring a doctor's 
letter from a community mental health center screener, and (2) when a 
respondent is taken directly to a hospital and admitted on an emergency 
status. 

Taken as a whole, the purpose of the mental health examinations 
before the judicial hearing, as intended by Ohio law (5122.14, 5122.13) 
and the practice in Columbus, is to test the allegations in an affidavit 
or application for emergency admission and to determine, from mental 
health practitioners perspectives, whether the respondent should be 
involuntarily hospitalized. The information gained as a result of these 
examinations should inform judicial determinations. The examinations 
provide an adequate, perhaps even an excellent protection against 
improper hospitalization, when compared to other jurisdictions. Only one 
person whom we interviewed in Columbus complained of the inadequacy of 
the mental health examination, claiming that some respondents in Central 
Ohio Psychiatric Hospital are not examined to determine the need for 
compulsory hospitalization. Hospital staff and community mental health 
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center staff felt that this claim was unfounded. In our opinion, it is 
conceivable, but unlikely, that a respondent may slip through the net of 
examinations provided in Columbus. The system of mental health 
examinations provided in Columbus provide more than an adequate check on 
improper involuntary hospitalization before judicial hearing. 

On the negative side, inadequate use is made of the information 
acquired during the examinations that are performed. From the 
perspective of economy and efficiency, the ratio of information acquired 
during the examination to that actually provided and used can be greatly 
improved. Many of the attorneys, and some of the referees and mental 
health workers in Columbus pointed out a redundancy in the prehearing 
examination process. Several attorneys recommended the elimination of 
either the court examiner or the independent examiner, although not 
both. This redundancy provides a strong check against improper 
involuntary hospitalization, but, as we will discuss, it arguably does 
not sufficiently balance that need against the interests of economy and 
efficiency. 

Beyond the basic similarity of purpose--assessing mental status 
and need for hospitalization--there are differences in the conduct and 
consequences of the examinations. As discussed in the previous chapter, 
pre-screening examinations are typically conducted by a social worker 
from a community mental health center, more often than not at the home of 
the respondent. By all accounts these examinations are conducted 
thoroughly and diligently. The pre-screener inquires about previous 
psychiatric problems, present mental status, behavioral problems, and the 
social history of the respondent by means of interviews with the 
respondent and the affiant. Frequently, existing hospital records are 
reviewed by the pre-screener before proceeding to the respondent's home. 
According to one pre-screener, it is customary practice to explain to the 
respondent the purpose of the visit and interview, the nature of the 
complaint, and other factors of particular relevance. 

The time and extent to which information gleaned during 
pre-screening is conveyed to the court for judicial use determination are 
unclear. Under judicial hospitalization procedures, the pre-screener's 
doctor's letter accompanies the affidavit, and the respondent's attorney, 
social worker, attorney representing the state (see Olapter VI), and 
hospital staff have access to this information. When no affidavit is 
filed in emergency situations, and when no pre-screening report is 
provided in support of the affidavit, it was unclear to us to what extent 
the pre-screening information is communicated for legal and mental health 
treatment purposes. Although several attorneys indicate that they 
frequently made contact with the pre-screener and inquired about the 
particulars of a mental health case, much of the valuable information 
obtained about less restrictive alternatives, present and past family and 
social environment, and present mental condition of the respondent seems 
not to be utilized. 

Consistent with Ohio law, respondents are typically examined by 
hospital staff within twenty-four hours of arrival at the hospital. 
Apparently, these examinations are provided promptly. They vary in 
duration and the manner in which they are conducted according to the type 
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of mental health problems exhibited by the respondent, his or her present 
demeanor, as well as the professional and personal style of the 
examiner. Only one weakness in the hospital examination process was 
brought to our attention by a hospital psychiatrist--apparently, C.entral 
Ohio Psychiatric Hospital does not have a perfectly suitable place to 
conduct such examinations. Persons involuntarily hospitalized are 
examined in non-private places in the hospital that are relatively 
far-removed from the place of admission. 

Although Ohio law provides that the examination "shall be held 
at a hospital or other medical facility, at the home of the respondent, 
or at any other suitable place least likely to have a.harmful effect on 
the respondent's health" (5122.14), respondents are almost always 
examined in the hospital a day or less before judicial hearing. Once 
again, the examinations may vary in duration, content, and style 
depending upon the particulars of the case, the behaviors exhibited by 
the respondent during the examination, and the professional and personal 
preferences and style of the examiner. Attorneys, referees, and mental 
health personnel all praised the competence and performance of the 
independent and court expert, both appointed by the court. 

A few attorneys complained, however, that the examinations were 
conducted too close in time to the hearing to allow adequate time for 
conferences with the examiners. Some attorneys felt hard-pressed to 
prepare their cases adequately because examiners perform their mental 
health examinations just prior to the judicial hearing. Thus, while the 
short period of prehearing detention before judicial hearing is a 
strength in the Ohio law and the practice in Columbus, as discussed in 
the previous chapter, it has some legal disadvantages. 

The "independence" of the independent examiners in Columbus can 
be questioned. Because they are appointed by the Probate Court in most 
cases (rather than being chosen by respondents) it may be argued that 
they are too closely aligned with either the Court or the hospital. It 
was pointed out by those we interviewed and directly observed during both 
probable cause and full judicial hearings, that the court examiner and 
independent examiner usually agree in their diagnoses of the respondent's 
mental condition. To their credit, however, the examiners tend to 
emphasize in prognoses those conclusions and opinions that are consistent 
with their implied roles either to support or refute the need for 
compulsory hospitalization. No unfair bias was suggested by individuals 
in Columbus, nor did we observe such bias in the judicial hearings. ·With 
regard to the examiners' possible unfair or improper alignment with 
hospital interests, there were strong indications from hospital staff, 
and from our observations of hearings, that just the opposite was true. 

Once the examiners have performed their evaluation of 
respondents and provided the Court with the necessary information, it may 
be arguably desirable to make this information available to the hospital 
treatment team if the respondent is committed. However, there seems to 
be no coordination or noticeable cooperation between hospital staff and 
the court-appointed examiners. None of the privileges and access 
accorded hospital psychiatrists are provided to the court appointed 
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experts, though no animos1t1es seem to exist. In fact, this relative 
lack of coordination and cooperation of the respondent could be viewed as 
a weakness in the system fr01Il the perspective of treatment interests. 
Consistent with a point made above, the interests of economy and 
efficiency are also not well served by this separation and independence 
of the examiners. 

C. OPPORTUNITIES FOR VOLUNTARY ADMISSION 

Once a respondent is involuntarily hospitalized and awa1t1ng a 
judicial hearing, should he or she be given the opportunity to become a 
voluntary patient? And, if so, under what conditions? 

Ohio law, like the laws in many states, recognizes that a person 
who has been hospitalized involuntarily but who does not object to 
hospitalization might benefit by allowing him or her to apply for 
voluntary admission to the hospital. According to Ohio law, any person 
who has been hospitalized involuntarily, (except for those hospitalized 
pursuant to incompetency to stand trial and insanity pleas), may at any 
time ~ for voluntary admission to the hospital where he or she is 
committed (5122.15). There may be both therapeutic and legal advantages 
for the respondent to elect voluntary admission to the hospital. The 
respondent who recognizes his or her need for treatment and 
hospitalization, and seeks it voluntarily, may be more likely to benefit 
from treatment. Further, by electing voluntary admission to the hospital 
before any hearings have occurred, the respondent avoids the stigma of 
compulsory hospitalization, the commitment case will be dismissed, and 
all court records will be expunged if the person becomes a voluntary 
patient before the probable cause hearing. Tilis may be important for 
respondents, because journal and docket entries of commitments are 
technically accessible to the public in Ohio, and may be consulted by 
potential employers of the respondent, credit companies, and land-title 
companies (5122.31). However, although Ohio law make journal and docket 
entries of commitments technically accessible to the public, the Franklin 
County Probate Court, on its own initiative, has removed all journal and 
docket entries of commitments from the general public indexing since 
1976. Therefore, all records and all dockets in Franklin County Probate 
Court are confidential pursuant to court policy. 

Where the signing of a voluntary admission and a subsequent 
request for discharge constitutes a change in attitude on the part of the 
respondent, increased insight into his or her problems, and a gaining of 
control and responsibility, no objection is raised to the change in 
status to voluntary hospitalization and subsequent discharge. When, 
however, the voluntary admission and subsequent request for discharge 
goes against the better judgments of hospital staff, or appears to be a 
manipulation of the system by a respondent who truly needs treatment, 
difficulties arise. 

Discharge is not solely in the discretion of the patient. Nor 
can hospital staff simply deny a request for discharge by a respondent 
who has been granted voluntary admission. The right of any voluntary 

_ patient in Columbus to be released upon written request is qualified by a 
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provision allowing the head of the hospital to file an affidavit with the 
court pursuant to judicial hospitalization, within three days from the 
receipt of the application for voluntary admission. 

This procedure generally engenders no complaints from legal and 
mental health practitioners in Columbus. But in some instances 
respondents requE!S t and are granted voluntary admission and the hospita 1, 
in turn, responds with the filing of an affidavit. This sequence may be 
repeated several times. Sometimes, in a frustrated response to this 
shuffle, especially when the respondent resists treatment efforts, the 
hospital releases the respondent. 

The frustrations of the hospital staff caused by this problem is 
well expressed by one psychiatrist in a recent letter to Probate Court 
Judge Richard B. Metcalf: 

[P]atients, led by their wishful thinking and confused by 
their psychosis or disorganization of their thinking processes, 
misinterpreted the true intent of this clause [right to release 
of voluntary patients] and considered their voluntary status as 
the first step toward discharge. 

[T]he patient may refuse medication which, in light of our 
present understanding of modern psychiatric treatment for 
serious mental diseases, is the only effective treatment 
modality, particularly in the initial phase of the illness. 
This short notice [the three-day request for discharge], 
however, puts the hospital in a position where, unless the 
patient does something spectacularly dangerous, they would give 
in [release] and keep their fingers crossed. 

[T}hey are soon returned [u]sually by their bewildered and 
often fl:·ightened relatives, or by the law enforcement officers. 

It would require an independent committee to evaluate the 
full extent of this revolving~ procedure, and, in my 
experien.ce, this committee would get the hospital staff's full 
cooperation and assistance since they feel thoroughly 
frustrated, helpless and demoralized. (Emphasis added) 

The psychiatrist who wrote the letter from which these quotes 
were drawn cited eight specific cases, by name and case number, that were 
readmitted a total of 106 times. Readmissions in individual cases ranged 
from 7 to 26 different occurrences. 

A diffei:·ent aspect of the same problem concerns the capacity of 
the respondent to sign an application for voluntary admission. 1be 
possibility of signing a voluntary admission form should be fully and 
carefully discussed with the respondent. Obviously a respondent should 
never be forced into "voluntary" admission. Pointing to the number of 
respondents diverted to voluntary admission, several attorneys express a 
fear that voluntary admission may be coerced by hospital staff. It is 
estimated that in Columbus, five out of ten respondents who are initially 
hospitalized involuntarily become voluntary patients before the probable 
cause hearing, and two more of the remaining five may elect to become 
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voluntary patients before the full hearing. These are conservative 
estimates according to data recently collected by the Franklin County 
Probate Court and the opinions of mental health personnel in Columbus. 

Once a respondent is admitted to the hospital, a social worker 
is assigned to the respondent's treatment team and has a responsibility 
to offer the respondent the right to become a voluntary patient. 
According to hospital staff, respondents are told of their right to 
request discharge as voluntary patients, as well as the possible 
restrictions on that discharge by the refiling of an affidavit. Hospital 
staff reportedly encourage the election of voluntary admission by 
respondents, when warranted by their mental condition, for several 
reasons beyond treatment considerations: 

1) Most treating professionals shun the real and imagined 
consequences of contact with the adversarial system, and feel 
very uncomfortable in treating patients who may have been forced 
to the hospital by the courts. 

2) 

3) 

Similarly, the hospital staff considers it contrary to their 
purpose to treat patients whose rights have been curtailed. 

Finally, hospital staff prefer to avoid the burden of paperwork 
and the expenditure of resources necessitated by the involuntary 
civil commitment process. 

Although several hospital administrators have candidly admitted 
that the conversion of many respondents to voluntary statuses was partly 
motivated by bureaucratic convenience, they forcefully denied any 
coercion of patients. They stated that the conversion to voluntary 
status is always in the respondent's best interest. It should be pointed 
out, in support of the hospital staff's statements, that the practice of 
coercing voluntary applications would be inconsistent with the 
frustrations expressed over those patients who prematurely and 
inappropriately request voluntary status thereby adding to the so called 
"revolving door" problem. 

D. DISCHARGE AND RELEASE 

Consistent with the policy of deinstitutionalization of the Ohio 
Department of Mental Health, the head of the hospital has broad powers to 
discharge any respondent before judicial hearing. Regardless of whether 
a respondent has been admitted to the hospital pursuant to emergency 
hospitalization or judicial hospitalization, he or she must be examined 
within 24 hours after admission (5122.10, 5122.19). If the hospital 
staff fail to find a respondent sufficiently mentally ill~ dangerous 
to warrant compulsory hospitalization, the head of the hospital must 
release the respondent. It should be noted that this broad power to 
discharge a person extends even after the judicial hearing. Unless the 
respondent has been indicted or convicted of a crime, the head of the 
hospital may discharge a respondent without the consent or authorization 
of the probate court (5122.21). 
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According to hospital staff, discharge of the respondent 
following mental health examination is not uncommon, especially in 
emergency hospitalization cases. At least partly due to a broad 
interpretation of what constitutes a mental health examination at the 
time of hospital arrival, hospital staff, attorneys, and referees have 
some differences of opinion about prehearing discharge. Attorneys and 
referees hold the opinion that the hospital must "admit" the respondent, 
conduct an examination, and then, if warranted, release the respondent. 
In practice, hospital staff state that they will often "refuse to admit" 
at the point of hospital admission when the mental health case seems 
inappropriate for compulsory hospitalization. Illustrative examples that 
were cited include that of a woman who refused to wear clothes and a man 
who repeatedly threatened to commit suicide--examples constituting more 
of a behavior problem than a mental illness problem, according to one 
hospital administrator. Difference of opinion about practice most 
probably stem from semantic difficulties in the use of the word "admit." 
Hospital staff may refuse to "admit" a respondent with behavior problems, 
although they readily accept such cases for initial examination. 

Even though many respondents are discharged "warm with 
symptoms," hospital staff consistently stated that discharge would be 
even more frequent if a sufficient number of community facilities for 
rehabilitation and aftercare (e.g., licensed supervised homes) existed. 
They acknowledge that many respondents are discharged properly because 
they no longer meet legal criteria for involuntary civil commitment in an 
inpatient facility; but they are yet unprepared from a mental health 
perspective to enter the community without support. Some who are 
released require the care that could be provided in licensed supervised 
homes, for example. But there are few places to discharge respondents, 
according to hospital staff. If there were, respondents would be 
discharged earlier and more frequently than at present. 

Of course, a respondent may at any time seek release from the 
hospital by convincing his or her treatment team that he or she no longer 
requires hospitalization. As discussed in the previous section, the 
respondent may then be encouraged to'submit an application for voluntary 
admission, or the treatment team may simply discharge the respondent. It 
is not uncommon, also, for the respondent to instigate de facto release 
simply by walking away from the hospital (Central Ohio P";ychiatric 
Hospital is considered a ''minimum-security" facility). The hospital will 
notify the Probate Court that a respondent has "escaped." 'lbe Court, in 
turn, notifies the Sheriff's Department, which will make an attempt to 
locate the respondent. If the respondent is considered to be dangerous, 
family members and others who might be affected will be notified. 

This chapter and the previous one have already considered 
several other ways by which a respondent may be released prior to a 
formal judicial hearing. Most of the persons who become involved in the 
initial stages of involuntary civil commitment in Columbus are diverted 
from compulsory hospitalization, either to community resources or 
voluntary hospitalization. Also, the promptness of judicial hearings 
diminish the use of many prehearing remedies that are available to a 
respondent. 
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E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The strengths clearly outweigh the weaknesses of procedures in 
the Columbus involuntary civil commitment process, in the period after a 
respondent is taken into custody and while he or she is in the hospital 
awaiting a court hearing. Legal safeguards and protections afforded the 
respondent are balanced with treatment considerations and interests of 
economy and efficiency. This chapter concludes by addressing the various 
strengths and weaknesses in the prehearing hospitalization stage.of 
commitment and by making a number of specific recommendations for 
improvement. As in the previous chapter, recommendations for 
improvements are interspersed in the text, preceding or following 
supporting commentary. 

Prehearing Treatment 

The treatment of respondents who are involuntarily hospitalized 
before a judicial hearing is an issue that raises little controversy in 
Columbus. In practice, most respondents are medicated and provided other 
types of therapies shortly after they are admitted to the hospital. 
Except for their legal status, and some of the hospital staff's 
trepidations about that status and related liability threats, respondents 
hospitalized on court order are treated essentially the same as any other 
patients. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE POLICIES OF CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC 
HOSPITAL AND PRIVATE MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES 
REGARDING APPROPRIATE TREATMENT OF RESPONDENTS 
ADMITTED INTO EMERGENCY OR JUDICIAL HOSPITALIZATION 
SHOULD BE CLARIFIED. THESE POLICIES SHOULD BE 
INFORMED BOTH BY LEGAL OPINION REGARDING THE LIABILITY 
OF TREATMENT PROVIDERS IMPLEMENTING THESE POLICIES, 
AND BY MENTAL HEALTH PERSONNEL'S OPINION ABOUT THE 
APPROPRIATENESS OF CRISIS TREATMENT. IT IS FURTHER 
RE COMMENDED THAT THE OHIO DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
DRAFT AND THE OHIO LEGAL RIGHTS SERVICE REVIEW THESE 
POLICIES. 

RECOMMENDATION: UPON FIRST MEETING WITH THEIR CLIENTS, 
RESPONDENTS' ATTORNEYS SHOULD FAMILIARIZE THEMSELVES 
WITH THE TYPE OF PREHEARING TREATMENT GIVEN TO THE 
RESPONDENT, ESPECIALLY WHEN THE TREATMENT CONSISTS OF 
MEDICATION THAT IS LIKELY TO AFFECT THE RESPONDENT'S 
DEMEANOR DURING THE PROBABLE CAUSE HEARING. 

Whether or not a respondent is medicated may have legal, as well 
as therapeutic relevance. On one hand, a respondent who is medicated 
properly will often make a better appearance before a referee during 
judicial bearings. On the other hand, medication, especially 
over-medication, may work to the detriment of the case against judicial 
hospitalization. Medication may cloud a respondent's thinking and 
diminish his or her ability to assist counsel. And, some medication even 
when properly prescribed and administered may give respondents the 
appearance of being mentally ill, which, of course, would work against 
them during judicial hearings. 
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Mental Health Examinations 

Taken as a whole, the mental health examinations provided to 
respondents before judicial hearings--prescreening, hospital examination 
at the time of admission, examination by a court expert, and examination 
by an independent: expert--constitute a significant strength in the 
Columbus system. '!he protection that these examinations provide against 
improper involuntary hospitalization is substantial. The prescreening 
examination is pE!rformed at the very early stages of the involuntary 
civil commitment process and provides adequate opportunities for 
diversion from compulsory hospitalization. Prompt and reliable 
decision-making appears to be the rule rather than the exception. The 
legislative intent in Ohio law for the provision of an independent 
examination is adequately complied with in practice. Such independent 
examination is provided for in the laws of many states but rarely occurs 
in practice as it does in Columbus. Given the enormous influence that 
examiners have in commitment cases, this automatic provision of an 
independent examination is commendable both from the point of view of a 
check on the validity of decisions regarding compulsory hospitalizations 
and an increase i.n the confidence in diagnosis and appropriate treatment. 

On the negative side, the examinations may be redundant and 
their results underutilized. '!he prehearing examination process probably 
could be better c:oordinated and be economized without lowering safeguards 
against improper hospitalization. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT SHOULD MAKE MUCH GREATER 
USE OF THE INFORMATION THAT IS ACQUIRED IN THE 
PRESCREE:NING EXAMINATION BY THE COMMUNITY MENTAL 
HEALTH CENTER, THE EXAMINATION UPON HOSPITAL 
ADMISSION, AND THE EXAMINATIONS BY THE COURT AND 
INDEPENDENT EXPERT. 

Assuming that the court would require (we do not, necessarily, 
recommend this) that each of these examinations result in a 2-3 page 
report provided t:o the court and attorneys, it would seem unlikely that 
the Court and attorneys would have insufficient data to test the 
allegations of the affidavit. Apparently, however, only the prescreening 
report supporting an affidavit typically becomes a part of the court 
record. '!he cou1:t examiner and the independent examiner do not file 
written reports. 'lllus, although three examinations of the respondent 
have been performed, only the results of one of these (the prescreening 
report) is a matt:er of record at the start of judicial hearings. And, as 
has been discussed elsewhere in this report, the limited time 
respondents' attorneys have available to them for conferences with the 
examiners before hearings often does not allow the full exploration of 
their examinations until they present oral testimony at the hearing. 
Interests of economy and efficiency seem to dictate that the court either 
make full use of the examinations it requires by the filing of written 
reports or reduce the examinations it requires in practice. 
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RECO.MMENDATION: ONCE THE INTEREST OF CHECKING THE VALIDITY 
AND RELIABILITY OF COMMITMENT DECISIONS IS SATISFIED, 
THE COURT SHOULD COORDINATE AND COMPILE THE RESULTS OF 
THE VARIOUS PREHEARING EXAMINATIONS, IN THE BEST 
INTERESTS OF THE RESPONDENT 1 S TREATMENT, BY MAKING 
THESE RESULTS AVAILABLE TO THE HOSPITAL TREATMENT TEAM. 

The independence of the various examinations serves to test the 
allegations and arguments for and against compulsory hospitalization. 
Once the test has been conducted, however, independence serves no further 
purpose and access to all information for the possible purposes of proper 
treatment becomes a primary interest. Would the prescreening report, 
with its detailed account of the respondent's behavior in the community 
and a description of his or her mental condition at the time he or she 
was taken into custody, be of use to the treating psychiatrist? Would 
the second and third opinion of the court and independent experts be of 
further value? Although we did not question hospital officials as to 
their receptivity to such information, logic would dictate that such 
information would be valuable, especially in view of the fact that the 
prescreeners' and examiners' competencies were unquestioned by those we 
interviewed. 

RECOMMENDATION: IN THE INTERESTS OF ECONOMY AND 
EFFICIENCY, THE COURT SHOULD GIVE STRONG CONSIDERATION 
TO COMBINING THE PRESCREENING EXAMINATION AND THE 
EXAMINATION CONDUCTED BY THE COURT EXPERT, THEREBY 
ELIMINATING THE REQUIREMENT OF ONE OF THESE 
EXAMINATIONS. 

Several attorneys and referees, pointing to the redundancy of 
the examination results provided by the independent expert and the court 
expert, recommended the elimination of one examination. Only one, 
however, recommended the elimination of the independent examination. We 
would recommend the retention of the independent examination, whether or 
not requested by the respondent or his or her counsel. We do, however, 
recommend that the examination performed by the court expert, as 
presently construed, be supplanted by the combination of the prescreening 
examination and that performed by hospital psychiatrists or social 
workers at admittance. By all accounts, the prescreening examination is 
thoroughly and diligently conducted. In our opinion, a combination of a 
prescreening examination and examination performed at the hospital would 
withstand legal scrutiny because the statutes seem to provide great 
latitude to the courts in providing prehearing examination. The cost 
benefits of eliminating one examination are obvious. We do acknowledge, 
without criticism, the resistance of the medical community to supplanting 
one examination, especially when its replacement involves not one of its 
own but a practitioner from another discipline, i.e., a social worker. 
In support of the recommendation, however, it should be noted that the 
superiority of medical opinion and court-ordered mental health 
examinations in the commitment context has not been empirically 
demonstrated. 
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The following three recommendations concern matters that 
probably should be considered regardless of the foregoing 
recommendations. They concern the timing of examinations, warnings and 
explanations provided to the respondent before examinations, and the 
disclosure by examiners of their sources of information. 

RECOMMENDATION: EXAMINERS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 
THEIR EXAMINATION SUFFICIENTLY IN ADVANCE OF JUDICIAL 
HEARINGS TO ALLOW COUNSEL ADEQUATE TIME TO CONSIDER 
THE RESULTS OF THE EXAMINATION IN PREPARING THE CASE 
FOR JUDICIAL HEARING. 

Some attorneys complained that the examinations performed by the 
independent expeI't and the court expert were performed just prior to the 
judicial hearing, either giving no time for including the results of the 
examination in the preparation of the case, or giving just enough time to 
converse briefly with the examiner immediately prior to the judicial 
hearing. The speed and promptness with which the Probate Court provides 
judicial hearings is a strength in the Columbus system of involuntary 
civil commitment. In recognition of the fact that there may be little 
time between giving notice to the examiners that an examination is 
requested and holding the judicial hearing, we cannot be too critical of 
the examiners for· conducting the examination immediately prior to the 
judicial hearing. However, we encourage the Probate Court to make the 
request for examination as soon as possible, and further encourage the 
court to urge examiners to complete their examination at least eighteen 
hours before judicial hearing whenever possible. Currently, it seems 
merely a matter of habit to put off examinations until the day of the 
hearings. It may be possible to do many of them sooner if the Court 
requires this. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE COURTS SHOULD URGE EXAMINERS TO TAKE 

TIME AND CARE TO EXPLAIN TO EVERY RESPONDENT THE 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE EXAMINATION, ITS PLACE IN 
THE COMMITMENT PROCESS, AND THE LIKELY CONSEQUENCES OF 
THE EXAMINATION. 

Ohio law does not provide the respondent the right to remain 
silent during court ordered examinations, nor does it require that 
examiners disclose the purpose, nature, and consequence of the 
examination process (cf. In re Winstead, No. 9388 (Ohio Ct. App., 9th 
Dist., Jan. 9, 1980))-:- Nonetheless, on the basis of professional ethics 
we consider that such explanations should be given to every respondent 
before an examination, even if not required by law. Admittedly, few 
examiners like to begin their interactions with respondents by "reading 
the rights" to them. Perhaps imagining a scene in which a criminal 
defendant is read. Miranda warnings by police while leaning against a wall 
with arms and legs extended, most will feel that this instantly destroys 
any chance for a candid exchange in an atmosphere of trust and support. 
On the other hand., many examiners who always make a frank disclosure and 
explanation, report that the respondents are pleased that an examiner 
levels with them. lbe result is an enhanced atmosphere of trust and 
cooperation. Iro·nical ly, the effects of an open, honest explanation 
(using the best skills acquired by the helping professions), are not the 
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negative ones that might be expected. Rather than causing the respondent 
to be cautious about his or her responses to the examiners, they remove 
all resistances and respondents speak openly. In our opinion, whenever 
permitted by the respondent's mental condition, a full and open 
disclosure of the purpose, nature, and consequence of the examination in 
the context of the civil commitment process is dictated by the ethical 
codes of psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers alike, 
regardless of requirements of law. In fairness, respondents should be 
satisfied in their desire to know what is happening to them and why. In 
our experiences in other jurisdictions, few examiners, regardless of 
their attitude, report that respondents refuse to talk with them as a 
matter of legal right, although many refuse because they are either too 
hostile or too sick to communicate. 

RECOMMENDATION: EXAMINERS WHO PREPARE WRITTEN CERTIFICATES 
OR REPORTS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO INCLUDE IN THOSE 
REPORTS STATEMENTS INDICATING WHAT PSYCHIATRIC RECORDS 
AND OTHER EXAMINERS' OPINIONS THEY CONSULTED BEFORE 
EXAMINING THE RESPONDENT AND PREPARING THEIR 
CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. THEY SHOULD INDICATE, IF 
POSSIBLE, WHICH OF THEIR CONCLUSIONS DEPENDS 
SUBSTANTIALLY ON THEIR OWN OBSERVATIONS AND THOSE 
WHICH PRIMARILY ECHO OR REINFORCE PRIOR CONCLUSIONS 
MADE BY OTHERS. 

An examiner should, arguably, be able to diagnose the presence 
of mental aberration by examining a respondent, and perhaps by reviewing 
an affidavit, without consulting other examiners or their notes. If 
records or previous psychiatric treatments are available to examiners, as 
is frequently the case, this is likely to produce a strong bias in an 
examiner's conclusions that the respondent is mentally ill. 

Mental health personnel have correctly pointed out that previous 
psychiatric records are necessary for an exact diagnosis of mental 
illness. One Ohio psychiatrist suggested that subtle, delusional 
thinking may be missed unless an examiner is aware of these thought 
processes which were brought to attention by previous examinations. We 
submit that while past records are frequently useful in making a 
differential diagnosis, it is doubtful that they are required to 
determine whether or not a person is mentally ill, which may be all that 
is necessary to satisfy requirements of law and the court. The problem, 
however, is not merely a legal one. As mentioned in the commentary to a 
previous recommendation, the examination is used for treatment purposes 
as well as to establish respondent's legal status. Treatment staff have 
a valid and important need for psychiatric histories and other examiner's 
opinions and records in planning treatment strategies. 

Because the examinations serve both legal needs and treatment 
needs, a dilemma is posed. From a legal standpoint, examinations should 
be independent and uninfluenced by previous treatment histories and other 
opinions. From a treatment standpoint this information is critically 
necessary. 'lllis recommendation attempts to strike a balance. It allows 
examiners to refer to records and confer with other examiners prior to 
the examination as they deem necessary; but it suggests that they report 
the nature and extent of information that might have influenced their 
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conclusions about the respondent's condition. From this, the judicial 
determination can take into consideration whether or not current and 
independent evidence exists to justify a respondent's compulsory 
hospitalization. 

Opportunities for Voluntary Hospitalization 

Notwithstanding the difficult issues of chronically ill persons 
who are in and out of the "revolving door" of the hospital and the 
related difficulty of deciding whether a respondent possesses the mental 
capacity to decide to become a voluntary patient, the procedure of 
allowing respondents to request voluntary status in the hospital is a 
definite strength in the Columbus system. It makes it possible for 
respondents to avoid the stigma of involuntary commitment and prevent the 
record of a commitment hearing from becoming part of the public record. 
Further, it seems in the interest of economy to have the majority of 
respondents enter the mental health system on a voluntary basis, thereby 
eliminating the need for judicial resources and attorneys. 

Two recommendations are made below which may alleviate, but not 
eliminate, the "r1i!volving door" problem caused by the repeated three-day 
letter requests for voluntary admissions, and the problem of ascertaining 
the willingness and competency of respondents to elect voluntary 
admissions. 

RECOMMENDATION: ATTORNEYS FOR RESPONDENTS SHOULD BE 
ENCOURAGED TO ASCERTAIN AND DETERMINE TO THEIR 
SATISFACTION THAT RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE APPLIED FOR 
VOLUNTARY ADMISSION TO THE HOSPITAL HAVE DONE SO 
WILLINGLY AND WITH SOME UNDERSTANDING. 

We readily believe that hospital staff have insufficient space and 
resources to treat those patients who desperately need their help, that 
they endorse and ,!1.dhere to the general policy of deinstitutionalization, 
and that they often discharge patients when still ''warm" with symptoms of 
mental illness. In our observations and interviews, we found no basis 
for the charge that hospital staff are coercing applications for 
voluntary status. Nonetheless, it is not inconsistent with the entire 
basis of an adversarial system of civil commitment to question any 
short-cut of that system. We thus encourage attorneys and the court to 
inquire into the willingness of respondents to elect voluntary admission 
and to ensure that such admissions are, truly, voluntary. 

Attorneys and judges in other jurisdictions have been concerned 
about possible abuses of voluntary admissions by mental health staff. 
They fear that respondents may have been pressured into making 
''voluntary" applit:ations. Recently, in Cllicago, a court rule has been 
introduced that requires counsel to certify that a patient who has 
requested voluntary admission did so willingly and with full 
understanding of the consequences of his or her action. By means of this 
process, judges are assured by the attorneys that the respondents are not 
being talked into treatment against their wishes and without a court 
hearing. In some cases, judges may still require the patient to come to 
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court so the judges can be personally satisfied that the application for 
voluntary admission was made willingly. We do not go so far as to 
recommend the type of certification process adopted by the Olicago court, 
but encourage attorneys and referees to be aware of the problem and to be 
vigilant of pressures and coercion of conversion to voluntary 
admissions. 

RE<X>MMENDATION: ONLY ONE THREE-DAY LETTER REQUESTING 
RELEASE, FOLLOWING A <X>NVERSION FROM INVOLUNTARY 
HOSPITALIZATION TO VOLUNTARY HOSPITALIZATION MAY BE 
FILED BEFORE A JUDICIAL REARING, AND ONE EACH BETWEEN 
ADJUDICATION OF INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT AT A FULL 
HEARING AND SUBSEQUENT REHEARINGS. 

In our opinion, the statute providing for the right of voluntary patients 
to release (5122.03) did not intend to permit repeated nuisance filings 
of requests for discharge and the responding filing of affidavits by 
hospital staff. Given the promptness with which hearings are held in 
Columbus, it seems unlikely that the curtailment of unlimited requests 
for discharge would engender infringements of a respondent's liberty 
rights before a judicial determination is made. Yet, we acknowledge that 
this recommendation may be difficult to implement and may meet with some 
resistance. Statutory modifications may be necessary. 

Reactions to the above recommendation by reviewers in Columbus 
were mixed. Several mental health practitioners endorsed the 
recommendation that some reasonable limit on repeated "3-day letters" be 
imposed. At least one attorney was strongly opposed stating that current 
law does not permit such limitation. Further, an attorney opposed to the 
above recommendation made the interesting point that the so-called 
revolving door syndrome may not be as bad, from the point of view of 
treatment, than it at first appears. She suggested that the mere fact 
that a respondent repeatedly changes his or her mind about release and 
hospitalization does not necessarily by itself constitute mental illness 
and the alleged undue burden imposed by the resulting repeated 3-day 
letters is not persuasive in justifying the above recommendation. 

Discharge and Release 

The broad powers to release a respondent, in effect at any time, 
is clearly a strength in the Columbus involuntary civil commitment system 
from the standpoint of safeguarding against improper hospitalization. On 
the other hand, one could argue that if prehearing procedures were 
conducted properly--i.e., filing of an affidavit, screening, 
investigation, and ex parte judicial review--the immediate release of a 
person once he has been taken into custody and transported to the 
hospital seems senseless, at least from the standpoint of economy and 
efficiency. As the legal and mental health communities become less 
concerned with improper compulsory hospitalization and more concerned 
with the premature release of persons from the hospital who may have no 
treatment alternatives, discharge and release policies may have to be 
reviewed. Bed space, resource allocation, and other fiscal concerns may 
become paramount, if they are not already so. 
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RECOMMENDATION: HOSPITAL FACILITIES SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED 
BY THE COURT TO COMMUNICATE CLEARLY TO THE COURT THEIR 
PREHEARING DISCHARGE POLICIES. 

With this recommendation, we do not envision the development and 
preparation of a formal set of policy and procedural guidelines. 
Instead, we suggei;t the preparation of a memorandum by the hospital 
facilities that may inform and assist the court, referees, and attorneys 
in understanding the practice of the hospital facilities in discharging 
respondents beforE! a judicial hearing. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE COURT SHOULD PREPARE ITSELF FOR A 
CHANGE IN PUBLIC SENTIMENT AND CHANGES IN THE LEGAL 
AND MENTAL HEALTH CULTURE DEMANDING A SHIFT IN 
ADVOCACY FROM THE RESPONDENT TO THE AFFIANT. 

Organizations have sprung up in other states (e.g., North 
Carolina and Wisconsin) advocating for the interests of family members of 
respondents in seE!ing that respondents are not released from the 
hospital. Members of these groups are frustrated with the "revolving 
door" of many hospital facilities and the lack of conununity resources, 
and have effectively advocated for lengthier compulsory hospitalization 
and tighter requirements for release of respondents to communities 
unprepared to accept them. Although the trend is clear, the impact on 
the courts is not. 

In Chapter I we spoke of the balancing test typically used by 
the courts in determinations concerning release for involuntary 
hospitalization. This balancing act involves the weighing of competing 
interests: (1) the private, individual interests that are affected by a 
particular procedure or official action; (2) the community's interest in 
the treatment of allegedly helpless and mentally disturbed individuals; 
(3) the community's interest in protecting itself from those persons 
thought to be dangerous; and, (4) the interests of the court in not 
imposing undue fiscal and administrative burdens on elements of the 
community. In the: above recommendation, we are simply expressing what we 
perceive as a shift in the values placed on these interests by the 
community as a whole. 
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CHAPTER V 

COUNSEL FOR THE RESPONDENT 

The legislature and courts in Ohio have recognized that the 
state's mental health system may not always act in what a person would 
consider his or her best interests. Recognition of the risks and harms 
that may come to a person when brought into that system has engendered a 
greater degree of legal review of mental health practices. The nature, 
conduct, and consequence of this review in involuntary civil commitment 
proceedings depend largely on the performance of the attorney 
representing the person who faces possible involuntary hospitalization~ 

Legal issues arise during all phases of the commitment process. 
Respondent's counsel typically becomes involved in civil commitment cases 
even before the formal judicial review takes place. Before the hearing, 
the attorney is responsible for explaining legal rights and options 
available to his or her clients. During the hearing, counsel is 
responsible for presenting the respondent's case and ensuring that the 
entire process is performed correctly and promptly from the respondent's 
point of view. During the period of hospitalization, the attorney may 
become involved in issues of patient's rights and remedies. The 
attorney's assistance again will be needed if the respondent is detained 
in the hospital for the full period of commitment and the hospital is not 
yet prepared to release the respondent. 

Attorneys normally function in the manner that, to the best of 
their abilities, will effectuate their clients' goals as the clients 
define them. Yet, this role is brought into question when those clients 
are alleged to be mentally ill and their capacity to express their wishes 
is allegedly diminished. Whether the attorney should zealously advocate 
for the expressed wishes of the respondent, or pursue what he or she 
believes is in the respondent's best interests is one of the most 
frequently discussed issues in involuntary civil commitment. 

A. THE RIGHT TO AND ROLE OF LEGAL COUNSEL 

'nle majority of courts throughout the country have recognized 
the constitutional right to legal representation in civil commitment 
proceedings. Ohio's commitment statutes guarantees this right to its 
citizens (5122.05, 5122.15, 5122.141). As discussed in Olapter IV, a 
strength in the Columbus practice is that it follows both the letter and 
spirit of the Ohio law by notifying and repeatedly reminding the 
respondent of his or her right to counsel. The respondent's waiver of 
his or her right to counsel, although rare in Columbus, must be 
knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily made. The Ohio Supreme Court 
has set standards for a valid waiver of counsel in McDuffie v. 
Berzzarins, 43 Ohio St. 2d 23 (1975): 

The record in the Probate Court hearing must show with clarity 
that the petitioner knew of his right to counsel, or to 
appointed counsel at state expense if unable to afford counsel, 
and that he knew of the allowable commitment which could result 
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from the hearing; in short, that he was apprised of all the 
facts es1sential to a broad understanding of the whole matter. 
(43 Ohic> St. 2d at 26.) 

The role~ of counsel in the involuntary civil commitment process 
has been the subject of heated debate and a considerable amount of 
confusion. Ohio law, like that of most states, does not prescribe the 
role of counsel with any specificity. 

The grea1test focus of debate is the type of advocacy of the 
respondent rights assumed by counsel. Some endorse the role of guardian 
.!.2, ~· At the: extreme of this role, an attorney determines and works 
toward what he or she believes are the respondent's best interests, which 
may or may not be release from the hospital, independent of the 
respondent's expressed wishes or desires. Some commentators, critical of 
the guardian ad litem role of counsel in civil commitment proceedings, 
have stated that-th'i'S role does not adequately satisfy the requirement of 
the right to effective assistance of counsel because of the potential 
conflict between strict adherence and zealous advocacy of a respondent's 
expressed desires and the guardian's perception of the "best interests" 
of the respondent. Indeed, it is not at all uncommon for a respondent's 
expressed wishes to be incongruent with the attorney's perception of what 
the respondent needs. The majority of commentators take the position 
that the proper role of counsel in commitment proceedings is one of 
advocacy for the respondent's wishes as the respondent defines those 
wishes. In this role, counsel does not substitute his or her own 
personal judgment for the expressed wishes of the respondent. 

The education and prior experience of attorneys who represent 
respondents may have invested in them an attitude that is often 
antithetical to that of most mental health personnel. That is, the 
aggressive defense attorney has been schooled to place the highest regard 
on his or her client's expressed interests and to work diligently in 
achieving those interests, rather than to spend much time in counseling 
the client extensively about what he or she might consider the best 
interest of the client. The attorney may well place the greatest 
emphasis on his client's personal liberties with limited regard to his or 
her client's mental health or capacity to know or express personal wishes 
and choices. 

Referees, attorneys, and mental health personnel in Columbus 
disagree among themselves whether the guardian or advocate role is most 
appropriate for the respondent's counsel to assume. The prevalent 
feeling among referees, however, is that attorneys for the respondent 
should act as a strong advocate in most cases. Most attorneys with whom 
we spoke were ambivalent. One attorney stated that he always assumes the 
role of a strong advocate, but suggested that other attorneys in 
Columbus, for the most part, assume the guardian ad litem role. He 
suggested that the involuntary civil commitment process and the legal 
culture in Columb1.is provide no incentive for attorneys to assume strong 
advocacy roles. Zealous advocacy, he stated, disrupts the normal pace of 
the proceedings or, even worse, offends the referees and as a result may 
jeopardize his or her future appointments in commitment cases. (The 
topic of appointments will be discussed later in this chapter.) None of 
the attorneys with whom we spoke endorsed the role of a zealous advocate 
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for release of the respondent without consideration of other alternatives 
or options that might be available. It was suggested that less 
restrictive alternatives to compulsory hospitalization should be fully 
explored and explained to the respondent, and only when this has been 
done should counsel proceed with a strong advocacy for the respondent's 
choices and wishes. 

Although he was not pleased with the adversarial nature of the 
involuntary civil commitment process in Columbus, one psychiatrist stated 
that the role of counsel for the respondent must be one of an advocate 
because the adversarial process demands it. He considered it an absurd 
situation, however, when an attorney successfully achieves the release 
(inappropriate from a treatment perspective) of a respondent based on a 
legal technicality. It should be noted that by all indications, 
including our observations of both probable cause and full judicial 
hearings, cases dismissed due to legal technicalities are extremely rare 
in Columbus. 

One psychiatrist, who stated that he preferred that attorneys in 
Columbus to play a guardian ad litem role, rather than that of a zealous 
advocate for the respondent 1S-retea'Se, best characterized the dominant 
role of respondent's counsel in Columbus. He stated that most attorneys 
in Columbus, by their actions, seek a middle ground between being an 
advocate and a guardian ad litem. 'lhe attorneys will maintain, however, 
that they endorse the advoc~ole. He implied that the attorneys 
maintain an attitude about their formal role as strong advocates, but 
that by taking a middle ground in practice they enable the involuntary 
civil commitment process in Columbus to work to the satisfaction of the 
legal culture. 

B. APPOINTMENT OF <X>UNSEL 

Consistent with Ohio case law, which requir~s that the right to 
counsel must be made available to respondents at the earliest stages of 
the commitment proceedings allowing sufficient time for the preparation 
of a defense or finding of alternatives to hospitalization (In re Fisher, 
313 N.E. 2d 851 (1974)), indigent respondents in Columbus are assigned 
counsel at the time of the filing of an affidavit. Every respondent 
facing possible involuntary civil commitment is represented by counsel. 
'lhe vast majority of respondents are represented by court-appointed 
attorneys, although some are represented by privately retained attorneys. 

As discussed in the previous section of this chapter, 
respondents in Ohio may waive the right to counsel. In practice, 
however, this happens very rarely. Although valid waivers are rare, it 
is not uncommon for respondents to reject the assistance of counsel, 
sometimes because they are suspicious of the court-appointed counsel, 
because they feel that they can represent themselves, or they may reject 
counsel simply because of their confused mental state. In these cases, 
the referees give the respondent the opportunity to speak in his or her 
behalf, but usually request that the counsel sit beside the respondent to 
assist if necessary. 'lllis arrangement appears to be both an expedient 
and practical solution because it does not force the assistance of 
counsel upon an unreceptive client, but it does make legal assistance 
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available close at hand should the respondent or the court feels the need 
for the counse 1. 

Shortly following their admission to the hospital, respondents 
are provided the Notice of Hearing (see Appendix A) by a court bailiff, 
an employee of the court permanently located in Central Ohio Psychiatric 
Hospital. At that time, the bailiff asks the respondent whether he or 
she wishes to be represented by counsel, and if so, whether he or she is 
financially capable of employing counsel. Whether or not the respondent 
is financially able to employ his or her own attorney, if the respondent 
does not employ c:ounsel, the court appoints an attorney to represent the 
respondent as a matter of practice. The Deputy Clerk then telephones an 
attorney whose name is chosen from a list of private attorneys maintained 
by the court. Typically, the assignment is made at least one day before 
the scheduled judicial hearing. 

Attorneys are selected and assigned on a rotating six-week 
basis. Most involuntary civil commitment cases are disposed of within 
the appointment time of counsel. If, however, a case is pending at the 
end of the six-week period of the counsel's appointment, the same 
attorney will continue with the case until disposition of the case. At 
the end of a full judicial hearing, regardless of the disposition of a 
case, the court will release the counsel from his responsibilities in the 
case. Respondents at rehearings are assigned counsel in the same manner 
as in new cases. 

Attorneys eligible for appointment in civil commitment cases in 
COlumbus are private attorneys selected by the Probate Court Judge. 
Apparently, no formal qualifications have been specified for attorneys in 
civil commitment cases, although most of the attorneys whom we 
interviewed had some prior experience with the Probate Court (e.g., law 
clerks). One attorney mentioned that he had no special training in 
mental disability law or mental health and that he felt totally 
unprepared upon his initial encounter with the involuntary civil 
commitment process in Columbus. 

One attorney uncritically characterized the method of appointing 
respondents attorneys in COlumbus as one of patronage, with the control 
to make appointments residing with the Franklin County Probate Judge. 
Another attorney stated that the court-appointed lawyers are 
''hand-picked" by the Probate Judge, and suggested that it is in the 
judge's best interests to select competent attorneys since the 
appointments will reflect on him and, ultimately, influence his chances 
for re-election. 

In general, cr1t1c1sm of respondent attorneys in Columbus was 
minimal and it is our opinion attorneys do an adequate job in 
representing their clients. Our observations of attorneys' performances 
during hearings and our judgments, based upon personal interviews with 
many of the actors in the Columbus involuntary civil commitment system, 
indicate that most attorneys are conscientious about carrying out their 
responsibilities. 

Attorneys are remunerated by the Probate Court at the rate of 
$50 per case per hearing. One attorney, who did not represent 
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respondents as a court-appointed lawyer, felt that this fee was too low, 
considering the time and effort required to prepare and present a proper 
defense in civil commitment cases. Another attorney, expressing what 
appeared to be the prevailing attitude among court-appointed attorneys, 
stated that the fees were reasonable and fair. 

A subtle positive influence on court-appointed attorneys in 
Columbus seemed to be a sense of camaraderie among the attorneys, which 
has been at least partly developed by the Probate Judge by means of 
"compulsory" luncheon meetings during which expectations of the Court are 
communicated and mental health cases are discussed. While a few of the 
attorneys joked about these meeting in a light-hearted manner, all of the 
attorneys to whom we spoke apparently considered them worthwhile. 

C. ADEQUACY OF LEGAL COUNSEL 

Ohio law requires not just the availability of counsel, but 
implies the provision of competent and effective counsel by mandating 
that counsel be provided with all information necessary to prepare a case 
(5122.15), by giving respondents the right to communicate freely with and 
be visited at reasonable times by counsel (5122.29), and by generally, 
giving attorneys a free reign in preparing a case for civil commitment 
hearing. There is a multitude of important activities to be performed by 
counsel for the respondent before judicial hearing, including: informal 
and formal fact gathering, interviewing the respondent, mental health 
examiners, treating mental health personnel, hospital staff, witnesses, 
family, and friends of the respondent, and defining a course of action. 
Based on all of these activiies, the conscientious and competent attorney 
also seeks and pursues less restrictive alternatives to compulsory 
hospitalization that are available for the respondent. 

Attorneys on the court-appointed list in Columbus typically 
receive their case assignments by telephone from the Deputy Clerk of the 
Court one to two days before a scheduled hearing. One attorney, for 
example, stated that he may receive his assignments at 4:00 pm on 
Wednesday for cases scheduled for hearings on Friday morning. Several 
attorneys stated that the time between case assignment and the probable 
cause hearing gives them little time to prepare for the case. Treatment 
options less restrictive than Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital are not 
adequately explored, said one attorney. Another complained about his 
inability to meet with the independent and court examiners prior to the 
hearing due to the fact that the examiners often conduct mental heal th 
examinations literally minutes before the hearing. Also, according to 
one attorney, some court examiners assume an attitude suggesting that 
they bear a responsibility only to the Court. Thus, they do not go out 
of their way to cooperate with respondents' attorneys. The 
inaccessibility of the examiners before the hearing is, apparently, 
especially frustrating to the attorneys when questions of a technical 
nature arise from the review of a respondent's medical charts. 

Once the attorney has received his case assignments, often 
before interviewing the respondent, the attorney reviews the hospital 
medical chart. The chart may include the admitting record or "face 
sheet," a voluntary admission form, records of psychiatric examinations, 
psychiatric histories, medical examinations, treatment plans and, 
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importantly, past and present medications. According to Ohio law, all 
relevant hospital records must be made available to counsel with the 
consent of the respondent (5122.15). The policy of at least one private 
facility (Harding Hospital) tracks the law closely: attorneys 
representing respondents detained in Harding Hospital gain access to 
hospital records only upon the written consent of the respondent. 'lllis 
policy has appar•ently frustrated some attorneys in the past, and the 
administrators of Harding Hospital expressed their own misgivings. 
Harding Hospital's policy is in contrast with that of Central Ohio 
Psychiatric Hospital, where access to respondents' records is 
unrestricted except in rare cases when ward staff or psychiatrists 
unfamiliar with the court-appointed attorneys resist their attempts to 
gain access to hc,spital records. One attorney who has represented 
respondents in civil commitment proceedings in Columbus for several 
years, stated that he has never been asked about a consent to access to 
records in Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital, although such consent is 
mandated by law. 

According to the Deputy Clerk of the Probate Court and several 
attorneys, court records relevant to the case are frequently reviewed by 
attorneys. However, this practice apparently is not universal among 
attorneys in Columbus. 

An important aspect of the representation provided by appointed 
attorneys in Columbus is their practice of interviewing the respondent, 
almost without exception, when the respondent is available before the 
judicial hearing. Typically, the interview lasts about ten to sixty 
minutes, according to attorneys, and is conducted the evening before the 
hearing or just before the hearing on the day the hearing is scheduled. 
If hearings do pr·oceed without counsel having interviewed the respondent 
before the start of the hearing, such occurrences appear to be rare. 

One attorney, who believed that his interviews of respondents 
are typical, explained that he first attempts to establish good 
communications in. his interview with the respondent. He then probes into 
family background, reads the particulars of the affidavit to the 
respondent, and asks the respondent to explain the circumstances 
surrounding his or her commitment. Re then may question the respondent 
about his or her needs and intentions if he or she were discharged 
immediately. Finally, at some point during the interview, the attorney 
explains the court process and legal rights to the respondent. The 
attorney who explained this method of interviewing admitted that he 
usually had insufficient time to explore less restrictive alternatives to 
compulsory hospitalization before a probable cause hearing and, hence, is 
ill-equipped to explain such options to the respondent. 

At this stage, the attorney may wish to talk with the mental 
health examiners and those individuals likely to be adverse to the 
respondent's case. As mentioned above, the independent examiners are 
available to speak with the attorney but often will not have examined the 
respondent until :shortly before the hearing. Criticisms of 
inaccessibility due to the lateness of the mental health examination 
performed were leveled at the court examiners by several attorneys. 
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The affiant also is a potentially adverse witness that the 
attorney may wish to interview. In practice, however, the attorneys we 
interviewed stated that interviews with affiants were rare due to their 
inaccessibility before the hearing, their refusal to talk with the 
respondent's counsel, and the short amount of time before hearings are 
held. Several attorneys reported being particularly frustrated by the 
inaccessibility of affiants before probable cause hearings because 
affidavits often are vague and affiants are not required to be present at 
probable cause hearings for cross-examination. 

With some notable exceptions, attorneys who represent 
respondents in civil commitment cases in Columbus are well regarded by 
those individuals we interviewed. Members of the local bar tended to 
give these attorneys good to high marks in competence and case 
preparation. Some attorneys, however, were mildly critical of themselves 
and their peers. One attorney admitted that he began his representation 
of civil commitment cases with little training or experience, made many 
mistakes, and only lately gained an appreciation and sensitivity to the 
plight of his clients. He said he doubted that many of his colleagues 
had much sensitivity to the respondents' real problems. 

Several mental health workers were critical of the legal counsel 
for respondents in Columbus, as well. One mental health advocate 
considered the legal representation of respondents to be poor. 'nlis 
individual was quick to point out, however, that the criticism was based 
more on philosophy than observed practice. Another mental health worker 
faulted the attorneys for not adequately attending to options and 
alternatives to hospitalization for their clients. Interestingly, 
several hospital staff members criticized the attorneys for being "out of 
touch" with emerging trends in mental health law and the treatment of the 
mentally ill. They claimed that some of the attorneys in Columbus appear 
to be unaware of the prevailing policy of deinstitutionalization, 
thinking instead that hospitals are still in the business of keeping 
patients as long as possible. 

D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The provision and prompt availability of legal representation 
for persons involuntarily hospitalized in Columbus is a strength in the 
commitment process, protecting the respondent from wrongful 
hospitalization for more than a few days. As a group, court appointed 
attorneys in Columbus advocate conscientiously, at least initially, for 
responents' expressed wishes. Given the extensive pre-screening and 
diversion of persons for whom compulsory hospitalization is deemed 
inappropriate, attorneys in Columbus have assumed roles and attitudes in 
their representation of respondents that appears effective, though not 
without room for improvement. 

The short period of time available for preparation of a case 
before a probable cause hearing balances the respondent's right to a 
quick judicial review and his or her counsel's needs in the preparation 
of a competent defense. On short notice, access to information relevant 
to the case is often unavailable to attorneys. Yet, no charges of gross 
inadequacies of legal counsel provided to respondents were encountered in 
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our study. With minor adjustments and improvements, legal assistance 
provided to respondents in commitment in COlumbus seems deserving of 
praise, in our opinion. 

The Right and Role of Legal Counsel 

Although the vast majority of courts throughout the country 
recognize a constitutional right to counsel in involuntary civil 
commitment procet!dings, the Ohio law is laudable by guaranteeing this 
right to its citj.zens. As a group, attorneys for respondents in Columbus 
seem to have found a comfortable middle ground in their roles somewhere 
between the extre!mes of guardian ad litem and zealous advocate. The 
system works smoothly; we encount'e"re~indications that the role 
assumed by the attorneys engendered even isolated cases of improper 
compulsory hospitalization. We found the attorneys' doubt about and 
questioning of their own roles in the commitment process to be a healthy 
attitude. 

Without exception, attorneys in Columbus seem to assume the role 
of advocate for release of the respondent in the initial stages of the 
proceedings. That is, in the absence of contrary information they assume 
that immediate release of the respondent is the desired goal toward which 
their representation is aimed. With increased information about a case, 
however, they may relax their advocacy, as in a case, for example, in 
which the independent examiner is of the opinion that the respondent is 
in definite need of immediate compulsory hospitalization. Given that the 
Columbus system includes an active screening and diversion of respondents 
before a judicial hearing and a strong adversarial process thereafter, 
this seemingly pi:·evailing role of strong-advocate-first, then 
guardian-advisor-·later may be the best possible role for attorneys in 
Columbus. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE COURT IS ENCOURAGED TO COMMUNICATE, 
WITH THE. ADVICE OF THE LEGAL AND MENTAL HEALTH 
COMMUNITIES, THE PREFERRED ROLE FOR RESPONDENT'S 
COUNSEL, ESPECIALLY TO NEWLY APPOINTED ATTORNEYS. 

A clearly articulated prescription for the role of respondent's 
counsel engenders risks. Obviously, it can become the focus of debate 
and controversy that does little to improve the commitment process. 
Nonetheless, when the preferred role is addressed in a Court memorandum, 
for example, the benefits outweigh the risks. The prescription need not 
(perhaps, cannot) give guidance as to the role of counsel, but it may 
provide at least general guidelines th'°it'"may assist new attorneys. If 
nothing else, it may reflect the current practice. Also, such a 
memorandum can become the basis for discussion as the climate in the 
legal and mental health communities change. In the absence of general 
guidelines, it is conceivable that new attorneys must go through a 
needlessly lengthy time of experimenting with roles until they find the 
one that is acceptable and workable in practice. 

Apoointment of counsel 

The methods of appointment and retention of counsel to represent 
respondents in involuntary civil commitment proceedings in COlumbus are 
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effective. Tile court-appointed attorneys generally are a conscientious 
and informed group who provide competent legal representation to 
respondents. Tile promptness of appointment of counsel, allowing for a 
timely (although admittedly short) preparation for a defense, is a 
significant strength in the Columbus civil commitment process. Finally, 
fee schedules for attorneys appear reasonable and fair given the (1) 
rotating basis of appointment, (2) the fact that the great majority of 
respondents are located in one place (Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital) 
allowing attorneys expedient access to their clients, (3) the fact that 
hearings are scheduled reliably on specific predetermined dates, and (4) 
that several cases are heard at once. 

Although the method of appointing attorneys to represent 
respondents has proved effective in Columbus, the success of the method 
depends largely upon the individual entrusted with the responsibility of 
selecting attorneys for court appointment, namely the Franklin County 
Probate Judge. Tile following two recommendations concern review of the 
appointment methods and their results. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT IS ENCOURAGED TO 
ASSEMBLE A COMMITTEE OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE LOCAL 
BAR AND MENTAL HEALTH COMMUNITY TO REVIEW AND PROVIDE 
ADVICE ABOUT THE APPOINTMENT OF ATTORNEYS TO REPRESENT 
RESPONDENTS IN INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT 
PROCEEDINGS. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE REVIEW COMMITTEE SHOULD PERIODICALLY 
MONITOR THE LIST OF COURT APPOINTED ATTORNEYS AND 
ASSIST THE PROBATE COURT IN EVALUATING COMPLAINTS OF 
INCOMPETENCE AGAINST ATTORNEYS ON THE LIST AND IN 
DEVELOPING GUIDELINES FOR THE REMOVAL OF ATTORNEYS 
FROM THE LIST. 

Given the overall effectiveness of the current method of 
appointing attorneys in Columbus, it is recommended that the proposed 
review committee serve as an advisory group only. Tile proposed committee 
could result not only in ensuring continuing high quality legal 
representation but also in providing greater access to the entire 
community of attorneys who might be willing and able to serve as 
court-appointed counsel in commitment cases. 

Adequacy of Legal Counsel 

Compared to the legal representation provided to respondents in 
other jurisdictions, and in consideration of the small amount of time 
available for preparation of cases before judicial hearing, legal counsel 
of respondents in Columbus, in our opinion, ranges from satisfactory to 
very good. Based upon our observations of attorneys during hearings and 
interviews, it appears that the court-appointed attorneys go about their 
duties and responsibilities conscientiously. A strength in the 
representation of respondents in Columbus is the practice of interviewing 
respondents before the Probable Cause Hearing, whenever possible. Due in· 
part to the short period of time available to attorneys to prepare their 
cases, however, a weakness in the system is the inability and failure of 
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attorneys to avail themselves of valuable information from pre-screeners, 
court and independent experts, hospital staff, and other potential 
witnesses. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE RESULTS OF THE PRE-SCREENING 
INVESTIGATION AND MENTAL HEALTH EXAMINATIONS SHOULD BE 
PROVIDED TO RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL ALONG WITH A COPY OF 
THE AFFIDAVIT, AND OTHERWISE BE MADE READILY 
ACCESSIBLE TO COUNSEL IF NOT PRESENTED TO HIM OR HER 
IN WRITING. 

A major shortcoming in the preparation of mental health cases by 
attorneys in C.Olumbus is the inability to investigate adequately options 
available to respondents for less restrictive treatments than 
hospitalization. Further, because attorneys in C.Olumbus will not have 
ample opportunities to interview affiants prior to full judicial 
hearings, often 'laguely stated affidavits and the respondents' own 
explanations must suffice to inform attorneys of the circumstances of 
prehearing detention and hospitalization. As discussed in Chapter III, 
the pre-screening investigation and mental health examination conducted 
in C.Olumbus appear to be, as a rule, sufficiently informative about the 
mental condition and circumstances in which the respondent was found, 
prior to custody and hospitalization. Pre-screening reports should be 
made available tt) attorneys routinely. Also, the community mental health 
screener conducting the investigation and mental health examination of 
the respondent should be accessible to the respondent's counsel and the 
attorney designated by the Attorney General to represent the State. The 
pre-screening report is particularly important given the fact that the 
results of examinations by the independent expert and the court expert 
typically are unavailable until immediately before the hearing. 

REOOMMENDATION: WRITTEN STATEMENTS DESCRIBING THE RESULTS 
OF THE MENTAL HEALTH EXAMINATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE 
COURT AND INDEPENDENT EXPERTS SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE 
ROUTINELY TO THE RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL AND THE STATE'S 
ATTORNEY. ALTERNATIVELY, THE PROBATE COURT SHOULD 
REQUIRE THAT INDEPENDENT AND COURT EXAMINERS 
COMMUNICATE THE RESULTS OF EXAMINATIONS BY TELEPHONE 
AT LEAST 24 HOURS BEFORE HEARINGS. 

As discussed in Chapter IV and earlier in this chapter, the 
results of the examinations conducted by the independent and court 
experts are often not available to attorneys prior to the probable cause 
hearing, and seldom ever in writing. The C.Olumbus system's provision of 
prompt judicial hearings is laudable, though it necessarily restricts the 
amount of information that can be gathered and communicated before the 
hearing. As mentioned earlier, examiners often do not evaluate the 
respondent until minutes before the probable cause hearing. To address 
this problem, we recommended in Chapter IV that the mental health 
examinations of the respondent be conducted at least thirty-six hours 
before the hearing. This recommendation complements the earlier 
recommendation, insofar as it suggests that the results of the 
examinations be put in writing or communicated by telephone at least 24 
hours before the hearing. Due to the short period of time available to 
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prepare a report, we do not recommend the preparation of extensive 
reports but, rather, the completion of a printed form prepared by the 
probate court to accommodate both the attorneys' need to know and the 
severe constraints on the examiners' time to prepare written reports. 
The examiners' fees should be contingent upon the completion of the forms 
or, alternatively, making the telephone communication prior to the 
probable cause hearing. 

RECOMMENDATION: CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL AND THE 
PRIVATE HOSIPTALS IN COLUMBUS SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED BY 
THE PROBATE COURT TO MAKE CONSISTENT THEIR POLICIES 
REGARDING RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL'S ACCESS TO RELEVANT 
HOSPITAL RECORDS. 

Ohio law provides that relevant information in the control of a 
hospital should be made available to the respondent's attorney with the 
consent of the respondent (5122.15). In practice, consent procedures are 
strictly enforced by some facilities but not others. Although this may 
be a minor problem, the inconsistency in policies may engender increased 
confusion and frustration among attorneys in the future. As we noted 
earlier in this chapter, elimination of the consent requirement will 
require a change in the statutes. However, even in the absence of 
statutory change, a consistency in policies among mental health 
facilities regarding attorneys' access to records is desirable. 

RECOMMENDATION: GIVEN THE INFREQUENT INVOLVEMENT OF 
COURT-APPOINTED ATTORNEYS IN APPEALS OF INVOLUNTARY 
CIVIL COMMITMENTS, AND THE OTHERWISE FEW OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR ATTORNEYS IN COLUMBUS TO REVIEW THE LEGAL AND 
SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THEIR REPRESENTATION IN 
COLUMBUS, A CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR 
COURT-APPOINTED ATTORNEYS SHOULD BE INSTITUTED AND 
IMPLEMENTED. 

The periodic educational lunches held for court-appointed 
attorneys and referees by the Probate Court judge partially meet this 
recommendation. The realization of this recommendation does not 
necessarily entail, in our view, significant expenditures of resources by 
the Probate Court. Rather, we recommend that the continuing education be 
initiated and based upon a series of memoranda to court-appointed 
attorneys in Columbus, prepared by the Probate Court with assistance from 
the mental health community, the Ohio Legal Rights Service, the local 
bar, and other interested and informed parties. The memoranda should 
address specific concerns about policies and practices in the involuntary 
civil commitment system in Columbus (e.g., explanations and warnings 
given to respondents before mental health examinations, access to 
hospital records, and fees for court-appointed attorneys and mental 
health examiners). 
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CHAPTER VI 

PROBATE COURT HEARINGS 

Ohio law provides the individual sought to be involuntarily 
committed with opportunities to test the allegation in the affidavit and 
the validity of protracted compulsory hospitalization in three separate 
Probate Court hearings: probable cause, full, and continued commitment 
hearings. Probable cause hearings are held only upon request of the 
respondent or his or her counsel (5122.141); however, they are held 
automatically three days after the filing of an affidavit as a matter of 
practice in Columbus. Probable cause hearings tend to be less formal 
than full hearings, and Ohio's Rules of Civil Procedure are not strictly 
adhered to in probable cause hearings as a matter of law (5122.141, 
5122.06). Also, the burden of proof in these initial judicial hearings 
is "probable cause," instead of the "clear and convincing" evidence 
required at the full hearings. Representation of the State's case during 
probable cause hearings need not be by an attorney according to Ohio law 
(5122.06), and, in Columbus, is usually a hospital social worker. 
Otherwise, as one attorney put it, the probable cause hearings in 
Columbus are "carbon copies" of the full hearings. 

Full hearings are conducted in a manner consistent with due 
process of law and the Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure (5122.15). Full 
hearings must be held sometime between the thirtieth and forty-fifth day 
after the initial detention of the respondent unless a probable cause 
hearing was held in this period of time, in which case full hearings must 
be held within ten days from the probable cause hearing (5122.141). The 
rule of practice in Columbus is for full hearings to be held within ten 
days of the probable cause hearing, which always is held within three 
days of the filing of an affidavit. Continuances are infrequent. 

If there has been no disposition of the case after ninety days 
of involuntary civil commitment of the respondent, either by discharge or 
a conversion to voluntary hospitalization, a judicial review hearing of 
continued commitment is held as a matter of law and practice in Columbus 
(5122.15). If the outcome of the review hearing is continued commitment, 
review hearings are mandatory every two years thereafter or they may be 
requested by a respondent every 180 days (5122.15). Only the probable 
cause hearing and the full hearing will be considered in this chapter. 
The continued commitment review hearing will be discussed in Cllapter 
VII. 

Involuntary civil commitment hearings of mental health cases in 
Columbus not involving criminal charges are held on Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday of each week in the Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital. The 
hearings comm~nce at approximately 9:30 a.m. in a basement room set aside 
for hearing mental health cases. The "court room" is approximately 20 x 
30 feet in size, and has several windows and two doors, one opening to 
the basement hallways of the hospital, the other opening to an adjoining 
room, with a locking door, used as a waiting room for respondents whose 
cases are close to being heard. At the time of our observation, the 
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basement courtroom was hot, stuffy, and generally uncomfortable; the 
acoustics in th.e room did not seem particularly good, although those 
individuals participating in the cases did not seem to be hindered. 

A Refe:ree (an attorney appointed by the Probate Court to hear 
involuntary civil commitment cases), a court bailiff, a court 
stenographer, two mental health examiners (psychiatrists), as well as an 
attorney represirnting the respondent participate in the hearings. 
Depending upon whether the hearing is to determine probable cause or a 
full hearing, the State is represented by a social worker designated by 
the hospital or by an attorney appointed by the Attorney General's Office. 

A. THE PROBABLE: CAUSE HEARING 

Probable cause hearings in involuntary civil commitment cases in 
Franklin County are held promptly and reliably within three "court days" 
(i.e., weekdays, except holidays) from the filing of an affidavit with 
the probate court. These preliminary hearings are mandated by Ohio law 
upon request by the respondent, his or her guardian or counsel, the head 
of the hospital, or on the court's own motion (5122.141). The Franklin 
County probate court provides a probable cause hearing automatically as a 
matter of practice on the assumption that competent counsel always would 
request such procedural safeguards pursuant to the provisions of law that 
make them available (5122.141, 5122.05). This automatic provision of 
probable cause hearings is the topic of considerable debate and cause of 
dissatisfaction among many persons involved in the involuntary civil 
commitment process in Franklin County. Based upon concerns for economy 
and efficiency, the vast majority of attorneys, referees, and mental 
health personnel with whom we communicated over the course of our study 
called for the abolition of automatic probable cause hearings, or their 
provision in a modified form. A vocal minority of those we interviewed 
favor the retention of the current automatic provision of this hearing. 

Arguments for Automatic Probable Cause Hearings 

The issue of the right to a probable cause hearing in 
involuntary civil commitment proceedings has been addressed by a number 
of federal and state courts. A majority of these courts implicitly 
acknowledge the desirability of a probable cause hearing before the 
respondent is taken into custody and involuntarily hospitalized, but 
grapple primarily with arguments for and against a probable cause hearing 
after the respondent has already been taken to the hospital against his 
or her will. This acknowledgement of an ideal tempered with the 
realization of practice is reflected in Ohio law. That is, Ohio statute 
requires that "b!Jhere possible, the probable cause hearing shall be held 
before the respondent is taken into custody" (5122.141, emphasis added). 
Implicit in this language seems to be the acknowledgement that, as a 
practical matter, probable cause hearings rarely, if ever, would be held 
before a respondent is taken into custody. The issue, thus, turns on the 
question of bow long a person may be involuntarily detained prior to the 
hearing on probable cause. 
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Certainly, reducing the deprivation of a respondent's liberty 
prior to a hearing on probable cause is the most forceful reason for 
providing a prompt probable cause hearing in civil commitment 
proceedings. It also is the strongest argument we heard for automatic 
probable cause hearings in Franklin County. One attorney, acknowledging 
the expense of conducting probable cause hearings in light of the fact 
that in the vast majority of cases the disposition of the case is the 
same, whether or not a probable cause hearing would be held, nonetheless 
argued strongly that the price paid is worth the check against a "massive 
curtailment of liberty." This attorney felt that probable cause hearings 
should be continued to be held three days following the filing of an 
affidavit, even if it were to be supplanted by a full hearing within five 
court days of the original involuntary hospitalization, and even if only 
one out of a hundred respondents were released at the probable cause 
hearing. In short, five days (or, to be more exact, the additional two 
days beyond the three days of hospitalization before probable cause 
hearing) of forced hospitalization without judicial review constitutes an 
intolerable deprivation of liberty to be avoided if at all possible, in 
the opinion of this attorney. Although we take issue with this argument 
later in this chapter, it is a strong argument not easily dismissed. 

Another attorney suggested that probable cause hearings 
contribute to the election of voluntary hospitalizations. Tiiis attorney 
suggested that probable cause hearings provide an opportunity to hear 
medical testimony in an adversary proceeding contributing, according to 
his experiences, to respondents' more frequent acknowledgements of their 
mental disorder. "When I interview a respondent prior ta a probable 
cause hearing," he stated, "he or she is usually reluctant to sign an 
application for voluntary admission. However, once psychiatric testimony 
has been heard, many times that same respondent is then willing to 
voluntarily enter the hospital prior to the commencement of the full 
hearing." He concluded that the "elimination of the probable cause 
hearing will reduce the number of voluntary applications. More 
respondents will be judicially hospitalized who might otherwise become 
voluntary patients." 

Still another attorney argued for the retention of the automatic 
probable cause hearing on other grounds: it provided the mechanism for 
the expungement of all records of the involuntary civil commitment 
proceedings if the court did not find probable cause to believe that the 
respondent is a mentally ill person subject to hospitalization by court 
order (5122.141). Apparently, the Franklin County Probate Court has 
interpreted the Ohio statutes to mean that expungement cannot be ordered 
after probable cause has been determined, even if the respondent is 
~sed at the full hearing due to the Court's failure to find ·11c lear 
and convincing" evidence. Although there are no statutory provisions for 
expungement after a finding of probable cause, the expungement of all 
records of involuntary civil commitment proceedings following discharge 
or release of a respondent from a hospital, regardless of how long the 
hospital stay, does not seem contrary to any of the provisions in Chapter 
5122 of the Ohio Revised Code. nie Franklin County Probate Court's 
procedure of rehearing probable cause for the purpose of expungement when 
a respondent elects voluntary admission, or is released between the 
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probable cause hE!aring and the full hearing, may be applicable as well to 
cases of respondEints dismissed at the full hearing, or discharged from 
the hospital somE!time after the fol 1 hearing. 

Another attorney suggested that there may be monitary incentives 
for appointed attorneys' support of the retention of the automatic 
probable cause he!aring. That is, because attorneys are paid per hearing, 
the elimination of probable cause hearings would cut deeply into their 
compensation. 

Arguments Against Automatic Probable Cause Hearings 

The majority of the individuals we interviewed in 
Columbus--refereE!S, attorneys, and mental health personnel alike--are in 
favor of discontinuing the practice in Franklin County of providing 
automatic probable cause hearings in commitment cases. One psychiatrist 
(who, interestingly, represented the mental health community at the time 
that the probable cause provision was written into law in Ohio), 
expressed the attitude of the majority. He had initially hoped that the 
probable cause hearing would be a quick, easy, and inexpensive procedure 
that would, nonetheless, provide safeguards for the protection of 
respondent's liberty interests. He bemoaned the fact that the procedure 
had become the extremely complicated and expensive procedure it is in 
Franklin County. Although the probable cause hearing seems to have 
evolved in its present form out of a legitimate concern for safeguarding 
the legal rights of the respondent, few in Columbus appear to be happy 
with it in its present form. 

In addition to the arguments based on concerns for economy, 
which were voiced by those we interviewed, various other arguments 
against automatic. probable cause hearings, not necessarily consistent 
with each other, were offered: 

0 

0 

0 

A survey conducted in June 1981 by the Probate Court of 100 
involuntary civil commitment cases in Franklin County found 
that only 2 (2%) of the cases were dismissed at the 
probable cause stage. 

Given the effectiveness of the prehearing screening 
mechanism, the investigation of the affidavit, and the ex 
par~ review of the affidavit and determination of probable 
cause (see Cllapter III), the probable cause hearing has 
become no more than an expensive "rubber stamp" of the 
court's acceptance of the affidavit and issuance of a 
temporary order of detention. 

The full hearing, typically held one week after the 
probable cause hearing, is essentially a "carbon copy" of 
the probable cause hearing. Attorneys representing the 
respondents usually do not offer new evidence, present new 
witnesses, nor pose new~estions for the expert witnesses 
to answer which might enable the Court to make a more 
informed decision at the full hearing. 
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0 A record of prior hospitalization of the respondent 
constitutes, as a matter of practice, prima ~evidence 
meeting the low burden of proof for a probable cause 
finding, though it does not constitute the "clear and 
convincing evidence" required at the full hearing. In such 
cases, the probable cause hearing seems ritualistic and 
pointless. 

o It is the policy of Harding Hospital to administer no 
treatment to involuntarily hospitalized persons until after 
a full hearing in the case. Thus, in at least one 
hospital, involuntary hospitalization before a full 
juriicial hearing, whether interrupted by a probable cause 
hearing or not, constitutes the equivalent of preventive 
detention without treatment, until such time as the Court 
finds clear and convincing reasons for compulsory 
hospitalization. 

o Although the probable cause hearings are conducted in 
general accordance with due process standards, the 
inability to subpoena witnesses (especially the affiant), 
frustrates the respondent attorney's abilities to test the 
allegations in the affidavit effectively, thereby making 
the probable cause hearing relatively ineffective. (This 
problem, it should be noted, is one that can be remedied 
without the elimination of the automatic probable cause 
hearing, and thus is not a strong argument.) 

Many of the interviewees in Columbus who offered arguments 
against the automatic conduct of probable cause hearings in commitment 
cases suggested that, if this preliminary hearing were eliminated, the 
full hearing should be held sooner than it is now, i.e., within five or 
seven days of the filing of an affidavit. One referee suggested that the 
probable cause hearing could be eliminated only if the current 
prescreening and diversion procedures could be maintained at the highest 
levels of efficiency and effectiveness. 

B. THE FULL HEARING 

Earlier in this chapter and in the preceding chapters we 
discussed the various opportunities to test the formal and informal 
complaints against the individual sought to be involuntarily committed, 
including the pre-screening and evaluation, the review of the affidavit 
by the Deputy Clerk, the ~ parte determination of probable cause upon 
receipt of the affidavit, and the probable cause hearing. The last major 
step in the commitment process is the full hearing which provides a full 
range of procedural safeguards for the respondent. This section will 
discuss the nature and conduct of full judicial involuntary civil 
commitment hearings in Columbus, including the determination of placement 
and treatment, when the Court finds by clear and convincing evidence that 
the respondent is a mentally ill person subject to hospitalization. 
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Nature and Conduct of Hearing 

A person is subject to continued forced hospitalization in Ohio 
upon completion c>f the full hearing only if clear and convincing evidence 
was presented to show that the respondent is mentally ill and has 
exhibited behavior that puts him or her or others at serio~risk. Ohio 
law defines mental illness as "a substantial disorder of thought, mood, 
perception, orientation, or memory that grossly impairs judgment, 
behavior, capacity to recognize reality, or ability to meet the ordinary 
demands of life" (5122.01). Further a person is subject to involuntary 
civil commitment only if he or she is determined to be mentally ill, and 
because of that illness: 

(1) represents a substantial risk of physical harm to 
himself as manifested by evidence of threats of, 
or attempts at, suicide or serious self-inflicted 
bodily harm; 

(2) represents a substantial risk of physical harm to 
others as manifested by evidence of recent 
homicidal or other violent behavior, evidence of 
recent threats that place another in reasonable 
fear of violent behavior and serious physical 
ha1:'lll, or other evidence of present dangerousness; 

(3) represents a substantial and immediate risk of 
serious physical impairment or injury to himself 
as manifested by evidence that he is unable to 
provide for and is not providing for his basic 
physical needs because of his mental illness and 
that appropriate provisions for such needs cannot 
be made immediately available in the community; ~ 

(4) would benefit from treatment in the hospital for 
his mental illness and is in need of such 
treatment as is manifested by evidence of 
behavior that creates a grave and imminent risk 
to substantial rights of others or himself. 

In the hearings that we observed, close tracking of the 
statutory elements and criteria for commitment in Ohio was minimal. Tilat 
is, we did not observe, for example, attempts to establish, in sequential 
and systematic fashion, first that the respondent meets the statutory 
definition of mental illness, second that the observed behavior meets the 
specific criteria set forth in statute, and third, that the person 
exhibits behavior meeting these criteria because of his or her mental 
illness. With the exception of the content of some of the examiners' 
testimony, refere!nces to specific legal criteria and elements using the 
language of the law was infrequent. However, even the examiners' 
references to "thought, mood, perception, orientation, or memory that 
grossly impairs judgment" may be less attributable to a close tracking of 
statutory language than the use of terms and phrases which are a part of 
any psychiatrist's lexicon. 
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The individual facing involuntary civil commitment proceedings 
in Ohio is accorded a panoply of statutory rights in judicial hearings. 
Importantly, a respondent has the right to have the hearing conducted in 
accordance with due process of law and the Rules of Civil Procedure, 
although the latter are relaxed in the conduct of probable cause 
hearings. Other rights include: (1) the right to legal counsel, who has 
access to all information relevant to the case; (2) the right to an 
independent mental health evaluation, both at public expense if the 
respondent is indigent; (3) the right to attend the hearing and testify 
in his or her own behalf, although the respondent cannot be compelled to 
testify; (4) the right to keep the hearing closed to the public, except 
to persons having legitimate interests in the proceedings as determined 
by the court; (5) the right to subpoena witnesses and records, and to 
examine and cross-examine witnesses; (6) the right to have the court 
consider only reliable, competent, and material evidence; (7) the right 
to a full transcript and record of the involuntary court proceedings; 
and, (8) the right to be involuntarily committed only upon clear and 
convincing evidence. The last four of these rights are not strictly 
applicable in probable cause hearings; the Rules of Civil Procedure are 
relaxed, the right to subpoena witnesses is restricted, and, of course, 
there is a lower burden of proof (probable cause) required for continuing 
the involuntary civil commitment proceedings. 

Hearings in Columbus are conducted promptly, well within the 
limits prescribed in statute. As previously discussed, probable cause 
hearings are conducted automatically within three court days of the 
filing of an affidavit. According to Ohio law (5122.141), a mandatory 
full hearing must be held between the thirtieth and forty-fifth day after 
the respondent is first involuntarily detained; however, upon completion 
of a probable cause hearing that resulted in a finding of probable cause, 
a respondent may request an expedited hearing within ten days from the 
Probable Cause hearing. As a matter of practice, full hearings are 
always held within ten days from the probable cause hearing, whether or 
not the respondent or counsel has requested an expedited full hearing. 

At full hearings, an attorney designated by the Ohio Attorney 
General's office represents the State and has the burden of showing that 
the respondent is mentally ill and subject to hospitalization by clear 
and convincing evidence. Further, the state's attorney, in accordance 
with law, must offer evidence of diagnosis, prognosis, record of 
treatment, if any, and less restrictive treatment plans, if any. 

The full hearings that we observed in Columbus were all 
conducted in accordance with due process of law and the Rules of Civil 
Procedure, affording the respondent in those hearings all statutory and 
constitutional rights. Hearings began with the referee's explanation to 
the respondent of his or her rights, including the right to apply for 
voluntary admission to the hospital at any time. Though these 
explanations of rights were made forthrightly and clearly by the 
referees, the rapid speed of delivery, formal tone, use of legal words 
and phrases (e.g., the word 11expungement"), and the lack of an 
opportunity for a response by the respondent, might have minimized the 
effectiveness of these communications. From the explanation of rights, 
the hearing proceeded to opening remarks by the state's attorney and 
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counsel for the respondent, to the testimony and cross-examination of the 
court and independent examiners, the testimony and cross-examination of 
other witnesses including the affiant, friends, and relatives of the 
respondent, and finally, to closing remarks by both parties. 

A respondent was present at all full hearings we observed. 
Testimony by the respondent was infrequent, although the counsel for the 
respondent typically asked the respondent if he or she wished to make a 
statement to the Court. Our observations did not suggest that 
respondents were unduly affected by medication at the time of the hearing. 

During hearings, the attorneys for respondents seemed familiar 
with the facts of the case and acted, from the point of view of an 
observer of the hearings, as advocates for the respondent. As a matter 
of practice in Ccilumbus, the parties stipulated to the examiners' 
qualifications, although cross-examination occurred as a matter of course. 

Determination of Placement and Treatment 

'!be Ohiet law mandates that the Probate Court should concern 
itself at hearings not only with matters bearing on the question of 
whether or not tc1 commit a person to a hospital, but also with matters of 
place and type ot: treatment. For the most part, the latter 
considerations ax·e important only if a respondent is determined to be a 
proper subject for involuntary admission. As a matter of practice, 
however, information about treatment is presented concurrently with 
evidence bearing on the question of commitment per ~· 

Ohio law places the burden on the state's attorney to "offer 
evidence of the diagnosis, prognosis, record of treatement, if any, and 
less restrictive treatment plans." In determining the setting and type 
of treatment, the court 

shall consider the diagnosis, prognosis, and 
projected treatment plan for the respondent and 
order the implementation of the least restrictive 
alternative and consistent with the treatment 
goails (5122.15). 

The coux·t may order the respondent to a hospital operated by the 
Department of Men.tal Health or to a private facility, a community mental 
health center, or· "any other suitable facilty or person consistent with 
the diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment needs of the respondent." 
However, the orde.r for placement and treatment to any setting other than 
a public hospital is "conditioned on the receipt by the Court of evidence 
of available space in the community mental health clinical facility or 
inpatient unit administered by a community mental health center" 
(5122.15). 

In practice, options and determinations of placement and 
treatment by the Probate Court in Columbus are severely limited. In all 
but rare cases, the determination is simply whether or not to commit the 
respondent to Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital, or a private facility 
but only upon receipt of a "bed letter" certifying the willingness of a 
private facility to receive the respondent. 
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The question of a less restrictive alternative to Central Ohio 
Psychiatric Hospital was raised at every hearing we observed, but it was 
done so in a pro~ manner with little appearance of thoughtful, 
careful consideration of specific alternatives relevant to the particular 
case. Most often, the issue arose in response to questions to the 
examiner by the state's attorney or the respondent's counsel. Examiners 
were asked whether less restrictive alternatives had in fact been 
considered for the respondent, and whether or not such alternatives were 
appropriate. In the hearings that we observed, the court examiners 
typically responded to such questions by stating that less restrictive 
alternatives had been considered, and that outpatient care was 
inappropriate, without providing details about the specific alternatives 
that may have been examined or the reasons that they were ruled out as 
inappropriate. Seemingly, the reasoning in testimony does not flow from 
an analysis of existing alternatives. 

In defense of the attempts of referees, attorneys, and examiners 
in their attempts to fol low the intent of Ohio law in determining 
placement and treatment, it should be noted that we were told repeatedly 
that once a respondent has passed through the procedural nets and 
proceeded to a full hearing, there is no middle ground for treatment in 
Columbus between hospitalization and release. 'lbe legal and mental 
health communities in Columbus acknowledge that the less restrictive 
treatment alternative is attractive in concept, but that it is extremely 
difficult to implement in practice. Too few community-based outpatient 
facilities exist to meet the needs of the seriously ill in Columbus, and 
those that do exist seem to be providing services at capacity and are 
extremely reluctant (and have, apparently, refused) to receive patients 
upon court-order. 

C. TRE ROLES OF TRE REFEREE, STATE'S ATTORNEY, AND WITNESSES 

'lbe Referee 

Ohio law mandates that full hearings be conducted by a judge of 
a probate court or an attorney designated by a judge of a probate court 
to act as a referee (5122.15). In Columbus, referees are appointed to 
preside at all probable cause, full, and continued commitment review 
hearings. Referees are selected and appointed by the Franklin County 
Probate Court Judge. Only in rare cases (e.g., those involving public 
controversy), does the Probate Court Judge hear civil commitment cases. 

Five referees, rotating on a weekly basis, hear civil commitment 
cases in Columbus. All five are attorneys in private practice. All five 
have had prior experience in the mental health system as law students or 
were active in the drafting of mental health legislation in Ohio. Three 
additional referees in Franklin County, who do not hear involuntary civil 
commitment cases, are full-time employees of the Probate Court, but may 
only be involved in the commitment process at the time of the filing of 
an affidavit, as discussed in previous chapters. 
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During hearings, the referees in Columbus take the role of a 
neutral trier of facts and largely depend on the counsel for the 
respondent and the state's attorney to establish the basis for and 
against involunt.sLry civil commitment. Aside from the explanation of 
rights to the respondent at the opening of the hearing, the referee 
seldom directs questions or makes comments to the respondent. For the 
most part, he allows the counsel for the respondent and the state's 
attorney (a hospital social worker during probable cause hearings) to 
conduct their cas:es. Typically, he does not take an active role except 
to ask for clarification, rule on objections to the admissibility of 
certain evidence, and keep the proceedings moving expeditiously by asking 
attorneys to limit the testimony of witnesses, for example. 

The State's Attorney 

As noted. in the previous chapter, the official who makes the 
presentation of the State's case that the respondent is mentally ill and 
subject to involuntary commitment depends upon whether or not the hearing 
is for probable cause or a full hearing. In probable cause hearings, a 
person designated by the hospital presents the case for hospitalization 
(5122.06). In Columbus, a social worker designated by the hospital 
presents the State's case. At full hearings, an attorney appointed by 
the Attorney General presents the case for involuntary commitment 
(5122.15). 

In Columbus, two attorneys, appointed by the Attorney General's 
office, represent the interest of the State in presenting the case for 
hospitalization of the respondent. Apparently, no formal qualifications 
are required for state's attorneys in civil commitment cases. The 
state's attorneys are paid on an hourly basis and, in effect, are the 
lowest paid individuals employed during full hearings, according to one 
state's attorney. 

On the basis of our observations of hearings and our interviews 
with attorneys and mental health personnel, the state's attorneys seldom, 
if ever, assume the role of zealous prosecutors. Instead, state's 
attorneys tend to present the evidence in a neutral fashion, almost 
totally relying on the testimonies of the affiant and court examiner. 
Evidence of less restrictive treatment plans, beyond that presented in 
the testimonies of the court examiner and independent examiner is only 
infrequently offered by the state's attorney. One mental health 
practitioner was of the opinion that the state's attorney's presentation 
of the case for hospitalization was seldom as active as that presented by 
the counsel for the respondent against compulsory hospitalization, 
thereby lending a lopsided aspect to the adversarial proceedings. This 
opinion was, however, not supported by our, admittedly limited, 
observations of full hearings. The hearings that we observed were 
relatively well balanced. 

Witnesses 

The right 
witnesses during a 
statutory bases in 

to the 
civil 
Ohio. 

presentation of evidence and examination of 
commitment hearing has both constitution9l and 

In the hearings that we observed in Columbus, 
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witnesses were formally called, examined, and cross-examined as in any 
other judicial proceeding. The most important witnesses were the court 
and independent examiners. 

Psychiatrists appointed by the Probate Court to serve as court 
examiners and independent examiners are assigned on a non-rotating basis 
to cases scheduled for hearing on specific dates. According to the 
opinions of those we interviewed and our observations of hearings, the 
court appointed examiners, as a group, are competent, thorough, and 
conscientious both in their examination of respondents and their 
testimonies during judicial hearings. Apparently, court-appointed 
examiners are accustomed to adversarial proceedings and quite familiar 
with the involuntary civil commitment process. 

Similar praise was not given by attorneys and referees to 
treating hospital physicians sometimes called to testify at hearings. 
According to their critics, these physicians are unfamiliar with the 
civil commitment proceedings and seem to have a distinct dislike for 
testimony in such proceedings, claiming that they do not consider 
courtroom testimony as an appropriate role of their profession. In their 
defense, it can be pointed out that testimony introduces a significant 
disruption in their day, significantly reduces the amount of time they 
can spend with patients, and can badly harm a therapeutic relationship 
with their patients. Hospital physicians are typically called only in 
close cases where there might be significant disagreements between the 
court examiner and the independent examiner. No privilege attaches to 
the testimony of the hospital physician unless the respondent is a 
voluntary patient who requested to be discharged and against whom the 
hospital subsequently filed an affidavit for involuntary civil 
commitment. In the latter case, the hospital physician may not testify 
regarding information he obtained during the respondent's voluntary 
hospitalization. That is, testimony is restricted to information 
gathered by the physician after the affidavit for involuntary civil 
commitment is filed by the hospital. 

The literature of mental health and the law is replete with 
commentaries describing the influence of psychiatric and psychological 
opinion on the presentation of a case by attorneys and the decisions made 
by the triers of fact. While the state's attorneys and respondent 
attorneys we interviewed in Columbus openly acknowledged their heavy 
reliance on the judgment and testimony of examiners (one attorney 
estimated that 99% of his case relied on the examiner), referees 
expressed the opinion that they were not unduly swayed by the examiners. 

For the most part, according to the opinions of those we 
interviewed and our observations of hearings, the court examiner and 
independent examiner typically agree in their diagnoses, but tend to 
disagree in their prognoses and recommendations for outpatient versus 
inpatient care for the respondent. 

The independent examiner is shielded by the doctor-patient 
privilege and cannot be compelled to testify. The court examiner, 
however, is considered the informant to the Probate Court and no 
privilege is attached to his testimony. 
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Finally, respondents are present at hearings in most cases, 
though they testify in their own behalf infrequently, and even more 
infrequently at the request of counsel. In approximately one out of ten 
cases is the respondent not present at the hearings. Respondents who are 
not present at hearings typically either refuse to appear or are 
bedridden. According to one respondent's attorney, respondents are no 
more likely to be involuntarily committed if they are not present at the 
hearing. 

D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The provision of court hearings conducted in accordance with due 
process of law and the Rules of Civil Procedure is a very significant 
feature of the Columbus civil commitment system. The actors in the 
system appear to function fairly, effectively, and efficiently within 
that system. In our opinion, the Probate Court deserves praise for 
erecting in practice the procedural and substantive safeguards in Ohio 
law to protect respondents during hearings. If the system has 
significant deficiencies, they are due to emphasis of safeguards for the 
respondent to the detriment of economy and efficiency. Most of our 
recommendations for improvements are aimed at balancing the interest of 
the respondent in adequate judicial review and the interest of efficiency 
and economy. 

The Probable Cause Hearing 

The vast majority of those we interviewed in Columbus felt that 
the practice in Franklin County of providing automatic probable cause 
hearings to all respondents in involuntary civil commitment proceedings 
did not sufficiently serve the liberty interests of respondents to 
outweigh the interests of efficiency and economy. With a change in the 
timing of the full hearing, a strengthening of the prescreening 
procedures, a meaningful investigation and review of the affidavit, and 
an allowance for the expungement of records upon dismissal of the case at 
full hearing, the automatic conduct of a probable cause hearing in every 
commitment case is unwarranted. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE PRACTICE OF PROVIDING AUTOMATIC 
PROBABLE CAUSE HEARINGS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY SHOULD BE 
ELIMINATED. 

This recommendation, arguably, takes from the respondent an 
opportunity to promptly test the allegations of the affidavit and 
eliminates a safeguard against improper compulsory hospitalization. 
Obviously, a replacement for this safeguard and the strengthening of 
other protections would make this recommendation more palatable. The 
following two recommendations and the discussion following them speak to 
this point. 

RECOMMENDATION: FULL HEARINGS IN INVOLUNTARY CIVIL 
COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS IN FRANKLIN COUNTY SHOULD BE 
HELD WITHIN FIVE DAYS OF THE FILING OF AN AFFIDAVIT. 
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RECOMMENDATION: PROCEDURES FOR PRESCREENING AND DIVERSION 
BY THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS, INVESTIGATION 
OF THE AFFIDAVIT, REVIEW BY, AND THE~~ 
DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE CAUSE BY THE REFEREE SHOULD 
BE ENHANCED AND STRENGTHENED. 

In making the recommendation to postpone the judicial review the 
validity of compulsory hospitalization, even from three days to five 
days, we acknowledge that the arguments for these recommendations may be 
difficult to swallow. In the abstract, few of us would place economy, 
efficiency, and expediency above liberty. Once we have set in our minds, 
however arbitrarily, the deprivation of liberty that can be justified 
without a judicial review, it is difficult to retreat from that stand in 
making the above recommendations. We openly acknowledge this potential 
dilemna. We note, however, that the provision of a full hearing five 
days after the filing of an affidavit, as recommended, is consistent with 
procedures in other jurisdictions throughout the country. 

With the elimination of an automatic probable cause hearing 
within three days and the provision of a full hearing within five, are 
there compensating factors that may justify the additional two days of 
involuntary hospitalization? The strengthening of the pre-hearing 
screening and review, one could argue, casts a finer net through which 
few cases of improper detention and hospitalization pass. The great 
majority of involuntary civil commitment cases that are initiated with a 
contact with the probate court are screened and diverted by the 
prescreening process to community placements. Further, assuming a 
careful scrutiny of the affidavit by the deputy clerk at the time of 
filing, and a thorough ~ parte review and determination of probable 
cause by the "in-house" referee, another check of the validity of 
compulsory hospitalization is provided. Finally, the additional two days 
before a hearing is held may enable the counsel for the respondent to 
better prepare for the case, thereby reducing the chances of commitment 
at the five-day hearing. 

The elimination of the automatic prov1s1on of probable cause 
hearings in Franklin County may be somewhat problematic due to the 
reasoning upon which the procedure is based. It is assumed that 
competent counsel would always request a probable cause hearing if 
permitted by statute. How then can the court cease providing automatic 
probable cause hearings and discourage attorneys, who are well aware of 
the assumptions upon which the automatic provision is based, from always 
requesting probable cause hearings? To avoid the assumption of 
negligence by counsel when a probable cause hearing is not requested, it 
might be suggested that counsel take pains in explaining to respondents 
their right to a probable cause hearing upon request. If in the judgment 
of the counsel, the respondent does not wish to pursue this right and the 
attorney considers that the preliminary hearing would provide few 
benefits to the respondent's case, counsel need not request a hearing. 
Failure to request a probable cause hearing would be considered negligent 
only if the respondent's attorney did not fully explain ~,e right to such 
a hearing to the respondent, or failed to request such a hearing upon the 

-express wishes of the respondent. 
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The final consideration in this concluding section concerns the 
expungement of re:cords of involuntary civil commitment proceedings. As 
discussed earlier, it is standard practice for the Court to order the 
expungement of all records following the failure to find probable cause; 
yet, once a full hearing is initiated, the court will not order the 
expungement of records even if the respondent is dismissed at the 
hearing. The re;;1soning upon which this restriction of expungement is 
apparently based is that if the evidence is insufficient for a finding of 
probable cause, the expungement of records is justified; however, if the 
evidence is sufficient for such a finding, but not quite "clear and 
convincing," the Court considers this middle ground between probable 
cause and "clear and convincing" evidence to justify maintaining the 
records. 

REOOMMENDATION: THE EXPUNGEMENT OF ALL REOORDS OF 
INVOLUNTARY CIVIL OOMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS SHOULD BE 
MADE POSSIBLE, UPON ORDER OF THE COURT, WREN A 
RESPONDENT IS DISCHARGED AT A FULL HEARING. 

This recommendation is not based in any knowledge of compelling 
state interests in maintaining records of involuntary civil commitment 
hearings, or suggestions for guidelines for the court in ordering 
expungement of records. It is offered, simply, to lift an impediment to 
the elimination of the conduct of automatic probable cause hearing. 

The Full Hearing 

The timeliness, adversarial nature, and strict adherence to due 
process of law and the Rules of Civil Procedure are very strong features 
of the law and practice of the involuntary civil commitment in Columbus. 
The use of rules of evidence in civil procedure ensure that the hearings 
will be held in an orderly fashion and that the rights of respondents 
will be carefully protected. The considerations for improvements of the 
nature and conduct of full hearings in Columbus suggested below should 
not detract from our judgment that the manner in which hearings are 
conducted in Columbus is exemplary. 

REOOMMENDATION: THE PROBATE OOURT SHOULD SEEK FUNDS TO 
RENOVATE THE COURTROOM IN CENTRAL OHIO PSYCHIATRIC 
HOSPITAL. 

Although the basement courtroom in Central Ohio Psychiatric 
Hospital meets the statutory requirements for a physical setting not 
likely to have a harmful effect on respondents (5122.141), the setting, 
in our judgment, is stark, uncomfortable, and almost "Kafkaesque." In 
our view, much could be done to renovate and envigorate the present 
setting for hearings without an inordinate outlay of resources or a move 
to another setting. nie careful and orderly fashion in which the 
hearings are conducted in Columbus seemed incongruent with the setting in 
which they were conducted. 

REOOMMENDATION: REFEREES ARE ENCOURAGED TO BE CONTINUALLY 
. VIGILANT ABOUT MAINTAINING COURTROOM DECORUM. 
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Because of the sens1t1v1ty of the involuntary civil commitment 
proceedings, the respondent's alleged mental health condition, and the 
concern of friends and relatives who may be present at hearings, special 
care should always be taken to give the impression that each and every 
case is the most important one to the Court, instead of just one of a 
long series of proceedings. The above recommendation should not be 
construed as an admonishment aimed at the referees, attorneys, and the 
bailiffs in Columbus. To the contrary, we observed during hearings that 
special care is taken to ensure that the courtroom environment was quiet 
and orderly and that careful attention is given to witnesses as they 
testify. However, we did observe joking and conversations of a personal 
nature between referees, attorneys, examiners, and other courtroom 
employees in the time between hearings, while witnesses, friends, 
relatives of the respondent, and the respondent had not yet left the 
courtroom. While we do not consider this a serious departure from 
courtroom order and decorum, the referees should be sensitive to the fact 
that such joking and discussions may appear to make light of the 
seriousness of the proceedings. 

RECXlMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT SHOULD ENCOURAGE A CLOSE 
TRACKING OF STATUTORY CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS DURING 
THE HEARINGS. 

Although many of those we interviewed in Columbus complained of 
the vagueness and broadness of the definitions and elements of criteria 
for commitment set forth in Section 5122.01 of the Ohio Revised Code, 
these complaints did not seem to surface at the hearings. For example, 
we did not observe questioning about "substantial and immediate" physical 
danger or "grave and imminent risk to substantial rights, 11 nor did we 
hear questions directed at whether or not the alleged actions of the 
respondent were due to his or her mental illness. Without the hearings 
becoming semantic arguments, a closer tracking of statutory requirements 
would provide additional safeguards for the respondent and lend greater 
meaning to the hearings, in our opinion. 

The practice in Columbus of examining and determining 
appropriate placement and treatment of a respondent, upon the finding 
that he or she is subject to involuntary commitment, falls far short of 
the best intentions of Ohio law. Two considerations, however, should be 
noted in defense of the Columbus system in this regard. First, our 
criticism is focused on the determinations about placement and treatment 
options available to the Court made during the judicial hearings. As 
already noted in previous chapters, the system is laudable in its 
screening and diverting respondents to less restrictive alternatives 
before they ever get to a hearing. Second, there are reasons to believe 
that alternatives to O!ntral Ohio Psychiatric Hospital do not, in fact, 
exist in Columbus in sufficient numbers. The Probate Court should not be 
made to shoulder the blame for the absence of less restrictive 
alternatives available to respondents in Columbus. The recommendations 
below address considerations that concern problems beyond those that can 
be solved solely by the Probate Court. 
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RECX>MMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT, IN COLLABORATION WITH 
THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM IN COLUMBUS, SHOULD 
DEVELOP AND KEEP CURRENT INFORMATION ABOUT PROGRAMS IN 
THE CX>MMUNITY THAT MIGHT BE APPROPRIATE AND AVAILABLE 
AS LESS RESTRICfIVE ALTERNATIVES TO INVOLUNTARY 
CX>MMITME.NT. IT SHOULD BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 
RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL AND THE PROBATE COURT TO BE 
FAMILIAR WITH THIS INFOIU1ATION AND USE IT TO IDENTIFY 
THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE TREATMENT OPTION THAT IS 
APPROPRIATE AND AVAILABLE FOR RESPONDENTS. 

The interviewees in Columbus were consistent in lamenting the 
lack of treatment and care facilities as alternatives to hospitals, 
jails, and release to the community. Throughout the country, we have 
heard statements such as these concerning the absence of less restrictive 
alternatives, though the concept is universally embraced. But, patient 
advocates, including ex-patients, are quick to respond to these 
statements with charges that no one has really looked too hard for 
alternatives.· These advocates say, in essence, that there exists a myth 
about the absence of less restrictive alternatives. In making the above 
recommendation, we urge the Probate Court to examine this myth. Ideally, 
the court and the parties in a hearing should have before them a current 
list of facilities in Columbus to which commitment may be ordered. This 
list should provide a description of the type of facility, its capacity 
for care and treatment, admission policies and costs, staff capabilities, 
the name of its director, and its location. A liaison to any facility, 
even only contemplating the acceptance of court-ordered patients, might 
be established by efforts of the Ohio Department of Mental Health or the 
Probate Court. 

The fact that no person or agency in Columbus in practice 
appears to assume responsibility for developing and mainting current 
information for use by the Probate Court about community mental health 
programs that might function as alternatives to compulsory 
hospitalization is a weakness of the system. It may seem unrealistic to 
expect the state's attorney or the respondent's counsel to be very 
familiar with such alternatives. But, information about community 
programs could be developed and maintained by the Probate Court and made 
available to attorneys for use in the preparation of their cases and 
during hearings. Mental health personnel and agencies actively involved 
with the delivery of social services in Columbus should be called upon to 
assist in identifying community treatment programs making this 
information available to the Probate Court. 

RECX>MMMENDATION: MORE ATTENTION TO AND CX>NSIDERATION OF 
TREATMENT PLANS AND LESS RESTRI CfIVE TREATMENT 
ALTERNATIVES TO FORCED HOSPITALIZATION SHOULD BE GIVEN 
DURING INVOLUNTARY CIVIL COMMITMENT HEARINGS IN 
COLUMBUS. 

As noted earlier, the considerations of less restrictive 
alternatives duri'Clg hearings seems to be brief and superficial. 
Examiners may simply testify that a respondent is in need of inpatient 
treatment and that no less restrictive alternatives are appropriate or 
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available. During the hearing, testimony should be elicited as to which 
specific treatment alternatives were in fact considered, why these were 
rejected, or why the respondent is generally unsuited for an outpatient 
treatment program. If inpatient treatment is definitely required, 
attention should be given to whether or not the treatment plan submitted 
by the hospital specifies a less restrictive treatment that can be 
devised for the patient within the hospital setting. It is clearly 
difficult for hospital staff to provide a treatment plan that is anything 
more than tentative for a patient who has just been admitted for mental 
health treatment. Nonetheless, the Probate C.ourt is encouraged to 
explore even tentative treatment plans consistent with the best intents 
of statute. 

The Roles of the Referee, State's Attorney, and Witnesses 

A significant strength of the involuntary civil commitment 
system in C.olumbus is the conduct of adversarial hearings. The roles of 
the referee, state's attorney, examiners and other witnesses in the 
proceedings are generally well executed within this adversarial 
framework. Also, from the point of view of legal protections, the 
respondent's presence at hearings in C.olumbus is a strong feature. 
Respondents have the opportunity to hear all allegations made about them 
and are able to assist in their defense to the maximum extent possible. 
Additionally, the referee always is able to observe the respondent and 
need not rely solely on the testimony of witnesses and the statements 
from counsel about the mental condition of the respondent. On the other 
hand, it can be argued that respondents may suffer emotional and mental 
damage by the.experience of listening to relatives, friends, and doctors 
testifying about them. Families fear that respondents' relationship with 
them will suffer as a result of the courtroom experience. Also, as noted 
earlier, treating physicians believe that their testimony in the presence 
of the respondent can significantly interfere with their ability to 
establish a therapeutic relationship with him or her. On balance, 
however, it is our judgment that the presence of the respondent at 
hearings, given his or her counsel's good advice, tends to be a mark in 
favor of the C.olumbus system. 

The assignment of several referees to civil commitment cases on 
a rotating basis is also a praiseworthy feature of the citys' commitment 
system. Our interviews with several of the referees and our observations 
of them during hearings revealed a remarkably competent, conscientious, 
and fair-minded group of attorneys. They all appear to approach their 
part-time job presiding at involuntary civil commitment proceedings with 
thoughtfulness, intelligence, and enthusiasm. 

!he following recommendation regarding the State Attorney's 
function in hearings is made to coincide with earlier recommendations for 
the abolition of the Probable Cause hearings. 

RECOMMENDATION: AN ATTORNEY, DESIGNATED BY THE STATE'S 
ATTORNEY, SHOULD REPRESENT THE STATE IN ALL CIVIL 
COMMITMENT PROCEEDINGS. 
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In our opinion, given the adversarial nature of the civil 
commitment proce•edings in Columbus, a social worker representing the case 
for hospitalization at a probable cause hearing is an anomaly that 
detracts from th1e strength of the Columbus system--namely, the 
adversarial nature of the proceedings. Insofar as the social worker 
serves the role •:>f an ersatz attorney, both the appearance and conduct of 
the hearing are less than adversarial. In our opinion, the aims of 
economy or informality, if those were the aims of inserting a social 
worker into the proceedings, are better achieved in other ways. 
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CHAPTER VII 

JUDICIAL CONSIDERATIONS AFTER THE HEARING 

The courts' concern for individuals involuntarily confined to 
mental health facilities does not end with judicial commitment hearings. 
Except for requests for the expungment of all records of the proceedings, 
for those respondents whose cases are dismissed at the completion of the 
judicial hearing, the courts' involvement ceases. For those respondents 
who are involuntarily committed, however, the court continues to be 
involved in reviewing contested commitments in mandatory periodic 
hearings, appeal from a commitment order, petitions for writs of habeas 
corpus, and review of institutional practices, especially questions 
concerning patients' rights. This chapter discusses the involvement of 
the Franklin County Probate Court in matters arising during the period of 
involuntary civil commitment following a full hearing. 

A. PERIODIC REVIEW' HEARINGS 

Most jurisdictions require that the involuntary civil commitment 
of a person be followed by periodic administrative and judicial reviews 
to determine whether continued commitment is justified. According to 
Ohio law, a judicial review conducted according to the requirements for a 
full hearing must occur at the end of the first ninety days after the 
original commitment decision (5122.15). After this first review hearing, 
review hearings must be held at least every two years, except that upon 
request a respondent is entitled to a hearing every 180 days (5122.15). 
Hearings following an application for continued commitment are mandatory 
and may not be waived (5122.15(H)). 

At least ten days before the end of the initial 90 day 
commitment, the affiant or the head of the hospital must file an 
application with the Franklin County Probate Court for the respondent's 
continued commitment (5122.15). The review hearings are to be conducted 
with the same substantive and procedural protections as those during the 
initial full hearing, with the exception that a respondent can be 
committed for a period of 180 days following a review hearing, twice the 
commitment period permissible at the initial full hearing. 

Review hearings are relatively infrequent in Franklin County. 
As discussed in earlier chapters, eight out of ten respondents 
hospitalized by court order are subsequently discharged from the hospital 
or elect to become voluntary patients before a full hearing takes place; 
one additional respondent in this group of ten is diverted from 
compulsory hospitalization by the same routes before a review hearing 
takes place. 'lllus, only one out of ten persons whose involuntary civil 
commitment has been sought by means of a formal affidavit remains 
involuntarily hospitalized for the initial commitment period of ninety 
days. As infrequent as periodic review hearings are in Franklin County, 
they constitute, for all practical purposes, the total involvement of the 
Franklin County Probate Court with respondents following the initial full 
hearing. 
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In order to seek the continued commitment of a person, a 
designee of the attorney general must file an application for continued 
commitment at lea.st ten days before the expiration of the commitment 
period (i.e., the first ninety-day period, two-year periods thereafter, 
or 180 day periods upon request of the respondent). The application for 
continued commitm.ent must include "a written report containing the 
diagnosis, prognosis, past treatment, a list of alternative treatment 
settings and plans, and identification of the treatment setting that is 
the least restrictive consistent with treatment needs" (5122.15(H)). A 
copy of the application and supporting documents must be provided to the 
respondent's coun.se 1 three days before the review hearing. 

According to the individuals in Columbus whom we interviewed, 
the periodic review hearings typically result in continued commitment. 
Interestingly, however, we were told by several mental health personnel 
that the Probate Court is reluctant to order the continued confinement of 
respondents, even though this appears to be the predictable result. 

Although we were unable to observe review hearings during our 
study, we were informed that they were almost identical to the full 
hearings. Apparently, the statutory requirement for a written report, 
containing "the diagnosis, prognosis, past treatment, a list of 
alternative treatment settings and plans, and identification of the 
treatment setting that is the least restrictive consistent with treatment 
needs" to be filed with the Court and made available to the respondent's 
counsel, is not strictly complied with as a matter of practice, except 
when the respondent has been hospitalized in Harding Hospital. One 
psychiatrist stated that although the court does not require a written 
report at review hearings, it is the policy of Harding Hospital to 
provide a detailed report at such hearings. Further, the treating 
physician or psychiatrist at Harding Hospital typically testifies in 
review hearings involving patients detained in that private facility. 
Reportedly, testimony by the treating physician or psychiatrist at review 
hearings for respondents hospitalized in central Ohio Psychiatric 
Hospital is infrequent, as it is in full hearings. 

B. APPEAL, HABEAS WRPUS, AND OTHER REMEDIES 

Beyond mandatory judicial review hearings, the use of legal 
remedies against protracted involuntary commitment is rare in Columbus. 
Ohio statute does not directly provide the right to an appeal from a 
commitment order, though it implies that such a right exists by requiring 
that a record be made of civil commitment proceedings (5122.15). In 
practice, appeals are extremely infrequent. Attorneys and referees to 
whom we spoke were generally unfamiliar with the process of appellate 
review. 

Respondents are typically not informed of the possibility of an 
appeal from the commitment order by counsel, either before or after 
hearings. As provided in the Ohio statutes (5123.60), the Chio Legal 
Rights Service may pursue appellate review of cases, but has done so only 
rarely, and then only in cases that represent possibilities for legal 
reform. 
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The infrequency of appeals in Columbus could be caused by 
several factors. First, appellate review is an extremely time-consuming 
process. As discussed throughout this report, most respondents are 
released from the hospital long before an appellate hearing could take 
place. In the opinions of legal and mental health practitioners, those 
respondents that face protracted involuntary commitment are clearly 
individuals in the most desperate need of in-patient treatment. Further, 
if the respondent's case presents little in the way of legal reform 
issues, and the respondent is discharged prior to the appellate hearing, 
the case may be dismissed for mootness. Another factor that may account 
for the infrequency of appeals is the procedure in Columbus of dismissing 
the counsel for the respondent upon completion of a full hearing. One 
referee noted that court appointed attorneys who wish to file an appeal 
of a commitment order would be reassigned to the case. However, none of 
the attorneys to whom we spoke had ever sought appellate review of a 
civil commitment case. In our opinion, there seem to be few incentives 
for attorneys to file notices of appeal given the time-consuming nature 
of the process, the attorneys' unfamiliarity with the appeals process, 
and the standard practice in Columbus of discharging the court appointed 
attorney from his or her responsibilities in cases upon completion of the 
judicial hearing. Of course, a further factor that may account for the 
infrequency of appeals filed in Columbus is that few cases represent 
problems or issues to warrant seeking this remedy. 

Ohio statutes mandate the right of respondents to petition for a 
writ of habeas corpus (5122.30). This legal remedy to contest the civil 
commitment proceedings has seldom been used in Columbus. 

Perhaps the most common and workable option for a respondent to 
seek release from continued commitment is to apply for voluntary 
hospitalization. According to Ohio law, the opportunity for voluntary 
admission is available to respondents at any time, regardless of the 
length of time the respondent has already been involuntarily 
hospitalized. The hospital must either discharge the respondent after 
his or her request for voluntary admission or file an affidavit with the 
Probate Court to retain the respondent involuntarily. This procedure is 
discussed in detail in Chapter IV. 

C. JUDICIAL REVIEW OF INSTITUTIONAL PRACTICES 

Once a respondent makes demands or complains about his care and 
treatment in the hospital, who should intervene on the respondent's 
behalf? Does the court need to take an active role in the institutional 
life of the respondent in order to balance his or her rights and those of 
the citizens of Columbus? 

For all practical purposes, the Probate Court's involvement with 
a respondent ends with the order of commitment. Except in the context of 
periodic review hearings, institutional practices rarely come to the 
attention of the court. 'lhe Probate Court apparently places considerable 
discretion in the hands of the treating physicians, checked by hospital 
advocates and the Ohio Legal Rights Services, who makes their services 
available to patients in Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital. 
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Statutes: in Ohio provide a respondent a long list of rights that 
can be grouped in.to four general categories: the right to receive 
treatment consistent with a treatment plan, the right to a humane 
environment, the right to maximum freedom within a least restrictive 
environment, and the right to refuse unwanted treatment (5122.27, 
5122.301). Dle Probate Court does not take an active role in the 
institutional life of an involuntarily committed person to ensure that 
his or her status and care is consistent with these rights. Many of the 
individuals whom we interviewed in Columbus expressed the sentiment that 
respondents' rights are adequately protected by hospital administrative 
review procedures and regulations that provide a series of informal 
consultations and internal checks of grievances and complaints. No 
periodic progress reports of treatment, as are provided in other 
jurisdictions throughout the country (e.g., Cllicago), are required by 
statute or Probate Court. 

De <l)NCLUSIONS AND RE<l)MMENDATIONS 

Mandatory review hearings conducted in accordance with due 
process of law are a positive feature of the Columbus involuntary civil 
commitment system. However, given the rarity of appeals from a 
commitment order, petitions for writs of habeas corpus, and other legal 
remedies, the lack of judicial review and oversight is, arguably, a 
weakness in the system. 

From the standpoint of economy and efficiency, the discharge of 
respondents' attorneys from responsibilities in continued representation 
of cases following the judicial hearing may have considerable merit. 
From the standpoint of protection of the respondents' rights, however, 
this procedure can be critized for, at the least, causing a discontinuity 
in a respondent's legal representation in civil commitment proceedings, 
and, at the worst, placing the respondent at a distinct disadvantage in 
seeking legal rem.edies for protracted commitment. One solution to the 
problem, of course, is to require that respondents' attorneys remain 
responsible for a respondent's legal representation during the commitment 
period. However, this requirement may prove cumbersome from an 
administrative point of view. Further, in other jurisdictions (e.g., 
parts of North Carolina) where such continued representation is a matter 
of law, compliance is minimal, i.e., counsel never maintain contact with 
their clients after commitment. However, the practice whereby an 
attorney is discharged from his or her responsibility to a respondent 
upon completion o·f the hearing and the respondent literally leaves the 
courtroom not to see that attorney again is, in our opinion, an anomaly 
in an otherwise strong system. 

RECOMMENDATION: UPON THE COMPLETION OF A JUDICIAL HEARING 
AND A FINAL ORDER OF illMMITMENT, COUNSEL FOR THE 
RESPONDENT SHOULD NOT BE DISCHARGED FROM 
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR RESPONDENT'S REPRESENTATION UNTIL 
ALL AVAILABLE REMEDIES AND OPTIONS FOR RELEASE OR LESS 
RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVES ARE CLEARLY AND CAREFULLY 
EXPLAINED TO THE RESPONDENT. FURTHER, COUNSEL FOR THE 
RESPONDENT SHOULD NOT BE RELEASED FROM HIS OR HER 
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE RESPONDENT'S REPRESENTATION 
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UNTIL RE OR SHE RAS PERSONALLY COMMUNICATED THE 
PARTICULARS OF THE CASE TO THE ORIO LEGAL RIGHTS 
SERVICE AND THE HOSPITAL ADVOCATE. 

By all indications, except perhaps for cases involving 
respondents hospitalized in private facilities, the information obtained 
from the hospital and the treatment team is not much greater in review 
hearings than during the initial judicial hearing. Reportedly, it is 
uncommon that members of the hospital treatment team testify at review 
hearings; and the written reports required by law (5122.15(H)) are seldom 
filed with the Court and made available to the counsel for the 
respondent. In our opinion, the written report of the treatment team and 
the testimony of a member of the team are crucial in hearings of 
continued commitment applications. At issue during the review hearing is 
not only the commitment per ~ but the actual treatment and treatment 
setting of the respondent. At the initial hearing, the court's 
deliberations of treatment and placement vis a vis alternative treatment 
settings is largely a matter of conjecture;-gTv;n-the short period of 
time that treatment had been undertaken. However, given at least 90 days 
of treatment history, the Court has the opportunity to test the 
appropriateness of continued commitment based upon specific facts of 
treatment. These facts should be clearly before the court. 

RECOMMENDATION: A DETAILED WRITTEN REPORT, AS REQUIRED IN 
SECTION 5122.15(H) OF THE REVISED CODE, SHOULD BE 
FILED BY THE HOSPITAL AND MADE AVAILABLE TO THE 
RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL AT LEAST THREE DAYS BEFORE A 
REVIEW HEARING. FURTHER, RESPONDENT'S COUNSEL SHOULD 
BE ENCOURAGED TO SUBPOENA MEMBERS OF THE TREATMENT 
TEAM TO TESTIFY AT REVIEW HEARINGS. 

From the standpoint of the liberty interests of respondents in 
Columbus, it is important that appellate review of cases be available, 
not only to allow for the review of particular cases, but perhaps more 
importantly, to allow for the settling of points of law that may have 
been interpreted differently by referees. However, from the standpoint 
of economy and efficiency, the time and judicial resources consumed by 
the appeals process in Columbus may make appeal not a workable option for 
respondents. Nonetheless, given the general vagueness of the Ohio 
statutes about the appeal process in involuntary civil commitment, and 
the general unfamiliarity with the process among the attorneys we 
interviewed, some education about the appellate review process may be 
warranted. 

REOJMMENDATION: THE PROBATE COURT IS ENCOURAGED TO DEVELOP 
ONE OR MORE TRAINING SESSIONS FOR REFEREES AND 
ATIORNEYS ON THE RIGHT TO AND PROCEDURES FOR APPEAL OF 
OJMMITMENT ORDERS. THE PROBATE COURT IS FURTHER 
ENCOURAGED TO SEEK THE ASSISTANCE OF THE OHIO LEGAL 
RIGHTS SERVICE IN DEVELOPING AND COORDINATING THESE 
TRAINING SESSIONS. 
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APPENDIX A. FO&.~S USED IN THE INVOLL~TARY CIVIL 
COMMITMENT PROCESS IN COLUMBUS 

Index 

Affidavit of Mental Illness 
Affidavit (upon refusal) .• 
Affidavit (by social worker). 
Application for Emergency Admission 
Case History of Mental Illness •.. 
Liability for Support • . . . . . • 
Journal Entry Order Setting Hearing and 

• A- 3 
A- 5 
A- 6 
A- 7 

• A- 9 
. A-13 

Service . . • . . • . . . 
Order of Detention. . • • . 
Notice of Hearing or Rehearing on 

Affidavit . . . • • . • • • • • 

A-14 
. . . • A-15 

• • A-17 
Journal Entry Finding Probable Cause Ordering 

an Interim Order of Detention and Order 
Setting Hearing and Service . • • A-19 

A-21 
A-23 

Probate Pre-Screening Form • • • • . . 
Mental Status Examination Form. 
Memorandum of Contact with Mental Health 

Center. .• A-24 
Rights of an Involuntarily Detained Person. • A-25 
Selection of Counsel, Independent Expert and 

Person to Receive Notice. . • • • . • • A-26 
Notification of Patient's Rights -

Involuntary • . • . . • . . . . . 
Certificate of Examination ..... 
Request for Appointment of Independent 

Expert. • • • • • . . • • . • . • . . 

• • A-27 
A-29 

A-30 
Journal Entry Appointing Independent Expert 

& Court Doctor •.•••.•••••• 
Journal Entry Appointing Counsel .•.• 
Consent of Counsel, Independent Expert •• 
Order Setting Hearing and Service • • 
Entry Continuing Hearing. • . • • • . • • 
Entry of Continued Commitment • • . • • 
Journal Entry Order of Hospitalization Not 

to Exceed Ninety Days • • • • . 
Hearing on Contested Matters •.• 
Application to Authorize Surgery. 
Journal Entry Order Dismissal and 

Expungement • . . . • . • • . . 
Final Entry of Dismissal. • 
Client Rights •.•••.• 

A-1 

A-31 
A-32 

• • A-33 
A-34 

• A-35 
A-36 

. A-37 
A-38 

• A-39 

A-40 
A-41 
A-43 
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FRANK.LIN COU!-tTY COURT OF COUMON PLEAS, PROBATE DIVISION 

In the Matter of Case No. 

AFFIDAVIT OF ~tENTAL ILLNESS 

The State of Ohio, Franklin County, S.S. Probate Court 

----------------------
, the undersigned, residing at 

-------------------- , says that he has information to believe or 

has actual knowledge that ________________________ __ 

Represents a substantial risk of physical harm to himself ~as ---manifested by evidence of threats of, or attempts at, suicide 
or serious self-inflicted bodily haro; . 

___ Represents a substantial risk of physical harm to others as 
manifested by evidence of recent homicidal or other violent 
behavior or evidence of recent threats that place another in 
reasonable fear of violent behavior and serious physical harm; 

___ Represents a substantial and immediate risk of physical impairment 
or injury to himself as manifested by evidence that he is unable 
to provide for and is not providing for his basic physical needs 
because of his mental illness and that appropriate provision for 
such needs cannot be made immediately available in the com.~unity; 
or 

___ Would benefit from treatment in a hospital for his mental illness 
and is in need of such treatment as rnanif ested by evidence of 
behavior that creates a grave and imminent risk to substantial. 
rights of others or himself. 

I Said Affiant ___________ _ further says that ·the facts sup-

porting this belief are as follows: ____________________________ _ 

I __________ ~--------
I These facts bein~ sufficient to indicate probable cause that the above 

said person is a mentally ill person subject to hospitalization by 

I Court order. 
The name and address of patient's last physician or licensed clinical 

Psychologist is who resides at~--------------1 ; that the na.r.le and· address of the patient's 

I 
I 

(1) 
A.-3 



(2) 

legal guardi~n/snouse is , who resides 

at ; that the names and addresses of. 
----~------~~----·----~----------

the competent adult next of kin of the said patient, residents of said 

County are as follows: 

NAME AGE KINSHIP ADDRESS 

That the following constitutes additional information that may be neces-

sary for the purpose of determining residence=------~-·------~--------~-

Dated this ____ day of -------------A.D. 19 ___ . 

'. 
Sworn to before me and signed in my 
presence on the day and year above 
dated. 

General Referee 

WAIVER 

I, the undersigned affiant, hereby waive the issuing and service of 
Notice of the hearing on said affidavit and voluntarily enter my 
appearance herein. 

Da.ted this day of --- --~...-..--~----------' 19 ___ • 

.·. 
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FRANKLIN COUNTY COURT OF co~~tON PLEAS, PROBATE DIVISION 

In the ~latter of 
Case No. 

Alleged Mentally ( Ill)(Retarded) 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, , my residence being at 
~----------------------~ -------------

~--------------------~' hereby declare that is in i my opinion a Mentally (ILL)(RETARDED) person subject to hospitalization 

by Court order and that said person has refused to submit to an exami-

1 nation by a psychiatrist, or by a licensed psychologi~t and licensed 

1 
physician. 

I 
I 
I Sworn before me this 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 

_________ day o:f ~-----------------' 19 ____ _ 
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IN THE PROBATE COURT OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 

In the Matter of 

Alleged Mentally Ill 

Affidavit 

I, , a~social worker employed 

by the Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital, Columbus, Ohio, hereby 

state and subscribe to the fact that the above named respondent 

in these Mentally Ill proceedings has been found to have a 100% 

service related disability and is eligible for priority admission 

to the proper Veterans Acll:linistration Hospital. Affiant further 

states that he has had telephone verification from the Veterans 

Administration Hospital located in , Ohio, 

that the said hospital will accept the respondent immediately if 

so ordered by the Probate Court. 

Further affiant sayeth not. 

Signature of Affiant 
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IN ACCORD.~~CE. \\1!'H 
SECTIO~ 5122.10 O.R.C. 

1: lne Head o! 
<Facil i :y Xar::e) 

-~ne undersigned has reason to believe that 
t.i-; 

,. (?,~ 

I {Name of Person to be Admitted} 

I
. a mentally ill person subject to ho$l)italization by court order under division B of Section 

.22. 01 o! t.'ie Revised Code; i.e., this person · 

r:J (1) Reprisene.s a .substantial risk of ~ysic:al har:n to himself as manifested by evideoc:e 
·. II of threat:s of, or attempts at, suicide or serious selI~~n£licted bodily harm.. . 

[JI (2) Represen~ a substantial ri.sk of physical ham· to others as maniiested by evi::~nce 
.0£ recent homicidal or other violent b~havior or evidence 0£ recent threats that 
place another in reasonable fear of violent behavior and serious physical hac. · . 

(3) Represents a substantial and irrmediate risk o! sericU$ physiO!l imoainnent or injury 
to himself a.s manifested by evidence that he is unable to provide ~or and is not 
providing for his basic physical needs be<:ause 0£ llis ment.iU illness and that ap:>rop
riat.e provision !or such needs cannot be made ia:nediately available in. the c:a.r.nmity • 

. (4) Would beaeiie frc::J. t:eatment .in a hospital !or his ;::e.'tcal ilbess and is il1 ne~ 0£ 
such treatment as lllal'li!ested by evidence o! behavior eh.at creates a gr:ive and ic:ri.nent · I ri.sk to Sub:stantial rights o! others or hi:sel£. 

rf:?resent.s a .substantial risk of physical harm. to hio:isel! or others ii allowed to re::ai:i at. 
l.i±:erty pending examination. . · . 

:trlre, it i~ requested. chat said pe~on be ad::i:itted to !:he above n~ed facility. . . 

I . · STAm1ENT OF BELIEF 

~e !ill~ out by :ne of the following: a psychiatrist, licensed clinical psychologist, 
::~ ph.ysiciaa, health or police o£iicer, .sheri!.f or deputy sheri!i.) . 

\f' ..... f: mail 
0

include the cir.:mnstances under which t.'te individual was ta.1-en into custody and the 
uTior the person's' belie£ that hospitali.:ation is necessary. ·The state::ie.oit shall also include 
~!erenc:e to e.fforu made to· secure the indi·vidual' s. property ae his residence if he ":"1as take.-i 
::o~tody there. Enry reasonable. and appropriate e!iort should be czaJe t.o take thl;.s per.son into 
~ in the least ccnspicuous r:anner possible. ) · 

. . 
. . . 

T ., 
-1---
·-1-. -· -·--

I (Cgntinue on ~everse side) 

.;-1 

t)~~ 

-- . - -
.. . 

. ~-.·.~:;;~::;;:~~;. 
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s1 .. :;n::.lf..',! Of Bl~LIJ::F CO;";Tl;\CErL 

. ; ; 

Title/Position/Badge or License NU!Olber 

Pl~ce oi &.:ployment· Date & Time. 

· STATEMEi\7 ·OF OBSERVATION BY PSYOlIATRIST, 
LICENSED PHYSICIAN, OR LICE>iSEO CLINICAL 

·PSYOlOLOGIST, IF APPLICABLE 
_._·~~~~-:-~~--~~~~~~~~~~ 

·Place of observatioll (e.g.·, ·c:cmmunit:y.mental: health center, general hospit:al) 

·- ... -· 

Signature 

. . ,. . . w cens~ • •c:::oier 

i :.PPRO'i~D 

_\ .0 Yes 

, ..... 

.. ·· 

Title 

Date & Ti::e 

~IG'.'iATLiRE OF HI::AD OF' HOSP ITAL 
A-8 

. - ------- ·-··· 

DATE: &: 
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I C.-\SE HISTORY OF \1E'T -\LI LL'\ESS 

I 
Form Pr!:'>Criol'C b\" l!11- Ut.·:ianml'nl of >knliJ HPaili. I;: :.lental .l{etardaLion. Di·.i:,!l.1li of :11.,nt:.ii Ht-a!tt'.. in . .;ceurdar•<.:t' With s .. c,;or~ 
51'.l:to~ of the Revbed Cude 

(Thi:; information :\1CST ac~ompany :\Iedical Certificate to Su;:ierir.t!!ndent of Statt- Institution 1 

I 
This form to b<> :·,·11·.1:ileted by the pt"rson :naking application for admission or hy any other interested com;:>t-tC':1t ;:><.>rson. 

1. FuH name of patienr _ ......... . 

I 2. A\?.e .......... Born. Month ............ Day ...................... Year .......... Place ..................... . 

3. Race ........ Sex ........ Single .... Married .... Widowed .... Divorced .... Separated ............ Religion ......... . 

I 4. Patient now resides at ...................................................................................... . 
(Street Address) (City) (Zip Code! ICounty) (State) 

and has lived at this address for a period of .................................................................... . 

I 5. Previous place of abode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................................................. . 
(Street Address) (City1 (Zip C.:>de1 1County1 1State) 

Length of residence at previous place abode ................................................................... . 

I 6. If not known to be a legal residence of Ohio, give place of legal settlement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... . 

I i. Occupation ..................... Wnen and where last employed ............................................... . 

I 8. Education: None ............ Common School ............ High School ............ College ...................... . 

9. If patient is of foreign birth. give date and port of entry into the United States ......................................... . 

1 ···································································································· 
10. If of foreign birth, is patient naturalized'? ................... When ............................................. . 

I 11. \Vho will supply clothing'? ..............•................................................................... 

12. Wno is responsible for cost of hospitalization . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

113. Name and address in full of person to whom correspondence is_ to be directed ......................................... . 

I 
I 
I 
I 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · • · · · · · · · · • • · • · · · · · · ... · .................................... Relationship ............ . 

14. Guardian: Name ..................................... Address ............................................ . 

15. Name and address of family physician ....................................................................... . 

16. ls patient an honorably discharged soldier, sailor. marine, army or na,·y nurst> Ima!" or fo:male) or is patient a widow or widower. 
or other dependent of a deceased soldier, sailor. marine. or nurse of any war i::i whh:h the United States has engaged"? 

li. lf so state date of induction into active service of such ex·service man or woman and date. miE:.arv or na,·aJ rank, and or2ani.:ation 
at time of his or her discharge; and if a dependent, stat!! the name of th.: det:!:'ased ex-serrice ~an or woman upon w-hom such 
dependency is claimed: 

1··········································································· 

I 
I A-9 



FA~llL Y HISTORY 

1. father's name ........................ Birth place ................................... :'.'iaturalized? ......... . 

'.!. Birth date ............................... Legal residence ...................................... . 

3. Present address ............................................................................. . 

4. Present state of health .................................................................................... 

5. If deceased. give age and cause of death . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 

6. Occupation of father ................................ Education .......................................... . 

7. '.\lother"s maiden name ................................ Birthplace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Naturalized'?. . . . . . . . . . . .. 

8. Birth date .............................. Legal residence ................................................. . 

9. Present address ........................................................................................ . 

10. Present state of health ................................................................................... 

11. If deceased, give age and cause of death ..................................................................... . 

12.. Occupation of mother ............................... Education .......................................... . 

13. Were father and mother related by blood? ........... if so, in what degree? .................................. . 

14. Wife's maid.en name ................................. Birth place ........................ Naturalized? .. . 

15. Present address ................................................................................... . 

16. '.':ame and ages of children .................. ·... . . . . . . . . . ................................................ . 

li. Which of patients. parents. grandparents. brothers. sisters. uncles or aunts. if any (give name). ever had the following habits 
or diseases: mental illness, nervousness. nervous breakdown, hysteria. epilepsy. spasms, convulsions. fainting spells. sunstroke. 
paralysis. feeble-mindedness, mental retardation, tuberculosis. syphilis. cancer. drug addiction alcoholic addiction or any 
other diseases? 

18. Gi\·e name of anv relative who is or who has been confined in a public or prh·ate institution (mental ar.d nervous. 
correctional, county home, chiidren 's home. etc.), place and date. 

-• lll!i' 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

19. Other pertinent facts in family hi~tory ............................................. · ..... · ......... · · · . · · · · · · I 

I 
A-10 
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I 
I 

HISTORY Of .\IE~TA.L ILL\ESS DEFIClE\CY 

I 20. How long ha\·e you known this per5on? ...................................................................... . 

21. Have you known this per;;on intimately? ..................................................................... . 

I 22. When was the first sign of mental illness obserwd by you? ........................................................ . 

1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.::::::::.:·:::::.: .. :::·:.::::::.::·.::·:··:.::·:· 
12-i. Was the present attack gradual or sudden in its onset? ........................................................... . 

25. State what leads you to believe this person is mentally ill ........................................................ . 

1································································································ ········ 

126. Has this pt-rson shown any antisocial behavior? ................................................................ . 

1··························.··············································································· 

27. Was this person previously stable and well-adjusted? ............................................................ . 

I 2S. >iumber of pre..,ious attacks of mental disorder ................................................................ . 

29. Has this person been a patieni. in any hospital. private ~r pu':Jlic. for the mentally ill or any other institution? ............... . 

I \\"here and how long? .................................................................................... . 

30. Has this person suffered serious physical injury? 1 particularly to head I. ............................................ . 

131. If.so. give particulars ................................................................................... . 

132. Has this person suffered any serious illness? ........... State when and of what nature. and name and address oi physician or 

hospital .............................................................................................. . 

1 ....................................................................................................... . 
133. Has this person ewr :1ad any surgical operai.ions? ·~ ....... State when and of what nature. and name and address oi physician 

I 
A-ll 



I 
::;5 Ha.' !:t1s pl:"r-.,on re-quin4 d ft-':'ding. st~cius1on or rPstra1nr'.' . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 

................................................................ ' .................................... . I 
36. Has this person been addicted to the use of alcohol or drugs·> ........................... If so explain fully ............ . I 

I 
37. (Answer Yes or No)ls person paralytic'? .......... Bedridden'? ....... untidy'? ......... Violent'? ....... Destructi\·e'? ..... . 

Excited'? ........ Depressed'? ........... Homicidal'? ........... Suicidal'? ......................................... . I 
38. If any of the above are true. describe ......................................................................... . 

I 
39. l.s there- any phyisical defect or deformity'? ................................................................. _ .. . I 
40. Has person ever suffered from syphilis'? ........................................................................ . 

I 
41. Is pe-rson epileptic'? ....... Was person feeble-minded in childhood'? ................................................. . 

I 
I 

The above information furnished by .............................................. Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
who is a ................ of t.he patient. This infonnation is believed to be true to the best of his or her knowledge. 

(Stale Relationship) I -
Date prepared .............................. 19 ......... . .. 

I 

I 
• -.. -.. 
I 
I -

A-12 I 
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I 
Liability for Support 

I Di!partm~nt of Mcnt;il Health and Mt!ntal Aetardauon 
Section of Acimbursem~nt Se01ic~ 

Probate Court 

late of Ohio J 
---------County, SS 

lthe Matter ot ________________ _ 

Inquest of Mental lllness 

Mental Retardation 

I the Superintendent HOSl)ital /Institution 

accordance with Section 5121.02 of the Ohio Revised Code, I, the Judge of the Probate Court, of the County aforesaid and do 
cartify that 

.• e __________ _ 

S~reet address or RFD No·------------------------------....----

l and State------------------------------- Zip Code--------

re 0 father 

0 mother 

0 husband 

0 wife 

0 lawfully appointed 
guardian 

• 

of . this day committed to the aforesaid hospital I institution, who may be r liacie for the support of said patient while a patient of this or any institution or hospital to which the patient may be transferred. 

Witness my hand this day of 19 _ 

I Judge of Probate Court 

.• 
Oeputv 

II runt. In accordance with section 5123.41 of the Revised Code, the coi.:rt will be rendering valuable service to the Department 
o~ntal Health and Mental Retardation by obtaining at the time of commitment the following financial information regarding the 
patient and relatives. 

of. •. At;Je Residence Real Estate Personal Propeny Gross Annual 
(If dead, SO State) Income 

lient 
Value Debts Value Debts 

ent's Husband or Wife 

Patient's Father 

ent's Mother 

Patient's Guardian I 
fe patient entitled to or receiving Social Securitv benefits? YP.S _No _ Claim Number-----------

Ooes the patient have Medicare, Medicadc. or other hosoitalization insurance? Yes No--------
Nie and Addrl'SS of Company 

Is e patient entitled 10 any other pension or income? Yes ___ No __ _ 

Policy Number------------

Amount? ----Source _____ _ 

ere is any other pertinent financial inform;11ion with reference to the p<1ticnt or rclativt..'S please indicate below: 

A-13 



IN THE COURT' OF COMMON PLE.~S, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 
PROBATE DIVJ:SIOU 

In the Matter of 

Case No. 
Alleged Mentally {Ill} (Retarded) 

JOURNAL ENTRY 

ORDER SETTING HEARING AND SERVJ:CE 

On the---- day of _______ ,19_, an· a£fidavit alleging 

--------~--~·-- to be Mentallv (Ill) {Retarded) subject to 

Court ordered hospitalization was filed in this Court by -------
---------------· • 

It is ordered that the hearing on the affidavit be had before this 

Court at Columbus, Ohio, on the day of 19_, --------- -------------
at o • cloc.lc .M., and that written notice of said 
------------~- -----

beari.~g be given by mail or otherilise to all persons e.~titled to notice 

under the law of the State of Ohio: and this cause is continued. 

... 

A-14 

Richard B. Metcalf 
Probate Judge 
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58·P..l'.C._.. 

ORDER OF DETENTION 
(Mental lllneu, Feebl~Mmdedneu) 

F- PJ.aia.i b7 U.. 0-"tmeat ol M-.ta1 Hni-• uaoi C..nwct:ioa. Di...Ui- ol M.aa'1 Hysi
ia Acco.._. wida S.Ccicna s 123.08 or tbe R.mMci c...i. 

(fL C. ~- JIZZ.11, .17) 

'l1te Stata ol o..,·-----------'CountT. 

z_n_t_he_M_att_er_of ________________ l, 

alleged to be 1 ______ _ 

Case No. ______ _ 

~--------------------------- .ol said County, G.reetinp; 

WHEREAS, ________ _ 

who resides at ------

has filed in the Probate Court of said County, an affe:lacit alleging that: ·---- ---···- -
--· residing at __ _ 

, and by reason of such 2
• ------- __ said person !:: 

likely to infure himself or others if allou;ed to remain at liberty or needs immediate hospital t:-eat-

ment. 

YOU ARE THEREFORE, commanded to apprehend the said person __ _ 
crona ... u.i 

. ___ and 

detain "·-····-at---··------ -------------, and bring h ..... ·-···· 
before me at. ____ _ --------·---··• in said County, on the ______ day of 

________ _...!. D. 19-- at _____ o'clock_.lt., then and there to abide 

the order of this Court in the P"'cmises. Herein fail not, and of this u,'rit make legal sen:ice and due 

return not later than the first business day after sercice is had. 

IN TESTIJIONY WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and affix the seal of 

said Probate Court at: , Ohio, thi.~ 

___ _day of. ·-------A D. 19--·-

---------------·-·--Proba.u J uti.ge 

A.-15 



THE STATE OF OHIO · 

~~~~~~~~COUNTY}a. Retana oi Sheriff, Police Officer, or P- Appainied. 

.Rscei'IJed tlti8 writ _____ ,--1.S_a.t _____ .o'clock,_Jf., a.nd on 

!9 __ , I ezecuted t/w sa.me pursua.11.t to tke commGnd o; tke Court. 

Semee anci return • • • • • • 1.50 

Mileac""" ___ ... m,..jl._ at • I 0 aa. • • • 

Tow • $. __ _ 

F• ol P-- OtMr n... Sla.Ul'1 

Serrice aaci r.para • • • • • • • 

Milup ------------· 

T-1 .. · s. __ _ 

I 
I 

I 
1i 

z 
0 
i: z e 
Q 

r. 
0 

= :..I 
Q 

= 0 

By---------· 
si..n4. Pollce om-. ? ....... AllPOlacooi 
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51 • P.P.C. 

In The Prcbate Court of Franklin County, Ohio 

No·----------
Nocic:e Of Hearing Or Rehearing O~ Affidavit 

To·--·---·---·-----···--

-----··-·---··---
------------·····--·----·· 

Tau. an 'Mre'bv n.al;i,fted tkat on tke •.•. ______ day of.-·-·····-············--··-···-·-· 1.'J._ ••• , 

·------------• reaidin.t a.t·-----····-··---···--~·-·--·----······--· 
a1Ui. Gein.~ ono of tlte nen of kin, or a resident of Fra.7'/c1.i,n, Cou.nty, Ohio, filsd in tlii:J 

menta.lb1 ill, f e~ola 1ni1tded, epilepti.c, and th.at said a;f!f.d.a.vit will 011 for 11.ea:ri.n!J bef r:rre 

said Court at_. _______ ......on tke._ ....... - .... day of·-··········----·-·--··· 1-9 .• _, 

at ·-·- o' cloclc -·- .,1{. 

WIT.VESS m11 sitn.a:tu."rs (J,71,d, the sea.L of sa.id Court, th.i:J .• ___________ da:y of 

··--·----·--....!..· D. 19 ...... -
RICR.ilt.D B. )!:ETC.u.F. 

Ju.d.18 and. Ex--Offi.cio Clerk of tl&e Probate Court 

DY---·---·-···-···---·--····-·········-·--Deput11 Clerk. 

A-17 



SHERJFF'S RETURN 

Sh..uf'a OfDc:e, Fraaldin C-tT, Ohio 

····················-·················-· 19·-····· 

Receil1ed this Writ on tlie .................. _day o;. ............................................... , 19 ........ , a.t ... ·-··-· 

o'clock ···-·- .. It., and on. th e .................... d.ay of·-·······················································• 19 ........ , I served 

the sa.me by 
1 

············-······-··················a true copy thereof • ·············································-·······-··········· 

········-·-·-······-···--··-··-·············~·······-···················-···············-····························-··-tM with.in named 

.SHERIFF'S FEZ! 

s....;ca aad Ret11r11, int - • S 

••••••••• .lwW1 - ..... ZS. • 

Milaace. • • • • • •• • ..W... at lie • • 

Total • • • 

1.SO 

.............. 

···--···--··--····----····-··--·-·-··-·····--·-··--· 
Sheriff. 

BY······-····-·········-·······-·····-·······-·-----Deputy. 

AFFIDA VlT OR R.£TURN OF SERVICE 

The State of Ohio, Fruldia Coaaty. 

----·-··--··--·············-·····-···-·--····-··• beint first duly swam, sa.ys tkat on the 

····---.. day of--·-··-----·-·-• 19·-····· ·····-··-··-·····--··.Se7'Ved the with.in notice by 

--····-----------··················-··-·-···---a copy the7"eof, to ea,ch. 

of the zcitlun named interMted parti.es a.nd tha.t .. ·-·--········---·of said naticu ka, ___ bu-n. 
(-1 

1·etu;rned unclaimed, ~wit:·-··-················---············-····-·-······-···-·---··-···----

·-----------············-···-··-··············--(~I 

···-········--······-··--··--······--··--·····---
Swom to before me and sifned in my presence, th.is 

··--···---day of.·-··--·--··--·--• 19-

···-···-·········-·····--------·-··-···· Deputy Probate Cl.erk. 

······-···-·-··-·---··-Notary PubUc. 
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I 
FRA..~KLIN COUNTY COURT OF C0~1~10N PLEAS, PROBATE DIVISION 

I In the Matter of 

I 
I 
I 

Alleged to be Mentally Ill 

JOURNAL ENTRY 
FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE ORDERING AN I~TERD1 ORDER OF DETENTIO!i 

AND ORDER SETTIXG HEARI~G AND SERVICE 

On the _____ day of , 19~, an affidavit 

I &lleging ________ ~~~~~~~~~~======--to be Mentally Ill sub-

I ject to Court ordered hospitalization was filed in this Court by 

The Court finds that from all the 

I evidence presented there is probable cause to believe that the facts 

in the affidavit of Mental Illness are true. 

I It is therefore ordered that an Interim Order of Detention be 

I 
issued and this r:iatter set for a. full h_earing before this Court at 

Columbus, Chio on the day of , 19_, ----- ~-----~-----------I at ________ A.M., and that written notice of said bearing be given 

by mail or otherwise to all persons entitled to notice under the law 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

of the-Sta.ta of Ohio; and this cause is continued. 

·. 
.. 

Richard B. Metcalf 
Probate Judge 
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CC L 1.; :·•. 8 L: S , CH I 0 

In it i a 1 \:on tac::: 

~:.,Nar.:e: 

~ ..:..ddress: 

~c Ions ':.O Kame: 

son See~ing Probate: 

:- t l:i sh i ;:i of Ca 1 I er to CI i en t: 

for Seeking Probate: 

I 
I 
I 
I 

-I 
1il Care (check as many as apply): 

!ot::i l Tir.ie: Phone: Face-to-~ace: 

Age: 

Client's Phone Nu~ber: 

Caller's Phone Number: 

-(pati~nt (include where, when, and why): 

_ ucpat1ent (include where, when and why): 

_,ysician (include \"ho, when and why): 

_Medication (include name, dosage, and why): 
~~~~--~--~----~------------------------~ 

_,her (specify): 

or Present Court Involvement: None Yes If yes, specify: 

I 
~ssessment of Client: 

s.l.01-s A-21 
(continuea on reverse side) 

I 



[ 

l 
[ 

l 
l 
t 
l 

mediate Interventions: [ 

t 
[ 

ternatives Involving Client and/or Significant Other(s): t 
[ 

l 
r 

:or..r:'len da t i on s : 

[ 

( 

'erl"'a! (s) .~ade: t4one To S'..ICMHC 
[ 

a r.:ie r ( s pee i fy} : 
...,, 

;::cs i: ion: Probated [ 
A-22 I 



V -· . \ •. U~fl' IO'~TAI. GTATll5 lXA'llNATHlN 

- Q'i"- - -------- - -

'· ...... ......., 

- - - - - ~NT~f.XNl-- 1'•6- -hllcnl'• 11&.'\t ~u·rvcr"• H":ac: ----------· 

~~!!.~!!:!l.!~.:!:!:!!l! 

V • floctcrn.lnatlon ••de 
tr.: • Jllal1)rv: Ducrlbcd b-.iL not. dcraonalrt.tctS 
tiD • E~~h~;-a.n.S ca.1u1ol ~c interred 

I
~--- Slight ...... ;I 

Not or u 

--------r-.--:---.---;..-:::--:-::-~-:--o::-7''.:7'.::-"------1~T~•~•~•~n~ ~~l:~··1 }, rl\flicall1 unkcart, WlClun ..... ,,., •••••• 
· 2. clothloa dlahcvclC.t, dirt)' .•••..•..••••••• ___ == == 

}. clC1lhJng •tn•tcal, W'\u1ual, bl1arr•·· ••••• 
-·- __ --------- a.. umuual rhvdca.l· cha.ractci-tat1c1.......... --- ---_J 

""~i<.irrs iu: •lHA1tA11Ct: 

f'u1lur• 
-~uc;>Cd ••••••• , ••• o ••••••••• , ••••••••••••• 
6. rlald, tcnu ••••• · ........................ . 

l"acla.l 
l•11rutlon 
Sut:.bUh 

_:l:_!!~!J:!~!:.L .. J.'!!Il~!~!.!·~!.:..• .............•.•• 
8. a.n.Jl.lety, rc .. r, •FJ'ltcbcn1 OQ,. ,, , •• , • , , , ,, , .-.---1----
9. dcprc11lon, ca.tatu•·· •• , ...•••••••••.••••• 

10. &n£<C, bootlllty .... : ................. , • , • t---f---
11. dccrcuc.S varlabi Uty or exprc••lan ••••••• 
.!LM!.!!..I!.~!£!,_!n•rrrojlrJ!!!!!.!''· •....•...•. ,..,... 

blllAVIOM I G•nrr&I BoJ1 
H.lY't.,.'"Hllll 

I]. acccleratc.;1 1 ln~rca:.cJ •pee.S .••••••••••••• 
JI.. dccrca1cd 1 1lwcd ••••••••.•••••••••••••• ,. 1---+---
H. atypical, pcculhr, lo&p~roprhte ••. , ••••• 

A..1:11lltu•lc aod 17. lncrco1cd 1 loud .• ~! •••• ~.................. __ 
C{.1\lll)' or 16. dccrcaacd, 1lowc.S ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

. 1·_!6, FC!!!!.!.!!l!!_!.&-!,!lgtty ••• · ••• •. • o.,, •• •. • •• • 

E.i'.!•'h .!2..o.....!!H.!.£!.L~!!l• elurtl_!!4 •l..,,..cr ....... 
20. doc.lncerlr.a .••••••••• , ; •• ~ ••••••••••• • •. • • 

l.1i..>Ctor-l'lthnt. 21. •ul:Q1Ul'¥'c, O\"Cf1¥ c~pUant •••••••••••••• 
Relat.lurutilJl 22. provocative ••••••••• .; ••••••••••••••••••••• 

2]. euarlcluua ••• ••••• ., • ••·•• •• ••••• •••• ••••• 
·-·-·--•-·-------a. .. ~· u~~l<lper•tlve ••...•...••...••••••••••••••• n• :o::r:s kl 111:11•vw11: 

I
- 25. lnappro~rhte to tbouahl content ...... , .. 
lll'l.l~G 26. lncrcuc~ lablllty or a.Chet ..... • ..... .. 
(Al1HT pred""'1nanl IDoo4 h: 
A.~~ HJON 27. l>lw1ted, abocnl, unvar.Y1n1 .............. . 

j 28. e..5.l:orh, tlotlon ....................... . 

I 
2'), L"<:<r, bO•tlllt1 ...................... • .. 
30. fear, ~n.xlet)', •Ptlrd1cn1Jon •••••••••••••• 

·---------- _l.!..:.._!!rpr1:"1,1c.n, aa.:!:ic•a, ••••••••••••••••••••• 
:.\:1:-o::ns m: n:rtUl~; 

---·~---

·~---·---

"••H----------

~~!_tlon Sy111L0Ja 

V • OctcrmlnriLton mado 
llX • Ht~Lor1J.. DcocrlbeiJ but. not demonalratcd 
tfD • ~!!.!!. and cannot be Jn(crrcd 

:.i teht I 1:arr.e.1 
llol or or 

)2. llJuslono ••••...••••.• ·••. ~£.!:~l'-~£~..!:.......)'Tute•1: 
ll. eudl to.-y ha.ll\•i:lnilloni • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · - ---

J'ERCEPrlOll l 3~. vhu"l h"lluclnallon1 .......... "" .. " • • • 

COl&:t:HTS fil: l'EHCEPtlOll: 5 • olhcr ly~~ucl1;;lj~~;:::::::::::::: 

Iolellectual 
l\lnctlonlng 

36. Impaired level or con1clou1ncH ......... .. 
31. Impaired atte11tlon epa.n .•••••••••••••••••• 
38. lm1>1•lrcd abotr~ct thinking .............. .. 
39. l.Jnpa.1 red calculation ab111 t1 • ............. 

I l,~~c..itlre·i_!.1!.~ellt21:nce •••••••..••••••••••.• 
li'l. dloorienled to pereon .................... . 

'Orientation ~2. dhorlcntcd lo r·la•o .................... .. 
I J-!l.:....!!!.~~.!~~ed to lime ............ :.!.!..:..:..:...:...:. 

Ii'. difficulty in aclmovlodglng lhe prucnco 

lndght 
or paychologlcal problc~ ••••••••••••••• 

IA5. aoot.ly blo.mca other1 or clrcU?Ulonce• tor 
I 1--,,....-...,-roblcma ............................... . 

l.JOpolred ability lo IDl.J\qe dolly living 

1lllliXlllG !Judgment •1. l.JOpalred ability to 111Alto reaaonoblo 11 re 
~ctlvlllco .............................. Ll---I 

I I declalo~a ••••••.••••••.••••••••••.•..••.. ---•----·•---
~8. Impaired ltllllcdl etc recall •••••••••••••.•.. 
t.9. lm11a.lred recent memory •••••••••••••••••••• fcaoey 

1--------IY_:__!~alred remole snemrny ••• ••••• •••••••••.. , 

·fbought 
on lent 

ltitrcaa of Thought 
( u 11W11fe1le4 by 

5).. obaeo1lon1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
52. ccr.i11ul1lono ••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••• 
53. 1>boblu .................................. . 
5~. 4croallutlon ••• 4e1•croona.Uut1on ••..••.•• 
55. oulcldol Ideation ........................ . 
56. hc....tcldal Ideation ...................... .. 
57. delu1Jona .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
58. ldcaa or reference ••••.•••••..••••.••.•.•• 
5q, JJcaa or tnnuence ..... ., .... , ., .......... . 

6o. a3aoctatlona.l dlaturba.ncc •••.••••••••••••• 
61. thought rtow dccreaoed, 1low1;d •••••••••••.• 

'-----~r~~ 
C()!HllffS I!~ 111111KlllG1 

62. U1ouf!!t r1ow lncreaoc4 •••••.•••••••.•.•••• '. 

~UGllOSIS: _________________________________ _ 

u llAlllCcalcd "' the follovtng M.B.E. tt .... 
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In the Matter of 

IN TIIE COUHT OF Cmt\10N PLE.AS, :FMNKLIN COUNTY. OHIO 
I"RODATE DIVIS IO:i 

Case No. 
Alleged Mentally (Ill)(Retardcd) 

ME:\!ORANDm.I OF CO~'TACT WITH ME:-.'TAL HE.~LTH CE~'TER 

North Centr::il 
Columbus Area 
Southwest 

-Ra.y Bashista 
- Deborah Emm 

Jim Raia 

Other 

Other 
Other -------------

_SOtrrHEAST 
Represents--a"""""s ...... u~o~s~ta---n~t~1-a·~1---r-1-s~k---o~f--p•n-y_s_1_c_a~l h~rm to himself as manifested ·by ---evidence of threats of, or attempts at, suicide, or serious self-inflicted 
bodjly harm; 

Represents a substantial risk of physical harm to others as manifested by ----evidence of recent homi.cidal or other violent behavior or evidenc.e of recent 
threats that place another in reasonable fear of violent behavior and serious 
physical harm; 

Represents a substantial and immediate risk of physical impairment or injury ---to himself as manifested by evidence that he is u~able to provide for, and is 
not providing for his basic physical needs because of his mental illness and 
that appropriate provision for such needs cannot be made immediately av::iilable 
in the community, or; 

YWould benefit from treatment in a hospital for his mental illness and is in ---need of such''.treatment as manifested by evidence of behavior that creates a 
grave and imminent risk to substantial rights of others or himself. 

Re!ered to this Court of the ·----- day of 19 -------- ---

lJcput.y Clerk 
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FRJ-"?KLIN COUNTY COURT OF CO!.!MON PLEAS, PRODATE DIVISION .1 
I In the Matter o! 

\. 

~ I All~gcd !lcmtally (Ill)( Retarded) 

Case No. 

I RIGHTS OF AN INVOLtDiTARILY DET.~INED PERSON 

·. I Yo~ h~ve the RIGHT to: 

(1) Yake immediately a reasonable number of telephone calls 

I 
I 
·I 
. ·I·. . 

I· . 

1. 

or use other reasonable means to contact an attorney, a 
physician, a licensed clinical psychologist, or to 
contact some other person or persons to secure repre
sentation by counsel, or to obtain medical or ps.ycho
logical assisi:ance, and .be provided assistance i:i making 
calls if.such assistance is needed and requested; -(~) Retain counsel and have independent expert evaluation 
of his mental condition and, if he is unable to obtain 

-. an attorney, be represente4 by Court-appointed counsel 
·and have independent expert evaluation of his mental 
condition at public expense; 

(3) Have a hearing~ upon request, to determine whether or 
not there is probable cause to believe he is a mentally 
(ill)(retarded) person subject to hospitalization by 
Court order • . .. 

AFFIDAVITS OF PRESE~"'TAT!ON OF RIGETS 

I 
On the day of , 19 1 I read and served 

copy of RIGIITS OF AN INVOLUNTARILY DETAINED ;;Sat{ to 
--~~~~~~~-

·~----------------immediately upon taking said person into custody. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

. . 

.. • 

Deputy Sheriff Bailiff 

.· 
: 
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 
PROBATE DIVISION 

In the Matter of 

Case No. --------Alleged Mentally (ILI,) (Retarded) 

SELECTl:ON OF COUNSEL, INDEPENDENT EXPERT 
AND PERSON TO RECEIVE NOTICE 

I, the undersigned person hereby select in this matter: 

whose address is 
~-----------

· act as my counsel: whose address is 
---------------~ 

to 

~---------------~ to act as my independent expert, and -------~~ 

whose address is 
~----------------~ 

as a person to receive notice. 

Alson, that if the above parties fail to appear or consent timely in 

the above me.~tioned matter, that the Court shall appoint competent persons 

to act on my behalf in those capacities. 

This ~~-day of ~~~--~-'19~, I served the within selection 

form by handing it personally to said patient, who thereupon made the 

selections above indicated. 

Bailiff Deputy Sherif£ 
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I 
I 
NOTIFICATION OF PATIENT'S RIGHTS • INVOLUNTARY 

IN ACCOROANCS WITH 
5122.05 0.R.C. 

IR INVOLUNTARY PATIENTS ONLY 

l•·---------:-"""""'.~--------have been informed and provided with a written statement of the following 
ts: (Patient's name1 

To immediately make a reasonable number of telephone calls, or to use other reasonable means to contact an 
attorney, a physician, a licensed clinical psychologist, or to request some other person(s) to secure representation 
by counsel, or to obtain medical or psychological assistance. 
To retain counsel and to have independent expert evaluation of my medical condition, and if unable to obtain an 
anomey, be represented by a court-appointed counsel and have independent expert evaluation of my mental 
condition at public expense. 

3. To have a hearing to determine whether or not there is probable cause to believe that I am a mentally ill person 

I
. subject to hospitalization by court order. 

NTALLY ILL PERSON SUBJECT TO HOSPITALIZATION BY COURT ORDER means a mentally ill person who, 
because of his illness, 

I 

represents a substantial risk of physical harm to himself as manifested by evidence of threats of, or attempts at, 
suicide or serious self-inflicted bodily harm; 

(b) represents a substantial risk of physical harm to others as manifested by evidence of recent homicidal or other 
violent behavior or evidence of recent threats that place another in reasonable fear of violent behavior and serious 
physical harm; 

(c) represents a substantial and immediate risk of physical impairment or injury to himself as manifested by evidence 
that he is unable to provide for and is not providing for his basic physical needs because of his mental illness and 
that appropriate provision for such needs cannot be made immediately available in the community; or I (d) would benefit from treatment in a hospital for his mental illness and is in need of such treatment as manifested 
by evidence of behavior that creates a grave and imminent risk to substantial rights of others or himself. 

I . addition, I have been informed and provided with a written statement of my personal and legal rights as a patient in 
hospital. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 11 
11 
i 

i1 
I 

Patient's signature--------------------Date __________________ _ 

Parent/Guardian's signature ___________________ _ 
(if appiicablel Date __________________ _ 

Client Rights Advocate's signature ___________________ _ 
Date ___________________ _ 

Admitting Person's signature ___________________ _ 

(c:cntinuea on reverse sid•l 
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Date ___________________ _ 

NOTIFICATION OF PATIENT'S RIGHTS 
!'!EV. 1.2/7& 

INVOLUNTARY 
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NOTJFICATlON OF PATIENT'S RIGHTS - INVOLUNTARY 

Notifications 'Nhich were unsuccessful due m the oarien-t's condition were attempted at ':lie foilcwir.g times: 

1st Artempt -------------------------0.ate 

------------------------_;;Client Rights Adv-:icate 

2nd Attempt ________________________ _.Date 

________________________ __,Client Rights Advocate 

3rd Attempt _______________________ _,Date 

_________________________ C.lient Rights Advocate 

4th Attempt -----------·-------------Date 

-------·-----·--------------'Clien~ghts Advocate 

I unde.rstand the explanation of my ;:iersonal and legal rights as a patient in this facilitY. 

Patient's signature ---------------------

Date _____________________ _ 

Parent/Guardian's signature ---------------------

Date ---------------------------

Client Rights Advocate's signature ---------------------
Date ____________________ _ 
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I 
I 
I 

IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, FR.A.NK!"I~T COUNTY, OHIO 
PROBATE DIVISION 

the Matter of 

Case No. 

I CERTIFICATE OF EXAMINATION 

EX RACE DATE OF BIRTH PLACE OF BIRTH 

ADDRESS STREET, CITY, COUNTY, STATE, AND ZIP CODE 

I 
The undersigned certifies that he is a licensed 
~the State of Ohio, and that the following are tacts r~lating to the 
~mination of the above-named person. 

I further certify that I have with care and diligence personally obse::ved 
alli examined the named person on the day of · in the 
ylllr 19 A.D. 

I t said person was examined at 
as a result of such examination, I believe said person is/is not in 

n ed of 

I 
as requested by 

l reasons outlined below. 

1.ARKS: Please indicate the condition needing attention and most desirable mrod of treatment. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I , .... .. 

.. ..... • .. i ~ 

' . 
A-29 
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FRANKLIN COUNTY COURT OF cmmoN PLEAS I PROBATE DIVIS I <N 

In the !.fatter of 

Case No. 

Alleged Mentally (Ill)( Retarded) 

REQUEST FOR APPOINT~fENT OF INDEPE~ENT EXPERT 

Whereupon ------~------------_,having been appointed as 

• Counsel to represent the Respondent in this matter, it is requ~sted 

that an Independent Expert be appointed to exa.~ine the Respondent and 

to report his opinion forthwith to Respondent's Counsel. 

Counsel for Responden~ 
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.1 IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 
PROBATE DIVISION 

I 
In the Matter of 

case No. --------I Alleged Mentally (ILL) (RETP.-~ED) 

JOURNAL ENTRY APPOnTTING Th~EPENDENT EXPERT & COURT DOCTOR 

I Upon written request of Respondent's Counsel and it appearing to the · 

tourt that Respondent is unable to obtain an Independent EXpert or is 

indigent, the court hereby Orders that be 

~appointed as Independent Expert in this matter and that as Independent 

'Expert he shall examine the Respondent and report his opinion to 

Respondent's Counsel forthwith. 

I FUrthe:rmore, the Court on it's own motion orders that --------
~·-------------------- be appointed as Court Doctor in this matter and that 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

as Court Doctor he shall examine the Respondent and report his opinion 

the Court pursuant to Chapter 5122 of the Ohio Revised Code. 

A-31 
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PL~, F~..NKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 
PROBATE DIVISION 

In the Matter of 

case No. 
rm 

Alleged Mentally (Ill) (Retarded} 

JOURNAL ENTRY APPOINTING COUNSEL 

trpon the oral appl.ic:ation of the above .named person, and it 

further appearing to the Court that the said person is unable to 

obtain Counsel or is indigent, the Court hereby Orders that 

~--------------------~' Attorney at Law, Columbus, Ohio, is app~inted 

to ac:t as counsel in this matter. In the event that the above 

captioned person is not indigent the Court reserves the•right to 

assess costs to said person. 

A-32 
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FRANKLIN COUNTY COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, PROBATE DIVISION 

In the Matter of 

Case No. ----------------------
Alleged to be ~entally Ill 

CONSENT OF COUNSEL, INDEP~~ EXPERT 

I, the undersigned person consent to act as Counsel/Independent 

~ Expert in this matter. I understand that I am retained by 

and that compensation will come from him if 

I able to pay. In the event that the above mentioned person is indigent, 

I agree to be compensated to the extent permitted by the Cour_t. 

I 
I Date 

Attorney at ~w Independent Expert 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I .. 

I 
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO 
PROBATE DIVISION 

In the Matter of 

Case No. 
Alleged Mentally (Ill) (RetarC.ed) 

ORDER SETTING HEARING ~.NO SERTICE 

On the---- d~ of _______ ,19_, an· affidavit alleging 

to be Mentallv {Ill) (Retarded) subject to 

Court ordered hospitalization was filed in this Court by ---------

----------------~----· • 

It is ordered that the hearing on the a£fidavit be had before this 

Court at Columbus, Ohio. on the ---------- day of _______ 19_, 

at o'clock .M., and that written notice of said ---------------- ------
hearing be given by mail or otherwise.to all persons entitled to notice 

under the law of the State of Ohio1 and this cause is continued. 

"'· 
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I 

I~ THE PROBATE COURT OF FRANKLI~ COUNTY, OHIO 

In the Matter of Number ------------

ENTRY CONTHHII.XG HEARING 

For good cause the hearing of this proceeding is continued to 

o'clock M. , on the day o:f ------
19 ---

Judge of the Probate Court 
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( /~) l 
IN THE PROBATE COURT OF FRANKL!~ COUNTY, OHIO 

In the Matter o! 

Case No. 
Alleged to be Men tally Ill 

ENTRY OF cm;TINUED co~~I!'ntENT 

This matter came to be heard on this day o! , 19 upon ----- ------------------- ----
the request of !or continued commitment in this matter. 

----------------------------------------
The Court finds, !rom clear and convincing evidence, that the respondent, 

(check one or both, whichever is applicable) 

is dangerous either to himseli or others due 
------to his mental illness 

would benefit from court ordered hospitalization -----due to his mental illness 

The Court, therefore, orders continued commitment for the respondent at 

the least restrictive treatment environment available to 

meet the respondent's needs. This commitment shall continue until the respondent requests 

and receives a full hearing or until the hospital requests continued commitment and there is 

a hearing upon such request a:; provided for in j 5122.15(h). The respondent may also be 

discharged at any time upon the determination by the hospital's doctor that he has sufficient! 

recovered from his mental illness. In no instance shall the respondent be held more than 

two (2) years from the date of this hearing Without a court hearing upon the appropriateness 

of the respondent's continued commitment. 

The Court also finds that the respondent has been informed o! his right to request counse 

at any time and that immediately upon his request the Court Will appoint counsel !or him. 

Therefore, the Court further orders that the court appointed counsel in this matter be 

relieved at all further respo11sibility in this matter. 

Re~eree ~ Judge 
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I FRANKLIN COUNTY COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, PROBATE DIVISION 

In tb.e Matter of 

lleged to be Mentally Ill 

Case No. -----------------

I 
JOUP.N AL E:.1TRY 

(ORDER OF HOSPITALIZATIOX ;.;or TO EXCEED ~INETY DAYS) 

This day this cause came on further to be heard upon the evidence 

lesented and the Court being satisfied that said ___________ _ 

ti mentally ill and subject to hospitalization; that he has a legal set

J!ement in County; that he is likely to injure himself 

~ others if allowed to remain at liberty; and that he is a suitable person 

for hospitalization not to exceed ninety (90) days at _________ ~-~ 

the least restrictive 
=:=::o==:o:=-"':':"':-=:~~"='==~:"'='=:""!"':"-"":""!:~::-==--~:"""""::o=:~~~. NSERT NA.\IE OF HOSPITAL, AGENCY, OR INDIVIDUAL 

~ternative available and consistant with treatment goals.. 

· The Court further finds that notice of hearing has been served 

~ or waived by all persons entitled to receive notice, 

It is ordered that the above-mentioned person be hospitalized for a 

·~r±od not to exceed ninety (90) days in _______________________________ __ 
... 

. ;rmission 

lf rst been 

of said having ---------------....... --------------------~ (Agency or Individual) 
obtained by the Court; and that copies, under seal, of the 

~dings in this case be transmitted to the Head of the Hospital. 

It is further ordered that the aforesaid person be placed in the cus-

~dy of ________________________ , pending his removal on this order to 

I 
[ 
I 

The Court further finds that the respondent has been informed that he 

request an attorney at any time in the future and that immediately upon 

request the court will appoint an attorney for him. 

The Court, therefore, orders that the court appointed attorney be 

relieved of all further responsibility in this matter. 

I 
I 
I 

REFEREE - PRODATE JUDGE 
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FRANKLIN COUNTY COURT OF COM~ION PLEAS, PROBATE DIVISION 

In the Matter of 

Alleged Mentally (Ill.) (Retarded) 

BJ::ARING ON CONTESTED ~IATTERS 

Da.te 
~--------------' 

Nature of Hearing: Mentally (Ill)( Retarded) 

Attorney for Respondent 

Attorney for Hospital~----------------~--------------------------~ 

Other Parties Armstron~ and Okev-Court Renorters 

Dr. - Independent Expert 

Dr. - Court Doctor 

DISPOSITION 
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··· ... : 

IN THE PROBATE COURT OF FRANKLIN COUNTY, OIIIO 

the Matter of 

Case No. 

APPLICATION TO AUTHORIZE SURGERY 

~--------------~· the undersigned, residing at 

says that he has information to 
~----------------~ 

~believe or has actual knowledge that 

.is in need of surgery and is ~physically mentally unable to 

~receive information required to enable him to give a fully informed 

~intelligent and knowing consent to the following surgical procedure: 

I 
I The undersigned further states that said procedures are necessary 

to protect the general health and well-being of-----------

~and asks that the Court authorize the above procedures. 

I The undersigned further states that there is no guardian or other 

family member available to consent and that he has attached the 

.pinion of the chief medical officer or attending physician and a 

concurring opinion by a licensed physician. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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FRANKLIN COUNTY COURT OF CO?IL\iON PLEAS, PROBATE DIVISION 

In the Matter o:! 

Case No. 

Alleged ~lentally (Ill )(Rei:arded) 

JOUR.~AL ENTRY 
ORDER DIS~t I SS AL AND EXPtmG~!ENT 

This cause came on to be heard this day upon the filing of a 

written affidavit of Mental (Illness)(Retardation), alleging that the 

above captioned persoc. is Mentally (Ill )(Retarded) and subject to 

hospitalization by Co·urt Order. The Court finds that said person 
• 

has signed a Voluntary Admissi.on, which evidences that. there is no 

probable cause to believe the facts as stated in the affidavit of 

Mental (Illness)(Retardation). 

It is therefore ordered that said person is discharged and this 

cause is herewith dismissed and the record expunged forthwith. 

Richard B. Metcalf 
Probate Judge 
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I IN THE COURT OF C0~1MON PLE1\.S, FRANKLIN com.."TY, OHIO 
PROBATE DIVISION 

~In the Matter of 

I Case No. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Mentally (Ill) {Retarded) Alleged 

I 
FINAL ENTRY OF DISMISSAL 

I 
This cause came to be heard this day upon an affidavit alleging 

~hat the above captioned person is Mentally (Ill) (Retarded), subject 

l'=o hospitalization by judicial order. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The Court finds that said person has been granted final discha=ge 
• 

It is the~efor ordered that this case be dismissed. 

A-41 

Richard B.Metcalf 
Probate Judge 
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Clinnt fliuhls 
Jmnr.s /\. llhodcs, Govmuoi 
Slnle of Ohio 
li11101hy II. Moritz, M.IJ., Oirm:tor 
Ohio Or.11a1 lmcnt ol Mm1lnl I lenllh 
fhtvl!':r .. r .tulv. 1rnm 

~ ,., ... • • • ' • 4. ., 
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IMPDfffANl' 
PLC ASE READ CAUffL/lL Y 

cem1@lTiJ~ 1giu®lfit~® 
cella®rroft · O~u@lfuft© 
Client Rigl1ts 
Ohio Oc1J11rtmcnt of Mental tleollh 

CLIENT ADVOCATE 
ClNIRAl 01110 rSVClllAlftlC flOSrllAL 

Mll3. PAT SllEflS 
2T4·7231 EXT. 2295 

MON. nmu FRI. 8:00 TO .. :30 
UAIN I IAll flOOM I 12 

Mns. lllENE McCLELLAND 
ADVOCATE ASSl9lANT 

EXT.2296 

I;, 

/\s 1111,~:i11lonl nf sl!lvh:us 1111111'1 llm 11iw1:· 
111111 of tho Ohio I )l!flill l11m11t ol Mm1tal 
I hmllh 111111 Mm1tal ll1!la11lali1111, you mo 
!fllat a11t1:ml cm lni11 hr1sit: ri!lhls. I Im Do11111 I· 
11m11I wants yuu 111 lmow 111111 11111lm st nm I 
ydur ri!lhls. Yorn SIJOllS(!, 1111>< I ·fl I kill, 
1111111tlinn, or pmo11I will olsn hn l11fomm1l of 
yow r iuhts. In s11nm l11sla111:ns, 01111 or Iha 
11thm may nt:I In your bnhnll. 

I his rm11111hlnt llsls 111:rny of lhnsn I i!1hts '" 
which you uro entillnd, llmilrnl only hy 
slotulo, ruin, m court 1lcdslo11. tlmilnllons 
11111sl bt! 1locumo111Ud In your lrna11111i11t 
r1l1111. rm more infornmtlon, your Client 
Advornlo is uvnilablo lur inlt!lfllf!lalion. 

First nnd foremoil-you hove lho rlghl lo 
bo hented with res11ecl end dlgnllyl 

You J1ovo tho rlghl lo lrnnlmenl. 1 lmso 
1 i11hts lndurln, but nrn 1101 limilod to: 
I. tho r lghl to e 111111111110 psycholouin1I 

om.I 11hyslml cnvlronnmnl; 
2. tho rluht lo mJu11u1110 truntmonl In tho 

hmsl rcslrir:tivo cnvlro11rno111 nr11ro11rl
olo lo your neods; 

3. the tiQhl loo current, w1111011, lmlivl
duallzad lrcatmont 1111111; 

If. lho tl!Jhl lo Informed 1mrllclrnllon In 
(!Sfoblishlng your trcntrmml 11hJ11; 

Ii lho rluht lo rrnmJom from rostrnlnl or 
lsol111io1111nlcss rc1111hcd by psyt:l1iul1 le 
or mmflcul needs; 

6. tho rluhl lo rumdmn from t11111rn:ussmy 
or mu:csslvo mctlicotimr; 

1. tho rlghl In periodic lnlornmllorl con
cur ninu your condl lion nnd 111 onrnss; 

0. tho 1lghl lo bo informod of nny lrrntl· 
1111m.t t•r llmrnfly, l11ch1dl11!J e1e11ndocl 
11hyslrnl 011d 111mllcnl corr.;ot1uc11t:u!I; 

9. tho rl!Jhl to huvo tho opf101111nily lo 
consult with lmfnpmdonl SJlncfnlists 
ond i;ounsnl; 

IO. tho rluhl lo bo Informed that stnrlllzn-
111111, uny 11nu!l1mlly ha1111d1111s trr.:rl· 

.. - .. .. -A--- - - - -

llllJllt IJI (11:1!1 h II I!!:, 1111!1 psyrf 111 ~Ill !fl!I y 
111<.1y 1111lv Im 111!11011111!11 with your fully 
l11lo1111r.1I 1:1111~1?111 nnrf lll'i'"'val 111 lhn 
11111halr. c1nnl; 

f I. thn ri!Jhl 111 hn l11f1111111•1l llml II v1111 nm 
phy~h:nlly mmltlt! 111 ll!f'l?ivl! 1111! i11f111-
111a1i11111rn111h1•1I Im ~Ul!f'''Y 111 1:011v11l
~ivo tl11J1a11v. 111 nro rnmhh! '" 1111111?1 · 
51111111 It, lim h1l111matl1111 may Im provl· 
1l1i1I lo y11111 !Jllattlia11 who may tl11i11 
11lvn WI lt1m1 COllSl'lll; 

12. tlm light lo Im i11l1111111•1l 1hal av1?1~ivn 
stlmulat! may 1111t hn 11~1?11111111?•:!; 
wr it1c11 t:On!:rntl Imo; hn1!11 uivm1 hy y1111 
fll nhlnhmcl h111t1 II !llli11Cli;111; atlll 

13. thu 1i!thl In I"! ft1.!n 11111111111y c11111p11I· 
SOIV 1111!1111;111 OI psyc:hinhit: lt!!alllll!lll 
If you ill!! fmln!J lrrnth!!I hy s11ir ihml 
mo:m!I th1 ""!lh 111 nym nl1111n In 111:1:111 · 
1lm1co with a 1Cet1!1f1l1c1f 1nli11io11~ 
111olh0tf t•f hualill!I. 

You hnvo 11111 right t1111ollco l111111mllatr.ly 
upon lnvohmlnry dotcntlon n111I thr. tl!Jht 
lo hnarln~. I lmst! i11d111"111111 followinri: 
I. lho rlnhl lo lmvn n pwhahln rn11!:n l11?111-

ln!J co111f11clu1f wilhio 1111,.1! 1:rn11 I 1lays 
hom tho tiny rm which y11111m111u!:lrnf 
such lmarill!I ollnr invohmlmy 1h?l1?11 
lion; 

2. tho li!lht lo hnvo v•nll 11111hahlo f'all!;ll 

lmmln!J conthnrrnl hy 1lm c11111 I 1111011 
your rm1m!!;t, hul 111 no i:nr,n shall 11111 
11rohnhln call!m hmn ir•!i ho lmlrl 1111111! 
limn tnn clay~ 11f1m thn 1lay on whit:h 
you rmtt11?Slml lhl! c11111i1111arn:o; 

3. tho rl11hl lo n f11ll l11m1 ing within 11?11 
1lay!I horn tho f11t1lmhlr. rmtst! lnimh~I. 
If you rn1111r.sl s11d1ltnm111!1; 

If. tho rl!Jhl ton 11m11tlal111y lm:ui11!1 l11!· 

lwnnn thn lftir liolh m11I 1111 ty filth 1lay 
tlay nf lnr your ur luirn1I l11vol1111111r y 1ln· 
lnnllon. If you hrnl 110 p111lmhlo cm1~0 
htr.nlnn or n full Imm Inn; 

6. llm rl!~·· '" ll?llUl!SI n l11ll l11!:11l11!f f!Vr.IY 
100 days nftur tho 11xpir111i1111111 rim 
first 11l11r.lv·tlay 11c:rio•J whill! Yon mo 

7 
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i11vol1111li11 lly cou1111iUrnl; 

1>. 1h111 iuh1 llH1 11141111J•1lory h11ari111J nl 
ftlil!il uvm y 1w11 yuan allur lhu 11x11irn
lion ol lhu li1sl ui11oly·1lay 11111ioJ 
111ul on tho inilfr1l n11111icalion Im con· 
linuml ,:0111111ilmo111; 

7. llm 1 i1-1t l1rnllomlSll hom i1111s; 
0. tlio 1 ~1hl 10 mako imiriudiilloly a rnason

ahlu 1111111licr ol 10lupho110 calls or oso 
olhul rtlilSIJllilhlu lllllill IS IO COOlilCI an 
1111u11my, a 1•l1Vsida11, a lit.1msml clinical 
11~ydulluuisl. or 10 cu111uc1 sumo other 
11111 SOii Of fltll 51111S IU Sl!Clllll IUlllCS!llllll· 
lion hv 1;01111r,ol. or lo obtain mudical 
111 11syd111loui1:i1I assislam:o, and bo pro
vi1i11d a:;sisrnm::o in llli1t- inti calis ii such 
assislmu:o is 11Cmlml imd 11111110.~lod; 

0. lho 1iuhl to hirn m1 i1llo11my or, if i111Ji-
11u111. tu rn1111ost u tu11al Aid ;11tornev 
nrul, ii 1101111 is t1vai111blo, lo bavu a u>ur I 
np1ioi111Clll anomoy or 111p11isnrtli1lion 
by llm llhio tcual lliuhts Sofvit:o; and 

10. \hu 1 i11I\\ lu i11dupuml1.111l 01q1o.1 l uvalua
lioi1 uml. if imliuonl, tho 1iuht lo such 
l)llillllillillll ill JIUhlh; llXfJtUISO. 

Yuu hmm thu 1luht lo cummunlcalo freelv 
wllh, aml ho visllud 11t 1onso11nblo ti111u1 by, 
tho luUowinu: 

I. your lcual cou11sul; 
2. 1m1s11111111l 11I U10 Ohio toyal lliyhls 

Sm vit:o; and 
3. yum pm wrn1l 1ll1ysicia11 l11 11sycholo· 

{lisl, lllllllSS jlliOI COlll I rtlSllicliUll has 
l1uu11 ohlainml. 

Vuu havu tho 1iuhl lo com111unlcalo l1eoly 
wid1 olhms, u11loss s1mdlimlly 1ustri1:1ml in 
yum lt cal11111111 plan lor ch.i;ir II ua1111rn1l 
111as1111:;, iucl1111in1.1 wilhuul li111itutio11 lho 
lollowinu: 

n 

I. lhu 1 iyhl lo rnwivo visilms al 1o;isn11· 
uhlu limos; a111l 

2. thu 1 ~1hl In havu 111as1111;1hlu acr.oss lo 
tulupliourn; to maim anll 1111.olvo 1:0111i
tl11111iul a:alls. lodmli1111 u rnasonahlo 

3 
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11w11htlf ol h uo calls ii unal!lo to fmV 
Im \hem, nn1I assis111nco in m\lirnJ H 
10<\tlt..'Slud aml 1motlotl. 

Y 011 li;wo tho 1 ighl to havo 1 uutlv ucc1iss to 
lullor wrilin!J malorials 111111 slmnflS, indnd· 
1110 o rnaso11abla numhm without cost ii 
you arn uoahlo lo pay tor tlmm, nod to 
lllilil and rnmlv(I um11Kl1ind <:<11uis110111fo1it:(I 
urnf 1ocuivn assistm1co in wrillnu ii 1m1nosl· 
ed und rnimfod. 

You havo lhe rlyht lo riononnl 1>rlvil11ue1, 
<:ousislonl wllh health ond salcly fochJIS. 
lhosu ti11h1s lnclrnlu, but aro uol llmllett to: 

1. lho 1 iuhl \o wear yo111 own clothinlJ 
ond mainlaln your own 1m1sonal ullucts; 

2. 1ho 1ight to bo 1novlded an mJC(1t1ato 
allowauoo lor or allotment ol nuat, 
doan, muJ sonsonahlc clothing ii unablo 
to ptovido your own; 

3. lho 1 iuht tu maintain your porsonnl 011· 
111iu1mlco 1iccouii119 lo indillidual tnsto, 
lndudino hoad and body hair. 

4. the right to keep nnd uso (lll1sonal pos
sessions, i11cludlno toilet arl iclcs; 

6. tho right to have occess to l111livklunl 
slm U!Jl.I sriac;o tor your pr Iva to uso; 

6. alto r ioht to kOOJ1 and spend 11 rnason· 
ahlo sum ol money 101 OX(Klnsos and 
small 1m1clmsos; 

7. tho right to rcml Dllll pnssoss rnrulh19 
matctials without ccnsmship, llmllcd 
only hy lhu clear and 1m1so111 danuor lo 
tho saluly ol 01hnrs; 

0. tho rlnht lo be 11ro1cc1cd lrom ahuso 
a1.1d •JC!tlocl; and 

9. tho rluhl to rccuivo assislunrn from 
your Cliunt Atlvoc.ato wh111\, In your 
01>i11io11, your riuhts havo IH.'1111 violulod. 

Your cMI 1iol1ll uro tJllllfntdoed hy law. 
Y 1111 arn co11sido111d lewdly a.1m,.mhmt to 
rnlain thuso r i9h1s, bonolils, am.I lu ivi1t~u11$ 
uuloss thorn has boon u mun doc slun ol l11-
nm1poturn.::c lor that 1111111oso in o. s1iri.11ato 

t1111icial 111net:cdl11l). lhoso riuhts incl111l11, 
1111 am nol llmilod lo: 

4 

I. tho 1 i11ht not lo he dup1 ivutl ol 11ul1lic 
m 111 ivi1lu (l1111lloymr.111, soloty hy 
lf'4'1SOll nl y11111 l11tvinlj 1m:11iv1nl smvh:os, 
vol11111mv m involunlm y, lrn a 1m:ula.I · 
disability; and • • . ·' 

2. 1ho riuht to rn1uin 11ll 1 i11h1s not s1mclll: \. , 
cally dcnin1I you 11111lur lho Ohio llo- l · ' 
visnd Cmlo. · ) • ' 

Your oth11r rights Include, t1111 1110 not limll
ed to: 

1. the 1l1~1l lo S\u:ial in10111ctlo11 wilh 
11111111hlllS or cilhllf SOX, Sllhj1!cl lo OlfO· 
111111111 supmvbion, mllrn;s !llld1 sndal ln
lorncllon ls s11111:11i1:ally wllhhchl under 
your u m1lmu11I 1•l<1n; 

2. tho 1iuht to rnasunnhlo llfivm:v. luclud
lug 1>m irnl~ 0111l 111<11:us of 1>1 ivm:y; 

3. the ri\-it lo t.:mllillnnlialily i11 nc1:or
danco wllh stnto law; 

11. tho 1i1~1l lo hnvo yo11111orsm111l 11os
<JS."iions 111esorvt:.'«l and salcu111111lnd; 

6. lho aluhl to usu vo111 pi:rsoual l11111ls for 
y1111r own pmsonal l1ou11IU, lo bo tuUll· 
Im ly lnlor med of your li11and11I status. 
011d lo ho 111ovitlod ossis1a1100 111 the uso 
of your 1csouu:es; 

6. Iha riuht lo recoivo inlornmlion r.1111-

ccr 111119 ov11il11hlo lncomo rnsom cos 1111d 
lo hnvo nc;mss oml nsslslurn:c In tho 1111r · 
s11ll ol lncomo 11is0t111...·11s; 

1. Um •it-11 to ho i11lomieil ol llto 1uasoi;is
1 

., 

·.:, ·1 Cm yo11~·11d1tllf~io11 lo nn lnslllldlC>lli '.1 · 
• • 1 di~1:h11r110 1ilntp1lt!•!'Sdm1_l.10 t111 In·, . 

voh1ml In your !l~h ~lp!ll;(~i~1:!1ri1110 
1•lm1s; · · :· · · · ·. · .. 

0. lhn rluia io di~ch~11Jll'~~:,11· succ1issf11lly 
co11111lt1tini1 c1nti year ol contih11i1ils 
hlal vish; '. • · · · ; · · · .. 

- d. • ·: ' . \ 

9. tho 1l11hl to(rno cxnrciso ol ioligipus 
w111 shlj1; ihr.hiilh 111 tho r i11ht lo ~iirvh:cs 
and somed toxls 1l1nl m h withi11 lhn 
rnaso1111blo cupm:ily ol the l11sli1111ion 
to s11111ily, 11rn11idr.1l tha1no1m1so11 will 
ho cooi i:od inlo 111111aui11u In any rnll· 
11ious 11ctlvllios; 

fj 

lO. llm r i!lhl 111 rnlu:;c lo pm 1111111 lalu u 
whid1 i11v11lv1~; llui opmali1111, s11pp111 I. 
'" 11mi11tm1a111.11111 th11 i11sli1111 i1111 f/\tl 
diti1111i11ly, yow p1ivih~1ns 111 wk~.1:;ii 
from llm ins1i1111i11n ~Jmll nol li111:0111li
li111111I 111111n srn .h lal u 11 . Y 1111 arn. how 
ovm, 0J<pm:11>1l 111 pm l1111111hn1i11m111ic 
tasks ii tho:;o lasb mt! a11 itll•!!ll<lll"I 
flill I of vrn11 IWillllll!lll 1•li111. Y111111w 
also e~prn:lrnl \11 1m1 l111111 t;d sol u 
11111so11al h1111sl!f:1,.ipi11!111al11rn.I; 

11. lhi! 1i1~1l In havn yn111 11111~.t!llU! l111111•1h1 
to lhu 11llm1tio11 ol your s111111s•1, 1111a11 I 
ian, uuxt-ol Un, 111 11llm1 w~prn1~iltln 
1imsnnb) clnsi!lllalrnl hy you, with y11ur 
0111~1:111, ailn1 ;ulmi~siou lo illl imliHI· 
lion ii you m ti a v11l11nl111 y di1?11t; 

12. lhn 1 i1~11 to wrniv11 a::sista11rn in m;iU11u 
11ml p11:simti11!I a 11:i1111ist 1111 ruluas11 ii 
you am a volt1111my di1~111; 

13. 1111! 1ii~11hlllfllllY1111 vohmlmy mlmis 
sinn ill 1111y limn; 111111 

M. thn 1ff.1hl to p111s111i 11w1il111 hi1l1ms 
UllllllS. 

II you. yorn Slll1115H, lll!Jtl·OI ~in. uumdim1, 
1mrn111. or ulhrn 1101 :;1111 think vow r iuh1s 
havo f11Jon vi11l;1h:tl, 11•111111 lhis lo {I) tho 
Clinnt J\1lvo1:nt11 nl lhl! i11:;1i1111i11n; 11rnl/n1 
(21 tint Clim1I l\1lv111 ;u:y C11ouli11al111 in 
tho Dnpar 11111111t 11I Mn111al 1 ltmllh al tho 
lollnwh 1!1 ac ldrn5s: 

Ohio IJ1111;u t11mul of M1mtal I ll'alll1 
Stale Ollh:fl Towrn /I I lh llon1 
30 [nsl Uwrnl !illrn!I 
Columhus. Ohio t1:1;> Hi 

Tho ahovo-11n11101l ri~p1111ir111 meas clo 11111 
111c1:l111to yrnn 1 iuht In :;rn!k ln1pl t11t111:ml. 

No hulhrltlual sh11ll hu l!lll:lmh:!I hom 11a1U· 
cl1nuion 111, deniutl 1hu l11111elils ol, or Int 
$Hbjm:led lo disct l111i11aliot1 h nm m1y 111 o· 
urom or oclivlly on tho hnsls ol 11 11hysh:11l 
nr men I 11l lu111di1:1t1>. 

(j 
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Section l 

:::iection 2 

::iection 3 

:Section 4 

Section 5 

PREHEARING MATTERS 

Initiating a corrnnitment 

a. Considerations 
i. Means of initiation 
ii. Persons who may initiate proceedings 
iii. ::;upporting al legations) petitions, and 

attachments 
iv. Screening mechanisms 
v. Criteria for initiation 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Cormtentary 

Alternatives to and diversions from prehearing detention 

a. Considerations 
i. Permitted 
11. Options specified 
iii. Provision for payment 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Corrnnentary 

Authorizing detention 

a. Considerations 
i. Criteria for detention and required standard of 

proot 
11. Authority to order detention 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Co111nentary 

Taking respondent into custody 

a. Considerations 
i. Procedures for taking and holding respondent 

in custoay 
ii. Notifying respondent of his or her rights 
111. Payment 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Corrnnentary 

Prehearing detention 

a. Considerations 

B-3 



::>ection 6 

:Section 7 

::>ect1on 8 

Section 9 

i. Place of detention 
ii. Maximum period of prehearing detention 
iii. Authority to transfer custody 
iv. Provision for payment 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Co1TVT1entary 

Notice of detention 

a. Considerations 
i. To whom is notice given 
ii. By whom 
111. Timing 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. ?rocedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 

Provision of counsel 

a. Considerations 
i. Kight to counsel 
ii. Provision of counsel for indigents - method of 

determining indigency 
ii1. Method and timing of appointment of counsel 
iv. Counsel's responsibilities and rights to access 
v. Provision for payment 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Gomnentary 

Prehearing examination 

a. Considerations 
·i. Timing 
·j i. Examiner number and qua I ifications 
iii. Right to remain silent 
iv. Kight to independent examination and 

social investigation 
v. Notification ot rights 
vi. Required elements of examination 
v11. Provision for payment of examiners 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Comnentary 

Prehearing treatment 

a. Considerations 
i. Circumstances 
11. Notice of right to refuse 
iii. Provision for payment 

B-4 
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~ection lU 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 

Prehearing dismissal or discharge 

a. Considerations 
i. Circumstances 
ii. Authority 
111. Notification requirements 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Cortmentary 
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THE HEARING: ADJUDICATING THE QUESTION UF CUMMITMENT 

Section l Hearing characteristics 

a. Considerations 
i. Provisions for holding hearings 
ii. Kequesting a hearing (if not mandatory) 
iii. Notification requirements 
iv. Timing of hearing 
v. Place of hearing 
vi. Hearing body 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 

~ection 2 Counsel 

a. Considerations 
i. Counsel for respondent 
ii. Provision for state or county counsel 
iii. Private counsel for petitioner or applicant 
iv. Role and responsibility of counsel 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Conmentary 

~ection 3 Opportunity for voluntary admission 

a. Considerations 
i. Right to request voluntary admission 
ii. Notice of right 
iii. Relevance of respondent's competency 
iv. Approval procedures and conditions 
v. Extraordinary consequences of voluntary admission 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Conmentary 

~ection 4 Criteria for involuntary commitment 

a. Considerations 
i. What must be shown 
ii. ~pecific conjunctive criteria 
iii. Consideration of less restrictive alternatives 
iv. Kequired standard of proot 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Conmentary 



::iection 5 

Section 6 

Jury trial 

a. Considerations 
i. Kight to trial by jury 
11. Judicial authority to dismiss jury 
iii. Jury procedure requirements 

o. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 

Procedural Issues 

a. Considerations 
i. Presence of respondent at hearing 
ii. Presence of examiners at hearing 
iii. Presence of other witnesses 
iv. Public access to hearings 
v. Record of hearing 
vi. Continuances 
v11. Evidentiary matters 
viii. Provision for payment 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 
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~ection I 
treatment 

THE HEARING: DETERMINING TREATMENT 

Adjudicating the question of respondent's capacity to refuse 

a. Considerations 
i. Mandatory part of hearing 
ii. Implicit to, but not independent question of 

hearing 
111. Independent proceeding 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 

Section 2 Treatment plan 

Section 3 

a. Considerations 
i. Hequired 
ii. Timing of treatment plan 
111. Hespondent•s right to cha I lenge 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Convnentary 

Corrmitment or order for care or treatment 

a. Considerations 
i. Hospital alternatives specified 
ii. Less restrictive alternatives specified 
iii. Responsibility to consider treatment options 
iv. Judicial authority to mandate admission or 

specify treatment 
v. Provision for payment 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 
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Section l 

Section 2 

::>ection 3 

Section 4 

POSTHEARING 

Notification requirements 

a. Considerations 
i. Notification of commitment 
ii. -Notification of dismissal 
iii. Notification of discharge 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 

Appeal 

a. Considerations 
i. Who may appeal 
ii. Judicial body receiving appeal 
iii. Procedures to initiate appeal 
iv. Appeal on record or de nova 
v. Right to jury 
vi. Timing of appeal 
v11. Provisions for release pending appeal 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 

Institutional authority and the role of the court 

a. Considerations 
i • Admittance 
ii. Treatment 
iii • Periodic progress reports to court 
iv. Tran st er 
v. Discharge 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Commentary 

Patient•s rights 

a. Considerations 
i. Kight to treatment 
ii. Right to retuse treatment 
iii. Kight to seek release 
iv. Patient•s rights and civil rights 
v. Specific provisions 
vi. Patient advocacy systems 

b. Variations in statutes and court rules 
c. Procedural guidelines 
a. Commentary 
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Section 5 Retention or recertification I 

a. Considerations 
i. Periods of commitment 
ii. Process for extending commitment 

I 
iii. Special procedures for retention 

recertification hearings 
b. Variations in statutes and court rules 

or 

I 
c. Procedural guidelines 
d. Comnentary I 
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OHIO STATUTE ANALYSIS 

?rehearing Matters 

Section 1 Initiating a commitment 

1.1 Means of initiation 

5122.10. Emergency procedure. 
Judicial procedure. 2945.38, 2945.40, 5122.11-5122.15. 

1.2 Who may initiate 

Emergency 

Any psychiatrist, licensed clinical psychologist, licensed physician, 
health officer, parole officer, police officer, or sheriff may take a 
person into custody, or the chief of the adult parole authority or a 
parole or probation officer with the approval of the chief of the 
authority may take parolee, probationer, or furloughee into custody and 
may immediately transport ~im to a hospital. 5122.10. 

Judicial 

Any person may file affidavit (affidavit based on either reliable 
information or actual knowledge, whichever is determined to be proper by 
the court). 5122.11. 

1.3 Supporting allegations, petitions, ana attachments 

Emergency 

Initiating person has reason to believe that the person is a mentally ill 
person subject to hospitalization and represents a substantial risk of 
physical harm to himself or others if allowed to remain at liberty 
pending examination. 5122.10. 

A written statement shall be given to the hospital by the transporting 
agent stating the circumstances under which such person was taken into 
custody and the reasons for the agent's belief. Statement shall be made 
available to the respondent or his or her attorney on request. 5122.10. 

Judicial 

The affidavit shall contain an allegation setting forth the spec1r1c 
category or categories of the Revised Code upon which the jurisdiction of 
the court is based and a statement of alleged facts sufficient to 
indicate probable cause to believe that the person is a mentally ill 
person subject to hospitalization by court order. The affioavit may be 
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accompanied, or the court may require that such affidavit be accompanied, 
by a certificate of a psychiatrist, or a certificate signed by a licensed 
clinical psychologist and a certificate signed by a licensed physician 
stating that he or she has examined the person and is of the opinion that 
the person is a mentally ill person subject to hospitalization by court 
order, or shall be accompanied by a written statement by the affiant, 
under oath, that th1~ person has refused to submit to an examination by a 
psychiatrist, or by a licensed clinical psychologist and licensed 
physician. 5122.11. 

1.4 Screening mechanisms 

Emergency 

Respondent examined within 24 hours by the hospital staff; admitted on 
unclassified status if necessary. 5122.10. 

Judici a 1 

Upon receipt of the affidavit the court may order an investigation by a 
social worker or other investigator. Written report covers availability 
of appropriate treatment alternatives. 5122.13. Order of temporary 
detention only if judge (or referee) has probable cause. 5122.11. 

1.5 Criteria for initiation 

Emergency 

Reason to believe respondent is a "mentally ill person subject to 
hospitalization by court order" and represents a substantial risk of 
physical harm to himself or others if allowed to remain at liberty 
pending examination.. 5122.10. 

Judici a 1 

Probab 1 e cause to be! 1 i eve respondent is a "men ta 11 y 111 person subject to 
hospitalization by court order". 5122.11. 

Section 2 Alternatives to and diversions from prehearing detention 

2.1 Permitted 

Emergency 

Head of hospital may admit as a voluntary patient. 5122.10. 
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Judicial 

Respondent under custody order may be detained for not more than 
forty-eight hours in his or her home, a licensed rest or nursing home, a 
licensed or unlicensed hospital, a mental healtn clinical facility, or a 
county home but he or she shall not be detained in a nonmedical facility 
used for detention of persons charged with or convicted of penal offenses 
unless the court finds that a less restrictive alternative cannot be made 
available. 5122.17. 

2.2 Options specified 

All 

See 2. 1' above. 

2.3 Provision for payment 

All 

See Section 4.3 below. The rate to be charged for pre-admission care, 
after-care, day-care or routine consultation and treatment services shall 
be based upon the ability of the patient or his other liable relatives to 
pay. When it is determined by the Department that a charge shall be 
made, such charge shall be computed according to income or other assets, 
and the needs of others who are dependent on such income and other assets 
for support. 5121.04(B)(9), 5121.04(B)(2). 

Section 3 Authorizing detention 

3.1 Criteria for detention and required standard of proof 

Emergency and Judicial 

Same as Section 1.5, above, Criteria for Initiation. 

3.2 Authority to order detention 

Emergency 

Same as Section 1.2, above, Who May Initiate. 

Judicial 

Judge of probate court or referee who is an attorney at law apointed by 
the court. 5122.11. 
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Section 4 Taking respondent into custody 

4.1 Procedures for taking respondent into custody 

Emergency 

Any psychiatrist, licensed clinical psychologist, licensed physician, 
health officer, parole officer, police officer, or sheriff may take a 
person into custody, or the chief of the adult parole authority or a 
parole or probation officer with the approval of the chief of the 
authority may take a parolee, probationer, or furloughee into custody and 
may immediately transport him to a hospital. 5122.10. 

Every reasonable and appropriate effort shall be made to take persons 
into custody in the least conspicuous manner possible. 5122.10. 

Judicial 

Temporary order of detention directs any health or police officer or 
sheriff to take respondent into custody and transport sucn person to a 
hospital (or other place - see 2.1, above). 5122.11. 

4.2 Notifying respondent of his or her rights 

All 

Any person who is involuntarily detained in a hospital or is otherwise in 
custody under this chapter shall, i11111ediately upon being taken into 
custody, be informed and provided with a written statement that he may: 

{1) Make inmed·iately a reasonable number of telephone calls or use 
other reasonable means to contact an attorney, a physician, a licensed 
clinical psychologist, or to contact some other person or persons to 
secure representation by counsel, or to obtain medical or psychological 
assistance, and be provided assistance in making calls if such assistance 
is needed and requested; 

(2) Retain counsel and have independent expert evaluation of his 
mental condition and, if he is unable to obtain an attorney or 
independent expert evaluation, be represented by court-appointed counsel 
or have independent expert evaluation of his mental condition, or both, 
at public expense if he is indigent; 

(3) Have a hearing, upon request, to determine whether or not there 
is probable cause to believe he is a mentally ill person subject to 
hos pi ta 1 i zat ion by 1:ourt order. 
5122.0S. 
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Respondent has right to be notified of rights under the law (listed in 
Posthearing, Section 4.1) within 24 hours of admission. 5122.27. 

Right to a written list of all rights enumerated in this chapter, read 
and explained if respondent unable to read. 5122.29(A). 

4.3 Payment 

Emergency and Judicial 

Costs and expenses of all proceedings held under this chapter shall be 
paid as follows: 

(1) To police and health officers, other than sheriffs or their 
deputies, the same fee allowed to constables to be paid upon the approval 
of the probate judge. 

(2) To a person other than the sheriff or his deputies for taking a 
mentally ill person to a hospital or removing one therefrom, the actual 
necessary expense incurred, specifically itemized and verified by his 
oath and approved by the probate judge; 

(3) To assistants who convey mentally ill persons to the hospital 
when authorized by the probate judge, a fee set by the probate court, 
provided such assistants are not drawing a salary from the state or any 
political subdivision thereof, and their actual necessary expense 
incurred, provided that such expenses are specifically itemized and 
verified by their oath and approved by the probate judge. 

Such fees and expenses, together with all costs in the probate 
division shall be certified to the state and paid by the state out of the 
state treasury. 
5122.43. 

Section 5 Prehearing detention 

5.1 Place of detention 

Emergency 

Generally, respondent is transported to a licensed mental health hospital 
or mental health clinical facility. 5122.10, 5122.0l(F),(H), 5119.20. 
Respondent may be transported to a general hospital not licensed by the 
Department of Mental Health where he may oe held for twenty-four hours 
after which he must be transferred to a hospital licensed by the 
Department of Mental Health. 5122.10. 

Judicial 

A hospital (5122.11); pending his removal to a hospital, a person taken 
into custody or ordered to oe hospitalized pursuant to the Revised Code 
may be detained for not mare than forty-eight hours in his home, a 



licensed rest or nursing home, a licensed or unlicensed hospital, a 
mental health clinical facility, or a county home but he shall not be 
detained in a nonmedical facility used for detention of persons charged 
with or convicted of penal offenses unless the court finds that a less 
restrictive alternative cannot oe made available. 5122.17. 

5.2 Maximum period of pre-hearing detention 

Emergency 

If after 3 days, respondent is not admitted as a voluntary patient, an 
affidavit has not bt!en filed by the head of the hos pi ta l , and the court 
has not otherwise issued a temporary order of detention, the head of the 
hospital snall discharge the person unless the person has been sentenced 
to the department of rehabilitation and correction and has not been 
released from his sentence, in which case the person shall be returned to 
that department. 5122.10. 

Judicial 

Respondent (or other) may request a probable cause hearing, to be held 
within 3 days of the request. 5122.141(8). Respondent or his counsel 
may request a full hearing, to be held as soon as possible within 10 days 
from the probable cause hearing. 5122.141(H). Unless the respondent has 
been discharged, a mandatory full hearing shall be held between the 30th 
and 4Sth day after the original involuntary detention of any respondent 
who has had no probable cause hearing, or who failed to request a full 
hearing, or whose full hearing was not held because continuance was 
ordered. 5122.14l(H). 

5.3 Authority to transfer custody 

Emergency 

If a person taken into custody under this section is transported to a 
general hospital, the general hospital may admit the person, or provide 
care and treatment f'or the person, or both, but by the end of twenty-four 
hours after his arrival at the general hospital, the person shall be 
transferred to a mental health hospital. 5122.10. 

Also, see Section 5.2,above. 

Judicial 

Not Specifically Mentioned {Hereinafter, NSM) 

5.4 Provisions for payment 

All 

NSM (But see The Heclring Determining Treatment, Section 3.5). 
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Section 6 Notice of detention 

1.1 To whom is notice given 

All 

Whenever a person has been involuntarily detained at or admitted to a 
hospital or other facility at the request of anyone other than the 
person's legal guardian, spouse, or next of kin, the head of the hospital 
or other facility in which the person is temporarily detained shall 
inmediately notify the person's legal guardian, spouse or next of kin, 
and counsel, if these persons can be ascertained through exercise of 
reasonable diligence. If a person voluntarily remains at or is admitted 
to a hospital or other facility, such notification shall not be given 
without his consent. The head of the hospital or other facility shall 
inform a person voluntarily remaining at or admitted to a hospital or 
other facility that he may authorize such notification. 5122.18. 

6.2 By wham 

All 

Head of hospital or other facility. 5122.18. 

6.3 Timing 

All 

{See Section 6.1, above.} 

Section 7 Provision of counsel 

7.1 Right to counsel 

All 

The respondent has the right to be represented by counsel of his choice. 
5122.15. See Section 4.2, above. 

All 

7.2 Provision of counsel for indigents--method of determining 
indigency 

If the respondent is indigent, court-appointed counsel shall be 
provided. Sl22.15{A)(4). 
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11 Indigent 11 means unable without deprivation of satisfaction of basic 
needs to provide for the payment of an attorney and other necessary 
expenses of legal representation, including expert testimony. 5122.01. 

7.3 Method and timing of appointment of counsel 

All 

If the respondent is not represented by counsel, is absent from the 
hearing, and has not validly waived the right to counsel, the court shall 
appoint counsel inmediately to represent him at the hearing, reserving 
the right to tax costs of appointed counsel to the respondent, unless it 
is shown that he is indigent. If the court appoints counsel, or if the 
court determines th.at the evidence relevant to the respondent's absence 
does not justify th1: absence, the court shall continue the case. 
5122.15(A){3). 

7.4 Counsel's responsibilities and rights of access 

All 

With the consent of the respondent, the following shall be made available 
to counsel for the respondent: 

(a) All relevant documents, information, and evidence in the custody 
or control of the state or prosecutor; 

(b) All relevant documents, information and evidence in the custody 
or control of the hospital in which the respondent is currently held, or 
in which he has been held pursuant to this chapter; 

(c) All relevant documents, information, and evidence in the custody 
or control of any hospital, facility, or person not included in division 
(a) or (b) of this section. 
5122. lS(A)(l ). 

7.5 Provision for payment 

All 

Costs and expenses of all proceedings held under this chapter shall be 
paid as follows: 

To an attorney appointed by the probate division for an indigent alleged 
mentally ill person pursuant to any section of this chapter, such fees as 
are determined by the probate division. When such indigent persons are 
before the court all filing and recording fees shall be waived. 

Such fees and expenses, together with all costs in the probate division 
shall be certified to the state and paid by the state out of tne state 
treasury. 
5122.43. 
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Section 8 Prehearing examination 

8.1 Timing 

All 

Upon receipt of the affidavit the court may order an investigation by a 
social worker or other investigator. 5122.13. 

Emergency 

A person transported or transferred to a hospital or mental health 
clinical facility under this section shall be examined by the staff of 
the hospital or facility within twenty-four hours after his arrival at 
the hospital or facility. 5122.10. 

Judicial 

Immediately after acceptance of an affidavit, the court may appoint where 
a certification has been filed, or shall appoint where no such 
certification has been filed, at least one psychiatrist, or a licensed 
clinical psychologist and a licensed physician to examine the 
respondent. 5122.14. 

8.2 Examiner number and qualifications 

Investigation: 

All 

A social worker or other investigator appointed by the court. 5122.13. 

Medical Exam: 

Emergency 

Staff of the hospital or facility. 5122.10. 

Judicial 

If a certification is filed court may, or if no certification the court 
shall appoint at least one psychiatrist, or a licensed clinical 
psychologist and a licensed physician. 5122.14. (See Section 1.3, 
above, Re: Certification) 

8.3 Right to remain silent 

All 

NSM 
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8.4 Right to independent examination and social investigation 

All 

The respondent shall be informed that he may have independent expert 
evaluation. 5122.15(A)(4). 

Any person who is i nvo 1 untaril y detained in a hosp i ta 1 or is otherwise in 
custody under this chapter shall, irrmediately upon being taken into 
custody, be informed and provided with a written statement that he may 
retain counsel and have independent expert evaluation of his mental 
condition and, if he is unable to obtain an attorney or independent 
expert evaluation, be represented by court-appointed counsel or have 
independent expert evaluation of his mental condition, or both, at public 
expense if he is indigent. 5122.05. 

"Independent expert evaluation" means an evaluation conducted by a 
licensed clinical psychologist, psychiatrist, or licensed physician who 
has been selected by the respondent or his counsel and who consents to 
conducting the evaluation. 5122.0l(P). 

8.5 Notification of rights 

l 
( 

l 
l 
r 
l 
L 
[ 

All r 
See Section 8.4, above. 

8.6 Required elements of examination 

All 

Medical examination: 

The mental condition of the respondent, and his need for custody, care, 
or treatment in a mental hospital. 5122.14. 

The examination, if possible, shall be held at a hospital or other 
medical facility, at the home of the respondent, or at any other suitable 
place least likely to have a harmful effect on the respondent's health. 
5122.14. 

Investigation: 

Such investigation shall cover the allegations of the affidavit and other 
information relating to whether or not the person named in the affidavit 
or statement is a mentally ill person subject to hospitalization by court 
order, and the avai'lability of appropriate treatment alternatives. 
5122.13. 
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8.7 Provision for payment to examiners 

All 

Costs and expenses of all proceedings held under this chapter shall ~e 
paid as follows: 

To physicians acting as expert witnesses and to the expert witnesses 
designated by the court, an amount determined by the court. 

Such fees and expenses, together with all costs in the probate division 
shall be certified to the state and paid by the state out of the state 
treasury. 
5122.43. 

I Section 9 Prehearing treatment 

~ 9.1 Circumstances 
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All 

The person may be observed and treated until the probable cause hearing. 
If no probable cause hearing is held, the person may be observed and 
treated until the full hearing. 5122.11. 

All 

NSM 

All 

9.2 Right to refuse; Notice of right 

9.3 Provision for payment 

Rate of support determined by adjusted gross annual income and number of 
dependents. 5121.04. The department shall annually determine the 
ability to pay of a patient or his liable relatives and the amount that 
such person or persons shall pay. 5121.03. 

Section 10 Prehearing dismissal/discharge 

10.1 Circumstances 
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Emergency 

After the examination, if the head of the hospital oelieves that the 
person is not a mentally ill person suoject to hospitalization by court 
order, he shall release or discharge the person immediately unless a 
court has issued a temporary order of detention applicaole to the 
person. After the examination, if the head of the hospital oelieves that 
the person is a mentally ill person subject to hospitalization by court 
order, he may detain the person for not more than three court days 
following the day of the examination and during such period admit the 
person as a voluntary patient or file an affidav'it. If neither action is 
taken and a court has not otherwise issued a temporary order of detention 
applicable to the person, the head of the hospital shall discharge the 
person at the end of the three-day period unless the person has been 
sentenced to the department of rehabilitation and correction and has not 
been released from his sentence, in which case the person shall be 
returned to that department. 5122.10. 

Judicial 

Every person shall be examined by the staff of the hospital or facility 
as soon as practicaole after arrival. Such exam shall be held within 24 
hours after the time of arrival, and if the head of the hospital fails 
after such exam to certify that in his opinion the person is a mentally 
ill person subject to hospitalization by court order, the person shall be 
immediately released. 5122.19. 

10.2 Authority 

Emergency 

Head of hospital. 5122.10. 

Judicial 

Head of hospital. 5122.19. 

10.3 Notification requirements 

Emergency 

NSM 

Judicial 

NSM 
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The Hearing: Adjuaicating the Question of Commitment 

Section l Hearing characteristics 

1.1 Provisions for holding hearings 

Emergency 

No hearing available during 3 day emergency hospitalization. 5122.10. 

(NOTE: A respondent who is involuntarily placed in a hospital or 
other place shall on request of the respondent, his guardian, the 
head of the hospital, or on the court's own motion be afforded a 
hearing to determine whether or not there is probable cause to 
believe that the respondent is a mentally ill person subject to 
hospitalization by court order. Held within 3 days of request 
(unless continued). 5122.141.) 

Judicial 

Unless the person has been discharged, a mandatory full hearing snall be 
held between the thirtieth and forty-fiftn day after the original 
involuntary detention of any respondent who has had no probable cause 
hearing, or who failed to request a full hearing, or whose full hearing 
was not held because continuance was ordered. 5122.141. 

All 

Eventual hearing is mandatory, but respondent or counsel may request a 
hearing any time between the probable cause and mandatory hearing. 
5122.141. 

1.3 Notification requirements 

All 

After receipt of the affidavit the court shall cause written notice by 
mail or otherwise of any hearing as the court directs, to be given to the 
following persons: 

(A) The respondent; 
(B) The respondent's legal guardian, if any, the respondent's 

spouse, if any, and the respondent's parents, if the respondent is a 
minor, if these persons' addresses are known to the court or can be 
obtained through exercise of reasonable diligence; 

(C) The person filing such affidavit; 
(D) Any one person designated by the respondent; but if such 

respondent does not make a selection, the notice snall be sent to the 
adult next of kin other than the person who filed the affidavit if tht 
person's address is known to the court or can be obtained through 
exercise of reasonable diligence; 
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(E) The respondent's counsel; 
(F) The director or head of the hospital or the respective designee. 

Any person ent it l eel to notice under this section with the exception of 
the respondent, may waive the notice. 

A copy of the affidavit and temporary order of detention shall be served 
with the notice to the parties and to respondent's counsel, if counsel 
had been appointed or retained. 
5122.12. 

1.4 Timing of hearing 

All 

Unless the person has been discharged, a mandatory full hearing shall be 
held between the thirtieth and forth-fifth day after the original 
involuntary detention of any respondent who has had no probable cause 
hearing, or who failed to request a full hearing, or whose full hearing 
was not held because continuance was ordered. 5122.141. 

1.5 Place of hearing 

All 

May be conducted-in or out of the county in which the respondent is 
held. 5122.15. 

1.6 Hearing body 

All 

The hearings shall be conducted by a judge of the probate court or a 
referee designated by a judge of the probate court. Any referee 
designated under this division shall be an attorney. 5122.15. 

A referee appointed by the court may make all orders that a judge may 
make, except an order of contempt of court. 5122.lS(J). 

Section 2 Counsel 

2.1 Counsel for respondent 

All 

See Prehearing Matt.ers, Section 7. 
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2.2 Provision for state or county counsel 

All 

An attorney designated by the Attorney General shall present the case 
demonstrating that the respondent is a mentally ill person subject to 
hospitalization by court order. The Attorney General shall offer 
evidence of the diagnosis, prognosis, record of treatment, if any, and 
less restrictive treatment plans, if any. 5122.15. 

All 

NSM 

All 

2.3 Private counsel for petitioner or applicant 

2.4 Role and responsibility of counsel 

See Prehearing Matters, Section 7.4, and Section 2.2, above. 

Section 3 Opportunity for voluntary admission 

3.1 Right ta request voluntary admission 

All 

Any person who has been committed under this section, or far whom 
proceedings for hospitalization have been commenced may, at any time, 
apply for voluntary admission to the hospital, facility, or person to 
which he was committed. 5122.15{6). 

3.2 Notice of right 

All 

NSM 

3.3 Relevance of respandent•s competency 

I ~, 

I 
I 
I 

NSM 
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3.4 Approval procedures and conditions 

All 

Respondent makes written application; may be admitted unless the head of 
the hospital finds that nospitalization is inappropriate. 5122.02. 

3.5 Extraordinary consequences of voluntary admission 

All 

NSM (For all voluntary patients, whether, or not initially admitted 
involuntarily, the head of the hospital may file an affidavit for 
involuntary hospita"lization and release may be postponed until the 
hearing. 5122.03.) 

Section 4 Criteria for involuntary commitment 

4.1 What must be shown 

All 

That the respondent is a "mentally ill person subject to hospitalization 
by court order". 5122.15. 

4.2 Consideration of less restrictive alternatives 

All 

If court orders investigation by social worker or other investigator, 
report sha11 cover t:he availability of alternative treatment methods. 
5122.13. 

In determining the place to which, or the person with wnom, the 
respondent is to be committed, the court shall consider the diagnosis, 
prognosis, and projected treatment plan for the respondent and order the 
implementation of the least restrictive alternative available and 
consistent with treatment goals. s122:1s(E). 

In proceedings under this chapter, the Attorney General shall offer 
evidence of less restrictive treatment plans, if any. 5122.15(8)(10). 

4.3 Required standard of proof 

All 

Clear and convincing. 5122.15(8). 
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Section 5 Jury trial 

5.1 Is the right to trial by jury provided? 

I All 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NSM 

5.2 Judicial authority to dismiss jury verdict? 

All 

Not Applicable (Hereinafter, N/A} 

5.3 Jury procedure requirements 

All 

N/A 

Section 6 Procedural issues 

6.1 Presence of respondent at hearing? 

All 

The respondent has the right to attend the hearing. 5122.l5(A)(2}. 

The respondent has the right, but shall not be compelled, to testify, and 
shall be so advised by the court. 5122.15(A)(12). 

6.2 Presence of examiners at hearing? 

All 
Respondent or his or her counsel has the right to subpoena, examine and 
cross-examine witnesses. 5122.15(11). The court shall receive only 
reliable, competent and material evidence. 5122.l5(A)(9). (NOTE: 
Examiners may be excused from testifying at the probable causeii'earing if 
respondent's counsel (or R if not represented by counsel), state's 
attorney, and the court agree to excuse. 5122.141(0)(2).) 
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If the respondent is in a hospital prior to a probable cause hearing, the 
court may accept as evidence the written report of a psychiatrist, or of 
a licensed clinical psychologist and a licensed physician, designated by 
the head of such hospital as the pre-hearing report and findings. 
5122.14. 

6.3 Presence of other witnesses 

All 

The respondent or his counsel has the right to subpoena witnesses and 
documents and to examine and cross-examine witnesses. 5122.15(A)(11). 

6.4 Public access to hearings 

All 

The hearing shall be closed to the public, unless counsel for the 
respondent, with the permission of the respondent, requests that the 
hearing be open to the public. 

If the hearing is closed to the public, the court may, for good cause 
shown, admit persons having a legitimate interest in the proceedings. If 
the respondent, his counsel, the designee of the director or of the head 
of the hospital objects to the admission of any person, the court shall 
hear the objection and any opposing argument and shall rule upon the 
admission of the person to the hearing •. 
5122.15(A)(5, 6). 

6.5 Record of hearing 

All -
Upon request of the respondent's counsel, or if the respondent is not 
represented by counsel, the court shall make and maintain a full 
transcript and record of the proceeding. If the respondent is indigent 
and the transcript and record is made, a copy shall be provided to the 
respondent upon request and certified to and paid by the state. 
5122.15(A)(14), 5122.43. 

6.6 Continuances 

All 

If the court appoints counsel, or if the court determines that the 
evidence relevant to the rspndent's absence does not justify the absence, 
the court shall continue the case. 5122.15 (A), (B). 
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On motion of the respondent or his counsel for good cause shown, or on 
the court's own motion the court may order a continuance of the hearing. 
5122.15(A)(l3). ' 

6.7 Evidentiary rules 

All 

The court shall receive only reliable, competent and material evidence. 
5122.15(A)(9). 

To the extent not inconsistent with this chapter, the Rules of Civil 
Procedure are applicable. 5122.lS(A)(lS). 

The investigation report is not admissible as evidence for the purpose of 
estaolishing whether or not the respondent is a mentally ill person 
subject to hospitalizatin by court order, but shall be considered by the 
court in its determination of an appropriate placement (if conmitted). 
5122.13. 
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The Hearing: Determining Treatment 

Section 1 Adjudicating the question of competency to refuse treatment 

All 

NSM 

All 

NSM 

All 

1.1 Mandatory part of hearing 

1.2 Implicit to, but not independent question of, hearing 

1.3 Independent proceeding? 

Adjudication of incompetence accomplished pursuant to a judicial 
proceeding other than a proceeding under sections 5122.11 to 5122.15 
(civil commitment sections). 5122.301. 

Section 2 Treatment plan 

2.1 Required 

All 

In determining the place to which, or the person with whom, the 
respondent is to be conmitted, the court shall consider the diagnosis, 
prognosis, and projected treatment plan for the respondent. 5122.lS{E). 

2.2 Timing of treatment plan 

All 

In proceedings under this chapter, the Attorney General snall offer 
evidence of the diagnosis, prognosis, record of treatment, if any, and 
less restrictive treatment plans, if any. 5122.lS(A){lO). 
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The person who conducts the investigation shall promptly make a report ta 
the court, in writing, in open court or in chambers, as directed by the 
court, and a full record of the report shall be made by the court. 
5122.13. 

2.3 Respondent's right to challenge 

All 

The respondent or his counsel has the right to subpoena witnesses and 
documents and to examine and cross-examine witnesses. 5122.lS(A)(ll). 

Section 3 Commitment or order for care or treatment 

3.1 Hospitalization alternatives specified 

All 

If, upon completion of the hearing the court finds clear and convincing 
evidence that the respondent is a mentally ill person subject to 
hospitalization by court order, the court shall order the respondent, for 
a period not to exceed ninety days to: 

(1) A hospital operated by the department of mental health; 
(2) A nonpublic h~spital; 
(3} The veterans' administration or other agency of the United 

States government; 
(4) A coRltlunity mental health clinical facility; 
(5) Receive private psychiatric or psychological care and treatment; 
(6) Any other suitable facility or person consistent with the 

diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment needs of the respondent; or 
(7) An inpatient unit administered by a community mental health 

center licensed by the division of mental health of the department of 
mental health and mental retardation. 
5122.lS(C). 

3.2 Less restrictive alternatives specified 

All .......... 
See Section 3.1, above. 

3.3 Responsibility to consider treatment options 

A11 

Court-appointed medical examiner shall report to the court his or her 
findings as to the respondent's need for custody, care, or treatment in a 
mental hospital. 5122.14. Social worker or other investigator appointed 
by the court. 5122.13. The court. 5122.lS(E). 
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3.4 Judicial authority to mandate admission or specify treatment 

All 

ColTillitment to a nonpublic hospital, veterans' administration or other 
agency of the United States government, private psychiatric or 
psychological treatment resources, or any other suitable facility or 
person shall be conditioned upon the receipt by the court of consent by 
such hospital, facility, or person to accept the respondent. 5122.15(0). 

Conmitment to a conmunity mental health facility or an inpatient unit 
administered by a licensed community mental health center shall be 
conditioned on the receipt by the court of evidence of available space in 
the conmunity mental health clinical facility or inpatient unit 
administered by a community mental health center. 5122.15(0). 

3.5 Provision for payment 

All 

All patients of a benevolent institution shall be maintained at the 
expense of the state. Their traveling and incidental expenses in 
conveying them to the institution shall be paid by the county of 
conmitment. Upon admission, the patients shall be neatly and comfortably 
clothed. Thereafter, the expense of necessary clothing shall be borne by 
the responsible relatives or guardian if they are financially able. If 
not furnished, the state shall bear the expense. Any required travelin~ 
expense after admission to the institution shall be borne by the state 1f 
the responsible relatives or guardian are unable to do so. 5121.01. 

When any person is committed to an institution under the jurisdiction of 
the Department of Mental Health pursuant to judicial proceedings, the 
judge ordering such coirmitment shall: 

(A) Make a reliable report on the financial condition of such person 
and of each of the relatives of the person who are liable for his 
support, as provided in the Revised Code and rules and procedures agreed 
upon by the director of mental health. 

(B) Certify to the managing officer of such institution, and the 
managing officer shall thereupon enter upon his records the name and 
address of any guardian appointed and of any relative liable for such 
person's support. 
5121.02. 

The Department of Mental Health shall investigate the financial conaition 
of the patients in hospitals and institutions, and those whose care or 
treatment is being paid for in a private facility or home under the 
department's control and of the relatives liable for the support of such 
patients, in order to determine the ability [sic] of any patient or such 
relatives for the support of the patient and to provide suitable clothing 
as required by the superintendent of the institution. In all cases, in 
determining ability to pay and the amount to be charged, due regard shall 
be had for others who may be dependent far support upon such re1atives or 
the estate of the patient. 5121.04(A). 
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The department of m1:ntal health may subpoena witnesses, take testimony 
under oath, and examine any public records relating to the income and 
other assets of a patient or of a relative liable for such patient's 
support. All information, conclusions, and recommendations shall be 
submitted to the department by the investigating agent of the 
department. The department shall determine the amount of support to be 
paid, by whom, and whether clothing shall be furnished by the relatives 
or guardian. 5121.05. 

The patient, his estate, and the patient's husband or wife are jointly 
and severally liable for the support of a patient in an institution. 
5121 .06. 
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Part V: Posthearing 

Section } Notification requirements 

1.1 Notification of commitment 

All 

The head of the hospital admitting a respondent pursuant to a judicial 
proceeding shall, within ten working days, make a report of such 
admission to the Department of Mental Health. 5122.15(1). 

All 

NSM 

1.2 Notification of dismissal 

1.3 Notification of discharge 

Judicial 

Head of a hospital shall immediately make a report of the discharge to 
the division of mental health facilities and services. 5122.2l(A). Head 
of the hospital shall notify the court that caused the judicial 
hospitalization. 5122.21(8). 

Section 2 Appeal 

2.1 Who may appeal 

All 

a) Referee•s order - a party. 5122.lS{J). 
b) Court 1 s order - an order of the court for an initial ninety-day 
hospitalization, continued commitments, and rulings on a referee's order 
are final orders. 5122.15(K). 

NOTE: Although no right of appeal is specifically provided in the mental 
health statutes, there is an appeal route from the court of common pleas 
to the courts of appeals. 
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2.2 Judicial body receiving appeal 

All 

a) Referee•s order - judge of the probate court. 5122.15(J). 
b) Court•s order - NSM (see NOTE, Section 2.1, above). 

2.3 Procedures to initiate appeal 

All 

a) Referee's order - within fourteen days of the making of an order by a 
referee, a party may file written objections to the order with the 
court. Such objections shall be considered a motion, shall be specific, 
and shall state its grounds with particularity. 5122.15(J). 
b) Court's order - NSM. 

2.4 On record or de nova 

All 

a) Referee's order - within ten days of the filing of such objections, a 
judge of the court shall hold a hearing on the objections and may hear 
and consider any testimony or other evidence relating to the respondent's 
mental condition. 5122.15(J). 
b) Court's order - NSM. 

2.5 Right to jury 

All 

NSM 

2.6 Timing of appeal 

a) Referee's order - objection within 14 days of referee's order, 
hearing in 10 days from filing of objection. 5122.15(J). At the 
conclusion of the hearing, the judge may ratify, rescind, or modify the 
referee's order. 5122.lS(J). 
b) Court's order - NSM. 

2.7 Provisions for release pending appeal 

All 

NSM 
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Section 3 Institutional authority and the role of the court 

3.1 Admittance 

All 

See The Hearing: Determining Treatment, Section 3.4. 

3.2 Treatment 

All 
~ 

During the initial, ninety-day commitment period the hospital, facility, 
or person shall examine and treat such individual. 5122.lS(F). 

No patient shall be subjected to sterilization, any unusually hazardous 
treatment procedures, or psycho-surgery until both his informed, knowing, 
and intelligent consent and the approval of the court have been obtained. 
5122.271(6}. 

If a patient is physically or mentally unaole to receive the information 
required for surgery and has no guardian, then the information, the 
recommendation of the chief medical officer, and the concurring judgment 
of a licensed physician who is not a full-time employee of the state may 
be provided to the court in the county in which the hospital is located, 
which may approve the surgery. Before approving the surgery, the court 
shall notify the legal rights service and shall notify the patient of his 
rights to consult with counsel, to have counsel appointed by the court if 
he is indigent, and to contest the recommendation of the chief medical 
officer. 5122.271(C). 

Major aversive interventions shall not be used unless a patient continues 
to engage in behavior destructive to himself or others after other forms 
of therapy have been attempted. Major aversive interventions may be 
applied if approved by the behavior modification committee appointed by 
the director of mental health. The director of the legal rights service 
shall be notified of any proposed major aversive intervention prior to 
review by the behavior modification committee. 

Unless there is substantial risk of physical harm to himself or others, 
or a medical emergency, this chapter does not authorize any form of 
compulsory medical, psychological, or psychiatric treatment of any 
patient who is being treated by spiritual means through prayer alone in 
accordance with a recognized religious method of healing without specific 
court authorization. 
5122.271(E). 
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3.3 Periodic progress reports to court 

All 

The head of a public hospital shall irrunediately report to the department 
of mental health the removal, death, escape, discharge, or trial visit of 
any patient juaicially hospitalized, or the return of such an escaped or 
visiting patient to the department, the probate judge of the county from 
which such patient was hospitalized, and the prooate judge of the county 
of residence of such patient. In case of death, the head of the hospital 
shall also notify one or more of the nearest relatives of the deceased 
patient, if known to him, by letter, telegram, or telephone. If the 
place of residence of such relative is unknown to the head of the 
hospital, immediately upon receiving notification the probate judge shall 
in the speediest manner possible notify such relatives, if known to him. 

The head of a public hospital shall, upon the request of the probate 
judge of the county from which a patient was hospitalized or the probate 
judge of the county of residence of such a patient, make a report to the 
judge of the condition of any patient under the care, treatment, custody, 
or control of the head of the hospital. 
5122.23. 

3.4 Transfer 

The chief of the division of mental health facilities and services or his 
designee may transfer, or authorize the transfer of, an involuntary 
patient from one public hospital to another, or to a hospital, mental 
health clinical facility, or other facility offering treatment or other 
services for mental illness, if the chief of the division determines that 
it would be consistent with the medical needs of the patient to do so. 
If such transfer is made to a private facility it shall be conditioned 
upon the consent of such facility. 

Before an involuntary patient may be transferred to a more restrictive 
setting, the head of the hospital shall file a motion with the court 
requesting the court to amend its order of placement. At the patient's 
request, the court shall hold a hearing on the motion at which the 
patient has the same rights as at a full hearing. 
5122.20. 

3.5 Discharge 

The head of a hospital shall as frequently as practicable examine or 
cause to be examined every patient and, whenever he determines that the 
conditions justifying involuntary hospitalization no longer obtain, shall 
discharge the patient not under indictment or conviction for crime and 
imnediately make a report of the discharge to the division of mental 
health facilities and services. 
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After a finding that a person is a mentally ill person subject to 
hospitalization by court order, the head of the hospital to which the 
person is ordered or to which the person is transferred may grant a 
discharge without the consent or authorization of any court. 

Upon discharge the head of the hospital shall notify the court that 
caused the judicial hospitalization of the discharge from the hospital. 
5122.21. 

If an involuntarily committed patient has successfully completed one year 
of continuous trial visit, the head of the hospital shall discharge the 
patient. 5122.22. 

If, at the end of the first ninety-day period or any subsequent period of 
continued corrvnitment, there has been no disposition of the case, either 
by discharge or voluntary admission, the hospital, facility, or person 
shall discharge the patient immediately, unless at least ten days before 
the expiration of the period the designee of the attorney general files, 
with the court an application for continued commitment. 5122.15(H). 

Section 4 Patient's rights 

4.1 Right to treatment 

All 

The head of the hospital or his designee shall assure that all patients 
hospitalized pursuant to the Revised Code shall: 

A) Receive, within twenty days of their admission sufficient 
professional care to assure that an evaluation of current status, 
differential diagnosis, probable prognosis, and description of the 
current treatment plan is stated on the official chart; 

B) Have a written treatment plan consistent with the evaluation, 
diagnosis, prognosis, and goals which shall be provided, upon request of 
the patient or patient's counsel, to the patient's counsel and to any 
private physician or licensed clinical psychologist designated by the 
patient or his counsel or to the legal rights service; . 
C) Receive treatment consistent with the treatment plan. The department 
of mental health shall set standards for treatment provided to such 
patients, consistent wherever possible with standards set by the Joint 
Conmission on Accreditation of Hospitals; 

D) Receive periodic reevaluations of the treatment plan by the 
professional staff of the hospital at intervals not to exceed ninety days; 
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E) Be provided with adequate medical treatment for physical disease or 
injury; 

F) Receive humane i:are and treatment, including without limitation, the 
following: 

(1) The least restrictive environment consistent with the treatment 
plan; 

(2) The necessary facilities and personnel required by the treatment 
plan; 

(3) A humane psychological and physical environment within the 
hospital facilities; 

(4) The right to obtain current information concerning his treatment 
program and expectations in terms that he can reasonably understand; 

(5) Participation in programs designed to afford him substantial 
opportunity to acquire skills to facilitate his return to the community; 

(6) The right to be free from unnecessary or excessive medication; 
(7) Freedom from restraints or isolation unless it is stated in a 

written order by the head of the hospital or his designee, or the 
patient's individual physician or psychologist in a private or general 
hospital. 

G) Be notified of their rights under the law within twenty-four hours of 
admission, according to rules established by the legal rights service. 
5122.27. 

4.2 Right to refuse treatment 

The chief medical officer, or in a nonpublic hospital, the attending 
physician responsible for a patient's care shall provide all information, 
including expected physical and medical consequences, necessary to enable 
any patient of a hospital for the mentally ill to give a fully informed, 
intelligent, and knowing consent, the opportunity to consult with 
independent specialists and counsel, and the right to refuse consent for 
any of the following: 

1) Surgery; 
2) Convulsive therapy; 
3) Major aversive interventions; 
4) Sterilization; 
5) Any unusually hazardous treatment procedures; 
6) Psycho-surgery. 
5122.271. 

4.3 Right to seek release 

All 

Any person detained pursuant to the Revised Code shall be entitled to ·the 
writ of habeas corpus upon proper petition by himself or a friend to any 
court generally empowered to issue the writ of habeas corpus in the 
county in which he is detained. 5122.30. 
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Upon request of a person involuntarily committed under tnis section, or 
tne person's counsel, made more than one hundred eighty days after the 
person's last full hearing, mandatory or requested, the court shall hold 
a full hearing on the person's continued commitment. 5122.lS(H). 

4.4 Personal rights and civil rights 

A11 

No person shall be deprived of any public or private employment solely 
because of having been admitted to a hospital or otherwise receiving 
services, voluntarily or involuntarily, for a mental illness or other 
mental disability. 

Any person admitted to a hospital or otherwise taken into custody, 
voluntarily or involuntarily, retains all civil rights not specifically 
denied in the Revised Code or removed by an adjudication of incompetence 
following a judicial proceeding. 

As used in this section, "civil rights" includes, without limitation, the 
rights to contract, hold a professional, occupational, or motor vehicle 
operator's or chauffeur's license, marry or obtain a divorce, annulment, 
or dissolution of marriage, make a will, and sue and be sued. 
5122.301. 

The department of mental health shall provide and safeguard the following 
rights for all patients: 

A) The right to a written list of all rights enumerated in this chapter, 
to that person, his legal guardian, and his counsel. If the person is 
unable to read, the list shall be read and explained to him. 
B) The right at all times to be treated with consideration and respect 
for his privacy and dignity, including without limitation, the following: 

l} At the time a person is taken into custody for diagnosis, 
detention, or treatment, the person taking him into custody shall take 
reasonable precautions to preserve and safeguard the personal property in 
the possession of or on the premises occupied by that person; 

2) A person who is committed, voluntarily or involuntarily, shall 
be given reasonable protection from assault or battery by any other 
person. 
C) The right to communicate freely with and be visited at reasonable 
times by his private counsel or personnel of the legal rights service 
and, unless prior court restriction has been obtained, to communicate 
freely with and be visited at reasonable times by his personal physician 
or psychologist. 
O) The right to communicate freely with others, unless specifically 
restricted in the patient's treatment plan for clear treatment reasons, 
including without limitation the following: 

1) To receive visitors at reasonable times; 
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2) To have reasonable access to telephones to make and receive 
confidential calls, including a reasonable numoer of free calls if unable 
to pay for them and assistance in calling if requested and needed. 
EJ The right to have ready access to letter writing materials, including 
a reasonable number of stamps without cost if unaole to pay for them, and 
to mail and receive unopened correspondence and assistance in writing if 
requested and needed. 
F) The right to the following personal privileges consistent with health 
and safety: 

1) To wear his own clothes and maintain his own personal effects; 
2) To be provided an adequate allowance for or allotment of neat, 

clean, and seasonable clothing if unable to provide his own; 
3) To maintain his personal appearance according to his own 

personal taste, including head and body hair; 
4) To keep and use personal possessions, including toilet articles; 
5) To have access to individual storage space for his private use; 
6) To keep and spend a reasonable sum of his own money for expenses 

and small purchases; 
7) To receive and possess reading materials without censorship, 

except when the materials create a clear and present danger to the safety 
of persons in the institutions. 
G} The right to reasonable privacy, including both periods of privacy 
and places of privacy. 
H) The right to free exercise of religious worship within the 
institution, including a right to services and sacred texts that are 
within the reasonable capacity of the institution to supply, provided 
that no patient shall be coerced into engaging in any religious 
activities. 
I) The right to social interaction with members of either sex, subject 
to adequate supervision, unless such social interaction is specifically 
withheld under a patient's written treatment plan. 
5122.29. 

4.5 Patient advocacy systems 

All 

A legal rights service is hereby created and established to protect and 
advocate the rights of mentally ill persons and persons with 
developmental disabilities, receive and act upon complaints concerning 
institutional and hospital practices, conditions of institutions for the 
mentally retarded and hospitals for the mentally ill, and to assure that 
all persons detained, hospitalized, discharged, or institutionalized, and 
all persons whose detention, hospitalization, discharge, or 
institutionalization is sought or has been sought under this chapter are 
fully informed of their rights and adequately represented by counsel in 
proceedings under this chapter and in any proceedings to secure the 
rights of such persons. 

In regard to those persons detained, hospitalized, or institutionalized 
under the Revise~ Code, the legal rights service shall undertake formal 
representation only of those persons who are involuntarily detained, 
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hospitalized, or institutionalized, or who have requested representation 
by the legal rights service. 
5123.60. 

The administrator of the legal rights service may, when attempts at 
administrative resolution prove unsatisfactory, initiate actions in 
mandamus and such other legal and equitaole remedies as may be necessary 
to accomplish the purposes of this chapter. 5123.60(G). 

Section 5 Retention or recertification 

5.1 Periods of commitment 

Initial 90-day commitment; indefinite recommitments, each for a period 
not exceeding two years. 5122.15 (H). 

5.2 Process for extending commitment 

All 

If, at the end of the first ninety-day period or any subsequent period of 
continued conmitment, there has been no disposition of the case, either 
by discharge or voluntary admission, the hospital, facility, or person 
shall discharge the patient immediately, unless at least ten days before 
the expiration of the period the designee of the attorney general or the 
prosecutor files with the court an application for continued commitment. 
A copy of the application shall be provided to the respondent's counsel 
inmediately. 

The court shall hold a full hearing on applications for continued 
conmitment at the expiration of the first ninety-day period and at least 
every two years after the expiration of the first ninety-day period. 

Hearings following any application for continued commitment are mandatory 
and may not be waived. 
5122.lS(H). 

5.3 Special procedures for retention or recertification hearings 

The application of the attorney general shall include a written report 
containing the diagnosis, prognosis, past treatment, a list of 
alternative treatment settings and plans, and identification of the 
treatment setting that is the least restrictive consistent with treatment 
needs. 5122.15(H). 

Hearings are mandatory and may not be waived. 5122.15 (H). 
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INTERVIEW GUIDE 

PURPOSE 

The ultimate goal for this research project is to generate 
information by which the civil commitment process can be made to function 
as well as possible. The purpose of this data collection is to obtain 
practitioners' opinions, advice, and suggestions about the civil 
commitment process, particularly about the process as it operates in 
their own localities. Our staff has become familiar with each state's 
statute and basic commitment process. We know, however, tnat systems do 
not always operate exactly as statutes prescribe. Situations 
occasionally arise that are not explicitly provided for in statute. 
People who work with a system on a day-co-day basis can explain why 
things are done as they are and can offer insights into how a system 
might be made to operate most smoothly. 

This research is entirely qualitative, not quantitative. Our main 
purpose is not to ask how ~ny, or even how. Our purpose is to ask why, 
how well, and how else. Assuming that w-;-are aware or the basic statutes 
and procedures, questions do not call for descriptions of legal 
requirements or commitment process events, per se. Descri~tions of law 
and process are requested only to help explain advantages, disadvantages, 
and possible modifications of a system. We seek information about what 
works best and why. 

APPROACH 

This is not a typical research survey. The people with whom we are 
speaking have been chosen because they are well informed about the civil 
commit:nent process. Thus, our sample of interviewees is not a 
statistically representative sample; we therefore have no reason to count 
what percent of interviewees feel ooe way or the other. Our job in this 
research is to report on the unique and authoritative insights that these 
key people can impart. Because we are looking for what work.s best, the 
research has not been designed to show validly what is average-or-typical. 

The questions in this data collection guide are open-ended. Multiple 
choice types of questions have been avoided so that interviewees will be 
free to for:nulate their own opinions rather tnan naving their thoughts 
slot~ed into predetermined categories by the researchers. !~e only 
exceptions to this are the few background questions about each 
interviewee. Using these questions, we hope to group the interviewees 
into a small number of predeter.nined categories to help us understand now 
different types of people view different issues. 
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ORGANIZATON 

This data collection guide is a complete set of all tne questions 
that are to be investigated. People will be interviewed individually and 
in homogeneous groups. Some of the questions also will be answered by 
project staff on the basis of their own empirical observations. Project 
staff have a separate observation guide to help them note important 
events and to key the observation information to appropriate questions in 
this data guide. 

The interview covers many topics. The complete data collection flows 
in a more-or-less chronolgical order, as events occur during a typical 
commitment process. The questions unavoidably overlap each other to some 
degree, but repitition was minimized as much as possible. 

All the quescions are coded according to the types of people whom we 
expect will be able to give us the desired infor:nacion. The codes and 
their meanings are these: 

J Judges, magistrates, special justices, and so on; 
C Clerks and other court personnel; 
L Law enforcement officers, probation officers, and so on; 
A Attorneys and patients' righcs advocates; 
? Psychiacrists, psychologists, social workers, and so on; 
R Respondenc, pecitioner, family members and ocher lay 

individuals; 
0 Direcc observacion. 

Because of the length of the data collection guide, every question 
will noc be asked of every interviewee. We will selecc a subset of 
questions to present in each interview, crying to optimize the macch of 
peoples' areas of knowledge with the questions asked. Everyone will be 
invited, however, co discuss any aspect of the commitment process with 
which they are familiar or about which they have parcicular opinions or 
suggestions. 

ADMINISTRATION 

Whenever possible, the daca collection guide will be sen: co 
incerviewees prior to the ac:ual interview. This will give people a 
chance to consider the issues chat are co be raised, collect their 
thoughcs, and prepare their answers in advance, if they wish. 

Questions in the data collection guide are in normal :ype. text 
printed entirely in capitals, LI.KE TE.IS, is mean: as instruc:ion :o 
interviewers. 
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Remember that this is only a data collection guide, not a dictum. 
Precise language in the questions is not important, and neither is the 
order in which questions are covered. The guide is simply a reminder to 
important issues and ideas that need to be discussed. More concern is to 
be given to understanding the answers than to writing them doW'Il 
thoroughly or verbatim. Immediately following an interview, interviewers 
will go back through their notes to write answers fully and in proper 
sent:ences and to be sure that there are no "loose ends." If necessary, 
telephone calls will be made t:o review particular comments or to check 
the exact meaning of unclear answers. 

In this vein, the data guide is written is conversational style. We 
expect the interviews to be conducted as free-flowing discussions. The 
information will be condensed and cast into the "King's English" during 
the analysis phase. 

Finally, we do not necessarily expect answers to every question that 
is asked. We recognize that people have concerns and expertise in some 
areas and not in others. If interviewees do not wish to answer a 
particular question, the question can be skipped and the interview can 
progress to the next topic. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

A complete statement regarding confidentiality accompanies each data 
collection form and is to be reviewed prior to every interview. The most 
important point of that statement is repeated briefly here. !hat is, 
responses to this data collection effort (or staff observations) never 
will be reported with reference by name to any par:icular individual. 
Anonym.t:y of private individuals will be maintained absolu:ely. The 
anonymity of public officials will be ~aintained to :he excen: chat: is 
possible; it is acknowledged that because of :heir posicions and special 
information, it may not al~ays be possible co presenc information 
repon:ed by public officials in a manner chat would make it impossible 
for knowledgeable people to deterc.ine chac chese officials were che 
source of the information. 
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STATE~lE~T OF CONFIDE~TIALITY ~~D PROJECT ETHICS 

Protecting Confidentiality 

The reports that result from the inf or.nation collected by interviews 
and observations will not identify individuals by name. Any information 
that reasonably could be expected to identify a private person will be 
deleted or disguised. 

A list of public persons interviewed and the organization each 
represented will be included in the final repori:. In the repon:, where 
it is appropriate or necessary to identify comments or suggestions with 
an organization or person, generic descriptions will be used -- e.g., 
out-patient treatment personnel, attorneys, advocates, in-patient 
treatment personnel. 

It is possible that persons knowledgeable about the mental health or 
legal communities could identify organizations and public persons 
representing them as sources of certain reported statements. We will 
make every reasonable effor1: to use multiple sources of information in 
order to reduce the probability of revealing the identity of particular 
public persons. 

Infor:nation in our files will generally be deidentified. Personal 
identifiers will be attached to file materials only when necessary for 
some valid and important research purpose. We will keep all personally 
identifiable information in locked file cabinets. All remaining personal 
identifiers will be deleted or the papers destroyed at the conclusion of 
the project. Any requests for infer.nation that might identify an 
illdividual will be refused, unless needed for a valid and ~por.:ant 
research purpose, and then will be transmitted only after completion of a 
formal, written inf or.nation transfer agreement, which will bind the 
receiver of the information, at the least, to the principles of this 
Statement of Confidentiality and Project Ethics. 

To summarize, we will ensure the complete anonymity 
persons (patients, ex-patients, and families of same). 
confidentiality of public persons and institutions will 
the maximum extent possible. 

Research Ethics 

of private 
The 
be protected :o 

Our staff is guided by three ?rinciples of ethical obligations: 

1. '.Je are obliged to participants in protecting their privacy and 
accruately representing :heir responses; 
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Statement: of Confidentiality and Project Ethics 

2. we have a dut;r to society, in that we do not waste funds on 
unnecessary re!search and that we make public our findings and 
recommendations; and 

3. We are obligat:ed to science and future researchers in conducting 
reliable and ,.,alid research, and documenting ou~ methods and findings. 

\ 

Informed Consent 

PTior to beginning any interview or observing any non-public event 
for purposes of this research, one of the following statements will be 
read. Data collec:tion will not occur without the expressed consent of 
all interview and observation subjects of this research (or of their 
guardians or responsible spokespersons). 

This statement will be read prior to beginning any interview. 

We are from the National Center for State Courts. We are 
perfor.ning a project to help judges and mental health 
professionals understand and improve the process of ordering 
involuntary treacient for the mentally ill. We would like to 
ask you some questions. We greatly appreciate your help with 
this project. But, please understand that you may refuse to 
answer any questions that you wish and you may decide to stop 
this interview at any time. Also, you may interrupt us to ask 
about the project at any time, and we will answer your 
questions as f·ully as we can. Our project is being done 
according to a written statement of confidentiality and 
ethics. Your interview statments will be kept entirely 
confidential (FOR A PUBLIC OFFICIAL ADD: to the best of our 
ability). Cop.ies of information about this project and of our 
statement of confidentiality and ethics are available for you 
to read if you wish. Do you have any questions to ask before 
we begin the int:erview? 

Prior to observing hearing or prehearing activities, the folloving 
statement will be read to the senior court official in tne jurisdiction. 
If he or she so directs, it will be read to any other persons as 
necessary or appropriate. 

We are from the National Center for State Courts. We are 
performing a projeet to help judges and ~ental health 
professionals understand and improve the process of ordering 
involuntary treat~ent for the mentally 111. We would like the 
court's per.rlsi;ion to observe hearings and other prehearing 
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events. We will do this with the understanding that anonymity 
of persons will be maintained according to the project's 
statement of confidentiality and ethics. At any such time as 
any subjects of our observations object to our presence, we 
agree to stop such observations immediately unless we receive 
your specific permission to contiue them. Copies of 
information about the project and of the statement of 
confidentiality and ethics will be available for you and any 
other persons to read at any time. We also will read this 
stat~ent to all other persons whom you shall designate, if 
any. We greatly appreciate your help with this project. But, 
please understand that you may stop our observations at any 
time. Also, you and any other persons may ask questions about 
the project at any time, and we will answer your questions as 
fully as we can. Do you have any questions before we begin 
our observations? 

Prior to any observations in or at a treatment facility, the following 
statement will be read to the facility director or other person with 
authority to consent to our project activites. If ne or she so directs, 
it will be read to any other persons as necessary and appropriate. 

We are from the National Center for State Courts. We are 
performing a project to help judges and mental health 
professionals understand and Uiprove the process of ordering 
treatlll.ent for the mentally ill. Ye would like your per.nission 
to observe this facility and any examinations or treatment 
activities that are occurring, which are relevant to our 
work. Ye will do this with the understanding that anonymity 
of persons will be maintained according to the project's 
statement of confidentiality and ethics. At any such time as 
any subjects of our observations object to our presence, we 
agree to stop such observations immediately unless we receive 
your specifie permission to contiue the~. Copies of 
information about the project and of the statement of 
confidentiality and ethics will be available for you and any 
other persons to read at any ti.:ne. We also will read this 
stat:':llent to all other persons whom you shall designate, if 
any. We greatly appreciate your help with this project. But, 
please understand that you may stop our observations at any 
time. :\.lso, you and any other persons :nay ask questions about 
the project at any time, and we will answer your questions as 
fully as we can. Do you have any questions before we oegin 
our observations? 
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CHECK ONE 

Interviewer -----
Observer -----

Involuntary Civil Commitment 
Master Data Guide 

Subject of.data collection. FILL APPLICABLE BLA..'lKS 

Individual interview: 

Observation: 

Re Case 
~----------------------------------------------------~ 

Event 
~-------------------------------------------------------

Group interview: LIST NAi.'fE/TITLE OR POSITION 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 
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PROVIDE THIS INFOIL'1ATION FOR ALL SINGLE-PERSON INTERVIEWS. OTHERWISE, 
SKIP TO PAGE 4. 

Before talking with you about specific issues, I would like t:o get: some 
inf or.nation about your familiarity with the commitment process and your 
general feelings about it. 

I-1 How many year~; of experience have you had working in any capacity 
with the civil commitment of the mentally ill? 

~-----~-~-

I-2 How would you describe your familiarity with the civil commit~ent 
statutes in dds state? READ LIST OF ALTERNATIVES AND CHECK ONE 
BELOW. 

I-3 How would you describe your familiarity with the civil commitment 
system and prcicedures in this state? READ LIST AND CHECK ONE 

Not at all familia.r 

I-2 
Statutes 

Have par'Cial or slight familiarity ------Know well or know most 
Know thoroughly or are expert 

I-3 
Procedures 

NOW DO THE INTERVIEY, BUT RETURN TO THE FOLLOwING TWO QUESTIONS AT THE 
VERY END. 

For my final few minutes with you, I'm going to ask a couple of questions 
to help me summarize the way you perceive the civil commitment system ia 
general. 

I-4 I am going to read three statements about this state's present civil 
commitment system. Please indicate which statement you would most 
closely agree with. READ ALL AND CHECK ONE 

This state's system makes it too hard to get a person in for -----mental health treatment or to protect other people from the 
dangerous mentally ill. 

This state's system makes it too easy to get a person into -----treatment who may not really need it. 

This system strikes a good balance between the interests of -----committing a person ro treacment and procecring the person's 
wish not to be treated involuntarily. 
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I-5 Similarly, I am going to read three statements about crends in your 
state's laws and procedures. Which one most closely reflects your 
feelings? READ ALL A~D CHECK ONE 

This system seems to be changing to make it harder to gee people 
~------~ committed to treatment. 

This system seems to be changing to make it easier to get people 
~--~~~ 

committed to treatment. 

This system seems to be pretty stable in this regard. 
~----~--
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Prehearing Section 

JCL 11-1 I would like to begin by discussing the way commitment 
R proceedings get started. Considering the people who can 

initiate the process, the actions they must take to bring 
their complaint to the attention of the authorities, and 
any prepetition screening that is done ••• 

a. What do you think are the advantages of this system? 

b. What are the disadvantages? 

c. What changes would you suggest, and why? 

JC II-2 a. 
A 

Do petitions and certifications usually contain all the 
information required in them by statute? 

0 

J 
AP 
0 

II-3 

b. IF NO: Why not? What is lacking? 

c. ALL: What other information ought to be provided, and why? 

As we understand the statute in your 
initiate commit~ent, it is necessary 
respondent is mentally ill, 

a. Is this correct? 

b. What else is required? 

state, in order to 
to assert that 

and/or -----

c. Are these requirements typically met in initiating 
commitments? 

d. IF NOT: Why not? 

J II-4 a. 
AP 

In your opinion, how should these requirements be 
altered? 

JCL II-5 
APR 

In some places, people have worked out ways to get help for 
respondents before any formal hearing takes place. !his 
can be a method for getting help without a for:nal 
COlDmi~ent to treaonent, or a way of avoiding the need to 
take the case through a for:nal hearing. 

a. Are there any ways to do this type of prehearing diversion 
here? 

b. IF YES: What are they, and how well do they work? 

c. ALL: Can you suggest some prehearing diversions or 
screening procedures ~ha~ are noc used here ~ow, buc 
eould be? 
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J L II-6 a. 
A2 

Once a commitment process is begun, what circumstances 
or conditions must exist to justify taking a respondent into 
custody? 

b. What changes, if any, would you suggest in this regard, 
and why? 

J L II-7 a. 
A 

Is there any way to avoid holding a respondent in custody 
prior to an examinat:ion or prior to a hearing? 

J L II-8 
A2 

J II-9 
A2 

b. IF NO: Is there any reason why this can't be done? 

c. IF YES: How and when does this occur? 

a. 

b. 

c. 

How, e:cactly, is a respondent picked up or taken into 
custody when a commitment is initiated against h.im or her? 

What ar.e the strong points of this process? 

What are the weak points? 

we know that states differ in their practices with regard 
to whei~e they hold respondents prior to an examinat:ion or 
hearing. As examples, some stat:es use hospitals or local 
clinics exclusively, while other states allow people to be 
held in jails or to remain at libert:y in their homes. 

a. What facilities are used here to hold respondent:s most 
frequen.t:ly? 

b. What: az·e the advant:ages to using these? 

c. What az·e the disadvantages? 

d. What other facilities alight be used, and what advantages 
would they offer? 

J II-10 a. 
A2 

Row long are respondents typically held in custody prior 
to receiving a bearing? PROBE FOR AJ.'lY COM..'1E~TS ON !I~. 
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J L II-11 a. 
A.PR 

ASK THIS QUESTION ONLY IF ANSWER IS NOT ALREADY OBVIOUS FROM 
EARLIER QUESTIONS. Do you feel.that prehearing detention 
practices in this system unnecessarily restrict respondent's 
right to liberty? Why? 

J 
~ 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Do you feel these practices adequately protect society from 
dangerous mentally ill people? Why? 

Do you feel these practices are adequate to protect people 
who might be dangerous to themselves? Why? 

Do you feel that the prehearing detention practices 
adequately meet the immediate treatment needs of the 
hospitalized person? 

What changes or procedures can you suggest to improve these 
practices? 

II-12 Let's talk a bit about mental health examinations. 

' a. How many examinations do respondents typically receive prior 
to a commitment for treatment, and when do they occur? 

b. Who does the examinations? 

c. What information does an examiner usually have about the 
respondent prior to the examination? 

J II-13 a. 
A.PR 

Does the examination process present any special 
considerations in this jurisdiction with respect to the 
examiner and the respondent in their relationships as a 
doctor and patient? 

b. IF YES: How are these considerations dealt with and 
what are the effects? 

c. A.LL: Is this a particular problem at time of 
recertification? 

J I!-14 a. Do examination reports usually contain all the inior::iation 
A:r required by law? 
0 

b. What, if any, inior.nation is not contained in examination 
reports that you think should-s@ included? Why would 1: 
be helpful to include this infor.:nation? 
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J II-15 a. 
A2 

How frequently does a respondent assert or pursue a right 
to re·:nain silent during an examination? 

0 
b. Is every patient infor::ied of the likely consequP-nces of the 

exami:·1ation, and of the right to remain silent, if there 
is on1e? 

c. IF YES: How and when is this done? 

d. ALL: What effect does this have on the examination? 

J II-16 a. 
A2 

How f1~equently do respondents request an independent 
examiuation? 

JC !I-17 
A 
0 

b. IF EVE:R.: When an independent examination is requested, does 
it seErm to 1llake a significant difference to the proceedings? 
IF YES: How? 

c. IF NEV'E.R: Do you feel that independent examinations snould 
be done? IF YES: Why? 

The ne~xt few questions will be addressed to the matter of 
respondent's attorney. These questions will be related to 
the eti.tire commitment process, not just the preheating 
stage. 

a. Are all respondents represented by counsel? 

b. IF NO!: Why are some not represented? 

c. ALL: How is indigency deter.nined? 

d. What method is used for the appoint:nent of counsel? 

e. '1lhat qualifications are required for appointed attorneys? 

J II-18 a. 
A2 

What d1:> you see as the proper role of counsel for the 
respondent? 

0 
Do attorneys tend to advocate strongly for the respondent's 
liberty interest:s in all cases, or is this true only when 
the atr.orney feels this is in che respondenc's best: 
in1:e rests? 

c. Do you think this should be cha.aged, and why? 
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JC II-19 a. 
A.PR 

Do you feel that most attorneys are sufficiently prepared 
in their roles as counsel for respondent? 

0 
b. IF NOT: What more should they be doing? 

c. ALL: What kinds of incentives or disincentives exist for 
counsel to be thorough? 

d. ALL: Do you think this should be changed, and why? 

JC II-20 a. 
A2 

Do respondents frequently reject the assistance of 
appointed counsel? 

0 
b. IF YES: How is this handled by the court? 

c. Are there ways in which this can be handled better? 

J II-21 a. 
A:P 

How frequently will attorneys challenge an examiner's 
credentials or conclusions? 

0 
b. Bow frequently will attorneys object to testimony or 

admissibility of evidence at hearing? 

c. Do attorneys ever insist on psychiatrists using lay 
language? 

d. w11at is the effect whenever any of these actions is done? 

JC II-22 a. Do attorneys have prompt and sufficient access to all 
A information they need for respondent's case? 

b. IF NOT: What more do they need, and how can it be 
provided to them? 

c. ALL: Do attorneys make use of all the necessary infor:nation 
relating to the respondent that they have access to? 

d. IF NO: What i~uortant infor:nation aight counsel be 
missing, and what can be done to correct this? 
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JC II-23 The next questions have to do with preheating t:reat:;nent. 
AP 
O a. Under what circu:nst:ances, if any, do respondents receive 

treat:t1ent prior to a fonial disposit:ion hearing? 

b. What t:ypes of treatment usually are given? 

c. Are re~spondents ever medicated when they are brought: to 
the hE!aring? IF YES, ASK: Is this communicated to the 
court2 

d. IF YES: What problems or advantages does this create? 

e. ALL: What changes would you suggest? 

J II-24 a. 
AP 

Do respondents ever assert a right to refuse treatment 
prior to disposition? 

b. IF YES: What happens when respondent does so? 

c. ALL: ~t changes would you suggest in your system with 
regard to respondent's right to refuse prehearing treat!:lent 
and why? 

JC II-23 a. 
AP 

Under what circumstances might a case be dismissed or a 
respondent be discharged prior to a hearing? 

b. If a respondent is discharged from the custody of a mental 
health facility prior to a hearing, is the case 
aut:oma·tically dis-missed, or might: a hearing be held an'J',;ay? 

e. Do you feel that a hearing should be held, even after a 
person has been discharged by a ment:al health facility? 

d. IF YES:: Why and in what manner? 

JCL II-26 a. 
APR 

When and how is respondent notified of b.is or b.er rights, 
such as1 the right: to counsel, to an independent examination, 
and to see copies of the petition and cer:ificat:ion? 0 

b. What more should be done, if anything, to inform respondencs 
of the:!.r rights? 

c. Are there for.nal procedures for waiver of rights? 
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CL II-27 a. Who is notified when a respondent is first taken 
A2 into custody? 

b. What notifications are made if respondent is discharged or 
the case is dismissed? 

c. What procedure is used for giving notices? 

d. What other notifications ought to be made? 

e. Are notifications given that are unnecessary? 

f. What are your practices if a respondent requests that 
cert:ain people ~ be notified? 

JC II-28 a. 
A2 

we are interested in the payment of the costs of prehearing 
procedures. Could you tell me who is responsible for these 
costs, who usually pays them, and whether the regulations 
regarding payment have aoy impor1:ant effects on the way the 
following are done: 

JCL II-29 
A2R 
0 

b. 

a. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 

Picking up the respondent 
Detention 
Examination 
Treatment 
Emergency hearings 

Who is responsible for administration and collection of 
payments? 

Before going on to some questions about the hearing itself, 
I'd like to find out whether you have any comments to make 
about the early par1: of the process, in addition to the 
things we already have discussed. 

What aspects of initiating an emergency commitment 
procedure in your system are especially helpful or 
problematic, and what comments or reco!l1lllendations would you 
make about them? 

b. Yhat comments or recommendations would you ~are to make 
relating to initiating a commitment by the usual judicial 
hearing procedure in which no emergency is involved? 

c. IF A2PROPRIAIE TO STATE: Would you care to make any 
comments about your state's procedures for initiating a 
eommitnent that does not require judicial review? 

d. w"hat screngths or weaknesses can you ~omment on regarding 
your system's abilicy to use conservacorsnips or 
guardianships to gee help and :reat~ent for tne ~entally 
ill? 
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e. Do yo11 care to comment on this system's procedures for 
initiating a commitment proceeding against a person who 
is cui~rently a voluntary patient: and '.Jho is seeking 
relea~ie? 

f. What particular strengths or weaknesses, if any, does your 
systeul have for initiating a commitment for treatment for 
p risoc1er s? 
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The Hearing: Adjudicating Coomitment 

JC III-1 a. The questions in this part of the interview will focus on 
A the hearing, per se. But first, let me ask some questions 

about how treatment might occur without a hearing. 
Excluding voluntary admission and treatment in emergency 
situations, is it possible for a person in this system to 
be committed for treatment without going through a formal 
hearing? 

b. IF YES: How does this happen? 

c. ALL: Do you see any reason why this might be advantageous? 

d. ALL: Would you suggest any changes in this regard? 

JC !II-2 a. Does respondent ever have trouble obtaining a prompt 
A hearing? 

b. IF YES: ·What is the difficulty and how might it be 
overcome? 

c. ALL: What period of time do you feel is needed bet~een the 
filing of a petition and holding a hearing? 

d. ALL: What difficulties would arise in holding the hearing 
prior to this time? 

JC III-3 a. 
AP 

Where are commitment hearings typically held? 

a b. What are the advantages and disadvantages of holding 
hearings there? 

c. Would you suggest having the hearings somewhere else? 

d. IF YES: Under what circumstances, and where? 

JC III-4 a. 
APR 

Is the respondent given an opport:unity to elect voluntary 
admission prior to or during a hearing? 

a 
b. IF YES: Do you favor giving respondent this opportunity? 

Why? 

c. Before pe.r.nitting a respondent to choose voluntary 
admission, does the court: consider whether the respondent 
has the capacity to make treatment decisions? 

d. What changes would you suggest, ii any, in the process of 
allowing for election of voluncary admission? 
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III-5 a. Our understanding of your civil colllillitment code is that 
a person must be found to be ~~~~~~~~· 
~~~- and/or in order to suppo~t 
a cam;nit~ent. Is this correct? Is it interpreted this 
way in practice? 

b. Are these requirements typically :net? 

e. What c:>t:her factors appear to influence the court's 
decis:loa.? 

d. What i1pecific facts typically are presented to the court to 
suppoi::t these criteria and the existence of other factors? 

e. What t.:hanges do you think are called for io. the legal 
crite1:'ia support:ing a commitment for treatment? 

III-6 a. 

b. 

c. 

III-7 a. 

b. 

Does your system have a problem with chronically disturbed 
people\ who seem to be regularly in and out of treat::i.ent 
facil1ties? IF NO, GO IO III-7. 

IF YES: What exactly are the nature and cause of the 
proble:~? 

Can you suggest a solution? 

aow, if at all, does a consideration of less restrictive 
alternatives enter into the hearing? That is, how, if at 

all, does the topic get raised and who presents testimony 
in this regard? 

(ASK ONLY IF NOT OBVIOUS FROM LAST .~~SWER) Does ~he cour.:: 
dismiss the ease if a less restrictive alternative is 
identi.fied? 

c. ALI.: :oo you feel that adequate attention is given to less 
restri•:tive treatment alternatives in the nearing? 

d. IF NOT: What more, specifically, should be done? 

JC !II-8 a. Do hearings typically include a state's attorney or district 
a t:t o rc.e y? 

b. What i:; t:he best role for state's attorney in a ~otm:liti::ient: 

hearing? 
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JC III-9 a. How frequently does a hearing include an attorney for the 
A petitioner? 

b. What advantage or disadvantage is there in having petitioner 
represented by counsel? 

JC III-lOa. 
A 

Under what circumstances are commitment hearings held before 
a jury? 

b. What are your feelings about jury hearings in such cases? 

JC III-lla. Is respondent always present at the hearing? 
~ 
O b. IF NO: Under what circumstances would respondent not be 

J 

0 

there? 

c. ALL: What recommendations would you make about holding the 
hearing without respondent being present? 

III-12a. How frequently is a person who examined respondent present 
to testify at a hearing? 

b. IF NOT AI.WAYS: How is examination evidence presented if 
the examiner is not present? 

c. ALL: What recommendations would you make about having 
examiners present at hearings? 

JC III-13a. 
A2 

In practice, how strongly does the examiner's testimony 
or evidence influence the court and, in effect, deter.:iine 
the outcome of the hearing? 0 

b. Should this be different? 

c. IF YES: What can you suggest to change this? 

J III-14a. 
A2 

How frequently do psychiatrists and other examiners present 
a neutral assessment of respondent's condition, or how 
frequently do they act as advocates either for or against 
respondent's com:nit~ent? 

0 

b. What is the effect of this? 

c. How, if at all, should this be changed? 
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J !II-13a. 
AP 

Whar: <lther witnesses (such as petitioner) typically are at: 
the ht~arings? 

0 
b. How d() you feel about: t:he effects or import:ance of ha·.riog 

such wit:.nesses at the hearings? BE SURE TO E..'{PLORE THIS 
QUESTION FOR EACH WI'I'N'ESS MENTIONED IN !II-15 a. 

J !II-16a. 
A 

Who ac.cua.lly conducts the hearings, a judge or somebody 
else? 

0 
During a hearing, does the judge [OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACTING 
IN THIS CAPACITY] typically take an active part in 
directing questions to respondent. and witnesses, or 
does the judge usually just listen as the case is presented 
by counsel? 

c. Does this seem to be a good way to conduct the hearing? 
Why? 

d. IF A..'lSWER. IS NOT AL..llEADY OBVIOUS, ASK: What 111ould you 
recommend as the best role for a judge in a commitment 
hearing? 

JC III-17a. 
AP 

Are he<1rings typically open or closed to t:he public? 

0 b. What: a:c-e the problems or advantages t:o the way your court: 
system handles this? 

JC III-18a. Does the cour:: make a per.nanea.t: record of commitment 
hearings? IF YES: Flow? 

J 
...\ 
a 

b. Is a p~!rm.anent record useful or necessary? Why? 

c. What: additional costs are created by making a per:nanent: 
record,. and are the cost:s justified by the need? 

d. What pc1lieies would you recommend for retaining or 
dest:ro:i;•ing civil commitment records? Why? 

e. ~11a.t policies ought co be followed in sealing the records 
and in allowing various parties co h.a.ve access t:o these 
records? Wlly? 

III-19a. Under what circumstances are continuances granted? 

b. What useful or ha:r.::iiul eff ec:s have you nociced as 
a result of granting continuances? 
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III-20a. Does the court apply form.al rules of procedure and rules 
of evidence to the commitment hearing? 

JC III-21 
A 

Procedure Evidence 
--~~~~~~~ 

b. What is your opinion about allowing hearsay testioony? 

c. w"hat is your feeling about allowing infor:nation about 
previous colll!:1itments as evidence? 

d. Do you care to comment further about your system's practices 
regarding procedure, evidence, and testimony? 

I have some fu~her questions about notification. 

0 a. 'lilho is given notification of commitment hearings 
and at what time? 

b. 'lilhen, if at all, is respondent notified of the right to 
elect voluntary admission? 

c. 'lilhen, if at all, is respondent notified of the right to a 
jury? 

d. 'lilhat recommendations do you have regarding these or other 
notifications? 

JC III-22a. 
A 

What provisions are made for paying costs associated with a 
hearing? 

b. Who is responsible? 

c. Who usually pays? 

d. Do the regulations governing payments have any important 
.effects on the way hearings are conducted? 

e. what changes should be made in this regard? 

f. Who is responsible for the administration and collection of 
payments? 
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Hearing: Deter.nining Treatment 

J IV-1 a. During commitment hearings, is the question ever raised of 
respondent's capacity to make treatment decisions? AP 

0 
b. IF YES: Under what circumstances? 

c. ALL: Is this question ever raised at a separate hearing? 

d. IF YES: Under what circumstances? 

e. ALL: Would you suggest any changes in practices witn 
regard to raising this question? 

f. IF YES: Why and what change? 

IV-2 a. Is a ruling on capacity to make treatment decisions 
AP required if a person is to be committed for treament? 

b. Is such a ruling required before treatment can be 
administered involuntarily after a person has been 
committed? 

c. What recommendations would you make about the need to rule 
on this question prior to commitment and treatment? BE 
CAREFUL TO GET ANSWERS TO BOTH ASPECTS OF THIS QUESTION, IF 
YOU CAN. 

J IV-.3 a. 
APR 

How customary is it for treatment plans to be presented a: 
hearings? IF NEVER, GO TO LAST PART OF THIS QUESTION 

0 
b. Who presents the plan? 

c. Are treatment plans ever challenged in the hearing? 

d. IF YES: With what effect? 

e. What recommendations would you care to make about the 
presentation of treatment plans during colllI:lit::1.ent hearings? 

J rl-4 a. Who, if anyone, investi6ates and repo~s to the court 
AP about treatment alternatives? 
0 

b. What people or other resources does the judge usually 
rely on for information about coamitment optio~s? 

c. wnat are the advantages or disadvantages of ::his? 

d. wnat changes, if any, qould you suggest? 
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J IV-5 a. What hosptialization alternatives are available to the 
A2 courts? 
0 

b. In practice, which of these alternatives are u:ilized? 

c. In o,rdering hospital treatment, to what extent does t:he 
couz~ consider hospital resources and conditions? 

d. Are other alternatives needed? 

e. IF !ES: Why, and what do you recommend? 

J IV-6 a. 
AP 

Does the court ever commit a respondent to a nonhosnital 
treatment alternative (such as an outpatient program 

0 or into another person's care and custody)? 

b. IF NO: Why not? 

c. IF YES: What specific alternatives are used? 

d. ALL: What recommendations would you make regarding 
commitment for treatment in a less restrictive, 
nonhospital setting? 

J IV-7 a. How does a judge decide which hospital or less restrictive 
alte.rnative should be chosen in a particular case? 

J IV-8 a. 
AP 

Does the court ever issue an order requiring a respondent: 
to g 1et a particular type of treatment, or requiring that 
treatment must be given for a specified minimum or maximum 
time? 

0 

b. What are your feelings about the court issuing such orders? 

JC IV-9 a. Is a determination made of liability for payment: of 

0 
P serv:i.ces when treatment: is ordered? IF YES, ASK: How? 

b. Does this det:er::iioation affect the types of services aade 
avai:Lable or the procedures for obtaining services? 

c. What: changes need to be made in this regard? 
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JC V-1 
A 

J 
A 

J 
A 

V-2 

V-3 

J V-4 
p 

Posthearing 

These questions will concer~ several issues that become 
important after the hearing is completed. 

a. What notifications, if any, are given if a respondent is 
committed? IF A.i.'fl, ASK: How are notices given? 

b. What notifications are given if a respondent's case is 
dismissed? IF A.i.'lY, ASK: How are notices given? 

c. Are these notifications sufficient and useful? 

d. IF NO: 'IJhat changes would you suggest? 

a. How often does an appeal take place? 

b. 'IJho usually begins this process? 

c. Are respondents adequately informed about their right to 
appeal? 

d. What assistance is available to respondents in bringing 
appeals? 

e. Is the appeal process easy enough to understand and use? 

f. IF NO TO c OR e, ASK: What changes would you suggest? 

a. If an appeal is brought, how soon is it usually heard? 

b. If an appeal is brought, how does this affect what happens 
to the respondent at the treatment facility? 

c. Under what circumstances, if any, can a respondent remain 
at liberty following a commit:nent order and pending appeal? 

c. Should this be changed? 

a. After a person is ordered for treatment, what options do 
hospitals or alternative treacienc facilities use in 
deciding whether or not to examine or admit for trea01ent? 

b. Does this create any problems? 

c. What benefit comes from their having those optiocs? 

d. 'iJhat changes ~ould you suggest? 
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J V-5 
A2 

J V-6 
A2 

J V-7 
APR 

J 
A 

v-a 

a. If a. facility admits a patient pursuant to a cour'1: order, is 
it under any restrictions regarding the type or extent of 
treatment it may administer. 

b. IF YES: w-nat are the li~itations? 

c. ALL: Do you feel it is wise to place treatment constraints 
on a facility? Why? 

d. ALL: What treatment-constraining powers should be exercised 
by the court (or by statute) in your opinion, and at what 
point in the process? 

a. What information, if any, does the treatment facility 
provide to the court to inform the court of the patient's 
progress? 

b. I.F Afi: What is the reason that this information is 
prov:lded; that is, is it sent because it is required by 
statute, it was ordered by the court, or is it provided for 
some other reason? 

~. What additional information does the court need, in your 
opin.:lon? 

d. When should such information be provided? 

e. What does the court do with this inf or.:lation? 

a. In yi>ur opinion, is the court's oversight of what happens 
to a committed patient adequate, too much for the facility, 
or 111>t demanding enough? Why? 

b. What would you recommend? 

a. What 1, if any, judicial sanctions are available for 
ensu1~ing compliance by facilities or respondents with 
court: orders regarding treatment? 

b. How frequently are such sanctions used, and with what 
effect? 

c. What recommendations do you have in this regard? 
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J V-9 
APR 

a. What difficulties arise regarding the transfer of patients? 

b. IF ANY: How could :hese proble~s be overcoQe? 

J V-10 a. What difficulties arise regarding patient discharge? 
APR 

b. IF Ai.'fY: How could these be overcome? 

V-11 a. How far after the hearing is court-appointed counsel 
A responsible to the client? That is, does the 

client-attorney relationship continue during appeal 
and treatment? 

b. What continuing role do you feel counsel should play 
following a commienent order? 

V-12 a. Following commitment, does a patient have the right to 
AP refuse treat~ent? IF YES, ASK: How is the patient 

notified of this right? 

b. Do you feel a patient should have this right? 

c. IF YES TO a, ASK: What difficulties does this cause, if 
any, and how can they be overcome? 

V-13 a. Under what circumstances does a treaonent facility obtain 
APR informed consent prior to administering treat:neut to an 

involuntarily committed patient? 

b. How does this differ for voluntary patients? 

V-14 a. Excluding those who refuse it, are all patients who are 
AP admitted given some form of treatme;:r 

b. IF NO: Why not, and what should be done about this? 

V-15 a. In your opinion, are t~e ci•lil and personal rights and 
. .\PR safety of committed patients adequately protected? 

b. IF NO: Why not, and what should be done about this? 
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J V-16 a. Do patients have access to and use a patient advocacy 
APR. syi>tem to represent their interests? 

b. IF NO: Why not? 

c. IF YES: What makes the system useful to patients? 

d. ALl.: Would you recommend any changes in making an advocacy 
syi;tem available? (IF YES) What? 

J V-17 a. Rolir long are most commitment periods ordered for? 
AP 

b. To the best of your knowledge, how long does the average 
patient actually remain in treatment? 

c. To the best of your knowledge, are patients typically 
tre~ated for a correct amount of time, given the help that 
the~y re qui re? 

d. Shc1uld treat:nent periods be longer or shorter, in your 
opi.nion, and why? 

J V-18 a. 
AP 

In what ways can a patient seek a change in or release from 
treatment? 

b. What is the most effective way? 

c. Do you feel that patient's options for seeking change or 
release are too easy or too hard? Why? 

d. Bow· often is a writ of habeas corpus used to seek release? 

e. Wha.t suggestions would you make concerning these avenues for 
treat1nent modification and patient release? 

J V-19 a. Are the review hearings effective and useful? Why is this? 
APR 

b. Do they differ in procedure from original commit~ent 
hearings, and how? 

J V-20 a. Are patients' commitment periods typically extended or 
AP recertified? 

b. What changes do you feel are necessarJ in the process for 
recertifying a commitment? 
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What to observe during PREHEARING PROCESSING 

l. Who initiated the action? (II-l) 

2. Where is the action taking place? (II-1) 

3. What is being asserted about respondent? (II-3) 

4. What documents and other evidence have been filed? (II-3) 

5. Have all the necessary papers been filed? (II-2) 

6. Do all filed papers contain all the required information? (II-2, 
II-3, II-14) 

i. Is respondent infor.ned of llis/her rights? (II-15, II-23, II-25) 

8. What options are considered and used for diversion, release, 
treatment? (II-5, II-7, II-9, II-22) 

9. How and when is counsel appointed? (II-17, II-19, II-21) 

10. Is treatment being administered? (II-22, II-23) 

11. What notifications are given? (II-25, II-26) 

12. Is respondent held or discharged? (II-24) 
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What to observe during HEARINGS 

1. Where is the action taking place? (III-3) 

2. Are proper petitions and certificates available to the court? (II-2, 
IV-3) 

3. Do all filed papers have all required information on the~? (II-2, 
II-14) 

4. Are examiners' reports available to the court? (II-2, II-14) 

5. Do examiners' reports have sufficient and required information (II-2, 
II-14, III-7, III-12) 

6. Who is conducting the hearing? (III-16) 

7. What is the role of the person condu~ting the hearing? 

8. 

9. 

a. Does he/she direct questions? (III-16) 

Is respondent's attorney retained or assigned? (II-17) 

What are attorney-for-respondent's behaviors? 

a. 

b. 

Does he/she appear to know the facts of the case well? (II-9, 
II-21) 

Does he/she actively challenge examiners' qualifications 
evidence against respondent? (II-18, II-20) 

c. Does he/she seem to have all the necessary inior:mation about 
LRA.s? (II-21, IV-4) 

10. Is respondent present? (III-11) 

11. Is respondent medicated? (II-22) 

12. How does the respodent behave? Does his or her behavior seem to 
influence the judge's decision? 

13. What witnesses (including examicers) testify? (II-14, II-16) 
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What to observe du.ring HE.A...'ltINGS 
Page Two 

14. Is respondent informed of his/her rights? (III-4, III-21) 

15. Is respondent given opport:unity to elect voluntary admission? (III-4) 

16. Are necessary criteria met for commitment? (III-5) 

17. What rules of evideuce and procedure are applied? (III-20) 

18. What is examiners' influence at hearing? (III-12, III-13, III-14) 

19. Is a treatment plan presented? (IV-3) 

20. Are alternativ.e treat'!llent possibilities discussed? (IV-4, IV-5, IV-6, 
IV-7) 

21. Who presents ia.forma'tion on alternative treatment options? (IV-.3, 
IV-4) 

22. !s question raised of capacity to make trea::ment decisions? (!II-4, 
IV-2) 

23. What are the rioles of attorney for petitioner and state's at:tor:iey? 
(lII-8. III-9) 

24. Is there a jury? (!II-10) 

25. Is the public :l'resent? (IIl-17) 

26. Are continuancias granted? (III-19) 

27. Are notifii:ati1lns given? (III-21) 

28. Are provisions made for payment? (III-22) 
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